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PREFACE

The present volume contains the Proceedings of the
International Seminar on Structural Investigations at Pulsed
Neutron Sources held from 1 to 4 September at Dubna, Russia,
This
Seminar
was
dedicated
to
the
memory
of
Dr.Yu.H.Ostanevlch (1936-1992), a world acknowledged physicist
who was at the head of the Instrumentation and research program
at the I BR-2 pulsed reactor from 1974 to the date of his
untimely death on August 1 of 1992, not long before this
Seminar.
All the papers accepted for presentation and submitted
during the Seminar and after it have entered this Volume,
including moat of the Invited Talks.
We are much grateful to the Seminar Advisory Committee
Members for their help in making up the Programme of the
Seminar. We highly value their contribution to the improvement
of the Programme and to the contents of this Volume.
The Editors' thanks are due to Mrs. T.Drozdova and the
staff of the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics for their help
during the whole period of the organization of the seminar and
preparation of this volume for publication.

V.L.Aksenov
A.M.Balagurov
Yu.V.Taran
Editors
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INTRODUCTORY TALK DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY

OF Yu.M.QSTANEVICH
Dear colleagues I
on behalf of the Organizing committee it ia a real honor and
privilege to welcome you to the International Seminar on
Structural Investigations at Pulsed Neutron Sources.
With deep sorrow I inform you of a sudden death on the first
of August of Professor Yu.M.Ostanevich. a world acknowledged
physicist and a wonderful person. May I ask you to rise in his
memory.
Prof. Yu.M.Qattmevich ia one of the founders of the
Laboratory of Neutron Physics who was at the head of the worKs
on the creation of the instrument suit for the experiments at
the IBR-г pulsed reactor. The fact that we have now the
world-class instruments at the IBR-2 is to great extent due to
his hard, creative work in the field.
Yu.M.Ostanevich was born on the 25th of July, 1936 in Riga,
Latvia. It was after his graduation from the Moscow State
University in 1959 that he joined the Laboratory of Neutron
Physics of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in Dubna.
The Laboratory was in the process of formation at that time.
The world-first research reactor of periodic operation, IBR,
was being built to start operation on 23 June, i960. The IBR
design and construction leader was Prof. D.I.Blokhintsev. The
IBR research program development was headed by Prof. I.M.Frank,
the Nobel Prize Winner, and Prof. F.L.Shapiro, his follower.
In the period from 1960 to 1S?4 the scientific interests of
Yu.M.Ostanevich mainly concentrated on the development of the
methods of Nuclear Gamma Resonance (NGR) spectroscopy, the
Mossbauer effect, and their application to condensed matter
studies and solution of some fundamental problems, in 1971 he
received his second level doctor degree for the results
obtained with the NGR-radiators. At the same time he performed
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a number of rather complicated neutron scattering experiments
to study self-diffusion in ethane at the liquid to vapour
transition temperature (in 1968) to determine the density of
ethane in the vicinity as well as to investigate the gravity
effect exhibitions in ethane at this temperature (in 1971).
Beginning from 1974 Prof. Yu.M.Ostanevich worHed on the
development of the research program for the new IBR-2 reactor.
He headed the design
and construction of ten
neutron
spectrometers now operating on the beams of the IBR-2, In
parallel he carried out experiments on the neutron study of the
condensed matter structure. He substantiated and realized the
time-of-flight small-angle scattering method for this study at
pulsed neutron sources. With this method he had studied the
structures of a number of complicated systems, including
immunoglobulines, polyelectrolytes, lipid membranes, cock-like
polymers, etc.
The construction of the new and upgrading of old high flux,
pulsed reactors at Dubna have allowed the physicists of the
Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics to obtain a number of new
results in the field of subatomic physics and the physics of
condensed matters. The basis has been laid for the new
directions of research investigating the properties of the
microworld by the methods of the neutron TOP spectrometry.
Under the leadership of Profs. P.L.Shapiro and Yu.M.Ostanevich
advanced experimental techniques have been developed to become
classical. Among them:
- inelastic scattering in inversed geometry (1962);
- time-of-flight neutron diffractometry (1964);
time-focusing
of
neutrons
in the
tlme-of-flight
diffractometry (1966);
- experiments in pulsed magnetic fields (1968);
- small-angle neutron scattering by the time-of-flight
method (1974),
- Inelastic scattering in direct geometry: Bose-condensate
in superfluid H e (1976);
4
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- multidimensional
( 1477);

neutron diffractometry

n

s..-, ;lf
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- p o s i t ion -sensit ive d c t e c i o r s . 1"78);
- t e x t u r e a n a l y s i s liy r.eut r o n d i It r u c t i o n (l'.>rti ,
- r e a l - t i m e n e u t r o n d i f f i a c t o m e t r y (1ЧВ6),
Besides
the
a b o v e - o u t l i n e d . Vu. H. O s t a r w v i o h
S U I ' I ' C S S I >il 1\
worked i n r e l a t e d a r e a s . He с о - a u t h o r e d t h e irwtli.4l l o r t he
s t u d y of d e f o r m e d n u c l e i by m e a s u r i n g id-; i s o m e r -.in ft
i
n e u t r o n r e s o n a n c e s , t h e method f o r m e a s u r i n g rie-.it i . n !„. 1 <к,; .1 чи;
w i t h o u t a r e f e r e n c e beam, t h e l U i n o i U method f o r t i n ' . l . t . t i 1.
of r a d i a t i o n i n t . . ; c l e a r s p e c t r o m e t r y , t h e method f i r m e a s i n m . ]
thi ее-diineiis i n n a l n e u t r o n p a t t e r n s 1 a < tw s l r n - l u r . i l IUMI» • 011
d i f f г а с Ы я е ' . r y and some a p p r o a c h e s t o t h e eo.ianit ai 1 .'..и >оц ,,f
the p h y s i c a l experiment, e t c .
Together
with
a
fruitful
research
and
.sclent i IK'
o r g a n i z a t i o n work he gave much a t t e n t i o n t o h i s ped.v|oi;i M l
a c t i v i t y . S i n c e 19',i he g a v e an a n n u a l c o u r s e ot U ' c u i v s t o
t h e s t u d e n t s ot t h e Moscow S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y on S e l e c t e d Тори !;
in
Neutron
Physics,
In
1090
Yu.M,Ostanev l e h
became
ihe
p r o f e s s o r of t h e Moscow P h y s i c a l
Engineering
institute
irul
s i n c e t h e n r e a d l e c t u r e s on C o n d e n s e d H-.ti-'f R e s e a r c h w i t h
n u c l e a r m e t h o d s t o t h e s t u d e n t s ot t h e Dubna r r a i n i n c j C e n t e r ,
t h e same y e a r e s t a b l i s h e d on t h e b a s i s of t h e JINR.
Being a t
t h e head of
a
large
international
hedy
ot
s c i e n t i s t s , he m a i n t a i n e d t h e c r e a t i v e a t m o s p h e r e , t h . i t h e l p e d
successful
r e s e a r c h work, w h i c h in
In,- l a s t t e n y e a r * have
r e s u l t e d i n o v e r 16 f i r s t and s e tnd d o c t o r d e g r e e s < e r , ; i v o d by
t h e members of t h e Condensed H a t t e r I partment. of t h e Kl.HP.
-

The w o r k s o r Y u . M . O s t a n e v i c h a r e well known i n t h e JINK
m e m b e r - s t a t e s and i n t h e o t h e r c o u n t r i e s . He c o - a u t h o r e d over
100
scientific
publications,
not
once
read
papers
to
i n t e r n a t i o n a l m e e t i n g s of s c i e n t i s t s and t o o k a c t i v e p a r t in
t h e o r g a n i z a t i o n of some c o n f e r e n c e s and s c h o o l s .
The d e a t h of Y u . M . O s t a n c v i c h i s a grea". l o s s f o r t h e w o r l d
s c i e n t i f i c community, i n c l u d i n g h i s c o l l e a g u e s and f o l l o w e r s a t
Duhna, The man of p r i n c i p l e and hic/h m o r a l s , he was If I may
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say so, one of strongest columns that support the scientific
building of this Laboratory. We will keep the memory of him in
our hearts.
Personal character and scientific interests of Qstanevich
exhibited themselves in full measure in the organization of
this Seminar. He as one of the world leading specialists in the
small angle scattering of neutrons has formed the program of
the Seminar in this direction and selected participants. Today
the neutron small angle scattering is one of the most powerful
methods for condensed matter research. The Seminar program
includes the reports of the many leading groups in the field.
One of the world-best instruments now employed for the neutron
small angle scattering studies at the IBR-S was designed by
Yu.M.Ostanevich. Prof. Serdyuk from the Institute of Protein in
Puschino
will
give
the user's
point
of
view
of
the
possibilities of doing research on this instrument and the
well-known П11 operated at the ILL.
The new opportunities for the neutron small ar..j/е scattering
research are to open with the start-up of the new cold
moderator at the IBR-2 in the end of this year. The works go
according to schedule. With it we will have the cold neutron
flux an order of magnitude higher, than those generated by the
other neutror. sources.
In his last period of life Yu.M.Ostanevich investigated the
possibility of using polar, i neutrons in the small-angle
scattering research. The worn was initiated in the frame of the
joint program with the group of Prof.Stuhrmann from Germany. It
so happened that the investigation on the problem he performed
with the assistance of Dr.Nikitenko became his last one.
Dr.Nikitenko will report on the results in the talk included in
the SANS section: New Applications.
The second half of the scientific program of the Seminar is
devoted to the high resolution diffractometry. This year on the
11th of June the first diffraction patterns were measured with
the new High Resolution Fourier diffTactometer that has started
operations at the IBR-2. It is a great success achieved by the
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collaboration of FLNP-PINP and VTT. The world scientific
community have got the new instrument that has the highest,
today available spatial resolution and luminosity. One of the
goals of this Seminar is to develop a research program for this
diffractometer.
For the FLNP the construction and operation of the HP.FD are
of principal importance. The matter is that the IBR-2 reactor
is Known as the source generating the highest neutron flux at
the broadest pulse width. The latter limits the possibility of
the staging at the IBR-2 of the high resolution experiments.
However, the application of the Reverse-TOF method suggested by
Prof.
Hiismaki
from
VTT,
Finland,
will
give
the
new
possibilities. This method allows a considerable reduction of
the thermal neutron pulse width from 300 usee to 7 usee.
So it is our hope that in result of this Seminar we will
achieve the new understanding of the problems of the structural
analysis and map out the areas for the effective exploitation
by the world scientific community of the new capabilities of
the high flux reactor IBR-2. I am sure that our intense work at
this Seminar will serve in the best way to the memory of
Prof.Yu.M.Ostanevich, our untimely passed away colleague.
I wish all the participants of this Seminar a pleasant stay
in Dubna and an enriching experience, both personal and
professional.
Thank you for your attention.

Victor L.Aksenov
Chairman, Organizing Committee
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EFFECTIVE REACTOR PULSE COMPRESSION BASED ON
CONTINUOUSLY SWEPT FREQUENCY MODULATION
P. HiismSki
VTT, Reactor Laboratory
P.O.BOX 200, SF-021M. Espoo, Finland

Effective compression of a well thermalized moderator pulse from a few hundreds of
microseconds down to about ten for a wide spectrum of wavelengths simultaneously is
discussed. The method is based on the reverse time-of-flight (RTOF) principle and the
mechanical Fourier chopper positioned outside of the biological shield of the source. The first
implementation, is HRFD, a high resolution Fourier diffractometer, close to its completion at
the IBR 2 in Dubna. Its flight path is not longer than 30 m and it can resolve the diffraction
peaks with Ad/d better than 10'' without any systematic frame-overlap contamination.

Introduction

Mudeimor design of pulsed neutron sources has two basic options. The high intensity option
aims at high conversion efficiency from fast neutrons to well thermalized neutrons, but suffers
from long pulse duration. The short pulse option aims at shortening the pulse duration down
to the level, needed in high resolution measurements at reasonable flight paths, but suffers
from poor conversion efficiency and low intensity. Pulsed reactors, such as IBR-2, have rather
long primary pulses already implying that the high intensity option only is feasible. Spallation
sources can have both options. By adopting proper pulse compression technique for
shortening the effective pulse duration of a high intensity source, high resolution applications
become, not only feasible, but very competitive compared to the short pulse option. The aim
of the present paper is to give an illustrative review on the pulse compression techniques for
high resolution powder diffraction introduced by Hiismaki, Рбугу and Tiitto in 1988 [1]. The
first practical implementation is the HRFD, "High-Resolution Fourier Difrractometer", now
close to its completion here in Dubna.
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Formulation of the problem

Achieving high resolution In pulse compression implies that the intensity ol the neutrons
exliacted troni the .source must somehow be modulated with sufficiently high frequencies.
Tins cm be iluiie In installing a mechanical chopper in the beam. Pue to pi.ulkal icasons
such a chopper cannot W positioned at the surface of the inoderaiot bet rather outside ol the
biological shield at a certain minimum distance liom the moderator boi a last, pulsed
chopper, which .should be run suichtonouslv with a fixed phase relative to the source, the
iniiismissn n of neutrons would depend on the phase of the chopprt and on the velocity o'
neutrons. This leads to undesiiable narrowing ol the neulion spcitium and is in u'utnnliition
to the vety idea ol white Ix'ain time-otthght diltiactiou, which should be kept as one ot the
most impori.iiit design ohicUiu's ()ne ol ihe piobleiits to Iv solved is thus, how to obtain the
ttansmission of the lull while spectrum of neutrons with a choppei positioned several meters
fioni the moderator?

Another design constraint comes from the Irume-oveilap. which means that the slowest
neutron* from each source fiul.se arrive at the detector simultaneously «ith the fastest neutrons
from the next billowing pulse for long flight paths ami broad spectrum of neutions needed
in high-resolution powder diffraction work, ihe pulse r.1 it* ol the sonue must be lestticteif to
very tew pulses pet second only, in outer 10 avoid the Itameoveilap problem, which veiy
often means Iractioual utilization ot the primary souice and waste of resources Theie ь thu,
consiiferable potential foi imptoved efficiency, if good solution to the frame oveilap problem
can be found.

About meiisiirinn titnv-t)M1ii>ht distributions

A powder diffraction instrument should be able to give data representing just the time-offlight distribution of neutrons scattered or transmitted by the sample, not necessarily time-offlights of individual neutrons. If one sticks to the latter, much more restrictive requirement,
then, indeed, no savisfaetovy solution w ihe problem can he found. The extra degree-offreedom. necessarily needed, will only become available, if one drops the requirement of
unique determination of individual time-of-flights. and searches a solution among the socalled correlation methods. This is a key observation of fundamental significance.
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For the flight of any individual neutron the time-of-arrival is always very well defined by the
detector, but the time-of-dcparture is never known better than the time width of the source.
Therefore, instead of sorting true times-of-arrival, it would seem more appropriate to sort
possible or probable times-of-departure and times-of-transmission through the chopper for
each arrival observed, particularly because the intensity of the beam will be modulated
anyway by the pulse compression chopper. This reverse time-of-flight scheme, RTOF |2|, is
not just a triviality, but seems to provide a unique way, and the only way known today, to a
practical, on-line implementation of the pulse compression system.

The chopper, which seems to be the most advantageous for modulating the beam is the
Fourier chopper |.1|, which can reach high modulation frequencies for large beam crosssections and is a proven choice for the RTOF method. The principle of the Fourier chopper
is illustrated in Fig. 1 showing, how the rotating chopper disk and a stator disk with identical
absorption pattern immediately behind the chopper, makes the neutron transmission to vary
from zero to 50% and back linearly with time, as the chopper rotates at constant speed.

Fig. 1. The principle of the Fourier chopper.

The second key component is a dual delay line correlator, shown in Fig. 2 [Ц. It is designed
for discriminating the sourcc-off times-of-departure and for distinguishing the times of high
probability chopper transmission from the times of low probability chopper transmission for
neutrons, transmitted through or elastically scattered by the sample.
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Fig, 2. The dual delay line correlator.

The principle and properties of the pulse compression system

The principle of the method is best discussed with the help of the RTOF-ehart of Fig. 3,
illustrating a frozen picture of the states of the various components at the instant of the limeof-arrival of a neutron at the detector, located at the origin. All neutrons not changing their
velocity during their path from the moderator to the detector arc represented by straight lines.
The recent history of the moderator is indicated by the lower gate line, shifted to the left by
one channel at intervals of A„, chosen proportional to the total fligth path from the moderator

Fig. 3. RTOF-chart illustrating the principle of the measurement.
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to the detector. The time-of-fligth channels corresponding to the closed source gate cannot
change their counter content. The recent history of the Fourier chopper is shown by the upper
gate line, shifted to the left by one channel at intervals of Д,, chosen proportional to the fligth
path from the chopper to the detector. The content of those counters, corresponding to
possible times of depanure and more (rcsp. less) than the average probability to have passed
through the chopper is increased ( resp. decreased) by one count. As the chopper is swept
through all frequencies from гего to the maximum according to a chosen distribution, it can
be shown, that the expectation value of the accumulated data is the timc-of-flight distribution
of neutrons as synthetized from "local" Fourier components. The resolution is thus determined
by the well-defined flight path from the chopper to the well-focussed detector and by the high
maximum modulation frequency of the chopper. As to the frame-overlap, each neutron gives
A contribution to till frames, within the time-of-flight range of the stack of counters. However,
these contributions average to гего everywhere else, but within the correct frame due to
distinct combination of wavelets used for the synthetization in each frame.

In practice, the system is not provided with up-down counters, shown in Fig.3, but instead
with simple up-countcrs only. The counters are, however, divided into two groups, with their
chopper gate signals being binary complements of each other. Thereby each counter set
accumulates a distribution, which is a superposition of a low-resolution spectrum, as if the
Fourier chopper were absent, and of a positive or negative high-resolution spectrum. The
desired high-resolution spectrum is obtained simply by subtracting the two distributions. It
turns out that the variance distribution of the high-resolution spectrum equals the lowresolution spectrum, obtained by adding the two accumulated data sets, and should lie
introduced in the refinement programs for parameter estimation.

Diffraction geometry

TOF-diffraetograms arc usually measured in the scattering geometry with large, wcll-focussed
detectors at high scattering angle. Thereby, in order to obtain unbiased estimates for the
crystalline parameters, various corrections due to detailed form of the incident spectrum,
absorption, extinction, competing scattering etc. have to be introduced. The pulse compression
techniques may also make it possible to measure high quality diffractograms in the
transmission geometry with a small detector placed at the end of a direct flight path [4|.
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Bragg reflections arc in this case seen as sharp edges with the best possible resolution with
no contribution from the thickness of a plate shaped sample or from the divergence of the
team. Moreover, the strength of each reflection is solely determined by the relative height of
the edge irrespective of its absolute height. This means a kind of internal intensity calibration
for taking automatically into account the incident spectrum and all competing processes with
smooth dependence on the wavelength. The diffraction peaks can thus be obtained by highpass filtering the logarithm of the transmission diffractogram. Texture and extinction,
however, have direct effect on the relative peak intensities and should be corrected for
separately.

The first results from the HKFI)

Fig. 4 shows an example of one of the very first measurements on un A!.O -sample, as
v

measured in June 1УЧ2. The doublet about the channel number 240(1 corresponds to d-spacing
of about 1.24 A, until now only resolved by D2B at ILL and by HRPD at RAL. Many things
were not yet in their final, designed state: the chopper was positioned about 4.5m from its
correct position, temporary, air-filled neutron guides were used, the detector was not properly
shielded etc. Nevertheless, the result shows that we are on the right track. One of the most
striking observations was that the system performed as a kind of a spatial filler for
discriminating the very high number of background neutrons scattered from regions not in the
immediate environment of the sample, notably from the concrete wall stopping the direct
beam. The transmission geometry measurement remains yet untested.
IIOOOO
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Fig, 4. A.i excerpt from an AliO,-diffractogram, used as a preliminary test.
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Abstract
Л high resolution neu'. ron powder Fourier diffraetometer ha.i been constructed at the pulsed
react»? ПШ-2 in !>uhna. I'reliuiiu.uy n'suits have confirmed resolution predictions indicating
thai Ail/d can he as small as 5 1 0 " ' over a wide d range with a good data accumulation rale.

On June 11 this year the High Resolution Fourier DifTractoineter (IIKFI)) at the IHR-2
pulsed reactor was put into operation and the very first high-resolution diffraction spectra
were measured (Fig.l). This took place just before the scheduled summer shutdown of the
reactor ami only a short time left for the lest of the diffractometer units, modes of operation,
measurement of parameters and diffraction patterns of some standard samples.
This paper presents the results after briefing the reasons for IIRFI) construction and the
details of the diflVactomcler's design.

1. Why HRFD at the IBR-2 ?
It is well known that a powder diirractometer can be optimised in two alternative modes: cither
high resolution or high intensity. The precision structural studies or the real-time experiments
are the examples of the investigations which are destined for these two kinds of instruments.
The pulsed reactor IPJR-2' ' in Dubua has a world's highest peak llux of thermal neutrons
from the moderator surface
I0 " n / c i n ' / s . However the resolution for the conventional
TOFcxperiinents is poor due to the large width of the initial reactor pulse of 230 /is. After
thcrnialUation the pulse width grows up to 320 us. Ho for the flight path of about 25 ш
the resolution is no better than 1% at d = 2 A. As the result good prospects exist for the
experiments that require high intensity, but at the same time high level structural studies are
impossible to be carried out with the I Hit 2.
1

1
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fig. I. First higiircsoluiion diffraction pattern from the AijOa standard
sample measured wild IIRFU as it was seen on the computer display.

The Fuurier technique is the only way from the practical viewpoint to improve the resolution
of the TOP difTractometer at the 1BR-2 to Ad/d as small as 5-10" at the intensity loss by a
factor of 4 only' '. In this case t UP total flux on the sample can be made as high as 10 n/cm /s.
For the better understanding of the situation with the Fourier chopper let us compare three
types of instruments: a conventional TOF machine and Fourier diffractometers at steady state
and pulsed sources.
In the first case the detected intensity is proportional to the convolution integral:
4

3

T

/ ( 1 ) ~ У « , ( ( - г И ) Й 7 + В(()
г

2

(1)

where in rough approximation neglecting all geometrical contributions Rj is the source pulse,
(г is the scattering cross section of the sample, В is the conventional background.
The situation with a Fourier diirractoinoter at a steady state reactor is a little more complicated
as there is the modulation of the incident neutron beam by the Fourier chopper. Then the
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relation fcir the intensity looks liko
1(1)-

I HA' ' r|n(r)Jr + r / n t ( r | . / r + H(M .

('.')

1

here li,- is tli<- resolution fiinciiou (if tin» I'nurier chopper, 11» second term, which can hi' nilli'il
"ihi' correlation background" is priipurtiiiiiHl tn the total detected intensity, .'• is a •••rlain
constant, h can hi- shuwn tliut thr width «if li, is inversely proportional to thr maximum I1141111
modulation frequency Rmu, which is equal In N»V,„, where N1 is the nuiulier of chopper slits
and Vni is the maximum chopper speed. Kor N,, = 1021 anil V ,., = '10011 rpm. S} ,u = ISO \i\\/. «o
the lime width of diffraction ninxlinn can he as small as 7 (is.
The situation with the Fourier chopper al a pulsed neulmu source is, in some sense, llie
coinhiuation of the two previous cases:
ra

/ ( / I ~ / « . ( I - r I /r, (r - ПЩги/г + e I H,[l

r|ir|r|,ir + /«(II .

CD

One can see, that in (II) both resolution fuuclions It, and It, are present, thus the did'raclion
peaks are very narrow (Alan/is), the correlation background is uol coustaiil and is priiportintial
to the resolution function of the source.
The additional modulation with К is ver;, imuorUuit to decrease the corfetalio.lv havk£(ouni.l.
which is now proportional to a small portion of the total intensity, namely, the intensity in
the time interval 2At, where At is equal to the width of H,, i.e. 1120 /is for the IIIR'i reactor.
The correlation background is the principal difference helweei. the conventional ТОК and
Fourier ditfractometer. Its level is strongly sample dependent, moreover it depends on the
wavelength гниде in wich the pattern is measured. Due to the Maxwellian distribution of the
incident heani intensity the signal to noise ratio for steady state and pulsed sources is quite
dillcreut. There is sonic цат in this ratio in the pulsed source case, being especially high for
the long wavelength neutrons,
я

2. The H R F D design (Fig.2)
lilt I'D is located on beam N'I of the 1 Hit 2 reactor. Immediately after the reactor shielding
the mechauieal filter and the auxiliary neutron guide tulip are placed. The filter is a stainless
steel disk chopper of almut I in diameter with а Ao=tiO" window. The chopper is In remove
the thermal neutron background off the beam. Through the biological shielding the beam is
conducted over a straight neutron guide, Immediately after this wall the 1'ouricr chopper is
placed. The focusing guide tube acts both as a forming element of the neutron beam and
a lilter of fast neutrons and yrays. Its incoming and outgoing window cross-sections ure as
large as IIOxJOO and 10x100 mm', respectively, and its total length is л bout 10 in. Ilefnre
the sample the Soller collimator is installed to reduce the angular divergence of the neutron
beam. The detector a.ssetnhly consists of two blocks. At a lower scattering angle two position
sensitive detectors are placed on the movable arms. The main detector is located at a larger
angle (istl'ili''). it is time-focused and has a total solid angle of (I.OH sr. The llight path between
the chopper disk and the sample position is 20.0 in.
I'he electronics of НККИ is created using the modular HT'OK analyzer based on the polarity
correlator ASH' circuit of special design. Kach Correlator module miliums 1021 channels. The
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3.S. T h e r e s o l u t i o n
TIIP «'solution of the time offlight powder difTraciouieicr i» (in t In- first approximation):
1

I( = Д.//|( = [(Д1.,/1)' + (1«-1чЙ)'] "' •

"I

where Л Ь is tin' width uf lilt' thermal neutron pulse, in the 'r .ill geometrical iiiuertioiitii'» are
included, lor II UK I) the first term ill III is:

л/,,// - ^< /as:itA = e.fi'iir'/d .

'•'••

u

where il is in Л. The divergence
lielweeu the real detector surface
lerm in ( t ) The calculated value
resolution fiiucliou is uhout .VIO

of the initial lieinn, sample dimension-, ami the ililli p i n e
and the exact time focused loru> cnuuihule in ihe si-mnd
for this term is equal to 1.1 111 , MI the total width "Г ill., if d equal» 2 Л.
4
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In Fig.II the expected resolution function of IIRFI1 is compared with the resolution function
of HIU4)' , the best at the moment neutron powder high resolution dilfractometer. In the
large tl interval the resolution of these two instruments is very close.
The Table lists the iustruinenl details.

4

The experimental results

In Fig.l two diffraction patterns of aluminum oxide are compared The lower one was measured
at the 11Ш-2 with the existing dilfractoineter I)N "2. conventionally used for the structure
studies. The resolution of this dilfractometer is about 1% for <1=2 Л. Ill the upper part the
same d region is shown measured on the new Fourier diffractometer. Л short d i n t e r a l of
this pattern is shown in FIR.S. It contains three diffraction peaks. In the bottom, the iiK-'i
spectrum is shown. In the middle part, the raw data from IIR I'll are shown. Here one sees two
spectra, the first measured for the case of the positive sign high resolution term, the second
for the negative. After subtraction the high resolution spectrum is obtained. The curves in
Ihe niitlille part of this figure c«n lie considered a» the correlation background.
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Fig. 10. Pari of the diffraction pattern from CuLio.i V0.1Fe1.gO4. One
111 ay sec that only tfie ncaJr. (444) has a regular shape.

5. Conclusions
The must important result of the preliminary measurements performed consists in the fact
that the idea has received confirmation that the Fourier technique in combination with a
pulsed neutron source, such as the IHIl-2 reactor, gives the diffraction patterns of very good
quality both with respect to resolution and intensity. The resolution of 0.0015 in Ad/d was
achieved at first attempt. The expected value of Ad/d equal to 0.0005 ran be reached after
'he diffractninettT units are aligned and their assembly completed. One of the advantages of
IIHFI) • the possibility of changing the relation between the resolution and intensity on a large
scale has been also confirmed.
Now it is obvious that a lot of problems can be solved with the help of such a diffractometer
as IIUFD. The experience acquired in the diffraction studies with mini-SFINKS, D2B, HRPD
and some other machines provided diverse data that allow one to conclude that the structure
solution and refinement are the basic problems for high resolution neutron diffrartometcrs.
The studies of high temperature superconductors give a good example of a very successful
application of high resolution neutron powder diffra tion.
The authors wish to acknowledge the help of many members of the LNPh, NPIil and VTT
staff in engineering, fabrication and installation of this instrument. Special thanks are due to
Drs. B.I.Voronov, E.V.Serochkiu, V.I.Aparin, V.G.Tishin, V.E.Novozchilov, A.I.Ostrovnoy,
I.P.Barabash, A,A.Hogd?.el, A.I.Sirotin, A.P.Trofimova, G.F.Zhironkin and V.V.Zhuravlev.
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Table. Instrument details for I I R F D ( p r o p o s e d )

Ileaiu
Guide aperture
Moderator - sample distance
Chopper • sample distance
Fourier-chopper (disk-type)
outside diameter
slit width
number uf slits
max speed
max beam modulation frequency
Thermal neutron pulse width:
low-resolution mode
high-resolution mode
High-resolution detectors
Low-resolution detector
Aperture of the detectors:
high-resolution lfili"
high-resolution 90°
low-resolution 0°-60°
Wavelength interval
d-spacing interval:
high-resolution
low-resolution
Flux iit sample position
Sample volume
Resolution for:
2fl=l56°, d=2 A
29= 90°, d=2 A

'"Ni-ciivered guide tube
10 nun x 100 mm, variable
.'111 in
2000 cm
TiZr-alloy
.140 mm
0.6 mm
1021
(10(10 rpin
150 kits
.TJ0 /is
7 (is
"l.i, time-focusing
l l e , position sensitive
3

0.08 sr
0 04 sr
0.00G sr
0.9 - 12 A
0.S • В Л
•I • «0 A

lO'n/cm'V»
~2 cm'
0.0005
0.002
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PRESENT STATUS OF THE DIFFRACTOHETER M.SFINKS

V.Trounov, K.Kudryashev, V.Ul'yanov, A.BulKin, V.Muratov
PNPI RASc, Gatchina, Russia
P.HHsmahi, A.Tiitta, O.Antson, H.Poyry
Centre of Technical Research of Finland, Espoo, Finland

Abstract
Some
technical
parameters
of
the
M.Sfinks
dlffTactometer and achieved scientific results are presented.
The diffTactometer is installed at Gatchina.

Design and construction of new high flux neutron
sources have stimulated development of advanced instruments
for carrying out research at these sources. A good example
illustrating the above statement is the building of a high
flux reactor at ILL (France) whose instrument suit costs much
more than the expenditure of money on the reactor itself.
This stems from the fact that reactors are expensive and one
should take care of their most effective exploitation.
So the new Fourier diffractometer was designed for the
steady state reactor PIK, the construction of which started
in 1976 in the town of Gatchina (about 40 km south of
St. Petersburg). By 1978 the list of instruments was formed
for the realization of the research program being developed
for this reactor. It included a number of diffractometers for
experiments with powder samples. By that time became known
successful applications of the Rietvield profile analysis
method [1] and high resolution diffractometers [2,3]. This
tendency
in
neutron
diffractometry
development
and
application received confirmation in a detailed consideration
of the bright prospects opening with the use of high
resolution neutron powder diffraction methods [4].
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The research program for the PIK
reactor pays
essential attention to structural investigations of materials
under extreme conditions, e.g. in various physical fields.
This
research program demands construction
of special
instruments
giving
preference
to
fixed-geometry
diffractometers, i.e time-of-flight diffractoineters, as they
are capable of providing more rich experimental information
for the application of the Rietvield method. This is
conditioned by the shape of the dispersion curves ud/d. , =
f ( d > for the time-of-flight technique and the constant
wavelength method. They are illustrated in Fig.l. As is seen
from this figure the time-of-flight method covers with high
resolution a much wider range of d.. , (interplane spaclngs)
than the constant wavelength method does. Figure 1,1 shows
the resolution function of the time-of-flight diffTactometer
of M.Sfinks installed at the WWR-M reactor at Gatchina.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the resolution function of the multi
detector diffTactometer operating at the ILL reactor. So the
decision
was
made
to
construct
a
time-of-f1ight
diffTactometer, which immediately followed by questions about
the ways of its realization.
h

hk]

The
time-of-flight
diffTactometer
requires
timedependent periodicity of the steady state neutron intensity
and its main parameters (resolution, luminosity, geometrical
size) depends on the time characteristics of the beam.
There are several ways of producing pulsed neutron
beams at steady state reactors. The most popular is the use
of mechanical systems (choppers). The chopper consists of two
parts. One of them is the fast rotating disk (rotor) and the
other is a fixed element (stator) with one or more neutron
opaque slits. In the periphery of the rotor in some way or
another there are also made neutron opaque slits. If these
slits are arranged with some periodicity the chopper is
called the Fourier chopper. If the arrangement of these silts
is random, the chopper is called the pseudo-random chopper.
The one with few (2 or 4) equidistant slits in the periphery
of the rotor has got the name of the Fermi chopper. There
exist other methods for pulsed neutron beam production, e.g.,
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in the frame of the neutron polarization technique. However,
this topic lies outside the scope of this short report.

Rg. M

From the viewpoint
of the main
parameters
of
diffractometers (luminosity and resolution) the Fourier and
pseudo-random versions are equivalent. However, it is cheaper
to build a Fourier chopper. Both these choppers ha've huge
advantage in luminosity over the Fermi one. And still the
Fermi method allows direct measurement of the neutron
spectrum. In the Fourier and pseudo-random techniques one
needs some special procedures to be performed to restore the
studied spectrum. For that one has to Know the primary
neutron spectrum measured, for example, with the Fermi
method.
The
Fourier
and
pseudo-random
techniques
are
efficient in measuring spectra with well pronounced lines.
Spectrum refinement with a Fourier or pseudo-random method
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requires exact Knowledge of the phase of the neutron wave
passing through the chopper. This is the principal problem
the solution of which determines success of practical
realization of these techniques.
This solution was found and tested by the group of
Prof.P HiismaKi at VTT (Finland). They have developed the socalled Reverse Time-of-Flight Fourier Method. What toes this
method consist in? Figure 2 gives schematic illustration of
the method. The scheme comprises the detector, the phase
shifting register, the transferring logic unit and the
analyzer. The Fourier chopper performs timt modulation of the
beam described by the function:

x

u>

2
г=-ю

=I Ч

iurt
е
г

Thus the scattering beam intensity is:

§ (т) = § (т)е(т)х r(t - т)
s
s
ы

,

where f_(r) is the time-of-flight
beam incident on the sample and

spectrum of the primary
в(т) is the scattering

function of the sample. The rotor rotation frequency changes
following the function G(u). This function must satisfy the
condition G(u)du = dt, that determines the time interval dt
within which the frequency
frequency is changed from

changes
0

to

from

max
normalized t o unity,

i.e.

u max
S G(u)du = 1
0
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A device is mounted on the chopper to generate a pick
up signal, e.g., in the form of a rectangular pulse. This
signal is also described by the Fourier series expansion :

ui
m i rut
Y (t) = £ Pre
r=-w
The pick-up signals come to the shifting register, through
which the- are step-wise transmitted with step period a by a
special generator, that synchronizes the work of all
electronic systems. Phase determination accuracy in the
shifting register depends on stable operation of this
generator and the value of the step period Л. This is the
principal moment hard to be accomplished in the direct
method. Such a distribution of phases from the shifting
register comes to the analyzer via the transferring logic
unit at the moment of neutron registration by the detector.
Thus the transferring probability is proportional to the
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neutron i n t e n s i t y of the d e t e c t o r
function:
Ts s
Z (t) = S f (t)x (t-T)dt + b
u

and

defined

by

the

u

O S
dt = G(w)du
T is the measuring time.
So the resultant signal accumulated in the analyzer will be a
convolution of the functions
Z ( T ) and the phase signal.
After the standard Fourier formalism is performed, the signal
in the analyzer will be described by the function:
U

§ (x')R(x-f)df
ч

s

Z(t) = Cj"
0

t В

»
R = 2/C £ p q G(rt)
1
Г

Г

m
G(t) = J G(u) Cos(wt) du
0
The function G(t) is the Fourier transformation of the
frequency window. The functions x, Y, G(u) can be selected so
that R will have the form close to 8-function and its width
will determine the resolving power of the instrument. Then
Z ( T ) will be the studied spectrum. A brief account of the
technique and the possible ways of its realization can be
found in [5] and a more detailed description in [6].
In 1979 during the visit of Prof.P.Hiismaki to the
Petersburg
Institute of Nuclear Physics in Gatchina a
decision was reached to build a Fourier diffractometer at the
steady state reactor PIK. During the 1980 year design plans
and specification were executed. This file of documents were
submitted for approval of the experts from the United
Kingdom, Norway and Sweden and being given it. the work
started on design of particular units and elements of the
diffractometer.
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To the greatest majority of improvements was subjected
the electronic system. The one that served the diffTactometer
model in Finland (5) executed a successive mode of signal
transferring with a ve; ;, large dead time and could not be
used with high intensity beams. Therefore, a new analyzer was
to be deigned operating in a parallel mode of signal
transferring. The scheme of it is shown in Fig.2. Two
versions
were
considered:
a
multicomputer
and
a
microprocessor
system.
The
latter
one
has
won
the
competition. Special chips with internal logic were created.
Now we use a 32-channel one for building the analyzer. By
19E3
we
were
ready
to
start
assembly
of
the
new
diffTactometer on a neutron beam. However, as the completion
date of the PIK construction was postponed to after 1986

1.Reactor
2.1npile Collimator
3,The Reactor Neutron Beam Exit
4.The Neutron Guide (NG)
Biological Shield
5. The NG Combined Biological
Shield
6.Curved NG
7.The NG Vaccuum Arrangemet
a. The RTOF Chopper Arrangement

9.Auxiliary Straight
Neutron Guide
10.Detector System for

Back Scattering
11.Detector System for
Scattering at 90°
12.Sample
13.Small Angel Neutron
Scattering (SANS)
Arrangement
14.SANS Evacuated Beam Tube
15.PSD for SANS Measurements
Fig.3. Schematic Diagram of the RTOF-SANS Spectrometer.
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acute became the question of what to do with the newly built
equipment. After long and difficult discussions it was
decided to install it on the old reactor. In 1984 worhs
started on the preparation to operation of this new
dif fractometer H.SFINKS, the given name, on beam 9 of the
WWR-H reactor at Gatchina 17]. Figure 3 gives the schematic
diagram of this dlffractometer. Its upgrading was finalized
with the installation of a four-element neutron detector
schematically shown in Fig.4. The surfaces of the converters
(lithium glass elements pasted on light guides) were adjusted
most close to the time focusing geometry. The aperture of the

Fig. 4
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detector was 0.09 sterad. Table 1 summarizes the technical
parameters of the diffTactometer after the last modernization
in 1986 in comparison with the parameters of the analogous
instruments.
Table 1

parameter D1A.H.L

<\,°A>

1.2-6
2xl0

n/ctn^sec
V ,cm
R,%
£2,sterad

*v n

2.4x10*

s

e

m.SFINKS D2B,ILL
Gatchina
1 -5

0.5-6
6

3
0.2
0.004

s

GPBD,
Argone

-10

s

1 -6
-107

1.5x107

5
0.25
0.1

S
0.25
0.09

Si. 10* I x 6 - 1 0
k

5
-0.05
0.008
6

4x1 OS

HRPD
RAL,
E rutland
1 - 12
10^
2
0.05
0.1
2x10

s

<Л.А> - the wavelength range attainable in the experiment;
a

ф n/cm is the neutron flux at sample site;
V the maximum sample volume;
П the detector aperture;
R % the resolution;
f the effective correlation coefficient.
с

So installation of the M.SFINKS diffTactometer on an
average flux reactor is equivalent to that of the DIA on
the high flux reactor of ILL, but for the advantages of a fixed
geometry lay-out that enjoys the former, M.SFINKS test
measurements
were
performed
with
standard
samples
Zr Hf 0 ,
recommended by the Crystallography
Community
Committee. Figure 5 shows the experimental spectrum and the
difference with the theoretically calculated one. Table 2
lists the extracted parameters in good agreement with the
results of investigations performed at the other research
centers.
l S

5

2
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Tabie 2
H

"o.9B *o.oa°a

b"5.2099(2)

«»5.1447(1)
ATOM

occ.

br/HJ 0 . 9 8 / 0 . 0 2

SP.OH. P81/C N14 n e t t i n g 2
0-5.3117(1)
8=99.219(4)

X

У

В

"i

3 0

0.2756(2) 0.0407(2) 0.2082(2)

0.1211;

01

1

0,0695(3) 0.3333(3) 0.3433(2)

0.3ЭС)

02

1

0.4185(2) 0 . 7 5 6 2 ( 2 ) 0 . 4 7 9 4 ( 2 )

0 16(1)

Fig.5
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From the structural investigations performed with
the wide use of the isotopic contrast method emphasis should
be laid on those of the following compounds :
RefDCOO)^ He = Y, Ce, Sm, La, Tm [8],[9]
ReB. ,
Re = La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Y [10],[U]
Ru.Cuo ,
He = La, Nd, Sm [ 12 ] , ( 13] , ( 14]
ReHa ,Cti О , Re - Y, Sm
115),[16].
The results, that total 36 since 1985, confirm the efficiency
of the suggested method.
In [11],[16] the results are published of the complex
measurements performed on the diffTactometers operating in
Grenoble (D2B) and Zurich (DMC). They show good agreement
between the data obtained with different Instruments as well
as evidence their being supplementary,
Л recent improvement to the diffractometer should be
also mentioned here. It is installation of the new
chopper having a higher modulation frequency and, what is
most important, the new system for the frequency window
control, that helps to improve its stability by about 10 .
This solves the problem of background stability intensifies
structural
parameters extraction,
especially of thermal
factors.
a

And in conclusion 1 would like to emphasize the fact
that delay in completion the PIK reactor construction has
stimulated the search for the other effective applications of
the RTOF method. Our hope is that the next step will be done
in experiments at the IBR-2 reactor.
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THE FOURIER CHOPPER AND RTOF DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM OF HRFD
AND THE UPGRADED MINI-SFINKS

Muraiiw, V. G., PNPI, Gatchina. Russia, Zhuravlcv, V, V„ JINR, Dubna
Tiina. А, Т., VTT, Espoo. Finland

Abstract

A new RTOF data acquisition system applicable both for pulsed and steady-state neutron
sources will be shortly described, This datu acquisition system is used in the HRFD and in
the upgraded Mini-SFINKS of the PNPI, Gatchina, The RTOF analyzer is based on intelli
gent autonomous correlator modules and a master module used as an input data interface
and a programmable time base for a set of correlator modules. The communication of the
modular RTOF analyzer with a PC. used as a controlling host and a user interface to the
system, takes place through a serial BITBUS*'. The measurement control and user inter
face software will be shortly described.

The neutron beam modulating Fourier chopper, used to modulate the incident neutron
beam, is an essentia! component of a RTOF diffraclometer, whose quality and whose speed
control system plays a crucial role when striving for high quality neutron diffructograms. A
totally new Fourier chopper system has been installed to the Mini-SFINKS, and the HRFD
uses an identical chopper system. The new system allows for new control algorithms,
which highly improve the diffraction data quality. The effect of the improved chopper
system will be elucidated by a comparison of a diffractogram taken from a calibration
powder sample before and after the upgrade of the Mini-SFINKS.
' BITBUS" is a registered trade mark of Intel Corporation.
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Also the first results of the technical performance tests of the HRFD chopper system will
be shortly reported.

I •

Introduction

Л high-resolution diffraclometer, called the Mini-SFINKS, has heen running since the mivl
eighties at the 1ft MW steady-state reactor of the PNPI, (lalchina. Russia |1,2|, The Mini
SPINKS uses a reverse time-of-flight method iRTOF) with a Fourier chopper modulation
|.1| and the time-focusing with a large aperture detector at high scattering angles in order
to obtain a high resolution together with a good neutron ecor my, Л large experimental
research programme with the Mini-SFINKS has been conducted in the frame of interna
tional cooperation. The results of this rcseurch programme have heen published in nearly
hundred reports both in the PNPI internal report series and in several international scien
tific periodicals and conference proceedings.

The upgrading of the Mini-SFINKS was necessary because both the computer used for
controlling the measurement and the chopper system were reaching the limit of their life
time. At the same time a new correlator system, specially designed for RTOF, allows for a
ten times higher packing density and for the use of an inexpensive PC as the measurement
controlling and user interface computer. The development taken place in the ac-motor
control technique since the commissioning of the Mini-SFINKS enables great improve
ments in the chopper control and in the subsequent diffraction data quality.

At the same time as the upgrading of the Mini-SFINKS became of current interest, the
results obtained by it so far together with the idea of improving the effective pulse-width
using the RTOF method with a Fourier chopper in connection with u pulsed source |4)
lead to an idea of constructing a high-resolution diffractomcter at the IBR-2 reactor in
Duhna |5|.
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Fig. 1. General layout of the HRFD.

2•

H R F D system description

The overall layout of the HRFD facility is described in ref. [5] and shown in fig. 1. The
main components in the order of neutron/signal flow are:

1

1BR-2 reactor and moderator as a pulse source of thermal neu
trons;

2

3

synchronized chopper for background reduction;

29 meter's flight path from the moderator to the sample, most of
which equipped with a curved focusing neutron guide giving a
clean thermal-neutron beam with the cross section of
10 mm* 100 mm at the exit;
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4

Fourier chopper at the place, which fulfils the ratio 5-.7 of the
distances Fourier chopper-lo-detector and modcrator-to-detector;

5

sample table, which can be equipped with different sample envi
ronments according to the demand of each experiment;

6

large-aperture (600 mm*400 mm) scintillation-glass neutron
detector at an average distance of 1.11 m from the sample and at
an average scattering angle of 152.5°;

7

Data acquisition and chopper control system.

The most important features in striving for the highest resolution with good neutron econ
omy are the double-delay-line correlator system together with the pulsed source and the
Fourier chopper combined with a large aperture detector designed to fulfil the time-focus
ing condition for the flight path between the Fourier chopper and the detector. The virtues
of the double-delay-line correlator in connection with a pulsed source has been introduced
in ref. 14] and is discussed also in an invited talk in this seminar [6]. The time-focusing
has been first applied in a neutron Fourier diffrautometer in ref. [7] and is also on essential
factor of the Mini-SFINKS diffractometer at the PNPI11,2]. but will not be further dis
cussed here.

3.

Fourier chopper and its control system

The HRFD and the upgraded Mini-SFINKS have identical Fourier choppers and chopper
control systems. The chopper consists of a rotor disk, 540 mm in diameter, made of Ti-Zr
zero matrix material and a stator made of the same material. The stator covers the whole
beum cross section of 30 mm*200 mm at the chopper position. Both have the {same modu-
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latum pattern of 1024 periods per revolution producing a periodical beam intensity modula
tion as the disk rotates as described in ref. [4]. The phase of the stator with respect to the
pickup signal indicating the chopper position con be adjusted by a micrometer screw so as
to get the beum modulation in phase with the pickup signal.

The disk is rotated by a 7.S kW squirrel gage ac motor equipped with a double incremental
encoder. One of the encoder signals is used for the motor speed control, the other for the
pickup signal, which tells the momentary position of the chopper disk to the analyzer. The
motor has been specially designed for running up to 9000 rpm producing the maximum
modulation frequency of 150 kHz. The motor is controlled by a Vector V750 static
inverter drive (Control Techniques, UK) capable to control the motor within the rotating
speed range of -4000 rpm to +9000 rpm. When a frequency window of up to the full

HRFD chopper pickup autocorrelation function
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HRFD chopper pickup Autocorrelation function
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Fig. 3. The HRFD Fourier chopper pickup autocorrelation function. Long-time behav-

mtation speed is used, the half-width of the time-of-flight measurement will be about 7 us.
At the test runs so far performed with the HRFD, the maximum speed of only 4500 rpm
was used.

In order to manage with the difficult range for speed control in the vicinity of zero, u new
approach, allowed by the new drive, was adopted for producing the desired frequency
distribution during the measurement. The chopper speed is swept between a given array of
maximum and minimum (negative) speeds at a constant acceleration und deceleration with
a crossing of the zero speed at the full dynamical control of the drive. By a proper choice
of this array of speeds any frequency distribution can be produced from a series of these
constant acceleration sweeps. A Blackmail type of frequency distribution was chosen from
the good experience obtained from the Mini-SFINKS.
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In a RTOF measurement, the chupper pickup signal autocorrelation function displays
properly the resolution of the time measurement Figs. 2 and 3 show the measured pickup
autocorrelation function, Fig. 2 shows the short-time behaviour, and fig. 3 the long-time
behaviour displaying the fact that the very smallest modulation frequencies are reproduced
in a satisfactory manner.

IJy using a two-directional chopper run, only the symmetrical Fourier terms (cosine) of the
reverse timc-of-flight spectrum will be left, while the antisymmetrical terms (sine) from
different rotating directions cancel each other. Thus the phase adjustment affects only to
the signal level, not to the peak form in the diffractograms, The difference between the old

Wl/vU"^
Fig. 4. A diamond powder diffractogram measured by the Mini-SFINKS with the orig
inal chopper control. See the loni'-time waviness of the background,
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Fig. 5. Diamond powder diffractogram measured by the Mini-SFINKS; a shows the
result of a unidirectional chopper run with proper pickup phasing, b shows the result of
a bidirectional chopper run with the same pickup phasing as in a.
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Mini-SFINKS chopper control and the new one is clearly seen in the long-time (low
frequency) behaviour of the diffractngrams. Fig. 4 shows a diamond powder diffractogram
measured by the Mini-SFINKS using the original chopper control while fig. 5 a displays
the same diffractogram as measured by the new chopper system.

An interesting phenomenon, which is best seen in diamond powder test measurements
made by the upgraded Mini-SFINKS, is, that in a two-directional sweep, the peaks are
always a little asymmetrical. This phenomenon is well seen in fig. 5. where fig. 5 a shows
a diamond powder diffractogram, taken by a unidirectional chopper run showing u good
phasing between the neutron modulation and the pickup signal, Fig 5 b shows the same
diffractogram at the same phase adjustment taken by a two-directional run. The asymmetry
is attributed to the flexible coupling between the motor shaft and the pickup signal giving
encoder. The maximum rated transmission error of the coupling at full torque is 35 arcseconds. The observed asymmetry can be explained by this transmission error. In the
following, some stiffer couplings will be tested in order to remove this permanent peak
asymmetry.

Another phenomenon, which cannot be illustrated here, is, that the pickup signal is not
perfectly symmetrical. This asymmetry affects to the neutron economy, because an asym
metric pickup signal can be thought as a superposition of a symmetrical signal and a
constant value. The proportion of the measurement time, which corresponds to this con
stant part of the pickup signal is lost, and the neutrons detected at that time do not contrib
ute to the signal but only to the background. When this asymmetry is small, like in the
case of the HRFD and the Mini-SFINKS choppers, it can be tolerated, but there is a plan
to produce a fully symmetrical signal by douhing the pickup encoder period count and by
a subsequent divide-by-two counter to produce a fully symmetrical signal from the original
encoder pulse train. The proper phasing of the output of the divide-by-two counter is
obtained by help of the zero-position pulse, which the encoder sends once per revolution.
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4•

RTOF data acquisition system

The detector pulses are cross-correlated with the Fourier chopper pickup signal gated by
the reactor synchro pulse. The correlators contain two sepurute delay lines for storing the
two signals over the neutron time-of-flight interval of interest. Because the neutrons have
constant velocity over the whole flight path from the moderator to the detector, the clock
periods of these two delay lines must be proportional to the corresponding flight paths, The
details of this technique are dealt with in refs. | 4 | and |6|,

The logical block scheme of '.he HRFD data acquisition system is shown in fig. ft. The
correlators have been implemented as a modular system consisting of an external interface,
a master module, and a certain number of correlator modules, each having 1024 time
channels.

The pickup signal is transmitted to the external signal interface of the data acquisition
system via an optical link while the other two signals, the reactor synchro pulse and the
detector pulses ure transmitted via coaxial cables in the form of TTL level electric signals.
The reactor synchro pulse is sent simultaneously as the thermal-neutron pulse leaves the
moderator and is as long as the total width of the neutron pulse. The mu'.ter module re
ceives the signals from the external interface. It contains the programmable master clock
determining the analyzer channel width. It synchronizes all external signals to the master
clock and contains the programmable pre-delays for choosing the time-of-flight interval of
interest for the analyzers.

Two RTOF analyzers are used to produce simultaneously two diffractograms one with the
non-inverted pickup signal and the second with the inverted pickup signal. The high-resol
ution spectrum is obtained by a subtraction of these two spectra. The sum of these two
spectra gives the low-resolution spectrum, where the peak width is determined by the

SO
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Pig. 6. Logical block scheme of the HRFD data acquisition system.
convolution of the originul thermal-neutron pulse with the logical gate pulse representing
the neutron pulse in the time-of-flight analyzer, the formation and use of these two diffractogroms are discussed more in detail in refs. [4] and [6].

The upgraded Mini-SFINKS data acquisition system is equivalent to that of the HRFD,
except that, for a steady-state reactor, the second delay line is not used. For the same
reason only one time-of-flight analyzer is needed. The number of channels in the MiniSFINKS analyzer is 40%, whereas the HRFD has 8192 time channels.

A PC is used as a controller of the measurement and as the user Interface. The PC is con
nected to the RTOF analyzers by a BITBUS* serial bus operating at the data transfer rate
of 375 kbit/s. The measurement program accepts all parameters necessary for the measure-
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ment, sends them to the chopper drive and to the data acquisition system and starts the
data acquisition. During the measurement the PC controls the chopper speed, and when the
chopper run is ready, the PC stops the data acquisition and reads out the contents of the
analyzers. During the measurement the analyzers work autonomously without any need of
interference by the PC.

5•

Technical performance

The performance of the chopper system in botfi the HRFD and the Mini-SFINKS was dis
cussed already in sec. 3 showing a great improvement in the chopper control dynamics
(see figs. 3. 4 and 5 a). The remaining technical deficiencies do not significantly impair the
physical results obtainable by both devices. In addition, the reasons for these deficiencies
and recipes for their correction are already known and the corrections will be implemented
and tested in near future.

Fig, 7 shows a detail of the first high-resolution diffractogram obtained from A1 0, powder
2

sample by the HRPD. The peak widths (FWHM) as measured from the A1 0, powder and
2

Al powder diffractograms ore about 10' at dm,=2 A while the design goal is 5-10Л As can
be deduced from the measurement results, the main contribution for the resolution is of the
geometrical origin requiring a very careful fine-adjustment of the positions of all main
components and a specially careful orientation and positioning of the large-aperture
detector elements. The high-resolution flight path of 20 m signifies that the total geometri
cal contribution to the resolution must be well below 1 cm calling for the adjustment of all
components within a precision of a few millimetres.

The luminosity of the device can be markedly increased by installing the final converging
neutron guide in the place of the provisional guide elements. Evacuation of the last section
of the neutron guide system will both increase the signal and reduce the background
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Pig. 7. Л detail of the First diffractogram obtained from Al 0, powder sample showing
2

separately the close peaks [1,0,10) and [1,1,9].
coming from air scattering. The background con be still reduced by a proper beam stop
and by the evacuation of the direct beam flight path in the vicinity of the sample. The air
scattering just before and behind the sample gives a significant contribution to the neutron
background, because the spatial filtering of the triple correlation, as discussed in ref. [6], is
ineffective for flight paths close to mat going via the sample.
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Abstract: A FOURIER correlation chopper - operating in reversetime-of-flight mode • has been designed and built as an instrument
to perform non-destructive investigations of residual stresses in
polycrystalline materials by time-of-flight neutron diffraction. The
method is discussed and first results of the spectrometer's
performance are presented.
Introduction
Neutrons are one of the most powerful tools in m a t e r i a l s
research.
Therefore new experimental f a c i l i t i e s have been b u i l t around
the FRG-1 research reactor t o cover a wide v a r i e t y of
d i f f e r e n t aspects of materials science, which w i l l improve
the understanding of m i c r o s t r u c t u r a l influences on the
macroscopic behaviour of m a t e r i a l s ( [ ! ) ) .
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Among these aspects the nan-destructive determination of
residual stresses is of special importance both from the
basic research and the engineering point of view.
Residual stresses have a great impact on the mechanical and
structural properties of components. They are self-balancing
forces, while no external load or temperature gradient is
applied. Generally they are three-dimensional force fields,
which can be described by the stress censor or the vectors of
the principal axes. Residual stresses can be caused by the
production process (e.g. casting, rolling etc.), the
manufacturing process (e.g. due to welding or machining, hot
or cold forming) or by mismatch of thermal expansion
coefficients. Unfortunately they are not accessible to direct
measurement, but have to be calculated from measured strains
and known elastic constants. The strains are defined as the
relative deviations of lattice spacings from the equilibrium
state, as given in the following expression:

£ - (d • d ) / do
0

The elastic domain of materials, which extends to the yield
strength, is characterized by a maximum strain of the order
of 0.001. Therefore the lattice parameters, as determined by
Bragg diffraction, have to be measured with very high
precision. Although this precision can be attained by good
statistica. accuracy, since the lattice parameters are
determined as centers of gravity of the diffraction peak
distributions, the requirements concerning the instrumental
resolution are as high as 0.001 or even better.
Both crystal and time-of-flight diffractometers are used for
strain measurements, (cf. Figure 1)
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Figure 1. Principal setups for strain determinations from
Bragg-peak positions.

Time-of-f)\ght diffractometry has several advantages for
stress determination, which have been decisive for the choice
of an RTOF Fourier spectrometer at the FRG-1 research
reactor:
- utilization of the whole thermal reactor neutron spectrum
transmitted by a neutron guide
- simultaneous ooservation of many reflexions from the same
scattering volume in view of the orientation dependent
elastic constants
- simpler sample positioning to meet special environmental
requirements as for heavy samples, samples under operating
conditions, temperature and load variations
- setup of several detectors in 90 degree position - by
which the best definition of the scattering volume can be
achieved - in order to reduce the measuring time for the
full stress tensor
- the resolution can be made high enough to separate peak
broadening effects due to microstrain, plastic deformation
or grain size.
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In correlation spectrometry neutron intensity and
instrumental resolution are roughly independent, so that the
latter can be made very high without loss in intensity like
in conventional time-of-flight spectrometry.

The

rSS

r«v«ra«-tim«-of-flight

spectrometer.

FSS I for "Fourier Strain Spectrometer") is a high-resolution
time-of-flight correlation spectrometer in reverse-time-offlight (RTOF) mode, similar to miniSFINKS, The modulator
consists of a comblike rotor/stator system; the rotor is a
titanium disk of 600 mm o.d., containing along its outer edge
1024 equally spaced strips of gadolinium metal as efficient
neutron absorber. These strips are 35 mm long, 0.7 mm wide
and 0.25 mm thick. A stator with the same neutron absorber
pattern is positioned at a distance of 6 mm behind the rotor.
For routine experiments the rotor is driven to a maximum
speed of 2000 rpm according to the frequency distribution
("frequency window") chosen to optimize the precision of the
measurement [3] .
The spectrometer is equipped with VTT correlation electronics
for data acquisition, so that the whole d-spacing range of
interest can be covered. The detector bank consists of a
total of sixteen Li-6 glass-scintillator / photomultiplier
units, carefully arranged in 90° time-focussing geometry [21.
The spectrometer is optimized for strain measurements.
Figure 2 shows a typical diffraction spectrum of iron, taken
with two adjacent correlators (2048 channels). The
instrumental resolution of about 0.2% is almost independent
of the d-spacing. This is a typical feature of time-of-flight
spectrometry and can clearly be seen from the figure.
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Figure 2. Typical bcc time-of-flight spectrum of iron
measured with FSS in 24 hrs.
3

(Scattering volume approx. 0.8 cm )

Open

questions

in

neutron

stress

measurements,

Despite the fact that neutron diffractometry is already
widely accepted as an accurate, non-destructive method to
determine stresses within the bulk of materials, a number of
questions are still not yet answered satisfactorily.
Above all there is the problem of the unstrained reference
lattice spacing do. It can be shown t'hat a systematic error
in do, caused by:
- residual stresses erraneously assumed to be missing;
- different chemical compositions;
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- geometrical reasons like scattering volumes,
which fill only part of the space defined by the
apertures,
will lead to the same systematic error in strain.
Therefore sources of error have to be carefully identified,
understood and avoided, before other problems can be
considered. This includes the calculation of the orientationdependent elastic constants from known single crystal data.
The open questions to a great extend deal with the coupling
of forces between the individual crystallites under the
influence of their elastic anisotropy, This is not only
Important for the calculation of stresses from measured
strains, but also to assess the stress in textured materials
and the interaction of stress and texture.
Plastic deformation produces dislocations and thereby
microstrain, which tends to broaden the diffraction peaks. It
cannot yet be concluded whether plastic deformation can be
quantified from such measurements.
1

It will be necessary to determine the minimum sample size up
to which a given residual stress field is yet uneffected, in
order to determine the limit up to which modifications to the
sample can be tolerated.
First

results

from

FSS

In the following some examples of recent experiments using
FSS will be introduced.
In order to arrive at the primary neutron spectrum needed for
Rietveld analysis of RTOF powder diffraction data, an AI2O3
ceramic standard (A.Hewat, ILL) has been measured [4) and
compared to recent measurements using HRPD at ISIS (B.David,
RAL, priv, communication).
The following figure shows a comparison of the two spectra in
the d-spacing range from 1.13 to 1.27 A. The two peaks on the
left side are clearly resolved by FSS, whereas the doublet
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near 1.225 A can only be guessed from a s l i g h t asymmetry of
the peak in the FSS spectrum. The instrumental r e s o l u t i o n of
FSS in t h i s experiment was an order of magnitude l e s s than
for HRPD.
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The behaviour of "hard" and "soft" crystal orientations under
plastic deformation has been demonstrated by investigations
en plastically deformed copper 15]. The instrumental
resolution of FSS was proven to be sufficient to quantify
line broadening due to microstrain. Figure 4 shows results on
the "soft" (200)-reflection and on the "hard" (111)reflection of copper, strained to 12% by drawing, before and
after recrystallization.
Note that the "soft" peak is more broadened than the "hard"
one. The "hard" peak shows a clear shift towards a lower
lattice spacing, which means that compressive forces were
induced by the drawing process.
The motivation for these experiments is to study the
integrated substructure in polycrystalline materials.
Neutrons offer the advantage of averaging over a large number
of crystallites, allowing to investigate lattice disorder of
the 2nd kind due to structure defects such as dislocations,
stacking faults etc.
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Figure 4. Influence ot plastic deformation on the "soft"
(200) and the "hard" (HI) reflexion of copper
(The light circles show the peaks after recrystalliiation of the sample).
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A pilot experiment

16] was made to look for lattice

distortions due to hydrogen take-up in steel. The amount or
hydrogen diluted in the lattice is estimated to be about 20
ppm.The result

(Figure 5) shows a compression of O.eS'lO"

4

for the (211)-lattice planes upon electrolytic loading. These
experiments will be continued with an improved setup.
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Figure 5. Influence of hydrogen loading on the (211)
reflection of iron.

As mentioned in the previous section, а..у systematic error on
the stress-free do lattice spacing should be kept as low as
possible. At FSS neutrons are used to investigate changes in
the chemical composition of a sample 1 e.g. base material and
weld ) while the strain measurement Is going on, This is
achieved by measuring the prompt capture gamma rays emitted
by the sample during the diffraction experiment. Sample
compositions can be measured accurately (7] and changes in
material composition that may cause variations in do can be
monitored.
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In binary alloys the dependence of the lattice constant on
the concentration of one of the constituents can often be
described by a linear relationship called Vegard's law.
Investigations on AlCu samples of different copper contents,
have been started (8).Aluminum-copper alloys are well known
examples for precipitation-hardening and exhibit a large
decrease of the lattice constant with increasing copper
content.
Figure 6 shows this tendency of the aluminum lattice to
shrink while the copper content ia increased, The relation
not linear ( Figure 7 ).
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The determination of the strain tensor requires measurements
of the considered scattering volume in the sample in more
spacial directions than the theoretical minimum of six. This
will then make it possible to calculate the errors in' strain
and stress. Ke .t- e 19] Investigated the strain field about 1
mm below the sv *sc
.pposite to a T-butt weld and was able
to calculate .it)., .ensile stresses in all principle
directions (Figure 8). Additional X-ray diffraction
measurements at the surface show compressive stress.
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Figure 8. P r i n c i p l e s t r e s s e s in a T-butt weld, determined by
n o n d e s t r u c t i v e neutron d i f f r a c t o m e t r y .

Summary
Among the different methods to determine residual stresses in
materials, neutron diffraction has the unique advantage of
being non-destructive, since most engineering materials are
rather transparent to neutrons. This allows even in-servi e
inspections and makes the method attractive to industrial
users.
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while the conventional time-of-flight spectrometry at a
steady state reactor is uneconomic due to the low duty cycle,
when high resolution is required, Fourier correlation
spectrometers can be operated even at very high resolution
with the same duty cycle, so that a given neutron flux is
used most economically.
At the time being the method is being developed at many
laboratories, so that its potential will grow in the near
future.
The FS5 RTOF Fourier diffTactometer at Geeathacht has had a
reliable startup phase, during which valuable experiences
could be gained.
It could be desirable to have these little known,
but powerful workhorses of neutron diffraction at more
reactors,
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TIME-OF-FUGHT FOURIER SPECTROSCOPY WITH
POLARIZED NEUTRON BEAMS
V. K. Ignatovich
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna
Abstract
Principles of pseudorandom(PR) and Fourier Speetroscopj (FS) for
pulsed and stationary neutron sources arc reconsidered. Application
to polarized beams is discussed.

1. Introduction
In the timc-of-flight (TOF) spectroscopy with polarized neutron beams me
chanical choppers may bo replaced with electronical ones activating a spinflipper [1, 2] and this facilitates operation and control of the instruments.
In the work [3] the use of a pseudo-random correlation spectroscopy on a
polarized beam for investigation of inelastic scattering is illustrated.
Here we want to present a unified consideration of the principles of TOF
spectroscopy for polarized and unpolarized neutron beams including single
pulse (SP) and correlation methods with PR [4] and Fourier sequences [5],
and after that to consider in more details the spin-flipping FS on polarized
beams of neutrons.

2- General considerations
To make the following discussion more transparent, let us consider the general
Layout of a TOF experiment presented on fig.l.
P{t)

C(t)

D(t)

|~s~| |*- ь.с ——
| ь -»[~5i
ы

fig. 1
The S denotes a neutron source or a scattering sample. The P is the
first chopper, placed after a stationary source, or a symbolical one, denoting
a pulse, if a pulsed source is assumed. In the following we shall identify it
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with the source itself. For polarized beams the presence of polarizer here
is also assumed. The transmission of the source is a function of time P{t).
This function is supposed to be periodic of a period T with a single pulse of
duration t in every period.
After the flight path L, a chopper С is placed. Its transmission is de
scribed by a function C(t), containing some sequence of pulses. In the case
of polarized beams this chopper is replaced with a spin-flipper activated by
a similar sequence. The sequence C(t) is positively defiued and it may be
represented JUS
C(0 = | l + r ( 0 | / 2 ,
(1)
f

P

c

where r(t) is a function with alternating sign.
The detector D is placed after another flight path L t, and in the case of
polarized beams an analyzer is assumed to be before the detector.
The /,(f ), Ic(t ), /j(0 denote the intensities (or the number of neutrons
at a unit time) sifter the source, chopper (or spin-flipper) and counted by the
detector respectively. These intensities include only those neutrons, that are
registered by the detector.
ct

s

r

D(t)

D(t)

z 11111111 mil z j 1111111 mil
k

l-st set

2-nd set

computer memory
fig.2
Л time analyzer, adjusted to the detector, determines the number of pulses
/,Д/)(//, counted by the detector in the interval of time dt, called the chan
nel width, and semis it to a computer, where they are collected in different
memory cells, corresponding to different channels. But to find out whether
the channel к should get the pulses I (t)dt, counted by the detector at time
/. or not another binary sequence D(t) is generated by the computer. And
every channel к gets the number of pulses equal to AZ = I,t(t)dt if D{t -t )
at that time is equal to 1, so AZ = I, (t)D{t - t )dt. In other words every
pulse counted by the detector at time t may increase the content Z of many
memory cells. In tig.2 two sets of cells are shown. One of them is filled with
the help of the sequence D(t). and the other one is filled with the help of
the dual binary sequence T)(t) such [G] that 'D(t) + D(t) = 1 or T)(t)D{t) = 0
hold. If D(t) is represented as
d

t

t

t

D(f) = [l+«/(0l/2.
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k

k

(2)

where d(r) takes values ±1, then, as shown on a fig.3,
V(t) = [1 - d(t)]/2.
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fig. 3
Now, the number N = }I (t)dt of neutrons, registered by the detector
after one burst of the source, is equal to the number of neutrons, passing the
chopper C: N = /Ie(t )dt in the same period. So we can write down
d

r

t

d

c

N = N = j dtjdt 6{t
d

c

- t -

c

e

r )I (t ),
ei

c

c

where 6{x) is the Dirac delta function, and T = L /v is the flight time from
the chopper С to the detector. From this expression it follows that
cd

I (t) = / dt b{t -t,d

cd

T )I (t ) = I [t - т ),

t

cd

e

c

r

(4)

ы

and the content of memory cells can be represented as
Z = fdtD{t-t )I (t-T ).
k

k

c

(5)

cd

Intensity I (t) comes from the source. For the case of unpolarized beam
we hav<;
I (U) = j dU,{t,)6(t -t,- r„)C(t ),
(6)
c

t

c

c

where r« = L /v is the flight time from the source to the chopper. This
expression is very easily checked, since after integration over dt it gives for
C(r) =const the number of neutrons N equal to number of particles emitted
by the source TV, = / dt,I,{t,), Integration over i, in the equation (6) gives
c

te

e

e

Ic(tc) - /.(te - T„)C(tt).

(7)

It is seen from here, that l (t ) = 0 at the instants of time when C(t ) = 0.
In the case of polarized beams the function C{t) describes not the chopping
of the beam but activation of a spin-flipper. For that reason the expression
(7) should be replaced with another one.
c

c

c

Ic{U) = ЦЩи - r„) + /,-(«, 71

T„)C(U),

(8)

where
о//

/.*(<) = / П 0 ± / . ( 0

О)

otl

and lt"' {t) denote the intensity of the beam for the spin-flipper switched
on and off respectively.
The intensity I (t) may be represented as
s

I,(t)~P(t)lJw(v)dv,

(10)

where / is the count rate of the detector at open choppers P and C, and u>(i>)
describes a spectrum, normalized to unity. In the case of a polarized beam
instead of the expression (10) the other ones:
on

l™"lf(t) = P(t)J / '°/V"'°"(t>)<b,

(11)

should be used.
Substituting (10) in (6), (4) and then in (5) we get
Z = J dtlJw(v)dvC(t

- r )D(t - t )P(t - r l

k

cd

k

(12)

sd

where т = (L + L )/v.
For polarized neutrons similar considerations lead to
ы

ae

cd

Z = ]dt]dv

[I°"w"f'(v) + I-w(v)C{t

k

- r )\D(t - t )P(t - r ).
cli

k

(13)

ttl

!

Transforming the variables: t = V + Ьт and г = L (l/v - l/i ) (v is
the upper limit of the investigated spectrum and b — L j/L ),
omitting the
prime over t, and assuming P(t) to be a rectangular pulse of length r , we
reduce (12) and (13) to the form
cd

s

u

u

cd

p

т
h
Z = lJw(T)d jdtC(t
о
о
k

+ Ьт- T)D(t + br - t ),

T

0

(14)

k

0

Z = Jrfr jdt[I 'fw "(T)
+ I-w-{T)C(t + bT -r)]D(t + br - / , . ) ,
(15)
о о
where T is the upper limit of the TOF spectrum.
The sequences C(t) and D(t) may be different at different periods m of
the source (5]. So, after M consecutive periods of the source the content Z
of the channel cells should have counts
k

k

Z = Ijw(T)dTJdt'£ C, (t
k

i

0

0

+ bT-T)D (t

n

m

=

m

1
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+ br-t ),
k

(16)

Z = JdrJdt
k

0

0

-£[I°"ii>°t'(T) + I-w-(T)C (t

+ bT~T)}D (t + bT-t ).

m

m

=

m

k

(17)

l

for unpolarized and polarized beams respectively.
The main feature of all TOF methods is the correlation function
•у л/

Q(x) = (\/Mt,,)Jdt £ C (t)D (t - x)
n

m

(18)

t

m=l

u
which after substitution of (1,2) may be written in the form
Q(x) = (l/Utt )(dtjr[l+c (t)\l\+d (t-x)}.
о
Substitution of (1,3) in (18) gives
P

m

(19)

m

m = 1

Q{x) = (l/4A/f ) jdt £ [1 + r (0l[l - d {t - x)\.
p

m

0

(20)

m

m=l

The sequences c (t), d (t) should satisfy
m

m

'f

м
'f M
dt^ c (t)=fdt'£d (t-x)=0,
i

m

0

m

=

(21)

m

1

0

"

, = 1

and
«Г

Л1

dt £ c {t)d {t -x) = A// (x).
m

m

(22)

p?

where q(x) is a function with single peak of width r/ equal to the width of
chanuels. The integral of q(x) with a "good" continuous function f(x) can
be represented as
jf(x)q(x)dx
= f(Q)r,.
Taking into account (21) and (22), wc obtain
Q(*) = [l+9(i)]/4,

and

Q(x) = [\-q(x)\/A.

(23)

Of course the relations (23) are idealized ones. In real life they are
Q(x) = [A + aq(x)\/i,

and

Q{x) = [A-aq(r)]/4.

(24)

where A and <i are some constants of order 1.
With the help of the function q{x) the contents of the channels Z and Z
are represented in the form
k

Z = Л//г |.4*р « w(t ) » + a < w(t ) > J/]/4,
Z = М// [Лг <s w(t ) » - a < w(t ) > r/]/4,
k

k

р

р

k

р

t

k

k

k
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(25)

The principle modes of operation are (i) the parallel beam
geometry with an Si(lll) crystal analyser and (ii) Soller
slit between sample and detector or (iii) the DebyeScherrer geometry with a position sensitive detector (PSD).
The B2 powder diffractometer is about 36 meters from the
bending magnet source of DORIS. A toroidal mirror is placed
about half way down the beamline. The mirror cuts part of
the high energy range of the spectrum (about Л < 0.8 A) and
takes away part of the heat load and thus suppresses high
order harmonics. A double crystal monochromator and a
synthetic multilayer can be used as monochromators. Typical
flux rates of about 2*10
photons per second at a
wavelength of 1.26 A with the double monochromator and of
about 1.5*10 photons with the multilayer are achieved.
The optical elements of the beamline are shown in Fig. 3.
As an alternative to the standard double
crystal
monochromator a synthetic multilayer consisting of a 200
Si/W doublelayers of 2.05mm thickness each can be installed
(Fig. 3b).
s
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Now, using relations (27) and (25-29), we get
b < w(t ) > _ \J2A <s w(t ) » /Mltp
< w(t ) > ~
< w(t ) > щ
k

k

k

k

6 < w~{t ) > _ \/2AI+ < w+(t ) > /МТ
<w-(t )>
I- <w-(t )>aj]
'
for unpolarized and polarized beams respectively.
For achievement of a given precision £ the measurement time t = MT
should be in these cases
k

k

k

Р

k

P

/ - 2A<w(t )>
Tj,
1
" < w(t ) > a* r, £2/ < ( )

/o x
\*>1

k

k

w

tk

ft

> ,,•

2AI+<w+{t )>T
1
J- < w-(t ) > а* ц pi- < w-(t ) > i/'
k

p

k

n
y

k

n

>

respectively.
Now we can apply our general relations to all particular cases of TOF
spectroscopy.
4-

Particular cases

4,1. Single pulse TOF method
To describe the SP spectrometry it is enough to put P(t) = 1 and to choose
C(t) and D(t) to be single pulse periodic functions of a period T and of the
pulse width t . The resolution in this case (and we take it to be equal to the
channel width) is t . The correlation function Q(x) is of the form Q(x) = q(x).
And after M periods the channel cells should contain the number of counts
equal to
p

p

p

Z = Ml£w{T)dT6((\
k

<r-t <

t )t = МЩ < w(t ) > ,

k

p

p

k

(32)

where 6-function is equal to 1 when inequality in its argument is satisfied,
and to 0 in opposite cases. From (32) it follows
<w(t )>=Z /MItl
k

(33)

k

It is evident, that the resolution т/ can be achieved only if t = т).
The time of measurement t = MT necessary to achieve a given precision
f is
p

P

t=

h<w(t )»It k

p
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( 3 4 )

4.2. PR correlation TOF methods
To describe the PR spectroscopy [4, 7] the functions C(t) and D(t) should
be chosen to be the same in all the periods of the source and to be consisted
of a periodic PR seqxience of pulses with the width of one pulse r/ « t . The
period of the sequences C(t) and D(t) should be equal to t in the case of
pulsed source, and should be equal to the width T of investigated spectrum
in the case of stationary sources (P(t) = 1). To make a comparison we shall
assume further that T = t .
In the case of stationary source the contents of the channels are
p

P

P

Z - MIt [A + a< w{t ) > r/J/4,
2 = MIt [A - a < w{t ) > i/j/4,
k

p

t

k

p

(35)

k

since the background is formed by integral over the whole spectrum, and it
is normalized here to unity. After subtraction we obtain the result
< w(t ) >= 2(Z - Z~ )/MIt ari.
k

k

k

(36)

p

Since for stationary source the repetition time T = t (for the sake of
narrowing of the range of investigated spectrum), the formula (30) for the
time of measurement is reduced to
p

p

t = G^„,
where G

(37)

the gain factor
G=

( 3 8 )

<w(t )>ahf
k

which is small for t coincident with the high peak over low background, and
t is given by the relation
k

0

t =

1_

a

.

(39)

Comparison with (34) shows, that if iii SP method we use the pulse length
t = т) then with the same resolution PR spectroscopy on stationary source
has advantage relative to SP spectroscopy only if 2/1/ < w(t ) > a < T .
The result for pulsed sources is identical with (27) with resolution (the
channel width) >/ < t . The measuring time for a given precision £ in accor
dance with (30) is equal to
P

2

k

p

p

t = G(T /r))t ,
p

Q

where

2

G = 1A < w(t ) » / < w(t ) > a .
k

k

(40)

Comparison of (40) with (34) with t = r/ shows that PR spectroscopy on
pulsed sources has advantage only if G < 1
p
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4.3

Fourier T O F methods

To describe the Fourier spectroscopy (FS) tho sequences C (t) and D (t)
should be chosen to be periodic ones with different frequencies w,„ for different
m. The spectrum of frequencies w is swept from the lowest to the highest
during A' periods T in the case of pulsed sources or during Jv periods T in
the case of stationary one (in the last case the period is determined by the
length of investigated spectrum and it can be accepted to be Г = t ).
Tho resolution here is determined by the highest frequency T) = 2n/£l ,
reached in this sweeping.
Tho measurements in FS are usually performed during Л/ periods that is
an integer number of cycles each containing A" periods, then for stationary
and pulsed sources all the result of measurements can be represented in the
same way as in PR spectroscopy.
Tho only advantage of the Fourier spectrometry in comparison with the
PR ono is tho intensity /. If the experiment admits the broad neutron beam,
thou the Fourier Spectrometer permits the use of larger cross section of the
beam than tho PR one since many slits of the chopper can be opened simul
taneously.
But FS on pulsed sources has also its own specific problems. Since rotation
of tho chopper can not be precisely synchronized with the pulses of the source,
and tho pulse width t is not necessary equal to integer number of periods of
the function D(t), relations (21) are not necessary satisfied, and it increases
the background and the necessary time of measurements. More over, if the
pulse of the source is not rectangular one, it also influences the relations (21)
and increases background.
m

m

m

p

p

mat

p

5 • S p e c t r o m e t r y of polarized b e a m s
Since for chopping of polarized beams the electronic devices are used that
reverse polarization of the beam [1, 2] it is much more easily to control the
form of the function C(t).
In the paper [3] the work of PR spectrometer on stationary source is
reported. The sequences C(t) and D{t) were identical, had a period of Г «
2ms and consisted of Л/ = 31 rectangular elements, each of 64/is long. Each
of these 31 elements was subdivided in n = 16 channels of 4/xs long. So the
total number of elements of the sequences was 496. The aim of this work
was to illustrate the application of the method to measurement of inelastic
cross sections with and without spin flipping at different angles to separate
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magnetic and nonmagnetic processes, The performance of this spectrometer
can be improved if the additional sequence D(«)were used [6].
We consider here the simplest case of FS on polarized beam with a rect
angular signal C {t) = D (t) assuming that at every period of the pulsed
source i1 =• 2rtm/t , where m is integer. So
m

m

m

p

c (t) = d„,(t) = t J i ^ L c o s [ 2 7 r ( 2 n +
m

l)mt/t \
P

The correlation function according to (22) is equal to
'? со

К

q(x) = (1/fp/v) / 52 £ C, (t)d (t - x)dt =
n

m

0 11=1 m = l

= 0/Л')Ё E _

a(9t

f. cM2n(2n
lv

+ l)mx/t„).

Summation over m gives
'/(*> - 7ГР L

C 0 S
o ( 2 n

+ 1 ) 2

H - " + ^(л +1 W P J

s i u l 7 r ( 2 n

+

l ) x / t p ]

•

This function has a width r/ = 2r,,/3A' and its height in the maximum x = 0
is equal to [8]

It means, that in this case A = a = 1 and relations (21) are satisfied identi
cally if the pulse of the source is taken to be rectangular. For other shapes
of the pulse it is possible to find out the most optimal set of frequencies.
Author is very grateful to A.M.Balagurov for his very helpful discussions.
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High resolution time-of-flight powder diffraction:
inside Pandora's box
W. I.F. David and R.M.Ibberson,
ISIS Science Division, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon.,OXU OQX, U.K.
Abstract

Neutron powder diffraction has developed into a very powerful materials л ience technique.
Many of the structures of the compounds tliat most interest solid state physicists and chemists
have been elucidated by using neutron powder diffraction. This has been highlighted most
recently by structural studies of high temperature superconductors and fullerenes. Perhaps
surprisingly, most of this work has been performed on machines that possess rather modest
resolutions even when compared with standard laboratory X-ray diffractnmeters. The logical
progression to higher resolution instrumentation promises the solution of more complex
structural problems. Although higher resolution does allow larger crystal structures to be
studied, in many cases all that is observed is line-broadening arising from sa-iple
imperfections. The simplicity of approach that is possible at resolutions of Mid -2-? x 10' no
longer holds in general for Mid < I0' . Pandora's box has been opened and a large number of
new problems must be tackled. This paper discusses some of these problems that have been
encountered at ISIS along with their solutions. Once all the ills have flown. Iiope does indeed
remain!
1

Introduction

Powder diffraction suffers from me limitation imposed by the collapse of three dimensions of
crystallographic information on to the one dimension of n powder diffraction pattern. Instead of a
regular lattice of points in reciprocal space, powder diffraction patterns consist of overlapping Bragg
peaks. In a rather bold statement, Bragg in 1921 suggested in his presidential address to the Royal
Society that this was not an insurmountable problem and that indeed the analysis of powder diffraction
data may be r»ther straightforward:
"The second method (powder diffraction!... All the spectra of the different planes are thrown
together on the same diagram and must be disentangled. This is not so difficult as it might
seem... The spectra of the organic substances show how very diversified they are and
illustrate the power of a method of analysis which promises to be of great use, since every
crystal has its own charactersitic spectrum."
The realisation of this prediction came in 1.967 with the pioneering work of Rietveld [1,2] in whose
papers
"a structure refinement is described which does not use integrated intensities, single or
overlapping, but employs directly the profde intensities obtained from step-scanning
measurement; ofthe po.ider diagram
Rietveld further emphasised in his 1969 paper the significance of improved resolution.
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medium

) are nune appropriate for the straightforward analysis of, for

example, high temperature superconductor structures. H i g h resolution should thereloie be primarily
reserved for the study of structures w i t h a large number of puranielets, subtle structural distortions or
deluded line broadening

Under ideal conditions the technique can provide an alternative to single

ciystal ncution diffraction for obtaining structural parameters and is indeed particularly useful for
determining crystal structuies of low melting point compounds w h u h aic difficult to grow as single
crystals of adequate size
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Figure 1 • Portion
of the HRPD neutron powder
diffraction pattern of benzene,

О 65
0 70
0 75
0 80
0 85
0 90
In this paper we consider high resolution Rietvcld refinement of two materials, d e c e r n e d benzene and
deuterated nitromemane. The'precision with which the large number of parameters is obtained in these
examples is testimony to the power of high resolution neutron powder diffraction in structural analysis
when line broadening is minimal. In addition, the method is less time-consuming than single crystal
neutron analysis, with experiments lasting hours rather than days, It has the advantage that secondary
extinction and twinning are avoided, but this can be replaced by concern about preferred onentauon
particularly with powders condensed from the gas phase. For small molecules, the powder method can
thus provide an experimental basis for two types of investigation. The first of these is charge-density
studies, where die nuclear coordinates are used to construct the model for the electron density of the
molecule consisting of isolated, unbonded, atoms. The other is for comparison with ab-initio molecular
orbital calculations of the structure of isolated molecules, which also give nuclear geometries This
gives information relating to the effect of intermuscular forces on molecular geometry In this work we
explore ihe level of precision that can be obtained by pulsed neutron powder diffractometjy for small
organic molecules by comparing the results with single crystal analyses, previously reported,
deuterated ben.'.ene [4| and deuterated nitiomethane (5|. The latter analysis is particularly interesung
because an earlier attempt at a pulsed neutron powder analysis using the IPNS facility at Argonne
National Laboratory failed to provide a satisfactory refinement 16). The neutron powder diffraction
measurements were performed on the high resolution powder diffractometer, HRPD [3|, at the
spallation neutron source ISIS. The instrumental resolution is effectively independent of d-spacing and.
in back-scattering, has a constant value of udld - 4x10"* Additionally, the incident neutron spectrum
on HRPD possesses an epithermal component and thus Bragg reflections below lA d-spacings are
easily measured. The recording of diffraction data in this region is of significant importance for the
accurate геПпетет of atomic thermal parameters. Figure 2 illustrates the total number of resolved
reflections in the HRPD data set of deuteratcd benzene. The cumulative fraction of singlets, doublets
and triplets below a given d* are plotted :\s a function of d*. It is clear that with high resolution the
majority of reflections may be resolved. Indeed, in the complete HRPD data set collected up to a value
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1

of d* of 1.414A" 79.5% of observed reflections are singlets, 18.3% are doublets and only 2.2% are
triplets. In effect the high resolution powder data are quasi single-crystal in nature. This high
information content is evident from large number of resolved Bragg peaks in Figure ';. In the remainder

Traction of singlet, doublet
and triplet reflections observed for C D
on HRPD at ISIS.
6

o«

6

ID

(V(J) Anqitriym**-!

Table I. Unit Cell Dimensions for dcuterated benzene and nltrumethane
C D
6

6

(A)
HRPD(4.2K) SCD(5K)
а
7.3551(3)
7.358(1)
b
9.3712(4)
9.373(2)
с
.6.6994(3)
6.701(1)
• Extrapolated from values at ISK|4|

U)

PD(4.2K)[51
5.1832(1)
6.2357(2)
8.5181(2)

CDjNO,
HRPD(4.2K)
5.18579(3)
6.23660(4)
8.51273(4)

SCD05K)
5.185(1)
6.237(1)
8.507(2)

Tabic 2, Molecular Conformations (or C D and CD,N0 . In C D , crystal field distorted from D to С ,
Displacements from best least squares plane (A). The small deviations from the planar carbon г-'e for C D a
not significant from die powder data. For the deuterium posiUons die deviations are marginal.
4

6

2

6

6

fil

v
(

Carbon Ring
С(1)-С(Г)
C(2)-C(2')
C(3)-C(3')

HRPD
±0.0026(16)
±0.0017(17)
±0.0020(16)

SCD

Deuterium Ring
D(l)-D(r)
tK2)-D(2 >
D(3)-D(3')

±0.0052(20)
±0.0040(18)
±0.0041(18)

±0.0080(10)
±0.0072(9)
±0.0064(9)

,

±0.0013(7)
±0.0012(6)
±0.0013(7)

Displacements from 4-alom plane

C-C
D-D'

±0.0069(33)
±0.0133(40)

±0.0039(14)
±0.0216(20)

2.2"(5)
152.2(3)
-30.2(3)
•88.9(3)
88.7(3)
30.9(7)
-151.3(3)

1.5°(1)
151,7(1)
-29.9(1)
-89.5(1)
88.9(1)
29.9(1)
-151.7(1)

CD,N0 conformation
2

N Pyramidixation
DUJ-C-N-OU)
D(l)-C-N-0(2)
D(2)-C-N-0<1)
D(2)-C-N-0<2)
D(3)-C-N-0(l)
D(3)-C-N-0<2)
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Table 3. Bund Lengths for C DJ(Top line HRPD. bottom line SCD)
6

Bond (A)
C(l)-C(2)
Cd)-C(l)
C(2)-C(3)
Mean

C(l)-D(l)
C(2)-D(2)
C(3)-D(3)
Mean

Uncorr.
1.3940(15)
1.3969(7)
1.3948(17)
1.3976(8)
1.4047(16)
1.3970(8)
1.3978
1.3972
uncorr.
1.0823(18)
1.0879(9)
1,0815(17)
1.0869(9)
1.0836(18)
1.0843(9)
1.0825
1.0864

Corr.
1.3970
1.3998
1.3977
1,4005
1.4070
1.3977
1,4006
1.4000
harm
+0.0109
+0.1X187
+0,0119
•0.0090
+0.0105
+0ДЮ84

Л uncorr.
•0.0029(17)

Лсшт.
-0.0028

-0.0028(19)

-0.0028

+<>.(ХП7(П)

+0.0073

aiihami,
•0.0192
•0,0099
•0,0081
•00120
-<MX)60
•0.0114

curr
1.0742
1.0867
1,0853
10839
1.0881
1.1)813
1.0825
1.0836

Д uncorr.
Л corr.
•0.0054(20) -00125
•0,0054(20) +0.1Ю14
•0.001)7(20) +0.0068

The differences in C-C bond lengths of C D is reduced by the corrections to O.OloA and 0.0008A for the
powder and single crystal data respectively.
6

6

Tahle 4. Bond Lengths for CD,N0 (Top line HRPD, bottom line SCD)
2

Bond(A)
N-0(1)

N0(2)

C-N

C-D(l)
C-CK2)
C-D(3)
Mean

Uncorr. Curr.
1.2315(29) 1.2402
1.2270(9) 1.2309
1.2249(31) 12318
12225(9) 12253
1.4847(27) I.486T
1.4855(9) 1.4887
uncorr.
10649(38)
1.0751(13)
1.0690(41)
1.0736(14)
1.0737(37)
1.0739(13)
1.0692
1.0742

harm.
+0.0296
+0.0295
+0.0307
+0.0322
+0.0271
+0.0289

Д uncorr.
+0.0045(30)

Д corr.
+0.0093

+0.0025(32)

+0.(X)65

•0.0008(28)

•0.0020

anharm.
•0.0009
•0.0135
•0.0159
-0.0129
-0.0150
-0.0(20

con.
1.0912
1.0911
1.0838
1.0930
1.0858
1.0908
1,0874
1.0916

Л uncorr. Acorr.
•0.0102(40) +0.0015
-0.0046(39) -0 0092
+0.0002(43)-0.0050

The difference between the two N-0 bund lengths is maintained but is only marginally si. -ficant from the
powder data. Fur the C-D bond, the harmonic and anhamranic corrections usually cancel out at -IOK. as in C D ,
In CD,No,, the harmonic corrections are larger because of the CD, torsional motion. The valence and torsional
angles agree with 0.3° for both structures, (these are not affected by die thermal motion). The N pymmidistalion
is observed 2.2l°(28) powder, 1.48"(9) single crystal.
6

6

uf this section tables of suuctural parameters obtained from single crystal and powder diffraction data
ore presented |7]. With the exception of the lattice constants the parameters obtained from single crystal
data are always superior to those from HRPD powder diffraction data. Nevertheless, the agreement
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between different data sets is excellent. Both methods yield small standard deviations on structural
parameters that permit detailed analysis of inter- and intra-mulecular behaviour and arc sufficiently
precise and accurate to provide reliable structural information that will benefit fundamental studies of
molecular interactions in crystal structures.
Anisotropic asymmetrical line broadening: Oxygen concentration variations in YBUJCU-JO^

0 7

Perhaps the best known high temperature superconductor is the so-called 123 material, YBa,CujQ .
Although this compound does not possess the highest superconducting transition temperature, it is
nevertheless important as it was the first material 10 be discovered that had a transition temperature
above the boiling point of nitrogen, The chemistry of Y r ^ C u j O j , , is rather complex as a wide range
uf stoichiometrics may be accommodated that yields very different material properties. For xsO the
compound is a WK ortfiorhombic superconductor; x s l corresponds to a tetragonal insulating
unnferromagnet. Samples of nominally xal were prepared by heating cold-pressed slabs of
Y B a C u Q at 8S0"C in vacuum (10 torr) for 12li. Diffraction data recorded on HRPD at ISIS
indicated that the material had transformed to the anticipated tetragonal structure [8]. Standard profile
refinement was performed using a Voigt ® double exponential peak shape function ( ® denotes
convolution). However, diese attempts at refinement were only modestly successful because of а
pronounced anisotropic asymmetrical broadening associated with the с axis (Figures 3a and b).
7
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Figure 3. YBajCu 0 : oxygen concentration variations: (a) and (b) the standard Volgt ® double exponential
peak shape function results in a modest fit that Is particularly poor for 001 reflections; (c) and (d) the additional
convolution of a c-axis strain distributionrepresentedby a truncated quadratic function produces an excellent
ргоШе fit.
3
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Uiven that the с axis expands substantially on removal of oxygen, it is clear that this broadening is
caused by an oxygen gradient within the crystal grains with the lowest oxygen content on the surface ot
the grain. Assuming a linear variation of с with oxygen stoichioinetry and oxygen content with depth
into the giam, the effective r a s i s strain distribution may be expressed as a truncated quadialic
equation, v--.if*'n' tor II £ л ь ч and y-0 elsewhere. Note that r\ is a function of hkl being maximum
alinig с and «;ro lor hkl) reflections: the precise formula is given by

П =

2

ijiuicllldlct

wheie i and ti are the time of flight and d spacing associated with the hkl reflection, с and Дг/с are
respectively the с axis and ftactional shift in the с axis and / is the third Millet index Accordingly this
additional functional contribution was folded into the existing Voigt ® double exponential peak shape
function and profile lefincment performed. The improved fit is evident from a comparison of figutes ,1c
and d with figures 3a and b. The chisquared statistic is illustrated in figure 4 for various peak shapes
The final elu-squarcd is 1.7, the weighted profile К factor reduces fmm 14,2'.'i tu H.5'& against an
expected Rtactoi of ft.fi'*. Most importantly the average oxygen content changes from fi.OJKiHi ю
fi.075(5l with an estimated variation, Irom the width of the truncated quadratic function, of - t i j
foitnula units of oxygen across the giain. This ti-sult highlights not only the complexity of peak shape
that is necessary for the refinement of high lesolution data but also the care required in pieparatioii of
precise oxygen stoichiometrics in YBa-,('u , 0 ^ 5
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ligim- 4 • lliaguuunialic rvptesc'iuatumut U\o \\eik shapes mil ASMHUIICO X squared statistics indicating both Die
нчпрк'хиу anil success ot peak shapes in highresolutionprofile analysis
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Model independent line-broadening analysis:
Application lu high resolution studies of the ferroelastic phase transition in L,aNbU .
4

High lesolution neutron powder detraction data were collected at a series of temperatures from a Icm'
sample of lerroleastic l . a N b 0 on MRP» at ISIS \4\. Each run lasted for approximately 31) minutes. A
small poitinn of the range of J spaungs surveyed is shown in figure 5. There is clear evidence of a
suuuutal phase transition. Indeed, the refined lattice parameters indicate a large monoclinic distortion
ih.it collapses in a mean-field manner at the transition temperature
4
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Kigure 5 Multiple Uiflr'juiuii patterns from a Icm' sample of LaNbOj rcamkd as a (unction of temperature. Tne
peak splitting associated wilh Ihe lerrnclasiii phase transition is evident

Close examination of the diffraction data collected at temperatures near the phase transition reveals
significant broadening particularly of some hkO reflections. Standard profile refinement of data
obtained below 180° С and above 54()"C proceeded routinely. However, at intermediate temperatures
the refinements became progressively worse on approaching the phase transition. As the origin of (he
line broadening was initially unknown a modified Rietveld profile refinement (SAPS • Structure and
Peak Shape refinement) was developed. SAPS permits the simultaneous refinement of the crystal
structure and the Ш-depcndent broadening in a model-independent manner. The principal difference is
that instead of describing peak widths as a function of time of flight, all peak widths may be refined as
independent variables. The excess line broadening was taken to be of a Voigt form. On refinement Ihe
excess broadening was found to lie of a Lorentzian character Structural parameters for LaNb0 were
thus obtained that were unbiased by an imposed broadening model. A selection of the (Lorentzian)
peak width components so refined are presented in table 5
4
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Table 5. Pan of one of the output Tiles from SAPS. This contains Miller indices Ш, along with peak intensities
/ and standard deviation a(l>. If aillll is greater than a predetermined value (12 in this particular case) Uien peak
widihs may be refined. For Hall! < 12, peak widths are fixed (note zen> standard deviations for some Г). In this
example die usual time-of-flight functional form for a was refined
h
0
1
-1
1
-1
-2
I
2
U
2
0
-2
0
0
1
-1
1

it

1
0
I
1
2
1
2
1
2
0
2
0
0
1
0
I
1

/

1

5
5
4
4
1
1
1
1
2
2
.' 0
0
4
3
3
2
2

Г(цл)

2

<ЦЩ >

25.3139
43,115.3
49.111.7
45.511.7
112.518 5
40.712.1
38.5122
97,416.6
89.7110.3
58,2165
42,210.0
42.8*0.0
45.910.0
49.6Ю.0
49.810.0
114.412.7
93.512.3

664121
540421
3647i38
3460139
115*24
2443t3l
2192128
836127
461130
580131
IQU5
1±35
121144
362145
303130
9352190
10060198

51,8
51.9
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Figure 6
Refmemenl of individual peak widths reveals a pronounced temperature dependence dial diverges
around T . The distinction between 220 and 220 and 112 and Tl2 peak wlddis Is consistent wldi strain effects
describ-1 by a second rank tensor.
c

These peak widtos were then analysed to detetnune Л е origin of the line broadening. Refinements at
various temperatures revealed a pronounced temperature dependence that diverges at the phase
transition temperature. The anomalous Lorentzian broadening of die 220, 220 and 112, 112 reflections
are displayed in figure 6. The ratio of die slopes above and below the transition is 2:1 as predicted by
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mean field theory. Intepretation of the Ш-dependcnee of the line broadening indicates consistency
with stiuin effects that are described by a second rank tensor. Accordingly, anisotropic LorenUian
strain and crystallite size effects described by a second rank tensor formulism were convolved into die
standard time-offlight peak shape. The full width at half maxima formulae used were
Г

.!,*'

Г,

2

.-Л- .

where
2

2

[

ц" = Гц1' "*
2l\' jklb

b 2

+ '22^ '

<• cosm ) + ГцМа

2

+

r

c

2

+

J3^ *

с costp )*ГцИка

b costy ) /

Rietveld refinement at a number of different temperatures indicated that the anisotropic broadening
resulted from strain tuiher than sire effects. This unomaluus behaviour is restricted to the ab plane: no
excess broadening is associated with the с axis. The refined values shown in table 6 clearly indicate
strain anisouopy within the ab plane.

Table h •

Refined anisotropic strain broadening terms lor LaNb0
2

4

ГС)

r (HS )

Г (ЦЛ >

240
270
300
330
360
380
400
420
450
460
470
480

205115)
19805)
183(15)
227(20)
140(15)
214(20)
257(20)
266(20)
400(25)
460(40)
8-10(40)
2200(200)

402(20)
366(20)
392(20)
378(20)
447(25)
462(25)
417(25)
548(30)
676(30)
770(401
1320(50)
3800(250)
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figure 7 . The representation quadncs li>r spontaneous lattice strain (hyperbola) and microstrain broadening
(ellipsoids) in UK low temperature пштк-Шис phase are coincident wiUun experimental error.
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Figure I The LANSCE Target , Moderator, Reflector. Shield Syuem Schematic showing the position of Ihc
moderators in Ihc LANSCE target system. The moderators view the flux trap void between the Iwo helves of the
split tungsten target.

urement. Finally, the third involves the large
histogram size resulting from each measure
ment, the requirement that the histogram be
remapped into meaningful coordinates, and
the need to provide the user with a convenient
and effective means of dealing with the
massive amounts of data present. We will
discuss these issues und there solution as we
consider the different aspects of the instru
ment at Los Alamos, the Low-Q
Diffructometer, LQD,
SOURCE:
The need to use a broad band neutron beam is
a consequence of the fact that at any given
wavelength the luminosity, Л(Х) (neutrons/
A/sterad/cm /s), is low at present pulsed
sources. Thus, an integrated wavelength band
of neutrons must be employed to obtain rea
sonable flux, Ф (ncutrons/cm^/s), at the
sample; TOF methods are then used to deter
mine the wavelength of each detected
neutron. Fortunately, the pulsed nature of the
source makes TOF measurements easy.
However, the neutrons emerging from the
target arc not useful as a probe for condensed
2

matter structure: they must be moderated to
usable energies. In the small-angle scattering
experiment, we are really interested in small
momentum transfers, 0- From the relation
ship between scattering angle, 26, and incid
ent neutron wavelength, X,

Hth*

_4пв

where the approximation holds only for small
26, we see that low Q is obtained for long
wavelengths as well as small-angles. Thus
low-Q is best attained using a moderator with
higher Л(Х) at long wavelengths—a cold
moderator.
LQD uses a liquid hydrogen, single phase,
cold moderator operated at approximately
23°K and between 4.1 and 12.2 bar. The
moderator is situated in flux trap geometry
relative to a split tungsten target (Fig. I;
Russell, 1991). The choice of target material
in this instance is an important consideration,
as fissile materials (eg 235^) give rise to
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Studying long and short range crystallographic order and disorder using
time-of-flight Laue diffraction

C.C.Wilson
ISIS Facility, Rutherford Applcton Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, ОХП OQX, UK

The utility of single crystal time-of-flight Lauc diffraction in the study of many
aspects of crystallography is discussed. Reference is made to various types of
crystallographic order and disorder and the importance of measuring the whole
diffraction pattern stressed. The particularly convenient role of a single crystal
instrument at a pulsed neutron source in the simultaneous study of these properties is
emphasised.

INTRODUCTION
Crystallography has traditionally been associated with the solution and refinement of crystal
structures. That is, given a set of reflection intensities, "Bragg" intensities, the positions of atoms
or magnetic moments which best reproduce these intensities arc deduced and optimised.
However, such a simple model docs not represent all that is going on inside the crystal. This
discrepancy can be manifest in several ways: in some cases atoms maybe missing from the model,
in which case these must be located and accounted for; the material itself may be disordered in
such a way that it docs not yield a full set of diffracted intensities; most frequently (and indeed
inevitably) there arc thermal motions of the atoms which affect the diffracted intensities, so
thermal disorder must be taken into account; some atoms may occupy alternative sites, or may be
mobile between sites, or some combination of these motions.
Any or all of these effects maybe present for a particular material under particular conditions and
since it is the role of crystallography to understand what the atoms in a material arc doing,
crystallography must enable these effects to be dealt with adequately. Measurements of
reflection intensities alone can provide the bulk of the information in most cases, and indeed is
sufficiently accurate to form the basis of most structural refinements. However, it is clear even in
"routine" refinements that, for example, thermal diffuse scattering can have a significant effect
on the results obtained, and mere measurement of Bragg intensities cannot allow for reliable
corrections for this effect.
r

It is far more reliable, in casc here OL .<r more of the above disorder effects arc significant, to
ensure that the whole diffion pattern is measured. If the whole of reciprocal space is
recorded, any effect affecting diffraction from the crystal can in principle be recovered from the
distribution of scattered intensity. This is the ultimate aim of a complete crystallographic
experiment, allowing no effect to remain unmeasured.
This paper will discuss the measurement of some of these disorder effects and illustrate how
simpler methods of probing reciprocal space are providing a challenge to the analysis methods
which allow for the unravelling of the intrinsic physics in crystalline materials.
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11ЖЛ1.CRYSTALUHiRAPHIC ORDER
The closest approach to ideal erystallographic order would involve studying a simple material at a
temperature close to absolute zero. If one were able to eliminate totally the Ihermal effects, then
the Bragg reflections would be uniformly sharp with no Q-depcndence to the distribution of
intensities. In such a ease the measurement of Bragg intensities alone would be elose to a
complete erystallographic experiment. Alternatively, a straightforward organic structure
refinement can almost be regarded as complete, in a pragmatic sense, if (he intensities are
available, provided all atomic positions are known.

Weal Crystallographic Order
:

\ ш ~ ? fjexp{2m(hxj + kyj + lzj)}
0(c) = £ f-),A/exp{2ni(hx+ky + lz)}
hkl

Lead at .4 К - clow to ordered
The appearance of the diffraction measured in such an "ideal" experiment is approximately
illustrated in b'igure 1, whieli represents the scattering in the (hhl) plane from a single erystal of
lead . These data were collected at 5 K, and it is clear that the intensities of the Bragg reflections
are fairly uniformly distributed in Q, and that these are sharp, well defined peaks.
1

Atomic location - hydrogen aloim in tm organic material
3-deazauracil is a well behaved straightforward organic material whose basic erystal structure
was initially determined, as is usually the case, by single crystal X-ray methods . A:; stated, a
complete X-ray structural determination of such a material, carried out using only the Bragg
intensities, can to a very good approximation be regarded as a complete erystallographic structure
determination provided all the atoms arc located. However, in the case of 3-dcazuuracil, as is
true for many such materials, an X-ray structure determination leads to an inadequate
description of the often important hydrogen atom parameters. In fact in this case the most
important hydrogen atom (114), involved in a very strong hydrogen bond, was not apparent from
the X - ray data and was therefore not located. Subsequent neutron diffraction experiments were
required to complete the definition of the crystal structure even at this level - . With the
completion of this atomic framework, achieved through measurements of the Bragg peaks alone,
the crystallographic information from this material was essentially all available.
2

3

4

MACROSCOPIC DISORDER
In many cases it is impossible to obtain full crystallographic information as a consequence of the
nature of the sample. In such cases, where the sample is not in single crystal form, it may still be
possible to measure the full diffraction pattern, but the information contained therein is
necessarily more difficult to extract and provides less comprehensive information. Examples of
such inconvenient material states are powders and fibres.
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Thermal vibrations in an ordered structure
The effect of thermal vibrations in a simple organic material can be seen easily by comparing the
refinement of 3-dcazauracil under conditions of (i) no Debye-Waller factors, (ii) isotropic
Dcbyc -Waller factors and (iii) anisotropic Debyc-Waller factors. As can be seen, the effects on
the neutron single crystal refinement are profound.
TABLE 1.
Refinements of3-deazauracil with various levels of Debye-Waller factor
No Dcbyc-Waller factors
Isotropic Dcbye - Waller fa ;tors
Anisotropic Dchyc-Waller factors

R= 16.4%, R = 17.4%
R=9.1 %, R =8.7%
R=7.9%, R =7.6%
w

w

w

Detailed measurements of thermal vibrations — anharmonicity in SrF?
If careful study is made of the structure of fairly simple materials, information can often be
obtained which calls into question the usual assumption that the potential wells in which the
atoms reside arc symmetric. Such asymmetry, if present, leads to anharmonic thermal vibrations
of the atoms which leads to a variation in diffraction intensities which is not a simple function of 0
but instead has some more complicated variation depending on the direction of anharmonicity.
By the nature of thermal vibrations these effects arc magnified at high temperature (naturally)
but also at high Q. In cases like those of the fluoritcs, to really perforin a complete
crystallographic experiment, data must be collected to sufficiently high sinOA to allow this more
subtle type of thermal disorder to be investigated.
The effect of anharmonic thermal vibrations in the fluoritc structure SrF2 was investigated by
measurements on SXD , which provided a rigorous test of the precision available from SXD. The
data, from a heavily extinguished sample, provided a good example of the application of variable
wavelength extinction corrections in CCSL. The extinction corrected data yielded an R-factor
of 4.4% on those reflections expected to exhibit the effects of anharmonic vibrations of the
fluorine atoms. The application of a third order (inharmonic term, pV in the flourine potential led
to a reduction in R-factor to 2.2%, a ven significant improvement, with a value of
|',|.= -4.19(30) 1 0 " J A~-V This value was in go. d agreement with, but more precise than, the
earlier value of P(.= -3.95(46) 10" J A - . The improved accuracy and precision, and hence the
implication that the crystallography has been more completely described, is a consequence of the
high sinO/X value of 1.7 A" reached on SXD (compared to 0.9 A in the earlier study).
5
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Characterisation and correction for TDS
In a fairly hard material where the lattice vibrational energies arc on a par with those of the
incoming neutrons, the phonon contribution to the intensity at a Bragg position can be extremely
significant, and at sufficiently elevated temperatures can easily be of the same order as the Bragg
scattering itself. It is obviously vital in such cases that correction for this effect is made, otherwise
any refinement based on the extracted intensities will be seriously prejudiced. Only by measuring
the (reciprocal) spatial distribution of such scattering in detail can this correction be properly
carried out. From measurements made on materials such as the fluoritcs SrF2 and BaF2
(Figure 3), real progress has been made in designing a reliable semi-empirical TDS correction
strategy for tof Lauc diffraction data. The simplest form of this correction involves "learning" the
6
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shape of the TDS in regions away from the Bragg peaks and extrapolating both the shape and
magnitude of this scattering to the reflection position, where the correction can then be
estimated. Measuring the whole diffraction pattern, of course, allows this information to he
cxlnctcd most conveniently- To dale it appears that the simplest approximation of a Gaussian
TDS peak extrapolated linearly from the remote region measurement gives good estimates of the
required correction , but work on more sophisticated uppioaches is continuing.
7
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figure .< - H)S i.'iffuFjshowing the detailed infiinnamm ачикЫе amn from the liruggpeaks
facilitates the establishment of reliable semi -empirical eomeiims fur this effci I

STATIC DISORDER
The problems of thermal disorder tend to result in effects at or close to the Bragg peak positions,
with the Uebye-Waller factor of course having an effect on the Bragg intensities themselves as
shown. However, there are other forms of disorder which can affect the Bragg intensities, and
which would hence be accessible to the more restricted reflection-intensities-only type of
crystallographic experiment. These are essentially forms of substitutional disorder, when one
atom either replaces another, or of occupational disorder, when an atom is distributed over more
than one site. Both of these forms of static disorder occur throughout the entire crystal volume
and so arc long range disorder, leading to sharp effects - in this case the modification of only the
intensities of the Bragg reflections. However, there are also forms of static disorder which arc
much more localised in the crystal, such as the formation of defect clusters on the addition or
removal of atoms to form a non-stoichiometric materia). These short range forms of staticdisorder often lead to scattering away from the Bragg peak positions, not necessarily bcin^
associated with the underlying lattice, and this scattering is of course broad. In such cases the
measurement of the whole pattern is essential since there is no longer the same restriction on the
location of the Bragg scattering us there is in the case of a fully ordered niatcri Л. This scattering
can in principle occur anywhere in reciprocal space.
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Static disorder (1)
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Longган^еstatic disorder - hydrogen atom occupancies in schultenite
Lead hydrogen arsenate (PbHAsO,)), occurring naturally as the mineral nchultcnitc, undergoes a
paraelcctric- ferroelectric phase transition at 313 K, manifest in a lowering of crystal symmetry
from P2/c to Pc and a gradual ordering of the hydrogen bonded H atom onto one of two
disordered sites. The scparutioii of these H...H disordered positions along with the 0...0
separation in the hydrogen bond have great bearing on the nature of the H potential. A structure
determination performed at room temperature on SXD using a sample provided by the British
Museum clearly revealed the presence of this H atom, previously unlocatcd by X-rays, and its
50:50 occupancy over two disordered sites . The separation of the two hydrogen sites
(0.388(19) A; Figure 4) is in good agreement with that in related materials.
8

Figure 4 - The refined structure of schultenite, showing the hydrogen atom disorder.
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The temperature dependence of the hydrogen ordering and heavy atom distortion has also been
examined from Bragg reflection data collected at 324, 312, 300, 290, 275, 250, 200 and 125 K.
These measurements of the structural ordcrings confirmed the gradual onset of full hydrogen
ordering in the structure below the paraclcetric-ferroelectric phase transition . This is
paralleled by an increasing distortion of the heavy atom lattice in the same region (Figure 5).
4
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Figure 5 - Structural onlerings in sehultenite.

The short range ordering of a substructure

- (Ca, Y)F2+ at room temperature
X

The defect structure of the anion-cxccss fluoritc Cao.g4Yu.u6F2.06 was investigated on SXD using
both the Bragg and diffuse scattering available by measuring volumes of reciprocal space
(Figure 6). The measured Bragg reflections provide structure factors which were analysed to
provide reliable average occupancies for four disordered sites within the fluoritc unit cell. The
positions chosen for these disordered sites were those proposed in the literature based on various
conflicting interpretations of previous data.

10

However, the measured data set has the substantial advantage of also providing information on
the coherent diffuse scattering caused by short range correlations between disordered ions in the
structure. Comparison with the calculated distribution of diffuse scattering over reciprocal space
provides a further, fairly stringent, test for the proposed defect models and enables many of the
previously proposed models for these clusters to be eliminated.
The original defect cluster proposed for anion-excess (Ca,Y)F2 comprised pairs of F"
interstitial anions aligned along <110> directions, though subsequently a model based on the
conversion of a single (Ca,Y)Fg cube into a square antiprism was suggested. From the current
measurements of the total diffraction pattern, however, it is found that the best agreement with
+x
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both Bragg and diffuse scattering (Figure 6b), which the timc-of-flight Lauc technique allows
convenient access to, is obtained by adopting a defect cluster which results from the conversion of
six edge-sharing (Ca,Y)Fx cubes into corner-sharing antiprisms (Figure 7). Such polyhedral
complexes arc seen elsewhere in ordered anion-excess fluoritcs, including the yttrofluoritc
mineral tveitite, Ca^Y^F^. The results indicate that these clusters arc present in the disordered
solid solution under study in this work but owing to the relatively low dopant concentration, these
arc distributed randomly through the fluoritc lattice.
(C»l)n»!!>cMtl! » * | »

Figure 6a - The observed diffraction pattern from Сао^Уом^Юб at room temperatur

1

£

№

h in [bhOl

Figure 6b -The observed (left) and calculated (right; from the cuboctahedral cluster model
diffuse scattering in COO^YOMFIM at room temperature.
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On the basis of this model, detailed studios have been made of the defect structure using
simultaneous refinement of Bragg intensities and the diffuse scattering data. Only by combining
the two types of measurement can reliable, unambiguous models be obtained to completely
describe the crystallography in this material, which is intimately related to both long and short
range order and disorder.

Figure 7 - Schematic diagram of the formation of the cubactahedral defect cluster indicated f
combined Braggldiffuse data, by conversion of six edge sharing fluorite cubes into comer shar
antiprisms.

DYNAMIC DISORDER
As the atoms in a structure gain more energy, for example as a result of increasing temperature,
the hold of the potential well can begin to weaken and the atom begins to vibrate with larger
magnitude within its lattice site. In extreme cases the atom can move from its site and this
dynamic disorder can lead to diffuse scattering over large portions of reciprocal space. This is
exemplified in the scattering measured from Lead at 293 К (Figure 8) which shows very obvious
qualitative differences from the diffraction from the same material at low temperature (Figure 1).
These differences, thermally induced, arc indicative of both thermal and possibly of the onset of
some dynamic disorder.

Dynamic disorder

Q(c) = j F4exp{2m(fe. )}
ft
C

The interpretation of such effects requires the inversion of the whole diffraction pattern by a
method such as Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) in which the distribution of atoms causing the
observed scattering can be derived. The use of RMC in the interpretation of single crystal data is
still in its infancy, but promises to be a comprehensive means of understanding such disorder.
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Static and dynamic disorder
Fft

=

p 1st struct ( |j
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(4) + ...)

Q(r) = 2Fftexp{2ni(&.c)}

(Ca,Y)F + ut<m'C
2

s

At elevated temperatures, the distribution of diffuse scattering in Ciio,94Yo,(X)F2.t№ clearly
changes (Figure 9), which can he interpreted as resulting from the fragmentation of the
cuhoctahcdral clusters evident at low temperatures . Above "00°C the pattern is found to
strongly resemble that measured from pure CaF2 in its fast- ion phase, suggesting that the same
thermally induced Frcnkcl disorder occurs in the doped material, but at a depressed temperature.
These changes in the coherent diffuse scattering pattern, resulting from changes in the
distribution of the short range ordered clusters, arc vital in the understanding of the distribution
of anions in this material and hence towards an understanding of the physical processes
underlying the fast- ion conducting state. The pattern shown in Figure 9 clearly shows disorder of
many types, with the residual defect cluster static cluster being complemented by extensive
thermal and dynamic disorder induced modifications to the scattering pattern, in many diverse
regions in reciprocal space. It is very clear that measurements of a diffraction pattern only at the
Bragg positions, which would have been adequate for the description of the structure causing the
scattering recorded in Figure I, would be hopelessly inadequate in trying to give a complete
description of the structure causing the scattering in Figure 9.
11

MEASURING THE WHOLE DIFFRACTION PATTERN
One of the most convenient methods of measuring the whole diffraction pattern from a single
crystal is the timc-of-flight Laue technique. In this method, a wavelength-sorted incident
neutron beam is scattered from the sample into a large area pusition-sensitive detector. The two
detector dimensions, allied with the timc-of-flight information, define a three dimensional
detector volume and hence volumes of reciprocal space arc sampled in a single data histogram.
This makes the technique ideally suited for the measurement of scattering in obscure regions of
reciprocal space, and hence ideal for studies of the processes causing this scattering.
SXD at ISIS
12

SXD, the single crystal diffractometer at ISIS (Figure 10), is an ideal instrument for the
simultaneous study of the crystallography of both long range and short range order and disorder.
It is a tof l.aue diffractomctcr, equipped with u high resolution, large area, fibre-optic encoded
ZnS scintillator detector subtending a large scattering angle at the sample allowing rapid and
reliable recording of all the diffraction in a large reciprocal space volume. All the data discussed
in this paper were collected on SXD, showing its power in diverse areas of crystallography.
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SUMMARY
The conclusions of this paper can be summarised easily:
If one wishes to extract the most complete structural information from a
sample, then collect the maximum crystallogruphic information - the
whole diffraction pattern.
AFTERWORD
A clue to the interpretation of the sketch equations and their relation to the information available
in the diffraction pattern:
hkl represent discrete indices, and so ?ш are structure factors measured at
reciprocal lattice points;
the vector & is continuous and so Ft are structure factors measured
everywhere in reciprocal space,
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Eigenvector Determination • a Dynamical Structure Determination
Q. Darner
Institut Lauo-Langevln, P.P. 1S6, F-38Q42 Grenoble Qedex 9, France

Abstract
An eigenvector determination reveals the pattern of amplitudes of the atoms in tne
unit cell characteristic for a particular phonon mode. The knowledge of the
eigenvector gives detailed Insight Into the microscopic behaviour of a crystal and it
helps to select the most appropriate lattice dynamical model.
Introduction
The eigenvector of a phonon mode describes the displacements of the atoms in the
unit cell due to the oscillation of the mode. The amplitudes and their directions are
typically different for the different atoms. There may be phase factors between them.
The latter means that maximal displacement is reached at diflerent times for
different atoms. Therefore the eigenvector is in general complex.
The experimental determination of eigenvectors has been asked for since the first
measurements of phonon dispersion curves and the connected lattice dynamical
model calculations. Different models may reproduce the dispersion curves equally
well, but the predicted eigenvectors may differ. The knowledge of particular
eigenvectors allows to Identify the "better" model. But In addition to this general
aspect, microscopic insight may be gained.
A normal structure determination tries to locate the atoms in the unit cell together
with their temperature factors with the help of the equation:
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unit cell

У
i

Q

W >

b,e-w, e'OBi

(D

where Q = G is the momentum transter for a Bragg position G; bj, Wj and Rj are the
scattering length, the Oebye Waller lactor and the position of atom j. The bj's have
to be known in advance, while R{ and Wj are to be determined by measuring many
Bragg intensities at different Q values.
The integrated intensity of a phonon mode s is given by
unit cell

IJQ)

Y_ Ье-^в'ОЩОи
i

(q))

(2)

i

Here U|, is the vibrational amplitude of atom j in the mode s at phonon wavevector
q. U|, may be complex. Now the values for R| and Wj have to be known, while
U|.s(q) will be determined by measuring the same mode s at the same vector q in
many different Brillouin zones G by inelastic neutron scattering.
s

s

The number of free parameters in the Uj, (q) can be reduced with the help of
irreducible representations. The l are many orders of magnitude weaker than
Bragg intensities. Therefore the measuring times are longer, but, as an advantage,
the intensities -'o ni,; suf.'ar from extinction.
s

s

An eigenvector determination represents a delicate experimental study, because
spurious effects may increase or icuuce the intensities and so falsify the results.
During the presentation of examples, in the following, we will indicate techniques
used to eliminate doubtful intensities.
Examples
A first example is given by the two transverse modes in AgBr at the zone boundary
in [111] direction, the L-point /1/. in each mode one sublattice stays at rest, while
the other one is vibrating. If the forces involved are the same for both modes then
the heavier atom should vibrate with the lower frequency. A careful intensity
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measurement, see Fig. 1, with good energy resolution showed, that the heavier Ag+

/00 r

10

AgBr 85 К
L point

15

2.0

Fig. 1 . Constant-Q scan
representing the intensity of
neutrons scattered by ТА (L)
and TO (L) phonons (arrows)
/ 1 / . A constant background
(dashed line) is subtracted
from the data which are fit by
Gaussians modified by
resolution normalisation (full
line).

frequency ЦНг1
Ion oscillates with the higher frequency. This observation led to the conclusion, that
the forces are not the same for both modes. A detailed model calculation contains a
quadrupolar deformability of the A g electron shell, which renders this ion soft
under compression. In this case there was only one parameter to be determined.
+

Another example with more unknown parameters is the low frequency mode at the
zone boundary, M-point, in quartz near the ot-p phase transformation 121. From
group theoretical considerations we concluded that the irreducible representation
concerned contains 8 modes, I.e. a particular mode has (8-1) parameters (the
normalization of the eigenvectors reduces the number of parameters).
The quartz structure is built by Si0 tetrehedra. With the assumption that these SiC-4
tetrahedra are so rigid, that they are not deformed by a low frequency mode, we
reduced the number of modes to 2.
4

In the experiment we kept the quartz sample in the p-phase at 859K and performed
constant-Q scans at more than 50 different M-points. For a check of consistency
against spurious intensities, we collected two data sets with different wavevectors
for the incoming neutrons. About 6 % of the data had to be disregarded.
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next highest at (0.5, 4, 0) in hexagonal indices

We were then able to identity the two lowest modes at the M-point, as rigid
tetrahedra modes. Fig. 2 presents the experimental data and the "best lit"
calculated values for the lowest mode (0 83 THz). The confidence factors are R =
10.5 % and Rw = 12.9 %, which is surprisingly good.
With this experiment we could show that the strongly temperature dependent (in the
u-phase) mode at the M-point is very similar to the true soit mode at the t'-point. It
was already known that the soft mode also leaves the tetrahedra rigid. The
connected observation of a low frequency mode along the Г-М direction sheas
some light on the арреагепсе of an incommensurate phase between the u- and
the |J-phases with satellites near to this direction.
GaAs is a material of high technological interest. For the developments it is
important to have a good understanding of the lattice dynamics. Several models
were proposed, which describe the dispersion curves equally well. An eigenvector
determination /3/ was able to discard some of them.
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In the longitudinal modes at the L-point both sublattices are simultaneous in
motion. The intensity change from the L = (3.5, 3.5, 3.5)-point to the L = (3.5, 3.5,
l.5)-point, see Fig. 3, leads easily to the fundamental conclusion, that in the lower
frequency mode (LA) the two sublattices move in phase, while in the higher one
(LO) they oscillate against each other. The relative amplitudes were finally
determined by measuring the intensities of 5 different L-points. The intensity ratio of
LO/LA at any L-point is either as at L = (3.5. 3.5, 3.5) or as at L = (3.5, 3.5, 1.5).
Only the overall intensity varies.
If one replaces the two different atoms in the structure of GaAs by two identical
ones, such as Si, one obtains the diamond structure. In contrast to GaAs, in Si the
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L= (3.5,3.5,3.5)

L=(3 5, 3.5, 1.5)

Fig. 3. Two constant-Q scans in GaAs at different L-points to observe the LA mode
at 6.20 THz and the LO mode at 7.25 THz /3/. The peak at 7.90 THz comes from
the TO mode and was not taken into account.

eigenvectors at the L-point are fixed by symmetry but the eigenvectors of the
longitudinal modes in the л direction [£ £, %] contain a phase angle describing the
relative motion of the two sublattices. This phase angle has been determined
experimentally /4/.
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Fig. 4. Spectral line widths
/4/.
Symbols
give
experimental widths ot the
signals and lines the widths
as calculated from the
instrument resolution. Data in
brackets are not used for the
evaluation of the phase
angle ip of the eigenvectors.

Particular attention was payed to possible spurious effects. In the case of SI there
exists a sum rulo for the intensities of the acoustic and optic longitudinal modes
which we used to check the experimental results. In addition, we compared the
observed widths of the signals with predictions from resolution calculations (see
Fig. 4). About 25 % of the data have been ruled out by these two criteria.
As a final result we determined the phase angle between the two sublattices as a
function of the phonon wavevector in [£ % Q direction, see Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5.
The phase
angle
<p of the
eigenvectors of the
longitudinal modes in
Л-direction for Si /4/.
The
four
curves
represent predictions by
different models.

Four model calculations were available which described the phonon dispersion
curves comparably well: a full quantum mechanical density-response calculation
(DR), a semi-quantum mechanical partial-density model (PDM), a
phenomenological valence force field model (VFFM) as well as a
phenomenological bond charge model (BCM). As can be seen from Fig. 5 only the
bond charge model can reproduce the experimentally determined phase angle of
the eigenvector. This shows once more that the knowledge of the eigenvectors can
play a decisive role in the evaluation of different lattice dynamical models.
Needless to say that a fundamental understanding of the lattice dynamics of Si is
highly desirable.

Conclusion
A dynamical structure investigation determines the complex vectors U| . see Eq.
(2), from measured phonon intensities. In principle the technique is similar to a
normal structure determination from Bragg intensities, Eq. (1), but in reality it is
much more complicated. One needs an instrument for inelastic scattering such as a
Three-Axis-Spectrometer and the observable intensities are very small.
|S

As shown above, eigenvector determinations are undertaken to solve particular
problems.
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MACNKTIC STRUCTURK DKTKRMINATION
(POWOF.R NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDIF.S)
I-. BOURF.F.-VlGNfcRON
Uhoratoiro Leon Hnllouin (CEA-CNRS), CF.-SACT.AY
F-41141 CllF-Si;R-YVF.TTF. Ceilex
France

ABSTRACT
Magnetic structure determination (description of the microscopic arrangement of
magnetic moments in a crystal) requires neutron diffraction studies. Some examples are
given of the powder technique, applied to long range magnetic order determination in
localized magnetism systcmsrRTjX;, with R=lanthanide or uranium, T=3d transition
metal, X=Si orOe; Rjln, with R=lanlhamde; CuGeOi.

'•• 'NT^lRlJCTION
The interaction between an atom and a thermal neutron may be accounted for by a
scattering amplitude b+2BI.S+(-yr/2)M±.S.
The first and second term in this expression are characteristic of nuclear
interaction : b is the isotropic nuclear scattering length (b ~ 10* *" cm ); 2BI.S represents
the interaction between the spin of the nucleus I and the spin of the neutron S. In the
general case of an unpolariscd sample (<I>=0), this tenn gives only rise to incoherent
scattering.

PACS Index Categories: 75.25.«; 75..M).-m; 75.5().Ee
International Seminar on Structural Investigations at Pulsed Neutron Sources,
DUBNA, Russia, 1-4 September 1992
Invited Paper
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The third term Сут /3)Mj..S corresponds to tlie dipolar interaction between the
magnetic moment of the neutron and the electronic magnetic moment of the atom M (spin
and orbital contributions! M i denotes the component of M perpendicular to the
scattering vector К : M i - 1K/K1 л ( М л ( K / K i ) f t K i with I'lKi, magnetic limn
1'iictorl' ••' 4 l l i g u r c 11
. 11

Let us nonce thai the nuclear scattering amplitude h t - 10

" cm l and the

magnetic scattering amplitude lyr / J i M i S are of the same order of magnitude: when M
p
is in Hohr magnetons, lyr /Ji is equal to 0.27 1(1 " cm As a consequence, Ihe magnetic

scattering can be easily measured with neutrons.
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Thermal neutrons display interferences when scattered from ordered condensed
matter systems, thus allowing to deiermine either crystallographic or magnetic structures.
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This elastic coherent scattering is accounted for by nuclear and magnetic structure
factors:
F = £j bj ехр(2тК.г)
N

and
F

M

= 0.27 Ш '

12

Z\ l|(Mj.K/K)K/K| • МИ (,(КИ;чр(2>кК.г^

With u non polarised incident neutron beam, the neutron intensity diffracted at an
angle 26 (K=4nsin6A, 2dKsin6=\) is proportional to (FN>

2 +

(FM>-

Thc neutron diffraction experiments can be done either on single crystals (fourcircles diffraetometerl or polycrystalline materials (two-axis diffraciometers) Mere we
shall be concerned with powder diffraction only
In Saclay (l.aboraloire Leon Bnllouin. ORPIII-l- steady slate neutron source),
three diffraciometers are devoted to powder neutron diffraction; .VI'I and 3T2 with
thermul neutrons (current wavelengths: X=l.l.sA and 1.227Л, respectively) niul(!4.l on
a cold neutron beam (X=2.45A).
3T1 is the oldest of the 2-axis spectrometers in our Laboratory, with only one 4le
detector; the maximum flux at the specimen is 10 n.cnv .s (28м=25°).
3T2 is a High Resolution Powder Diffraciometer, with л Ge (335)
nmnochromator (26м=90°, ai = l(V, 14' or 2 Г and ni=10'). The maximum flux at the
specimen is S.10 n.cm-.s' . Neutron counts are simultaneously collected by 20 Hie
detectors.
7

s

2

-1

1

G4.1 is equipped with a 800 cells BFj Position Sensitive Detector (PSD),
covering an angular 26 range of 80 degrees; the maximum flux at the specimen is
K^nxm^.s-'
All these diffractometers accomodate low (1.2K) to high temperature (12(X)°C)
ancillary equipments. A dilution cryostat (T=100mK) will be available in a near future. A
high pressure cell (P<23Kbar) can be used at low temperature on G4.1. A vertical
magnetic field (H<t.5Tl is also available on each of these diffraciometers.
Powder diffraction is mainly used in crystallognphic and magnetic studies:
crystalline (3T2) and magnetic (3T1.G4.1) phase transitions are studied as a function of
T,P,H. Due to the high counting rate of the PSD, the phase transition kinetics can also be
followed on G4.1, down to a few seconds.
In the following, we shall be concerned with magnetic neutron diffraction. Some
recent results will be discussed, on RT2X2 (R=lanthanide or actinide, T=3d transition
metal, X=Si or Ge), R2ln (R=lanthanide) intemietallic compounds and CuGeOj.
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L£Mh
2.1 TbNi (Je
2

2

TbNi2Ge2 belongs to the RT,X, series of compounds ( with R = Rare Earth,
T=/iii transition metal and X = Si or Ge) with the tetragonal ThCr Si -iype
2

2

crystallographic structure: space-group I4/mmm (c/a=2.5), with R in (2a) 0. 0. 0., T in
(4d) 1/2 0. 1/4; 0. 1/2 1/4 and X in (4e) 0. 0. +z (z ~ 3/8). Many of these compounds
4

have been magnetically studied over the last ten yearsl i. They offer a great variety of
magnetic behaviours, as a function of the elements R, T and X.
Neutron data on TbNuGejwere collected on a powder sample, at T=30O К and
T S20K, with the ,VT2 and G4.1 two-axis diffrauometers respectively.
The Rietveld' ! profile refinement technique was used for the analysis of the
crystallographic and magnetic structures! !.
5

6

TbNi2Ge2 exhibits two magnetic transitions as a function of T: below TN=17K,
the magnetic structure is a longitudinal sine-modulated structure (wave vector k=l/4c*
and Tb magnetic moments parallel to c: see figure 2); below TN'=10.25K, the T b
magnetic moments are still directed along the tetragonal ax>. c, but two vave vectors
coexist: k=l/4c* and k'=l/2(a*+b*+c*).
3+

3+

l
-|

!•]/«

44-

*£rf
4+ 7

си
i. 7

tii/г

r>

,n

Y ...

Fioure 2: Magnetic structures In RT2X2 compounds: (a) anliterromagnolic k=c" structure, as
observed In UNICuSIa below TN»150K, and (b) anliterromagnelic k»1/4c* sine-modulated
structure ol TbNIaGes In the 10.2SK-17K temperature range.
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2.2 IJNiCiiSi;
The \ 2 2 ternary LlNivSi; ami l'C'u;St: compounds hasc also the tetragonal
Tht'r?Si,;-type crystallography structure
K|

Single crvstat neutron diffraction measurements!' on I Nt.'Si: slims magnetic
ordering, with uranium magnetic moments parallel in c, below К l--li|iK an
insouiuiensurale k-t(l 11 k,l magnetic structure is observed down to T. It si I iK m the
teui|ieratiire range Ti 'I':, with T| $M I iK, ihe magnetic sirucuire is commcnsuuU'. with
к -in 4 li lligure 2), helms Ti а fernmaguetic structure CMSIS. with < * stacking oi
ferromagnetic uranium planes (k=(0 (I 2/)\).
1

1

Powder neutron dil'fracriou measurements on I'TusSi." gisc lerroniagnelism
lielow T(' lO.^k. with uranium iiioineiils threcici! along the (diagonal a\is''
As the magnetic structures for UNi;Si; anil 14\pSi.' are diflcicnt. one can espeel
an interesting magnetic phase diagram in Ihe solid soluiiou I'lNii t'n,, l.^Si> series As a
first compound we studied I'NiC'uSi;.
ЛС - susccpi i hi IH у measuremenls on b'NiC'uSi; show an anlifcrroniagnetic I AM
transition at T\- .55iSlK, followed liy three transitions with fcrtimagneiic character at
lower temperatures, namely I KloiK. MHMK and 4SI5IK.
x

Neutron data on I NiCuSr were collected in the 1<\K IdOK temperature interval,
will) ( i l l dlffraciomclei li^tirc i slums the detraction paitern icspemneiilal and
calculated diagrams! at T- I dK il-Wntnmv. nuclear and magnetic contributions, with
/и ^ ' / cum and odd. respectively I hgure -1 shows the I hernial dependence ol the three
mam magnetic Hragg peaks OKI, (II. and 111 Irom this thermal behaviour, we can
deduce the value ol the magnetic ordering temperature ol INIC'uSh: T \ 15HK.
These neutron data were analysed with the Kietveld profile геГтетеш teclmupie
In this procedure a I'scudo • Voigt profile was assumed Two types of parameters were
considered;
111 Those describing the characteristics of the diffractometer / irem position).
Г, V and W ( 2 H ( d e g r e e s | | u Width at Hall Maximum parametersI-'WIIM" = V t g 0 + V tgH + VV)
u

2

(2l Those characteristic of the sample: S (overall scale factor), a and с
(crystallographic unit cell parameters), /,s, (4e Si positional parameterl, M/ (magnetic
moment component on uranium, at low temperatures), Denve-Waller factor li {isotropicl
and ч (Pseudo-Voigt paramater)
The results we obtained! Hi.i I.I21

l u v

summarised in Table I
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Figure 3 UNiCuSi2 neutron dlltraclion data (X-2 426A) at T»1 6K. The dots are the experimental
values; the upper line Is the calculated diagram; the continuous line below Is the dlMerence
betweeen observed and calculated values Vertical bars Indicate 20hkl positions.
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TABLE]: UNiCuSi2 neutron diffraction results
T=I«)K

T=1.6K

a(A)
c(A)

.1.07(1(1)

3,%7(i)

9,696(2)

<Ш4(2)

ZSi

0.382(1)

0.38211)

B(A2)

0,8(3)

0,6(31

мдцг»)

2.35(5)

n

0.17(2)
3

Utdegrees )

2,35(2(1)

V(degrees-)

•1,45(15)

•1.40(15)

WWegrces-)

0,35(5)

0,35(5)

Rn(%)

3,65

4.40
3,65

RM^O)

11.05

RM(%)
Numticr of EniEU ncaks

2,40(20)

10(N)

I0(N)+5(M)

Below TN the UNiCuSi; magnetic structure is antiferromagnetic; we have a +• + •
stacking of ferromagnetic uranium planes (Figure 2), with magnetic moments parallel to
the tetragonal axis.
The disagreement between ae-suseeptibility measurements (4 magnetic transitions
observed) and neutron diffraction results (only 1 magnetic transition at TN). could he
interpreted either by magnetism of an impurity phase (solution rejected here, as the
neutron diffraction Bragg peaks of minor phases don't vary with temperature), or by the
existence in UNiCuSi^ of a non regular stacking of feiTomagnetu' uranium planes ( + - + •
+ + •+•), possibly in magnetic domain or crystallite grain boundaries. As neutron
diffraction can only "see" long-range magnetic onler, these irregular defects could not be
observed.

The Riln iniermetallie compounds (R=Rare Earth) arc isomorphous and
crystallize in the hexagonal system, space group Poj/mw:. Ni;hi type structure, with
c/a*l,25. We have R in (2a): 0, 0. 0. and 0, 0. 1/2; R in (2d): 2/3 1/3 1/4 and 1/3 2/3
3/4; In in (2c); 1/3 2/3 1/4 and 2/3 1/3 3/4.
Previously published magnetic measurements on Rilnl"! reveal a great variety of
magnetic behaviours, depending on the Rare Earth. We report here on neutron diffraction
studies on R2K with R=Od, Tb, Ho and Er.
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3.1 llojln
Neutron data on Ho, In were collected on « powder sample, at T=2(K) К and
T S80K, with the JT2 anil .VT1 2-axis diffractometers respectively. Figure 5 shows the
neutron diffraction pattern at T=2(KIK (experimental and calculated nuclear diagrams).
Hojln is ferrromagnctic below Tc=80Kl l The magnetic structure is collinear.
with identical magnetic moments M on Ho in (2a) and (2d). Figure 6 gives the thermal
variation of M as a function of the reduced temperature Т/Г<\ The direction of M depends
on temperature: for 40K<T<Tc=80K, M is parallel to the hexagonal axis c. but at lower
temperature M rotates towards the basal plane (at T=20K, the angle between M and с is
,4

3+

Нм-.'/ii» H ( - i /

(/.' /

; = .'ti»A

: икни

IAJUUA
i

a

11

I! i Ml I

: 'i

i || i

ЧИП

l'i : 'I ' '

^^AM^V*-^^
311

III

lill

г • i i n (ii

£Юищ_5 Hojln neutron diiiraciion data (X-1 2263A) at Т.гООК The dots are the oxpenmewal
values; (ho upper line is the calculalod diagram, the continuous line below is the dillerence
betweoon observed and calculated values Vortical bars indicate 2GnM positions
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.V2 T h I n
;

MajiiU'lK measurements ami electrical resistivity"''; reveal .i teinniuaenciic
transition in Thnln ai Г I70K

This lerromae.nelic stale is observed liy nciilroii

dillraction experiments K i l I dittracUimelen on Tb;In below Ti - Iti.SK The magnetic
l

ч т е н и е is eollincar, ivnh identical magnetic moments M on T h * in (2ai ami O d i .
li|:iire 'i ( n o the iluTinal variation of M as a function of the reduced temperature ' l / l ' c
The direction of M is. in ili.n case, independent of temperature lor T«".Ti

Id5К. M is

perpendicular 10 ihe hexagonal axis e.

. U Kr ln
2

1

Magnetic nieasiirenienls. electrical resistivity ami Mosshauci spectroscopy '"Ч
reveal a Icrironiajiticliv transiiion in la.dn at I

1I1K This letioniagnetis stale is observed

hy neutron diffraction e\perinienis i(i4,1 diliraelotneien on l u j l n below T r '10K The
magnetic structure iscolluiear, with identical magnetic iiHiinenis М о и I T ' * HI Oai and
i2dl the curve M versus reduced teniperalure ' l / l ' r is shown in l-igure d The direction
ot M

is, here also, independent of temperature: for T<T(=K>K, M is nearly

perpendicular to the hexagonal axis с tangle between M and с 75' I
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Figure g R2ln experimental (open symbols)
and theoretical (lull symbols) Pare Earth
• i

magnetic momontiuB) The theoretical values
are obtained in a Molecular Field model tor a
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.V4 (Jdjln
Magnetic measurements reveal the existence of two magnetic transitions in
Cid;litl ' 4 at T|<=UK1K ami T;=2(KIK. Gd;ln is ferromagnetic in the T1-T2 temperature
interval and aniiferromugnetic below T|. Due to the high absorption of thermal neutrons
by natural gadolinium, the neutron diffraction experiments on Gd^ln were performed
with a shorter wavelength, X-0 5Л, on the D4 spectrometer at the ILL (Grenoble,
I- .MCCI Several diagrams were obtained (Figure 7), in the paramagnetic (T=250K,
T=2(XIK). ferromagnetic (T=I50K, T=12()K| and anliferromagnetic (Т=К5К, T=W)K.
T=20K) temperature regions
т=ик-г=200K
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1.9

10.0

10.5

ПО

11.9

Fiaure 7 Thermal dependence ot "102,110" Bragg peaks in Gd2ln (a) in the paramagnetic region,
T=200K, (b) in the lerromagnelic region. T=120K, (c.d) in Ihe anlilerromagnelic region, T=85K and
T=20K The patterns in (b.cd) are neutron dillraclion difference patterns. T (T=200K). and are ol
pure magnetic origin Neulrons counts in (b.c.d) are expressed in arbitrary units (observed
values* 1000)
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Profile refinement of the neutron data (29: 7.45°-28.85°, step: 0.10°) in the
paramagnetic and ferromagnetic regions, yields the subsequent results:
T=250K
T=20()K
T=150K

a=5.416(4)A
a=5.407(4)A
a=5.406(2)A

c=6.742(8)A
c=6.732(7)A
c=6.730(4)A

B=0.8(1)AB=().7(1)A2
B=0.5A
2

М|,х=3,55(30)цв
М||.1=4.5()(3())цв
T=120K
a=5.400(2)A
c=6.723(4)A
B=0.sA2
Ml,x=4.2()(30)U[i
Мц,1=4,75(35)цц
Let us notice that the magnetic moments on the O d in (2a) and (2d), Mi and
Мн respectively, are different; they both are perpendicular to the hexagonal с axis.
At lower temperature (aniiferromagnetic region), the magnetic contribution on
neutron patterns is no longer located on the nuclear Bragg peaks of Gdiln: as can be seen
on Figure 7, the 102-110 doublet becomes then 102\ 110*, I02 , with a propagation
vector k=c*/6. Due to the low value of the wavelength we used, we could not determine
whether k is commensurate or incommensurate and the helimagnetic character of the
magnetic structure has to be confirmed.
u

+

4 . CuGeCb
CuGe03 crystallizes in the orthorhombic system: Pmcm space group, with
Cu in(2c)
[ 0. 1/2 0.| and | 0. 1/2 1/21
Ge in(2f)
±| 1/2 у 1/4 |
y=0.0749(4)
01in(2c)
±( 0, у 1/4 J
y=0.868l(6)
0 2 in (4j)
±( 1/2 у z |; +| 1/2 у 1/2-z | y=().2844(5); z=().()831(3)
and a=2.9418(l)A, b=4.7%4(3)A, c=8.4928(4)A at room temperature (3T2 neutron
powder diffraction results).
Magnetic susceptibility measurements indicate the existence of two
antiferromagnetic transitions at T=2IK and T=53K respectively.
Neutron diffraction data were obtained in the 1.5K-62K interval on G4.I
(Figure 8). The data were analysed with nuclear contribution only: as can be seen on
Figure 8, the quality of the refinements are identical at high and low temperatures.
But a more careful investigation of the thermal dependence of Bragg peaks
intensity shows (Figure 9) the existence of a "magnetic transition" at T=S2±1K. Magnetic
contributions are effectively present on 002-011, 012, 100 and 110 below T=52K; no
contribution was observed on 010.
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only guides lor the eyes

Group theory is, in the present situation, a useful (and necessary) tool to solve the
magnetic structure problem.
Cu is supposed to be the only magnetic atom in the structure. Two Cu atoms are
present in the crystalline unit cell: Cul in 0. 1/2 0.(magnetic moment M() and Cu2 in
U 1/2 1/2 (magnetic moment M2). In the case of identical crystalline and magnetic unit
cells, Table II is giving the magnetic groups und asssociated magnetic structures.
TABLE II: CuGeOi magnetic structures (group theory).

Pmc'm'

Mi
Mx
M

M
•Mx
Mx

Pm'em'

Mv. M,

Mv, -M,

Pm'c'm

Mv, M,

•Mv. M

Maqnetic space qroup
Pmcm

2

x

z

2

Table III shows the calculated magnetic structure factors ( F M ) for each of the
above magnetic structures.
TABLE 111: Magnetic structure factors (CuGe(>3)
Maqnetic space qrouD

Ш, / even

hkl, I odd

Pmcm

0.

4М2 |1-(Кх/К)2|

Pmc'm'

4M2x|l-(Kx/K) l
4M v(l-(K /K)2)

Pm'cm'
Pm'c'm

х

0.

2

2

v

2

2

4M ,(1-(K /K) )
7

4M2 | HK /K)2l
Z

7

4M2 (1-(K /K)=|
V

V

The experimental selection rules: no magnetic (010), existence of magnetic
(100)... clearly show that the only compatible solution corresponds to Pm'cm':
ferromagnetism parallel to b, antiferromagneiism parallel to с
As no "magnetic" refinement "converges", even at lower temperatures, a more
careful investigation (better statistics) is then needed to get the value of the Cu magnetic
moments in CuGeOj,
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5 .DISCUSSION
We presented in this paper some results we recently obtained, with powder
neutron diffraction, on magnetic systems either with 4f(5f) or 3d magnetism (TbNijGe2,
UNiCuSi2, Gd2ln, Tbtfn, Ho2ln, Er2ln, CuGeCh).
All these results concern localized magnetism. The observed long range magnetic
orders are mainly commensurate; an incommmensurate magnetic structure is probably
existing in Gd2>n, but a better resolution is needed to really solve ilie problem ( G d
isotope required, in order to work with a higher neutron wavelength).
In the case of ОЮеОз, the magnetic structure (ferromagnetism//li,
antiferromagnetism//c) was obtained with the help of group theory; but due to the low
value of the Cu magnetic moment (probably <0.5цв) and absence of any superstructure
magnetic Bragg peak, the exuet values of M and M,. could not be obtained.
lwl

y
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The application of high-resolution neutron powder
diffraction in the study of phase transitions in
hydrogen-bonded systems
l

A.V.Bduahkin > and R.M.Ibbcrson
ISIS Science Division, Rutherford AppJeton Laboratory, Chilton, DIDCOT, Охов 0X11
OQX, UK
and
Ч/.M.Flrank Laboratory of Neutron Physics, JINR, 141980 Dubna

Abstract
Recent experimental results are presented that demonstrate the power of high- resolution
time-of-flight neutron powder diffraction in the solution of problems concerning the mech
anism of phase transitions in hydrogen-bonded systems. The unique advantages of the
method are discussed with reference to the high temperature superionic phase transition
in C1DSO4 and the low temperature antiferroelectric transition in CejD^eO^j.

Introduction
It is well known that neutron diffraction has a particular advantage in the determina
tion of light atom positions in crystals in comparison with an equivalect X-ray diffraction
study. An especially important case is that of hydrogen and its isotope deuterium which
are hudly seen by techniques other than the neutron diffraction method, especially in
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the presence of heavy a t o m s

In general single crystal diffraction provides t h e most direct

and precise measurements about the s'.ructural properties of a system. Howeve- in many
cases it is impossible to obtain single crystals which are large enough for neutron exper
iments or such crystals are destroyed undergoing reconstructive phase transitions.

The

alternative is to use powder diffraction and a full profile refinement procedure. In recent
years the method of powder neutron diffraction has made considerable scientific impact
due to the start of operations of new high intensity neutron sources like ISIS (FtЛЬ, UK),
IHH 2 (JINU, Russia), l.ANSCK and A M , ( I ' S A ) . T h e main gain of pulsed sources over
steady slat'' reactors is the possibility of using the time of flight method and therefore the
whole while neutron spectrum produced by the source

At the same time the occurrence

in the mi nleiit neutron spectrum of « considerable amount of epithermal (short wavelength) neutrons provides the researcher with access to the very small interplane distance
(• li IIЛ il spacing) region of a diffraction pattern

This Inst possibility is of importance

in studying high symmetry crystals (winch produce a limited numbei of reflections at
large tl spaemgs), some types of structural disorder and in experiments on crystals with
impurities (many crystals of practical importance are often difficult to obtain with high
purity) where a large number of resolved reflections arc required in order to perform a
successful multiphase refinement

In this paper we present recent results of time of flight high resolution neutron powder
diffraction investigations of phase transitions in hydrogen bonded compounds

The exper

iments wire performed on the High Resolution Neutron I'owder Diffractomcter (1IUPD)
at the pulsed spallation neutron source ISIS 1] T h e instrument is situated 100m from
a liquid methane (T

SHlK) gadolinium poisoned moderator and incorporates a specially

designed neutron guide to maintain a useful neutron flux at this distance from t h e source.
The guide and moderator provide HKPI) with an incident neutron flux of (I 5 < A < UlA
with a peak llux intensity at ~2A

The long flight path of I1RPI) minimise t h e timing

uncertainty of I he resolution function, geometric contributions are minimised by utilis
ing backscattering geometry
Cc

а

activated / л

The backscattering mullidetector comprises six octants of

doped scintillators, the 240 individual elements are software linked

into 20 concentric rings which mirror Dcbyc-Scherrer cone geometry

Typically during

the data analysis all rings are focussed together to produce a single high quality spec
trum corresponding to t h e average scattering angle.

For the commonly used (higher

flux) lm position of t h e sample from the detector 2 0 „ „ , =168.33° and the resolution is
Ad/d

-8x10 \

4

A 2m sample position is also available, 20„„, =174°, A d / d ~ 4 x l 0 " .

The standard d a t a reduction procedure consists of normalisation to the spectral distribu
tion of the incident flux by using an incident beam monitor profile and then correction
for detector efficiency using vanadium data.
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Studies of t h e superionic protonic conductors
In this section we present the results of investigations of the new type of superiouic
protonic conductors. In such crystals the high t e m p e r a t u r e phase has a high symmetry
hut some alonnr species are very mobile and therefore introduce disorder in some atomic
positions

We shall discuss the problem using d e u t e r a t e d caesium hydrogen s u l p h i t e as

an example
Deuleraled caesium hydrogen sulphate, C'sDSO^, belongs to a ilass of < rysl.'illine com
pounds of general formula M X A0+ which undergo a phase transition to a 4U,iei'i> u v slate
The phase transition is characterized by a sharp increase in conductivity (by three to f.oir
order» of magnitude, up to lil '11 'cm ' ) und by a large spontaneous shear strain ( i n ' )
;2, 3, 1, f)|
;2]

The transition temperature into t h e supermini' phase for f \ l ' J 4 < \ is ll'JK

I'rom previous investigations it was known t h a t below 7',. the crystal i* mouoclinic,

space group l"i\/c

and becomes tetragonal, space group / l | / u i r n i , above the transition

temperature |6, 7, 8]
There wevj no discrepancies in the results obtained by X ray and medium resolution
neutron diffraction m e t h o d s for the low-temperature phase and our experiments on 1ШРП
further confirmed the earlier conclusions about the structural features of this phase |9] Л
schematic view of t h e low t e m p e r a t u r e structure is shown in lig.1 T h e d e u t e r i u m bonds
configure so as to form zig-zag chains along the [001) direction

The D s t o m s are fully

ordered with a /) a t o m positioned 0.68A closer to one oxygen than to the o t h e r with a
О

D O

Fig. 1.

angle of 165.5°

Full structural information is given elsewhere [9|.

Schematic view of the

room t e m p e r a t u r e

s t r u c t u r e of

C s D S O , T h e zigzag chains of hy
drogen bond» are clearly seen.
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However, two different and conflicting models have been proposed for the structure of
the superionic phase. The X-ray diffraction [7| and neutron powder diffraction results
obtained on a steady state reactor [10] are in good agreement with respect to the superionic
phase space group and coordinates of heavy atoms. For the О and D atomic positions
16(h) and 8(e) sites in I\\/amd

space group were defined in the X-ray experiments [7]

while the neutron data indicated 32(i) and 16(f) sites respectively. Furthermore both
models predict different mechanisms of protonic transport with neither in agreement with
all otl.er properties of the superionic phase. For a numbe,- of reasons high resolution
neutron powder diffraction data proved to be ideally suited in providing a timely solution
to the problem. Because the symmetry of the crystal in this phase is high and additionally
a large degree of disorder was expected for the oxygen and deuterium atoms it is necessary
to collect high resolution diffraction data over a wide d - spacing range in order to refine
a reasonable number of parameters so as to get clear information about the protonic
transport mechanism. The IIRPD diffractometer can routinely provide such data. A
careful profile analysis together with difference Fourier synthesis inspection provided a
consistent picture of the crystal structure [9]. It was found that the correct structure in
fact combined elements of the two models proposed earlier. The oxygen tetrahedra in the
superionic phase are no longer ordered as in the low temperature phase but dynamically
disordered and therefore can adopt four orientations which are connected to each other by
rotation around к. sulphur atc-n. The dcuterons can occupy both 16(f) and 8(e) positions
and link oxygen tetrihedra forming a dynamical hydrogen bond networ». The proton
transport may then be considered as the formation of a DSO, defect, rotation of this
defect so that the oxygen tetrahedron adopts another possible orientation and deuteron
transfer from one SO* group to the other, along the hydrogen bond. This structural
model explains the absence oi any hydrogen-deuterium isotope effect on the transition
temperature, the entropy of the phase tran'.i • ion and the very small anisotropy of protonic
conductivity [9]. Subsequently the structural results have been independently confirmed
by quasielastic neutron scattering experiments [11).

The antiferroelectric phase transition in Cs D(Se0 )2
3

4

There are a number of crystals in which phase transitions are governed by a proton
eublattice. The changes in coordinates of other atoms are often very small during these
transitions and additionally different impurities can confuse the data analysis. We shall
consider the problem on the basis of the antiferroelectric phase transition in tri-caesium
deuterium biselenate.
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ОаЩЯеО*)] and its deuterated analogue undergo three successive phase transitions above
liquid helium temperature [12|. The transition temperatures are 50K (phase IV-phase
111), 364K (phase Ill-phase II) and 451K (phase Il-phase I) for the protonated compound
and 168K, 377K and 448K respectively for the deuterated material, The transitions HI—II
and II-I arc fcrroelnstic and the high-temperature phase is superionic [13|. Because of
relatively small isotope effect on phase transition III-II and 11—I it has been proposed [12]
that hydrogen bonding is of no significance in the transition mechanism. In contrast, the
isotope effect on the IV-III transition is very large and therefore it is assumed in this case
the protonic subsystem plays an important role.
Fig.2

Schematic illustration

of low temperature structure of
CsaD(Se0 ),. The ScQ, doners
4

linked by asymmetric hydrogen
bond are clearly seen. Drawn us
ing SCHAKAL [20].

Following the results of recent X-ray single crystal studies [14, 15] that established the low
temperature structure, the aim of the experiment was to establish the detailed structural
aspects of the low temperature phase transition, in particular the role played by deuterium.
The X-ray studies propose the monoclinic space group P2 /m. The transition therefore
l

involves the loss of the C-face centering observed in the room temperature phase structure
[16] and an ordering of the deuterium atoms. Importantly, the deuterium atoms no longer
lie on a 2-fold axis and thus are not constrained by symmetry to be equidistant from the
telrahedral selenate groups in the scheme of hydrogen bonding. Rccausc of the natural
difficulties in the accurate structural description of light atoms using X-rays, the atomic
coordinates for deuterium were poorly determined. Indeed a large temperature factor
reported for deuterium in the low temperature phase (this factor was even larger than in
the room temperature phase). Therefore an independent verification of the model of the
phase transition and the accurate location of the deuterium atoms seemed timely.
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Preliminary analysis of the HRPD data revealed the presence of a small amount of
CsjSeOi impurity phase in the sample. The structural refinements were therefore per
formed using n multiphase version of the profile refinement program suite [17] developed
at ISIS which utilizes the Cambridge Crystallography Subroutine Library (CCSL) [18].
As in the previous case the high resolution high quality data set over a wide d spacing
range proved vital in order to obtain a reliable results.
Full details of refinement procedure are given elsewhere [19], The final structural and
refinement parameters for the C8 D(Se0 )j in comparison with the room temperature
3

4

structure |1B| arc given in Table 1 and Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the struc
ture. Table 2 presents the results obtained for the structure of impurity phase which is
schematically presented in Figure 3,
Fig.3.

Structure of Cs SeO, as
s

drawn by SCHAKAL [20].

The low temperature phase transition in CsjD^eO^j is seen to have a very small effect
on the positions of heavy atoms as seen from Table 2 if one takes into account the (1/4,
1/4, 0) shift in unit cell origin between the two phtises. The agreement with the X-ray
data [15] is very good for all the atoms except deuterium. However the temperature
factors for deuterium obtained in the present refinement are much smaller indicative of а
more precise location. Moreover the quality of the data is demonstrated by the refined
thermal displacement parameters, illustrated in Figure 4. They can be seen to describe
well the expected thermal vibration of the deuterium atom that is perpendicular to the
hydrogen bond direction and exclude the possibility of dynamical disorder along it. Due
to the proton ordering, the centre of symmetry of the crystal is lost, as stated earlier [15],
which lends to a small distortion of the selenium-oxygen tetrahedra principally along the
hydrogen bond direction and also to the shift of the caesium atoms. The protons ore
ordered antiferroelectrically. Attempts to refine a model whereby deuterium atome are
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statically disordered in a double-well hydrogen bond potential revealed the deuterium site
listed in Table 1 to be fully occupied. This fact is in agreement with the predictions of
antiferroelectric properties of the low temperature phase made on the basis of a dielectric
measurements (13, 12].
Fig '1

Schematic illustration of

the thermal displacement param
eters of the deuterium atom that
hydrogen bonds the SeO« tetrahedra. Drawn using ORTEP [21].

Conclusions
The results from the two examples presented in this paper clearly illustrate the power of
high resolution timc-of-flight neutron powder diffraction in the study of complex problems
associated with phase transitions in the hydrogen bonded compounds.
The uniquely high resolution of HRPD which is effectively constant over a wide d-spacing
range (data may be recorded below 0.4A and in excess of 5.0A in backscattering) en
able high quality d№: •• ion patterns to be recorded with consequently high information
content This and the sensitivity of neutron scattering techniques to light atoms enables
the identification and accurate analysis of structural changes, for example problems of
hydrogen orde'-disorder, which are of vital importance in understandings the mechanism
of the phase transition and in reconciling other structural observations. In cases of re
constructive phase transitions where the use of conventional single crystal techniques is
prohibited, the collection of data from powder instruments perhaps offers the best method
t:> quantitatively describe the structural changes occuring.
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Table. Crystallographic data for CsjDfSeO*)»
The positional parameter! are given as fractional coordinate! x 10'.
T=5K (neutron powder diffraction data): Monoclinic, ipace group P2i/m,
a =10.T9533(6), Ь =6.33128(1), с =8.367Э2(9)А, 0 =112.212(3)°, Z=2,
У с =529.45A»

«/»

У/Ь

»/c

B.«(A>)
0.44(5)
0.44(5)

Ctl

2615(4)

2500

-24(6)

Ci21

4488(5)

2500

6115(6)
2374(4)

Sel

6778(4)

2500

Oil
021
031
D

7666(4)

4644(6) 3174(5)

0.51(4)
0.79(4)

6399(6)

2500

0.91(5)

5414(4)

2500

2799(5)

0.60(5)

7752(5)

2500

41(8)

0.97(5)

Ci22

535(5)

2500

-5999(6)

0.44(5)

238(7)

0.51(4)
Se2 -1750(4)
-2351(5)
2500
0.79(4)
012 -2621(4)
4629(7) -3040(5)
022 -1374(6)
0.91(5)
2500
-161(7)
032 -316(4)
0.60(5)
2500
-2546(5)
Anisotropic deuterium temperature factors
Bii
B33
BJJ
BJJ
B|j
Вц
D 1.2(4) 0.4(2) 1.8(2) 0.0 1.1(3) 0.0

Refined D/H ratio=0.67(l)
Profile refinement parameters: Re=1.87, R,=2.29, 1Ц,р=2.5бЯ,
X = l 87 for 6365 profile points and 75 basic variables.
,

T=297K (X-ray single crystal data, ref. |15j): Mononclinic, space group
C'2/m, a =10.891lA, Ь =6.3830А, с =8.4483А, fi =112.454°, Z=2,
V =542.42A
3

c

Csl
Cs2
Se
Oil
021
031
D

x/a
0
1976
4269
4865
3905
2875
5000

у/ь
0
0
0

x/c
0

2S26

2.20
2.34
1.80
2.99
2.79
3.21

0

9.7

6073
2347
2113 6910

0
0
0

3

B..=(A )
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NEW APPLICATIONS OF DIFFRACTION TOPOGRAPHY: VISUALIZATION OF DEFECTS
IN HTSC AND OF HAGNETOELASTIC WAVES IN WEAK FERROHAGNETS.
V.V.Kvardakov,

V.A.Somenkov, S.Sh.Shll'steln

Kurchatov Institute, Moscow 123182, Russia
For a long time X-ray topography has been successfully used for
investigation of defects in nearly perrect semiconductor crystals 111 and
neutron topography has been used for study of domain structure in highly
perfect ferromagnetic crystals 12,31. Recently the range of high quality
crystals, suitable for diffraction topography experiments, was essentially
extended. So, It was established that the Iron borate (FeBQg, Fe BOgl and
3

iron oxide (a-FegOn) crystals have a high perfection In antlferromagnelic
and weak ferromagnetic phases 14,51, and lately the perfect rare earth
cuprate

crystals

(^^Се^СиО^)

related

to

high-temperature

superconductors were grown 16,71. The existence of dynamical effects
(width

of

rocking

curves

close

to

theoretical

one, Borrmann and

Pendellosung phenomena) In neutron and X-ray scattering as well as low
3

2

etch pits density K 1 0 / c m ) gave evidence for the crystal perfection
11-81.
The appearance of new objects allows to solve new problems in
addition to traditional ones by means of diffraction topography method, In
particular, it was found that the weak ferromagnetic crystals Increase the
scattering intensity in a resonance manner under the action of alternating
magnetic field; the increase is due to the excitation of magnetoelastic
waves disturbing the crystal perfection 19-111. Determination of vibration
modes, especially for the crystals with irregular shape, is a complicated
task which could be solved by means of topography technique since the
change of perfect crystal reflectivity ДП depends on orientation of
displacement vector if with respect to scattering vector ?
&H ~
U

<u* ?)

U)

In the case of nearly perfect cuprate crystals it is of interest to
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reveal the Individual defects of crystal (dislocation, stacking f'aultsi
and magnetic structure by studying the nuclear and antiferromagnetir
neutron reflections respectively, and to Investigate the interact ion
between the defects. In particular, It is possible to determine I tie
Burgers vector 6 since:
AH ~ lb" f)
Vi\
Therefore the aim of our work was to study the "dynamic" (borate
crystals) and "static" (cuprate crystals) defects by means of diffraction
topography method. The crystals of FeB0 with surface S «Q.25cm and
thickness t=0,lmm and 1 № _ С е С и 0 tx=0+0,17, S=lcm , l-U,3mm> were
investigated. Neutron experiments were carried out at the diffractometer
MUNU (1H-B reactor, Kurchatov Institute). The neutron beam was
monochromatized (А=2.4Й) by double-crystal monochromator with pyrolylligraplilte crystals. The topographs were recorded by X-ray film and Ы
converter. The exposure time was ranged between 2h and 15h, the distance
between the sample and the film was about 2.5cm. In the X-ray experiment
the MoK„ radiation and SI monochromator were used. The FeBO-j crystals were
placed Into a coll generating alternating field parallel to the easy
magnetization plane.
b

fc

3

2

2

х

х

4

Nagnetoelastic waves in FeBCU
Narrow resonance peaks were revealed at the dependence of neutron
scattering intensity vs field frequency IFig.l). Out of peaks the crystal
reflected uniformly over the surface area, whereas at resonances the
reflectivity was changed from point to point. The resonance frequencies
and topographic image of the crystal depended on the sample shape.
However, for some resonances the image was simple, 11 displayed one or
several systems of alternating light and dark bf.nds. For instance, the
topographs for the frequency Г^О.бЗМНг demonstrated one wide band passing
through the central part of the crystal, and srven nearly vertical narrow
hands (Fig.la).
As the excitation field amplitude was Increased, new peaks appeared
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I/10s

5000

Fig.1. I n t e n s i t y of nuclear s c a t t e r i n g of neutrons by FeB0 crystal as a
function of frequency of e x c i t a t i o n f i e l d and topographs. The f i e l d
amplitude i s
3 Oe (a), 12 ne(b).
3
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crystal

rci-nrili'il

anil e x p e r i m e n t a l

at

arraiir.ement

three
• i v.

Dislocations and ^mall angle walls in Ndg
Some

NdnCuO,

and

Ndg-xCe^CuO^

crystals

Ce^uO^.

reflected

neutrons

uniformly over the surface area. The etch pits were randomly

nearly

distributed

alnhg the surface with a density of 10 /cm . The Pendellosung and Hiirrinann
effects were distinctly observed in neutron and X-ray scattering iiy I lies'•ry.;i als.
The extinction contrast
perfect Ndn
erystal

was observed on neutron topographs of

less

Ce CuU. crystals IFig.3). The light bands corresponded to the

sections

where

dislocations

have

formed

small-angle

boundaries

illg <1). The boundaries were parallel to crystal lographlc directions I 1001
and 10101 and had about the same length as that of the sample. 1 he maximum
topographic contrast
scattering

vector.

was observed
The

when boundaries were parallel

boundaries

were

invisible

when

vector

to

the

f

way

perpendicular to the surface of platelet crystal (Fig.3). The Pendellosung
and

Horrmann effects were suppressed when

the beam diffracted

near

the

small-angle boundaries.
I he small-angle
topographs

recorded

resolution

of

boundaries were observed
by

X-ray

Borrmann

technique

topographs

enabled

as

dark bands on X ray

(^it =40)
us

lo

iFlg.Sa).

observe

The

the

higher

individual

dislocations and mlcroscratchs too (Fig.5b).
Since

the

small-angle

boundaries

produce

a

minimum

effect

:•'altering when vector f ir. perpendicular to the crystal surface
it

means

that

lislucat ions

Burgers
are

of

vector
the

edge

6

Is parallel
typ".

The

to

the

surface

considerable

on

(Fig.'J)
i.e.

differe'.ce

the
in

intensities of boundaries contrast on the topographs corresponding to the
reflections

from two other mutually perpendicular

planes

Indicates

that

the vector 6 has the same direction as one of the axes - the 11U0I or tlie
U M U l axis.
So, the diffraction topography method gives the Information about the
nal шч> of magnetoelast ic vibrations
dislocation

In borate crystals and

In cuprate crystals. We connect

the topography method,

In its application
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the type of

the further developments of
to tr's substances,

with

the

!П'-7--" = Fig.4. Etch pits on the surface of N d . C e C u 0 crystal, lux
2

4

x

4

4

;,,,

• MS*»*»* '' ,»1|р **"ет'"
Fig. 5. X-ray tupographs of N d ^ C e ^ u C y a ) am' NdgCuO,, (Ы c r y s t a l s
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investigations of nonlinear magnetoacoustlc effects, where the real time
systems on powerful neutron pulse sources might be desirable, and with
study of individual defects of magnetic and crystalline structure and
their interaction, if the resolution of topographs is increased.
The authors are grateful to K.M.Podurets, A.K.Tkallch and A.S.Ivanov
for their help in the experiment and S.N.Barllo for crystals preparation.
This work is supported by the Russian fund of fundamental

scientific

researches.
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High Resolution Powder Diffraction comparison between
Meutrons end Synchrotron Radiation
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Abstract
Some principles of high resolution powder diffraction with
synchrotron radiation are presented together with details
of the diffractometer at the B2-station at HASYLAB, DORIS
(Hamburg) . This instrument may be used either in a high
angular resolution mode with maximum rtd/d=35*10~ or in a
hiqh time resolution mode with a minimum time
for
registration of a powder pattern of 2.5 msec. Examples of
the application of both techniques are presented.
Neutron powder diffraction has some advantages over X-ray
diffraction and may bo applied as a complementary method.
Recent examples of elastic and inelastic neutron scattering
on the host-guest interaction of aromatic molecules in
zeolites are discussed. A chort comparison of neutron and
synchrotron diffraction is added.
4

1. Introduction
Since the advent of various profile refinement techniques
(Rietveld
1969;
Albinati
and
Willis,
1982)
powder
diffraction both with X-ray and neutron techniques has
experienced
a
remarkable
revival.
Numerous
crystal
atructuree were refined from neutron data, especially after
the construction of high resolution powder diffraction
facilities as the D1A and D2B at the Institut Laue-Langevin
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and the HRPD at the Rutherford laboratory. Later profile
refinement techniques were introduced in connection with Xray
powder
techniques
and
conventional
laboratory
equipment. First experiments to access the advantages of SR
diffraction over conventional powder methods with respect
to experimental accuracy were performed by Yamanaka (1979)
at the National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK).
Further experiments at different synchrotron stations had
provided a base for the application and by 1983 the
foundations of SRPD were well laid out (Cox et al., 1983;
Will et al., 1983). During the following years the mutual
advantages of neutron diffraction and SR powder diffraction
had been discussed at many occasions (e.g. Carrondo and
Jeffrey, 1988). Both methods are well established and they
both produce good and reliable results. In many cases
neutrons and SR are complementary and have to be used
jointly. As the main topic of this workshop is neutron
diffraction the present contribution will mainly focus on
SR and try to add a few points of comparison of both
techniques,
first a detailed description of some basic principles and
ot the powder diffraction beam-line at HASYLAB at DORIS
Hamburg is given together with some recent results. A full
account of work carried out at that station is published
elsewhere (Lochner et al. 1992).

2. Synchrotron Radiation
Radiation from synchrotron sources for condensed matter
research is now available in many laboratories. The main
properties are high brilliance, small divergence of the
incoming beam, polarisation
(linear in plane of the
accelerator ring, elliptical above and below) and a
continuous wavelength distribution which allows a tunable
incoming energy. Some basic properties of SR compared with
a laboratory X-ray tube are presented in Table 1. They are
assembled in Fig. 1 in a schematic view in a picture
presenting a synchrotron ring.
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Flf. 1 Schematic pnKnlilionaflheprufxnluoriynuhrotron rtiilitinn.

For a specific presentation of powder diffraction the high
resolution instrument at beam-line B2 is chosen. The
instrument consists of a blocked double circle (U/28 plus
another single circle П2 aligned along a common axis (Fig.
2) . Space between these units can accomodate cryostats,
furnaces or an Eulerian cradle.

F

7j

•*• ,•) .в/и,

«

Fil 1 Sidt-on, cnl on, iikl lop vi«w оГЦм powifcr dlffntiiun uutnimcN B2 Tbe п ш и к (•( nuriu Им b a m portion
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The principle modes of operation are (i) the parallel beam
geometry with an Si(lll) crystal analyser and (ii) Soller
slit between sample and detector or (iii) the DebyeScherrer geometry with a position sensitive detector (PSD).
The B2 powder diffractometer is about 36 meters from the
bending magnet source of DORIS. A toroidal mirror is placed
about half way down the beamline. The mirror cuts part of
the high energy range of the spectrum (about Л < 0.8 A) and
takes away part of the heat load and thus suppresses high
order harmonics. A double crystal monochromator and a
synthetic multilayer can be used as monochromators. Typical
flux rates of about 2*10
photons per second at a
wavelength of 1.26 A with the double monochromator and of
about 1.5*10 photons with the multilayer are achieved.
The optical elements of the beamline are shown in Fig. 3.
As an alternative to the standard double
crystal
monochromator a synthetic multilayer consisting of a 200
Si/W doublelayers of 2.05mm thickness each can be installed
(Fig. 3b).
s

10

Scintillation detector
Scattering toil

Capillary sample
^ .-\-s/ /7Я

r

Beamlrom
source(ram
the tight

r\
1

Slils multilayer

0 02 m
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i

Mirror

m

The figures no not to scale

Fig 1 Tht two typtt of monochitHMiar» imJ ibiir imitftiMM in tht bumllw, •) Doubt* crytul monocbronuior ind
•enuring foil to monitor Intimity ami poliriuUon, b) Muttilayar mooochrotnitor.
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The standard sample holder for high angular resolution work
is a H a t
plate sample spinner. samples
in
glass
capillaries can be mounted on one of the circle units. The
detection
devices are standard
Nal(Tl)
scintillation
counters and a stand-alone PSD system, the EG&G PARC ОМА
III detector with a monolithic RF.TICON RL1024SF selfscanning linear photodiode array.
Table .1

Properties of X-rays (Tube and QR)
Tube
SR
continuous
charact.
spectrum
parallel
divergent
angle
< 0.2 mrad
a 15°
2 x 2 mm
Q.04 x 8 m m
source
>10
intensity
10
[Ph s e c e V m r a dГ ]
linear 90-100%
unpolar.
polarization
2

2

13

9

-1

_1

1

in plane
time

continuous

structure

elliptic out of plane
nsec (bunch length)
psec (time intervall)

Table 2.

Powder diffraction with SR
angular resolution
FWHM
< 0.02°
step width
0.001°
detector
szint.
monochr.
double Si(lll)
backgr.
low
sample holder

flat plate

time resolution
0.30°

PSD (divide array)
multilayer
high
capillary
crystal size effect

3. High angular resolution experiments
In parallel beam geometry FWHMs (full width at half
maximum) between 0.01 - 0.02° in 28 are obtained at the
minimum of the resolution function. Since for a highly
parallel beam only a few grains of a sample may be in a
reflecting position, the minimum resolution may be payed
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for with some inaccuracy in the measured intensities. Fig.
4 shows a single (220) reflexion of a germanium powder,
spun at one revolution in 3 sec and measured every 200
msec. It therefore seems that meaningful resolution for a
parallel beam is difficult. Commonly the Caglioti-equation
(Caglioti et al., 1958) is used to quantify the resolution.
Fig. 5 shows resolution functions.

Revolutions per 3 seconds

-i

Fig. 4 Oe(220) reflexion from • ilo*ly ipinrung Ge
powder umplc *ith PSD ihoti of h i l f i «corn! e«ch
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2.1. Results of high angular resolution
The
structure
of
the high
T
superconductor
(Bi,Pb) Sr2(Ca,Pb)2CU30io.25
investigated by neutron
powder diffraction in order to localize excess oxygen in
the lattice (Miehe et al., 1990).
Since a and b differ only by 0.23% the hkl and khl lines
were not resolved by neutron powder diffraction. The SR Xray data from the B2 instrument were extremely helpful in
the assessment of the lattice parameters (Fig. 6 ) . The
(200/020)-doublet could be clearly resolved and permitted
an accurate determination of the lattice parameters.
Results on BaCu0
collected on the powder station
demonstrate the quality of the powder data. Diffuse
0

w

a

s

2

2

32 70

33 10

33 50

33 90

34 30

34 70

Fig. 6 PirlafSr powder diffriclloiv »nd carreipomllnK neutron powder diffricuonlniceoFUKhigli-Tiupereonductinj "3leyer-vompouna" (Bi.ft^SrjlCi.PMjCujOiQ^jj n: WL-1 540 A, FWHM c« 0.40 Q 0), Klled la SR. 5R:WL= 1.54J0 A,
FWHM ci. O.0S* (2 0 ) . T t e SR diu permil iccunu delerminition of the lattice perimeteri, while (he Imeiulliei ire extremely
modified by preferred orienlition effect!.

intensity is found to be distinctly different for
different sample preparations, while the principal pattern
remains unaltered. It should be noted that intensity still
is observed at fairly high scattering angles (Fig. 7) and
refinement of these data produced reliable structural
parameters. The precise nature of the diffuse scattering,
however, has not been analysed so far.
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2.S. Direct structure datarainstion
Due to the angular resolution of about 0.02" many more
single indexed powder lines are observed in a high resolu
tion pattern. These single observations are a solid base
for the application of methods of structure determination
which were developped for single crystal studies. Fig. 8
shows a Patterson synthesis calculated
from a hiqh
resolution powder pattern of ErjCUjOg, The map clearly
despicts the positions of the erbium atoms which were then
introduced to profile refinement and the structure was
completely refined by consecutive Fourier and Bietveld
refinement.
^
Fiu ri CrjCi^Oij, Piltcnnnpmietittiin from (Hiwder dtla
1

DilT belwecn kuniuura 0 IS cl./A *.

Fig. 9 Ni-dopcd YBajCU307 (b/a« 1.0165) on ЯгТЮз substrate. Shape of some reflections in the layer 1=5
enlarged by a factor 5.9 with respect to the h, Ic-grid, Two orientations on the cubic substrate (solid, dolled lines)
are splilted due to (lOOl-twinning (light, bold lines).
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magnetic and nonmagnetic processes, The performance of this spectrometer
can be improved if the additional sequence D(<)were used [6].
We consider here the simplest case of FS on polarized beam with a rect
angular signal C,„(t) = D (t) assuming that at every period of the pulsed
source i1 =• 2rtm/t , where m is integer. So
m

m

p

c (t) = d„,(t) = t J L V ' n

C 0 S

m

2 7 r ( 2 r l

l

+ 1)""/Ы

The correlation function according to (22) is equal to
'? со

К

q(x) = (1/fp/v) / £ 52 c (t)d (t
m

- x)dt =

m

0 11=1 m = l

=( № £

E -^-mC.o (2rr(2n

+ l)mx/t ).

S

p

Summation over m gives
8 f _ _ L _ _ [ ( 9 , , + iw A, )SmH2n + l)A-a-/r l
'/(*)\ -- 7ГР
L
™ H-» + 1)(л + lW'pl
g •
a ( x

r o s

o( 2 n +

Sf f

+

1

W

P

x)3

s i u [ 7 r ( 2 n +

1 ) a ; /

This function has a width r/ = 2r,,/3A' and its height in the maximum x = 0
is equal to [8]
=

1

^ - ^ | ( 2 ^ Т ?
'
It means, that in this case A = a = 1 and relations (21) are satisfied identi
cally if the pulse of the source is taken to be rectangular. For other shapes
of the pulse it is possible to find out the most optimal set of frequencies.
Author is very grateful to A.M.Balagurov for his very helpful discussions.
0
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wider energy band from this spectrum. Good time resolution
can be achieved with a PSD detector system and a short
sample-to-detector distance. The time resolution is then no
longer limited by scanning but instead by the dead time of
the detector or the readout frequency of the detector
electronics. In the experiments descibed here a diode chip
is a monolithic self-scanning linear diode array which
consists of a row of 1 0 silicon photodiodes.
As a test sample to establish the shortest possible
recording times we choose CaF2- Fig. lla shows the pattern
obtained within 20 seconds and within 2.5 milliseconds
(Fig. lib). Problems arising from the orientation of
individual powder grains in short exposure times were
already mentioned above.
2 4
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d /nm

Fig. II TiiiK reaolutloo with multilayer letup: powder pattern of CaF2.
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As an example for a phase transformation the polymorphic
transitions
of
sodium
sulfate
(Na S04>
have
been
investigated on a time scale of one second for a complete
diagram of 20° in 20. Each diagram consists of 20 single
shots. The exposure time for each shot was 50 msec and the
single shots were added. The predicted phases V, III and I
could be observed by heating the sample with 1.5"C/sec
(Fig. 12) . Cooling the sample with 3°C/sec showed the
2
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transformation from phase I to phase II to phase III. The
observed phase II was only observed on cooling from phase I
to phase III. In order to establish the erystal structure
of all phases complementary measurements in the high
resolution mode were performed. Phase II could thus be
indexed with space group Pnam.

by

a

g

13a) NK>S(> healing NajSf ) powder uwple Uindlaryl tieatcd from JO C (trace 100) hi J20 C (trice 1Я0) with
4

4

1 ^*C» \ pixel»2 diodei, each "BIIK»'« trace 11 taken within 1 ксогц).
I in l Ли NiiS(t, p o l l e r Hini|<lc tcapdlar))ciHtM down from МП'С (trace 15) In I70°C (trace 65) with J'C/aand heated up
t

J

tn IrtN'C (trace 75) widi I 5 C'i. I |пае|ч2 diodei, each *Blnek"» trace ia taken wilhin 1 lecc-nd.

These
results
indicate
that
the
registration
of
intermediate reaction products and their pathways is
feasible as well as the refinement of cell parameters in
pattern registered on a timescale of seconds or smaller.

4. Host-guest interaction of aromatic molecules in saolitas
by nautron scattering
Neutron powder diffraction pattern of aromatic molecules
(o, p, m-xylene; trimethylbenzene, aniline) absorbed in
zeolite Y were studied by neutron powder diffraction. The
organic molecules were in a deuterated form and the
experiments were carried out at 5K.
The xylene molecules are located in the supercage of Na-Ybzeolite Y and the plane of the aromatic rings are
perpendicular to the <lii> axis with short contacts to the
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+

+

N a cations; thus forminq «-complexes between N a and the
aromatic ring system (Czjzek et al., 1991). This situation
is presented in Fig. 13a for m-xylene. Additional molecular
mechanics calculations presented potential minima at a
comparable position (Fig. 13b) .

|мц l.lat lapcriutenlnl li4»lu>n nl'inftjeiiluui m \yloiw in cnlylili.ally «.live NeYn /uolilc, Ы Miileoilar nitxhliik» takulaliim
|>Г |Hilcnliil minima

Two distinct sites were observed for mesitylene adsorbed in
the same zeolite. The closest distance between the methyl
groups is about three Angstroms (Fig. 14)

0 J

o'O ®

0 3

O

0 4

ф

Fig. 14 Tw» penleulem mciilylene molecule! in on* uipcrcase (C/j/ek et •! , 1942)
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In addition to elastic neutron diffraction which gives
evidence of the
location of organic molecules, the
inelastic neutron scattering is a well-established method
to study the motion of the molecules in the cages and
channels of the zeolites.
A model of the motion of o-xylene was derived from the
study of the Q-dependence of the quasielastic line which
was registrated as a function of temperature.
It could be concluded that rotation of the СНз-groups is
still present at temperatures down to SK, whereas a
movement of the whole molecule starts at about 170K, almost
free diffusion is observed at room temperature (Czjzek.,
1990).

5. Comparison of neutron and synchrotron high resolution
date
It has been emphasized that high angular resolution pattern
may be obtained by SR and by neutron diffraction. The scale
obtained in both cases is 5*10~* (in terms of od/d). Fig. 6
demonstrates, however, a certain advantage of the SR for
the particular example under study.
Profile Rietveld refinement was successfully applied to
both types of experiments. Ab initio resolution of crystal
structures has been reported only by pattern obtained by
SR. The example shown above is the first using the
Patterson method. Structure solution by direct methods from
synchrotron data have been reported by several authors.
Time resolution with SR in the range of milleseconds is
feasible. If advantage is taken of the pulsed structure of
SR even the nannosecond
range
is accessible. Host
experiments demonstrate, however, that a given set-up allow
such a time-scale. Real experiments which really use this
extreme short registration times are very rare. Neutron
diffraction experiments are down to a few seconds, a time
scale useful for many experiments of crystallization or
phase transition.
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Some basic features of both radiations are summarized in
Table 3.

Table з

comparison neutron and synchrotron radiation
synchrotron

neutron
angular res.
ud/d
time resol.

10-1
n-4
- 10
msec
sec
- polarisation
- light elements
depend. scatt.
- magnetic scatt.
- definition of temp, - anomalous scatt.
factors
- inelastic scatter.

It is obvious that neutrons still have advantages for the
determination of light elements in a powder and for the
analysis of inelastic processes.
An ideal combination might be i) registration of a high
resolution SR powder pattern and solution of the structure
by Patterson or direct methods with ii), the refinement of
the structure including light elements and - in particular
cases - thermal parameters even anisotropic ones from
neutron data.
Inelastic scattering
experiments
may
complement the results. Both techniques are therefore
required in many cases.
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SOLUTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING TIME-OF-FLIGHT TECHNIQUES IN
LOW-ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING, AS REALIZED ON THE LOW-Q
DIFFRACTOMETER AT LOS ALAMOS
by
Rex P. Hjelm, Jr and Philip A. Seeger
Los Alamos Neutron Scattering Center
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico, 87545-1663
USA

ABSTRACT:
The implementation of small-angle I Low-momentum transfer) neutron scattering instruments
,11 pulsed spallation sources, using time of flight methods, has meant the introduction of some
new ideas in instrument design, data acquisition, data reduction and computer management of
the experiment and the data. Here we recount some of the salient aspects of solutions for
implementing time of fight small-angle neutron scattering instruments at pulsed sources, as
realised on the Low-Q Diffractometer, LQD, at Los Alamos. We consider, further, some of the
problems that are yet to be solved, and take a short excursion into the future of SANS instru
mentation at pulsed sources.

INTRODUCTION:
The development of pulsed spallation sources
as an alternatives to reactors as sources for
neutron scattering measurements has
increased the availability of neutron scattering
instruments for condensed matter research
and nuclear physics world wide. The facili
ties at Rutherford (ISIS) in the UK, Los
Alamos il.ANSCE) and Argonne HPNS)
National Laboratories in the USA and at
KENS in Japan have led to new instrumenta
tion based on the use of time-of-flight (TOF)
techniques in various scattering measuremenis. What concerns us here is the imple
mentation of TOF methods for small-angle
neutron scattering at pulsed spallation
sources. These have been worth pursuing, as
the large demand for small-angle instruments
to probe structure in condensed matter at
intermediate and long length scales dictates
that such machines be built at all available
sources. Our efforts have been gratified by
the demonstration that SANS instrument at
the brightest spallation :ource, I.QD at
I.ANSCIi, is comparable in many respects
with Ш1 iSeeger and Hjelm, 1991; lljelm et
al. 19911

There are many basic and technical issues that
have to be addressed in implementing lowangle instruments on pulsed sources. Some of
these are common with instruments at reac
tors, but others are unique. Many of these
have been addressed successfully, and their
resolution has been described in u number of
publications (Borso et al , 1982; Ishikawa, et
al, 1986; Seeger, 1988; Hjelm, 1988;
Crawford and Carpenter, 1988; Seeger et al,
1988; Seeger and Hjelm, 1991; Hjelm et al.,
1991). Others are still not solved. In this
review of our work at Los Alamos we will
discuss the general nature of the problems that
are overcome in successful use of TOF
methods. We will comment on those issues
that are currently under development, and in
some cases describe our approaches in
solving them. Finally, we will take u short
look at some of the challenges offered by the
development of brighter spallation sources
The challenges in implementing a SANS
instrument using TOF methods fall into three
classes. The first involves issues associated
with the use of a broad neutron spectrum.
The second issue concerns the high instanta
neous count rates associated vilh the meas-
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Schematic showing Ihe position of the
moderators in Ihc LANSCE target system. The modcraiors view the flux trap void between Ihe Iwo helves of the
spill tungsten target.

urement. Finally, the third involves the large
histogram size resulting from each measure
ment, the requirement that the histogram be
remapped into meaningful coordinates, and
the need to provide the user with a convenient
and effective means of dealing with the
massive amounts of data present. Wc will
discuss these issues and there solution as wc
consider the different aspects of the instru
ment at Los Alamos, the Low-Q
Diffructometer, LQD.
SOURCE:
The need to use a broad band neutron beam is
a consequence of the fact that at any given
wavelength the luminosity, Л(А.) (neutrons/
A/sterad/cm /s), is low at present pulsed
sources. Thus, an integrated wavelength band
of neutrons must be employed to obtain rea
sonable flux, Ф (ncutrons/em^/s), at the
sample; TOF methods arc then used to deter
mine the wavelength of each detected
neutron. Fortunately, the pulsed nature of the
source makes TOF measurements easy.
However, the neutrons emerging from the
target arc not useful as a probe for condensed
2

matter structure: they must be moderated to
usable energies. In the small-angle scattering
experiment, we are really interested in small
momentum transfers, Q. From the relation
ship between scattering angle, 20, and incid
ent neutron wavelength. A.,

* - ( * ) •

sin9 =

4n9
I.

where the approximation holds only for small
20, we see that low Q is obtained for long
wavelengths as well as small-angles. Thus
low-Q is best attained using a moderator with
higher Л(Х) al long wavelengths—a cold
moderator.
LQD uses a liquid hydrogen, single phase,
cold moderator operated at approximately
23°K and between 4.1 and 12.2 bar. The
moderator is situated in flux trap geometry
relative to a split tungsten target (Fig. I;
Russell, 1991). The choice of target material
in this instance is an important consideration,
as fissile materials (eg 235^) gj c rise to
V
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Figure 2 Schematic of a Low-Q Neutron Scattering Instrument with Pin Hole Collimaiion: Symbols are referred
to in the text. A,representsmoderator, S, sample, and D, detector.

considerable latent flux that increases the
sample ucpendeni background. The use of
TOF demands that the time structure of the
pulse emerging from the moderator be suffi
ciently short to allow X to be determined with
precision compatible with the instrument
resolution in Q. Thus moderators at pulsed
sources tend to be smaller than those at reac
tors, and the beam is undermoderated.
Consequently, in addition to the approximate
ly Maxwellian spectrum, there is substantial
flux in the slowing down region of the spec
trum going as lA.. The cold moderator at
LANSCE has more than sufficient pulse
width for the geometric resolution of LQD
with maximum width for 15 A neutrons of
100ns. Other moderator designs with pulse
widths up to 300p.s are under study. These
will afford an increase in A(k) t у a factor of
three. These involve coupling tie cold mod
erator with the reflector, and pr;moderation
with an ambient temperature water or poly
ethylene moderator (Watanabe, 1989;
Watanabe et al: 1989,
Kiyanagi and
Wanatabe, 1991).
A consequence of under moderation is a beam
containing an epithermal neutron component

with energies corresponding to large density
of states in the sample. Thus there can be
substantial inelastic scatter, leading to sampledependent background (Hjelm 1988; Seeger
and Hjelm, 1991). Further, these neutrons are
not well collimated, produce counting rate
problems at the detector, and hence, they must
be removed. This may be accomplished by a
T-zero chopper or with a beam bender. For
LQD, we have chosen a highly efficacious
and relatively inexpensive method using a
filter made of a single crystal of MgO cooled
to about 4S°K. This method was first used on
the SAD instrument at Argonne National Lab.
This material has the characteristic of having
a sharp scattering edge at roughly ISO meV,
and of passing neutrons of lower energy with
high transmittance. The filter also removes
background y-radiation emitted from long
lived excited stated in the Gd poison layer of
the moderator.
COLLIMATION, OPTIMIZATION.
AND RESOLUTION:
The direction of the beam momentum is
defined by collimotion using two pin holes.
The collimator geometry is determined by
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and I, the collimator e\n apeinne l " sample
(«Dillon ilisianee К | ami l ( i refer in ihe railn
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The o|itimi/alion procedure is to inininii/e V j
while holding Ol \2\) eonstani. or equivalent
Iv to ni.ixnni/e 61 while lioldinj; \ ' | . niisi.inl.
We are limned, however, hy attainable detcc
mi usolutioir. the next to last tenn in equation
111 can iluis only be made smallei h> ineie.is
1111: I 1 anil suhscipicnily the total len;'.lh In
Iac 1 the U'st optimisation of count rale anil
tesnltiiioii is ohiaincd hv Icn^thcnin)! the
iibiiument as much as possihle and scilinc K|
and R, Willi Ihe lolal lenylli. Bui Ihe tnlal
leiipth is ,',IMI imiiteil. .-nliei h\ (lie si/e ot ihe
experimental hall. Hie n4.1l solid anelc nl the
inndeialoi as seen Iroin tne det<4loi. or ilor .1
pulsed source 1 hy the "liauie oveiLp condi
Hon ol lasi neiilfoiis Itom a v.ihscqueut pulse
c

V i e :

caiclniij; up with ihe slow. Ion,: wavelength
neutrons, In low (J llu l.mei are iiiipoii„nl as
discussed in equation | l | . thus this summon
imisi he avoided. A tiirthei coitiplicalioii of
ihe optimisation lot a pulsed source is the
spectrum ol inculcm neutron wavelengths', as
I j is vaiied, a цКсп (,) value occurs ai lite
same place on ihe delectoi at a different X.
Optimization leads lo plucinj! llie niiKleralor as
close as possihle 10 ihe collimator, and like
wise the sample lot a pulsed souue. where
there is a cut oft 111 the imident hviini spec
Inim. and as a iniiscqiiciicc o| opnnii/alion in
ij involving siuiuli.ineous o|i|imi/.ition over a
ranpe ot H. optinii/ation approaches the case
where 1 j and I s an e4u.1l. 1'inalb the aper
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the secondary flighi path can be removed to
provide different gap lengths (up m I mi
along the flight path Very large apparatus
can be installed by removing a root on the
instrument enclosure In the standard loiifigш alum the sample apparatus is mounted on an
optical IXMICII. and standard types ol position
ers and holders are used. Sample alignment is
made eass by the use ol an alignment tele
scope thai views the sample from the deiecioi
position, down die optical axis of the insttu
ment by means of a mirror thai is inserted
directly in front ut the detector Л surveyors
large! mounted on the downstream side of the
incident beam monitor series as one relereiin'
point, with the exit apertuie of llie colliui.iloi
seising as the othei

line anil detector element si/cs should be
related suv-U Чин R,
2 K i - i l / b ' - Av -' 1/ < i ' ' - ,\y j . I.i is tixeil Го the aperture radii
in this si heme In the н ч ц п г с т с ш ihai the
brain umbra In- I o n i s e d to a puuil in the
dctovioi l le i i These tules all' implement
i'il as mink as p i a i l u a l , sonic linnlaliiuis as
1

tl

Ilk' l u l a l l e n g t h o l

llll' I l l s l l U l t l f l l t is l i v e d Iv,

t.u Inis listed aliusi', lomuicicial detectors an'
iiM'it ..onscnuciwly As ami As are lixedi, aval
ihal span' is needed between the moderator
.ni.l inllunali'i in place a shutter, Ivuni lilli'i
allil/nl

Jluppciisi

lllll'IIMlS

a l llll' lil'll'l'llir

i an Iv uk leased bs increasing the miiiilvi of
lolliniatoi apcilines, M. in fi|ii.i4un | 2 | ,
without s.u inn. nig resolution
I'nr-isinii is
in,uli' tin nuiliipli' pin hull's il'ig > ' with
iiuciuicdi.iic battles In prevent vioss Ltlk
•Scegci r i a l I'l'IH'

DETECTOR:

Such ,| ill's iii- has been iiiiplemenled nil l.(J|)
. l i e I. Sccgvi i'l al I't'Hl! ll is activated
llSili.ililicalls. though olhoi designs, .nils Ued
nii-ihaiiK alls I". c a m s , s.is , :i- b u n g

The deUvlor on l.(JI) is a Rose. ' l i e . I a n
dimensional position sensitise p r o p o i u . ч..|
counter, ll is here thai sse see on, ino.t
serious unsolved piohlem in die use oi П Ulechiuipit's foi S \ N S
l l n p e a l ol the
moderated
spectrum
involves
lugli
instantaneous lounling i.ites til it i i e a l e
loiisiderable uiisenco.liuj ai-d dcaii lime
pioblems. This pioblem w II miK Ь ч ш п с
more seseie as biiglitei s o i u c
Клише
available
I'his issae uui't be resolved
through the de\el"pmei4 ol lasier iktcctois.
deleclot e k e f o n i c s and t-ncodiug schemes
Some effort has been 'Hade in lln- area using
scintillation louniers. Inn \'..r .is.' ol these
deli4 tors is hinileii'.t bs ч : ; o i u t y to f-

innviHiii'il

lailia'iui

1 lieu' is a pinblem Willi cullinialiou iiml llli'
iicutioa li.ticcloiics User ills' total length nl
ilii- insininicul ihi ncuimn Tails under the
tiiin "| jjiasils lhe slower neutrons tall lire
pi.iii'i d i s t a n n . This u-sulls in suhsianiial
lnvv ill u-vliiliaii m llu vertical dues lion of
'hi ma. linn- , Itnihii.sil, ) 4S )- 'I he soluiniu
iv In им- a uniting api'lliil'i' al ihi- uillunaloi
i-sil ihal iv .kiclcralcd upw.ud at a constant
iale iluiiin' (In- iiuiiM- ul a IUI lianie In
si'li-i i IIIIIM' neutrons with ilu Hani liny llut
-

1

t i l t s llli , l ' l

i I ill llll l l c t C i IOI 'till' lx',1111 s t l i p i

SAMPI.I-' ARHA
Ihi- s a m p i au-a id ilu- n sinnm-nt
is
designed in Ix' highly tleviblc .mil in take a
variety MI sample holders anil instrumentation
ss iili a iiiininiuin aniuunt of nnii', anil hence,
Insi beam This is driven |iy Ike fact that
small angle insirumeuls are useil Inr mure
litteretn types of seienee, samples ami
i iiiiililinns ihan any iilhei type of iieulrnii
sialleniij' iiisiiuuienl
The sample area Is
open", ike 1'lighl path vacuum is simply
mii'i'iiipleil al ike sample position in enable
Cass aciess tl-ig ll lused stlua windows aniisril in contain llie vacuum ol the pumais
ami semiulais Might palhs Short scituub ut

He. .ur.e i.l the will.' dynamic lange allonled
o. ihe l()l ii'ClniU|Ue. Ihi deiecioi can be
lived in posit,on lliiis the tollittialion can be
opliuii/ed ssuh n-specl to both intensity and (Jprecision l-'urlliei, baffles can lie installed in
scattering flight path lube lo reduce back
grounds il-'ig. .^:.

DATA ACQUISmON:
The data iicipusiiion system consists of
several I asihus modules ibig .1, Nelson el al
l'»HS; I'ooieet al I'WSi Hie spatial and IOIchannels Irom the detector aie mapped mm a
histogramming memory c o n s b ' i n g ol two
modules, each having a capacils of Л И ) ' 24
bit words
The mapper can work at a peak
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I'VV time. It lakes 45 seconds ю ileal the
I-.istbus histogram plus about 20 to 30
seconds of tucilic.ul, MI die Никишин time
between the end of one urn and Mailing the
next is 2.5 ivmites. 1'be tunc lieiwecn saves
is aboi't 3 5 minutes, « h u l l defines the
maximum rate 'hut -..uii"!e> piesentk c m he
put through the iiisir.niicni. Wnh the likely
advent of brighter sources, wc '.soul.I like to
improve this tiguic Mtnit'c.i.iily ы enable
н е * types (kinetic ,m.l d\ n.iniic. fur e».,nip!ei
of meuMiremcnts

г.не i>t ЫК) K l l / . Mils give-, considerable lati
tude fur implementing "smart" programmable
mappcis without the necessity of inserting a
lonipuier into the data acquisition path. We
ctirrenllv take data in I 2 8 X I 2 K spatial chan
nels and 147 lime channels. These numbers
correspond to sampling counts at 0.307 cm
intervals in x and y. The TOP' channels arc
"logarithmic", having coiv.laiu Al/l of 0.0lb,
vvheie t is l'Ob time. The three dimensional
histograms are thus large, containing in
excess of 3 Megawords in our present config
uration. This creates substantial burdens oil
the computational abilities.
Data transfer is directly out of Isistbus histo
gram memory and onto a hard disk, under the
control of a VAX-4200 cpu, currently con
figured with 32 mbyte memory and 1.2 Obyte
in hard disk (Fig 4). This processes is
speeded considerably by direct streaming of
the data onto a dedicated part of the hard disk,
and currently takes about 85 seconds for 4
Mbytes. This file is then compressed in a
background process on the L Q D V A X .
Typically, compression is made by about a
factor of 10 to I I and takes 90 seconds of

The HJL) compuler is networked to other
instrument-dedicated VAXen and iwo V A X
4500 boot notes. The boot nodes arc used in
data reduction tasks, about which we will
have more to say below. This network of
instrument VAXen is further clustered with
other networks at LANSCK to muke approx
imately 50 machines in the L A N S C I i system.
These are also networked to Macintoshes and
PC's that are available throughout LANSCIi.
The compressed data files are permanently
archived on a jukebox W O R M drive with a
total capacity of 0.32 Terabytes. A V A X is
dedicated to managing this drive for data
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i i ' i l i h r ! . properly tmrmili/eil ami corrected
wnniu a lime s|ian nt less than a tew minutes
I и ' " мине decision making powci i.r: be
• landed ы tlie evpeimienialisl it past cxainp'es
i.m lie likewise ruuxesseii tin с ш щ и и ч и
I hese is- nes ,ue iniptuiant i"r a Luge i enii.il
,41' ibet lacilily as nil piusen snuue a".
I IK i^. i s iipii.ir'iiiiiis i " п и к ! к" mease
mem- i- , п и т ч ! 'и ,i lew davs. al rinst .in ; <:
IP.IV tif i ii к it t !• ^ in a sen tu'tuie ил и * ' :
nppiiiliii.'ts
IK' i • she must и given ew ".
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R (detector units)
/ им.'» > V \(.ij'-*f K,iw Otiiti UMI / ни. ii,»»i ,'Mi"n -'1
' а'к wit.' /»< .'n M* Riiihit* Пи- counts ares iti.pl,iu'<l in
[«tsilin * шилм ihi^lu-si .mails hnj'tiiesii
slut age. cataloging, and retrieval for all raw
daia tiles al I AN SCI •.

sciMiinr Uns leiiuiu men' use* ew'li th.
Infills ad. am с I i n m p u u i svsietn nut i.i
nil mini; the Infills dcdii ili'il instrument si
m l M s al 1. \ N S ( | , anil l u i l l i e i . i e i | u i i " ,
extensive software development
I he л.tie
hit l o | - SANS stem nut nnlv Itom the si/
n! the data sets, hut also lioni the tale •:
which measurements are made (present's ь,...
avci.igcs per 4> minutes beam tune at
I A N S ( T operating at (id иЛ piumn cuiictii
nit t.nget. anil tins number will niil;. meie.ise
with a brighter source Thus 'lata lhtn;;chinil
in this system is vers large ait.l w i l l grow
latgei I'lirlher, users aie only at the I.KIIIIV
tin a couple nt days, at leasi in the ins'aiive nl
a Invv angle uistiiunent
Thus the system
must he luirly easy In use ami sell leaching
This is all the mure uiipurlani, as the reduclinn procedure ean l x i.'nne in anv number nt
vvavs. anil the "best" way fur a parlieular
measurement .mil analysis prnecilurv may nut
he le.iihly app.uen' The snftwaie must he a
usable rese iteh tnnl fur exploring these
issues
D A T A REDUCTION:
(lite nl the most important considerations that
have tn к addressed in the implementation ol
T O I tecimques on a small -angle instrument
is in mapping ol the Ihtee dimensional histo
grams int" intensity as a function of either
scalat in vex tor momentum transfers. In
Figure 5 is sluiwii an example of law data
from a vhycnr glass sample. I ' l l in TOI- and
radially-averaged. R, channels. In this is
seen the characteristic scattering peak i().02 Л
' i that is distorted in intensity by the incident
beam spectrum and which varies with R as
l/i
This, of course, transformed to intensity
as a lunctmii О is what is required. Our
;

One might think, with such a high cupacitN in
loiuputalional power that tins system would
mil к- a bottleneck in the effective use of an
instrument using TOI' methods. II we were
concerned only with taking data ami were
salislicd with a utlier leisurely pace in ilat i
teduciiuii ami analysis, this would he sn
llowevei. users must he able in assess the
quality nf their data while it is Ix-ing taken, nt
at the vers least very shortly theieatter 'litis
means that law ilala must he retrieval.
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master equation tor mapping, in absolute dif
ferential scattering probability, is
_ll.nj_=k

I'K,) l/llli =

acquisition. aA/ itl/t = (Ai/i) constant,
which can be set to match the smallest value
of the first term in equation | 5 | . This is the
only means by winch the two parts of the
instrument resolution can be matched in a
TOI'SANS nieasiiivuicul
n

l.u

» a
л here we speeds die sum to 1ч.' user that set
lit time ii. and spatial, d, channels that con
iftbutc to the к' ' У bin according to the tela
tn<ri ijy -In/A sin() j. The form of equation
I M ileuses Horn the consideration that (he
counts in any d.n cell, Nj „ uuist 1ч; weighted
hs the number of counts' in that could have
1чч'п measured in that cell. ФЦ.-Ш^ in order in
optimi/c the information content in У from
the counts ui each cell tSeeger and I'ynn,
t'Wo; Uiclm l')X7, lljelm \4«H. Seeger and
lljelni. l'WIi. Normalisation is then given by
a similar sum of products of measured transinitted beam in each time channel, Ф,,, with
the solid angle subtended by the spatial
channel. Л12 |. ЛИ relevant corrections, such
as detector nun linearity tSeeger and Hielm,
l ' h , are made to N j before summing.
Iqualuiu |-l| implies very careful measure
ment ol Ф properly normalized for A(Xi by
comparison ssith some scauerer of known
dl'/dli .Jacroi and /.accai. 1481; Wignal and
Hates, l'lK7i C'onvetsion of dl'/dli to the
mote usual macroscopic differential cross
section per unit scattering volume, d - t W d i l
чаи ' i. is made by dividing equation |4] by
the sample path length. The propagation of
emus defining the uncertainties in dl'/dU is
straight torw aid rising (he usual methods, but
must be done at every step in parallel with the
corrections and normalizations.

n

|;

The precision in У ,м each bin as a cniise
quence of combining cells is calculated using
ihe relation

1

(

\ u,
V

HUI к

iyi

which means that the variance ol the i ' h У
bin is the sum of the average variances ol the
n,d cells (given in each iase by equation |5|i
in Ihe bin and the variance of the average y's
of these cells. We combine the cells accord
ing to the weighting discussed in introducing
equation |-t|. Thus the information content in
dP/tin is coupled with that in y . and
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7.
Equation [7| implies an additional weighting
factor in the mapping, as one may wish to
exclude cells whose contribution to the total
variance is excessive when compared to the
variance from the Q-btn width. Thus a selec
tion criterion is used

I'ach n.d cell caries with it different informa
lion on dl'/dli and on y . We have already
discussed the former. The contribution of
each cell to the variance in Q is
V (01
tl
ii.il

n.d

V

w here the averages over n,k cell und d and n
channels ate indicated by the bar. Die var
iance of the time values in the n channel is
V„in, and VjiB) is given by equation |Д|.
l-qualion |5| shows why the "logarithmic"
VUi- binning scheme is preferred in data

Q , s

i2-4

K.

to determine whether a cell should be used in
Ihe mapping, where f is some number relating
the maximum cell variance to the Q-bin var
iance. Usually we chose f = 1.5. Equations
|4) through 171 imply further that the size of
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/• n'H'i' л |Я'/«Д.' impivtl "л У .ни' Яftv;i I'lcnr fifav l-ifivf 7 R.tdulh AwragftlQ-Stapot'lh? VYivr
s.mi/'/r The data slitiwn lor the vyoir glass sample,
(•'(.is- .S'iiiiifilc /T7. Data shown in Fips 5 and b binned
1'П i|ii I'D' 5 inappnl mm Q->. space.
m 0the Q bins, AQ. should he a function of Q.
We have argued and have verified by calcula
tion that an appropriate binding algorithm is
that tor Q < 0.00ft A" the bin widths should
increase with Q as AQ/Q = 0.167; have con
stant vudlh of AU = 0.001 A"' in the domain
(t.(K!fth(J<(UM A"' ; and increase again with
Q above this value with AQ/Q - 0.04 A' . It
is practical to implement this scheme, "loglinlog", only for maps (one- or two-dimens
ional I that have The radial component of Q as
an independent variable.
1

1

In Figure о we see the results of the transfor
mation of PT7 with a similarly transformed
background subtracted as a map of Q and \.
The invariance in Q is illustrated by the hori
zontal distribution in intensity, as it should be.
The variation in ViQl with X is seen as the
widening of the band at shorter wavelengths,
.ill the values below the line are removed
according the criterion expressed in |8|. The
final map is shown as a radial average in
Figure 7. Pie success of the instrument and
of the data analysis is shown by our recent
results comparing a measurement of this
sample on I.QD and on Dl I (Iljelm et al

I4»l: .Seeger and lljelm, 1ЧЧЦ. The meas
ured dP/dll were the same on the two instru
ments, as was the quality of the data. The
measurement on I.QD on a 50 kW source
took the same time as that on Dl 1. butt the
data on I.QD extends from 0.00.W to 0.2?
A" . whereas that from Dl I extended from
0.005 to 0.05 A ' . Thus l.QD afforded a
larger dynamic range.
1

1

1

There is an important variation in the
mapping that occurs when the form factor,
IFI" is to be measured for crystalline powder
samples. Highly ordered surfactant phases is
one instance of materials of this type with
distances that are probed by low Q. In this
case the count in each time channel is reluwd
to 1FI- by a l.orentz factor. Thus,

4»*)-

Ф X'xN
4sin
sin(8 )
Lt

iSeeger and Hjelm, 19У1). Thus mapping
intensity into IFI- requires corrections for X..
Ф before the summations in equation |4|.
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the 'I'-sill- in in. ii api'i :• .и '• .li.ii'ii ' ii
iis-t .sineni- i' ih.' п.,i; .i/s. .не ie,,,iii'.'d
luiliiet. the tisei win waul W sc. his eic,.
uiemein in pbxsicalk nieaiutu'lul uii.ls i. ,e 'I
lime 'in at leasi a- close .о ie.ii nine a, pus-,
hie-, ami о en i iMiip.no lliein on the lis xun
results ol prex ions uieasuiements \li ingeth
ii, these requirements icqiitie dewlopuicut ri
user lnciu.ll> software which can lv used as a
mm to /ud ii' the iiie.r.iiieiiici'l. as well as ..
pingiaut to ohl.iiii reduced results and .in.it»
••е. We havi put lousidetahle elloit into th.s
i'id lesult 's a pan i't pmgrams 'lheilexel
opineiil is uiigoiiii:. ihus ihese piodiiels shook!
Iv iniisidcrcd as pm'oixpes
1

1

/ ,,/u.

•

И ,

,v. (..' M.il'-'l.l/MiJ I-',' ll.il.i " i " '

r.V S111.4. ч, Л I'h.isc " / .1 (.ni'inl i 'l < 4f.<. Cnle'lli"
tl.lk' | . llts|tl.t4i',l Ill IK-c.lllS..' .1ЧШ.Ы

U l l a I.tki'll tv,

s.ii-.iii Kiim.it anil l.ii- vt.uip ut Kent St.иг I aiu'isii.
We li.iu' mentioned in passing cotrcuioiis
made In Hie il.it,i We haxc outlined some ш
these in ,i icicnl publications 'Seepet .lai!
Ilieim. I ' '!
One that dexeivc turihei
el tut i, Inn IIII which there is no .unable liv.H
oieif ii .1 cimsequcme of moderation by the
sample ol the scattered neutron illieliii.
1'iNSi We do not yet know the consequenceol this, hul for samples in walei, the likely
result is considerahle sample dependent hack
ground, (ihosh and Rciinie and tl'i'Nl
piesetn some evidence on the importance ol
this for a momicliiuiiiated beam We are con
tinning some effort to understand its impor
tance in 4'OF-SANS.
1 1

THE; USER
INTbRFACE- SOFrWARE:
From the point of view of the user, the actual
measurement on a pulsed source is straight
tin ward. However, the mapping from a three
dimensional histogram to physically mean
ingtul results is considerably more complex
than the relatively simple mapping of data
I mm a steady state source. This constitutes
the most important d-'ference in using SANS
instrument* at the two sources. Users cannot
he expected to he experts in TOF data reduc
tion methods. F.ven if they do become famil-

I'mgrain SMR handles the basic tuuciioir. oi
data real tunc and ait hived data icinexal raw
data display and data reduction. Л descnp
lion on the organization and functions ol an
e.uly version was given previously illjelm
and Seeger. l')S >) SMK generates a iiuiiik'i
of maps, for raw data assessment, for assess
ment of data reduction, and final results of
diffeient types suitable for lurther analysis.
In Figure 0 we showed on such map. a QTOF map (dWdii vs TOF and UtRl) which is
used io assess the use of certain mapping
parameters. Sometimes it is necessary to
examine raw data, ami the R-TOF map of
Figure 5 is an example of this. Figures К and
4 show two types of vector Q maps, one in
rectilinear coordinates, the other in polar l(J
and Ф) coordinates. These show data taken
trout a liquid crystalline polymer in a smectic
Л phase. The diffraction peak at c/i (1.25 A"'
is Irom the suiectic layer repeat. Figure HI
shows this same data displayed as a one
dimensional sector map computed t by per
forming the average over small segments
l
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1'isuie ч ill'-itli Hiiiivvi/ HIM Ф V fiv the SIIILVIK A С/мч H('.I Z.Hjuii/i'rystal 1'Ы\пит Т1к smuc ililla shown in
I'll! N. Daw is ilisptnynl in negative i ontrasi

retained as sepiirate maps in the vector maps.
ЛИ files output from SMR contain the map
and the rms error in dP/dii, and all onedimensional Tiles also include the rms of the
distribution on Q in each bin tFiglOl. Near
real-time maps are currently made by select
ing very narrow time slices covering a Qninge of immediate interest, and mapping
this. SMR also performs a limited number nf
SANS data analyses leg Guinier analysis! for
quick assessment purposes. A second
program, EZP, is used for more extensive
SANS data analysis, as well as user-defined
analysis. This program also features some
basic interactive graphics capabilities. Many
of the features of F.ZP are also available in a
series of programs written in FORTRAN 77
nnii I
illll
Hi
I
for transportability to other computers (eg
PC's or Mac's). Standard SANS analysis tools
Q(A')
are part of this package. These programs all
rely on a standard ASCII file format described
f ' l < » f ll> ЛссЛ'Г .-tUTO.irv Hi JPlUi
li>r III It/tinl
I 'n \Ы1 /W.wikT ill 1'ie .S'liii'i'lii' A I'hiisc: Data from in an earlier publication (Hjelm and Seeger,
1489). Output in other recognized formats
W\>s. X ami ч о. averaiii'il across a sector in the y
are available for our users who may have
Huvction. • . .tvoranal across a sector in ihc x direc
software written for these types of files. We
tion
are currently developing other programs and
interfaces to ease the transfer of reduced data
to PC's and Macintosh 's (in fact Figs, 5-10
directed in directions of interest. These were composed on the Macintosh using these
segments are defined by a masking function. programs). This opens to the user the excep
In each case the rms errors of the result, in tion;'! power in data display and analysis of
both Q and dP/dft, are curried through. These the graphics software available on these plat
are displayed in the scalar Q maps, and are forms.
• 11 n i , | ^

'

'

•

'

•

'

" ' •
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THF. FUTURE—NEW SOURCES,
NEW PROMISES, NEW
CHALLENGES:
Proposals tor the development nl new spalla
lion sources operating in the 15 MW range
Л ANSI E ptesently opciales at 50-8(1 kW)
otler eucptionul promiu' a>id opportunity I'oi
neution scaltcuug a! pulsed sources. The;.
also present some important challenges. The
laiger fluxes at long wavelengths from these
sources will enable instruments that will go to
lower (,) than piesently practical on pulsed
sources. We will need to learn how to build
such instruments and over come the difficul
ties with collimating long wavelength neu
trons to meet the demand to probe longer
length scales in condensed matter research
The development of new detectors that can
handle the extremely large instantaneous data
rates anticipated lor these new sources is a
prime challenge. Given this development,
experiment turnover and data through put will
be even faster, maybe by an order of magni
Hide, than those on even the brightest spalla
lion source available today. This will place
ever increasing demand on computers and
computer software, taster machines will he

available, to be sure, but software develop
ment will have to be even more user ,'rieiulh
and self documenting il the user is m make
full use of the potential of our new instru
incuts. Fortunately, we are likely to have help
in these issues, as new developments in coin
puters are tending toward common vcmloi
standards that allow applications tocomuuini
cue with one another. Using these a building
blocks along with the new windows environ
meats that are emerging, one can envision
cunstruiting highly complex, portable
systems, which will tweet the demands of it
new era.
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U-vyMTOffllUl"' * Small-Aiiek- i.>iffr:y,|nipcici UK,) at ihc ISIS Pulsed Neutron Source
К К Hcenan ami S M King,
IMS h n i l i i y . Kiiiht'ii'nid Appletni>l..ihniainis.<'lnlmii l)i<lxil H4111 D 4 I I i * A . l-iii'liuij

\iislracl
I In' SANS ililfr.n mmi'ii'i МЛ,),|| ill.' ISIS ||ц1ч'<1нгнии11 «чип' I . , | I S . n l x d

IfciM I f j n ite'uloui

*avclcugilisol .' " " я '\ all' 1 .unbilled I" gisc a 41iMill.11uv.u-. i j r;iiijji- nl n u i / i - i i .V Л
•ample .Ictectni distaiiu-nl 4 4 in

.и а

Л rcn'inly installed Ik' area dcici ini viiupled wiih uiiiluiiuug nicic.i4-s

lit llii' ISIS nciilrnn l l u i ln;u\es U H J a highly .niupctilitc instrument. ,ts llltislratcl In мине rc.enl results

I. Introduction
sin. с tlu.s isipcr will he , I U oinpauicd h> a iiiniilvr nl nilicrs describing 'anall angle diili.u linn al pulsed
iicutimi 41nn.cs 11 'A ill be restricted In adisciissiniml hMttucs particular t>< I * K,l al ISIS aiul to rccciu
iiiiprnvcinciils .11 lcclmii|iie ami insliiiincnlalinn

Application ol the SANS technique II' a wide range " I

suentilic ili4iplinos has been renewed by many aiilluitst lor example Windsor, pixx) ThoughIhcie are
inanv ri-asiut iiouiroii sources whic h have small-angle iiisinitnents mils live lalxitalorics n|ieratc
nun ..I illgllt dilltnctnuiclcisoh pulsed tieutmii « i n o

buir nccclcratof baud instruments wcic reviewed

by Scegci IPW11. П11' pulsed nuclear reactor source II1K-2. al JINR. Ilubna. has the M l ' R N beam line Willi
an extremely high incident tluxi OsUmeni.li, P'SKi ''nnvciilinnal reactor source instruments have also been
run in uiiic-ot-llighl 1111 н1е with a bln.nl wavelength hand chopped beam. lor example at <T;N. Saclay I
Cotton cS: Teneira, WHti) '(lie new 0Z2 iiisiniineiii al the II 1 . (nenuble is de-signed to eventually o|«'iatc
1

witluho|ipersiiitimc-ol llight mode 1 May \ Tlmuia.- I ' H !

llu- glowing mietesl in siieh instrumentation

is due In (he advantages ol a wider ranee " I ч altering sc-dni and hciicc- S I / C M ' I s,ullciiiig nhje-c i.lhal can 1ч,uccs4'd in a single iuca.surciuciil, com|iarcd inusingaliu'il incident wavelength >aaH4ueiilinu.il svsteni
11ns is nl p.uiiail.it ini|«inaihe in the study nl dynamic systems . nhVids and nneined samples

I. I lie beam line
Neutrons are pr14l111ed.11 ISIS by spallannii inadcplrii-d iiranuiui t.irgcl nl M»iV, • pinmii pulses at ^111/
Moderators above arid below the urget slim the neutrons in usable energies Hie WQ iieuinui beam lino is
shown Ш scale in ligure I Tlie sample IHIMII.UI is at 11 I in limn a liquid hydriijien nuRlcraliu lal -2К l and
Ilk' two-dimensional ikkMot is placed at 15.17 in. l.(KJ niitinally uses neutron wavelengths,'«.. of J.II-4.H A
at 2SH/, giving a useful range nl scattering vecinrs у = Jiisiniii/?i/ii (where н is die scattering aiiglei of
IMKIfitllJ A

, To avoid Irauie 0verlaparntal111gd1.se ihop|vr rcinnvesallemaie 5(111/ neutron pulses,

which means thai l.OQ must count through the "prompt" backgioiind spike 01 radiation I mm the removed
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pulse. Good neutron shielding of the detector is important us is the choice of an indirect view of the
moderator by using a O.nin long super minor Soller bender to deflect neutrons above \=1A through an angle
of 24 mntd.

Л restricted location lor Ihe neutron beam chopper causes some neutrons of x, >П.7 A from the preceding
pulse lo overlap ihe K.tl to 10 A neutrons at the main detector. Though these are few in number they would
often scatter strongly from the sample. A lung wavelength etil-olf is thus provided hy a frame overlap mirror
consisting ol a slack ol nickel-coated single crystal silicon wafers set at an angle of about 1.2° to the incident
beam. The primary beam colliinalinn is piovulcd hy variable apertures (usually 2()mm & 12mm) at distances
ol (UK in and 10 o" in from the modcralor. A final beam defining aperture, usually of К mm. is placed as
clow as possible to Hie sample, at the end of a suuntess steel snout extending ичмп the second aperture box.

Since the wavelengths used on LOQ include lliose much less lhan Ihe Dmgg cut off for most materials, the
choice ot window materials is limited. Single crystal materials such as sapphire must be avoided. Pure
aluminium wems the bust clitiice, though for smaller diameter windows fused silica wallers less. Thus Stum
of tuwd silica is used tot (lie entry to the scattered (light path,

J. Detectors
The neutron beam monitor detector consists of an array of small glass scintillator chips, on a ca. fimm grid,
suspended on glass fibres and viewed hy a single photomulliplier tube. Its experimentally measured
clfieicney is about 4x 10

at 1 A, rising almost linearly to about 1 .XxllV at It) A. Scattering patterns arc

normalised to an incident beam monitor at 1(1.41 in (we figure 2). which is in a 21 mm diameter beam
upstmun of Ihe fund collunaling aperture.

Data collection lime bin widths are nnniinlly Д1/1 = 0.021. producing a loud of 103 bins. The prompt spikes
at 21) msec and 40 msei caused hy last neutrons iuul gamma rays from succeeding pulses, arc presumed to
originate mainly from ladialion produced ill Ihe uranium target rather than from in the moderator. Some
det'.s-iors may show an -tpprcciahlc tail after llic prompt pulse caused hy neutrons which have moderated
within shielding, or even in the atmosphere above the experiment hall. The area detector requires
considerable wax shielding to reduce the si/e of tins tail. A third of the prompt spike disappears on closing
the LOQ beam line shutter < when a 2 in thickness of steel shot tilled concrete is moved into the beam line).
The prompt spike time channels on the main detector are ignored, and data in these channels arc interpolated
for the monitor and transmission detectors.
A new He area detector from ORDELA was installed in mid 1491, with a 1.25cm thick flat aluminium
alloy vacuum window containing • He-CF4 at n pressure of 1.2.1 aim. (Kopp cl.nl. 1УН2). Detection
efficiency, after allowing for adsorption hy windows, is around 63% at 10 A and 12% at 2 A. considerably
higher than the previous BF3 detector. An evacuated flight path of 4.4 in gives no pandlax problems with Ihe
4.4cm deep detection region. Though the detection area isftScmsquare, only the central Mem diameter is
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used. The "rise-lime" ended delecuir electronics SIKIW some nonliiiearity at tine end «I tine nf the coordinate
axes. Remainmi! coordinates have good linearity and all seem extremely stable. High CIHIIII rates (more than
a lew hundred counts/sec I in Hvalised areas, such as when measuring transmissions, produce • tgnilicant
dead lime corrections. These may he minimised hy reducing tlie 4kV EHT supply, at the expense of spatial
resolution, Instead we now prefer In record iransmissums (see figure () hy mining a separate scintillator
shih iteiecliir immediately tiller lite sample whilst reducing Hie incident beam diameter In 2mm In coniml its
11 unit rale.

r

WjV

<№ffl№ -^

\
VMtUltli

ftl'tMi'ht

' ••!• - W l

'.I'll"'*!

.•'

'•'

I. Cross section of LOQ heum line, indicating the neutron beam wavelength selecting device, colliinalniii
and substantia! shielding.

TLMKOiisec)
2. liKideni beam monitor speciruin (raw daut) us a function of time of flight and wavelength. Long and
short wavelength cutoffs are due to the beam chopper opening and closing. "Prompt" background spikes
arc seen at JOmsec and 40mm'; die 20msec spike would he interpolated prior to data reduction.
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4. Data reduction

Tlic number «I neutrons of wavelength l arriving per unit time at n detector element of area. Л. at a
sainple-dcleclor distance, I., and radius, R, from the dilfraeiomeler axis having been scattered by a sample at
a «uttering vector, Q. is given by:
HIU)= l()<UiI<QMu(R>.i.T(Un<M.
.Ш
I

(I)
**

where I,,!*-1 is the incident bciun current in neutrons sec , t is the sample thickness in cm, 4lHR) a A/L" is
llw solid angle of llw delcclor clement. T(>.) is Hie Iransmission of Ihe sample and n d ) the efficiency of the
delator. In a conventional small-angle neutron scattering experiment a number of different runs are
required which we denote by sutacripts S lor sample. С for can. N for a normalising run with a "flat"
scattcrcr and В lor background nins. The traditional method of determining the differential cross sa'tion of
the sample is:
ii(0> » iti,^> 1^-^
(IU
w h w

•

1 ( M

ill)

(2)

j*—У '

N' Ъ

S

C J£>

.etc.

(ППТ (i)

с с

We emphasise here that on a pulsed source the the incident beam monitor Mix). transmission T(A) and the
calibration to а щ{к )/A ti. the cross section of Die uniform scattcrcr. are all wavelength dependent. Using
(21 the detector efficiency n ( U as a function of wavelength is not specifically required and other geometric
d i a l s need not be directly included. A difficulty on LOQ is to And a calibration material thai will scatter
strongly enough IO give good counting statistics over ihe whole detector :u every wavelength and for which
.1L NIX )Аш is known. Instead we use equation 11) directly by determining the detector efficiency n (*•) lor
the urea detector Only die ratio of this quantity to the incident beam monitor efficiency. n ( A ) is required;
m

knowing which only sample and can runs arc then needed.

First note thai die incident beam !()(>.) is recorded by a monitor detector which on LOQ is located before
ihe IliiiU colliinaimg aperture where it samples an of beam. A . larger than the sample beam area Ag. For
m

both sample and can we may write:
i i ( Q ) = KRA) . n < U •
<ш

I

A,n

l.M«R)

As

m

M(MT<>.) nOO

(3).

The efficiency ratio may be measured, at the centre of the detector, by a sum \ц(\) over Uie incident beam
with the beam suip removed, A mask of area. Лц, is placed on the beam axis between Ihe monitor and the
area detector to avoid saturating the detector. We then have:
DOO » 1н<Ы = n(M
MH(M

• AH-

4m(>.) "Am"
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(4)

WAVEI.KIF.TH (Личя! I "ml

1, A lypical Imnsinissinn mciistireinent T(J.), for Ihu partially dculcralcd polymer in figure 4. Theripplesal
long wavelength we an artefact due lo incomplete suhtniciion of the 20msec prompt pulse. The lilted line,
extrapolated, from 2.2-й A, would be used In dam reduction. D U ) is the direct heiun dclccior efficiency
ratio (on aibiuiry scale here) used in Hie data reduction (see text). Note the 12.5mm iduminium window
before the main detector introduces Bragg diffraction dips (e.g. (2(H)) at l = 4.05 A).
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4. The absolute cross section for a partially dcutcruled polystyrene sample shown for a number of neutron
wavelength hands together wiUi the indicated Q range accessible from each hiuid, The loud data within the
wavelength range 2-10 A (40 pAHr) is shown displaced for clarity (circles), with a fil using a Gaussian coil
model plus flat background (solid line). The data a-duction scheme transmission and detector efneiency
ratio of figure V All error bars are one standard deviation.
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Which is substituted in (?) lo give:
i i ( Q ) = l(,RA). _ ] _ • Ay\ • J
(ill

M(M

Т<Л)

ИЛ)

<5>-

VJH(R)

where V is the sample scattering volume in cm , The direct beam function D(x,), shown in figure 3, ulso
iiaouius lor the absorption hy any windows in the heiun line between the monitor and area detectors, such
as the Bragg dips HI slum wavelengths caused hy the aluminium window in front of the detector.
We choose to weight counts in (S) at a particular Q value, from different wavelengths and detector radii, hy
the incident heain as ii would he seen at the main deieclor:
di(Ql => АЦ
I
NRA)
ли
_ .(R.*.rO>
V
J. MUVTUIDUWiKR)
(R,». c Q |

(6),

This has the advantage of a simple definilion for the suitistieal e m * of the numerator which is
(lie number of neutrons appearing in a particular Q bin.

We are still experimenting with methods u> allow for element hy element variation of detector
efficiency, which is made difficult hy having n fixed detector position at present. Except in the
extreme limits of the Q range. Ihc daui included in u particular Q hin is ohuiincd from ал average
nl different wavelengths and scatlering.

;s over a large area of the detector, so any local

variations in dctccloi efficiency lend ю he averaged out.

The scaling constant A H in (A) is ulso determined empirically, by least squares ruling the
el il(Q)A) tl dula from partially deulerated solid polystyrene siunples of known cross section
I Wignall & Bates, 1ЧН7). The overlap of the cross section obtained from different wavelength
hands is a sensitive check of the normalisation and transmission corrections. A typical overlap
pint is shown in figure 4 for a standard deuteraled polystyrene sample indicates the degree of
reproducibility from the different wavelength bands. Wc would encourage all pulsed source
SANS instruments to publish and compare plots such as these.

An investigation of the inelastic component of incoherent scattering from hydrogenous sampL.i
is the subject of a separate paper. Wc conclude that though the data reduction procedure is
correct for elastic, coherent, scatter the incoherent scatter from say hydrogen, reduced in the
same way. will he instrument dependent and not necessarily flat, as illustrated for H2O in
figure 5,
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S. Resolution
The Q-spacc resolution of a small-angle diff milometer hits been discussed by a number of
authors including Mildner * Carpenter! I4K4), ami has been applied tu liinc-of-flight
measurements hy Mildner el nl.< l4Kft). The full-widlh al half maximum of a diffraction peak for
a imwik'rod specimen is given hy

«FWHM '

2

-

i

U

Г Rj

fl*L,

Д,,»1*Ц

/R 1

U-j^J

u

V

i4

2 Л

where 1.1 is the distance between the two beam defining iinenures. 1 is the distance (nun the second
aperture to the sample. I T the sample to detector distance mid AR IS the width ol <4i nnnulir • ..ig nl radius R
on Hie detector.
lUpenmenlul results agree well with this equation atв given x., hul a simple average, weighted by the time
ol flight spectrum, only works for broad features. For slmrp features, such us tlnigg peaks, the FWHM
observed hy lilting a Gaussian is butler; the simple mean is no longer adequate. The uncertainty in
wavelength. лХЛ.. tu around 2.1 % FWHM. contains roughly equal contributions from Ihe lime spread of
neutron generation in the moderator and the Д1/1 = 0.025 time bins. Some of the gain compared lo typical
velocity selectors on fised wavelength instruments is however lost due lo using shorter incident
wavelengths, thus Им average resolution in 0 is itruund КЧ FWHM. still belter than most conventional
instruments. At Ihe lowest О values however resolution becomes rapidly worse as the geometric terms
dominate. Where the best possible resolution is required Ihe shorter wavelengths may he neglected in (ft),
al the expense of poorer statistics.

The first denning aperture in the beam line is nnnnaliy set at 211 mm diamnier, larger than the Ift mm
diameler detennined as optimal hy Milliner & Carpenter (14H4). Tli.s increases neuiron flu» at Ihe sample
without unduly worsening the resolution.
Л. Conclusions
Increases in the ISIS proton bemn current towards 2t«) pA l=ltM |iA for LOQ at 25VW and improved
detector efficiency on LOQ have recently made it possible lo obtain good results even at low
concentrations in HiO. This is illustrated in figure 5 for 5mg/inl glu-plitsininogen. the data for which agree
we" with synchrotron X-ray results. A Couetle shear cell, Cummins et.id. (1ЧЧ0), | routinely available for
s

the orientation of highly elongated particles such as the rod shaped micelles of I ' n t f i shown in figure 6.
Model rilling over a wide Q range, including adjustment of the background level determined by ihe high О
ilitln, is also lacilitateil by Ihe wide Q range, as in figure 4 for a polymer system. The particular advantage
of a while beam lime-of-flighl SANS instrument such us LOQ is a very wide simultaneous Q range,
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provided thai care is taken over Uw combination of diita from different wavelengths. LOQ is well suited to
the study of anisotropic or dynamic systems for which the scattering appears in different Q ranges in
different directions or us a reaction proceeds.
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Presentation of the new SANS instrument at the
BERII Reactor in Berlin, Germany
U.Keiderling", A.Wiedenmann' and W.Wagner

b

•Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut, D-1000 Berlin 39, Germany
*Paul Scherrer Institute, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland
The SANS instrument at the BER 11reactorin Berlin, Germany, has recently been completed and
is miw available for the user community. The main technical features of the Instrument arc presented,
ulgng with the desvriblion and the results of the calibration measurements completed so far,

At the BER II reactor in Berlin, Germany, having recently been upgraded in neutron flux and
equipped with a cold neutron source und a neutron guide system, a new SANS instrument has been
installed at the curved g> ,dc NL3A. Ц was designed as a versatile general user instrument with
applications predominantly in physical metallurgy as well as in other fields such as biology,
polymer science, and physical chemistry.

Description of the instrument
A sketch of the SANS instrument is given in fig. 1. The instrument has a total length of 35 m.
Incoming neutrons are monochromatized by a mechanical velocity selector of blade rotor type.
It was developed by Wagner, Friedrich and Willc [1] (2| and manufactured under licence by
Homier Deutsche Aerospace.Thc blades are 0.4 mm thick and consist of carbon fiber reinforced
epoxy with 35 g B per m of blade surface. The speed of the selector can be chosen in a range
between 31 (K) rpm and 28300 rpm to alter the wavelength at a fined resolution.The rotor axis can
к- tilted by an angle of about 4" in both directions relative to the neutron beam to alter both
resolution and transmitted wavelength.
10

1

Behind the selector, a Fourier chopper is located. It consists of a revolving disk covered with
cadmium and fitted with a single slot. It can be optionally moved into the beam in order to proceed
umeof-flight measurements for wavelength and resolution calibration purposes. It was not
designed to investigate inelastic scattering phenomena.
"lite variable collimator system is formed by four independently revolving drumelemcnts with
vacuum tight connections between each other (Fig.2). Each of these drum elements possesses
three individual tube.; containing neutron guides or adjustable apertures, respectively.
A collimaikm length of I m, 2 т. А т, К m, 12 m or 16 m can be selected by revolving the drum
elements to an appropriate sequence of of neutron guide and aperture lubes. This enables the user
to customize the divergence of the beam according to his special requirements very quickly. As
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movable position sensitive detector

collimator (16,12,8,4,2 or I m)
with polarizer and spin flipper

mechanical vdocjtv selector
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f-'ig. 1: A sketch of the SANS instrument
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Fig.2: Variable collimator system
an additional feature, two attenuators arc positioned at the entry window of the collimator which
can be seperately moved into the beam. Using these attenuators, a reduction of the beam intensity
by factors of 230.460 and 800 is possible without affecting the divergence angle.
The third tube of the first drum element is reserved for a transmission polarizer, and together
with the installation of this feature, the neutron guide and the aperture tubes of the second, the third
and the fourth drum element will be equipped with magnetic ctvIs to produce a longitudinal guide
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I и.'л! Гог polun/i'd neutrons. This option w,ill lie available in the result of further upgrading of the
instrument.
The standard specimen environment is formed by a vacuum vessel with valves against the
ml I imaior and against the detector 1'his construction, together with the vacuum tightconnections
:*.•!«.ecu the drum elements of the collimator, allows incoming neutrons to move straight from
the collimator entry window 10 the detector without having to pass any additional neutron
windows in their path.
Inside the vacuum vessel, an automatic revolving sample changer is available which is
.lesigntd to carry up to 20 di Herein samples thai can he comfortably positioned in the beam using
are mote control. Besides the revolution of the sample set, the changer is able to proceed a vertical
linear monon for fine adjustment of the sample position. Additional apertures to limit the beam
i ross sectioncan be inserted into a holder at the sample changer which is located next to the sample
position. The sample changer will work in a temperature range between -80 "C and 300 *C.
(Jptionally. two vacuum light tubes can be mounted inside the vacuum vessel with one end of
each tube fixed at one of die two valves, and the oilier end carrying a saphire as neutron window,
These tubes are designed to interrupt the continuous vacuum inside the instrument when auxiliary
equipment is used inside the vessel, In this case, the tubes limit the path of the neutrons in air to
only a few centimeters which in most cases should not affect the result of the measurement while
the vacuum stale of the remaining instrument is protected. With the two tubes installed, a vacuum
better than 3 * КГ mhar can be achieved inside the vessel by means of a turbo molecular pump.
Besides the automatic sample changer, a variety of other equipment for the specimen
cm ironment is available and can be easily integrated into the vessel. This includes a high precision
turntable with a goniometer head to rotate and lift single crystals, an electromagnet (2 T), a high
temperature oven 11МЮ T ) , a cryostat (2 К • .100 К), and a cryomagnet (20 mK, 10 T).
;

The detecting unit consists of а l-CTI position sensitive detector with 64 * 64 cells of 1 cm
each. It is filled with BI-, and operates at a high tension of 3750 V. The maximum counirate that
can he registered is K f s ' in a single cell, and \№s 'on the whole detector with an efficiency better
than 45 percent ai a wavelength of 0.4 nm. The background noise produced by the detector itself
is very low and was verified as being better than 1 count per cell and hour.
The detector can be moved continuously on a rail inside a vacuum vessel to any distance from
the sample position between 1 m and 16 m. As an additional feature, at the 1 m position it can be
lifted by 30 cm to extend the momentum transfer range covered towards greater values.
The total momentum transfer range which is covered by the instrument can be easily estimated
irom the detector size and the limits of the detector motion (Fig.3). The maximum transfer that
can be observed is determined by the minimum distance between the sample and the detector
ч = 1 m, the maximum distance between the beam axis and the edge of the active detectur area
у = 32 cm + 30 cm, and the minimum wavelength available from the neutron source X = 0.35 nm.
1'his yields a maximum transfero! 11 nm '. On the other hand, the minimum transfer at thedetector
position of x = 16 m and the maximum wavelength of X = 2 nm is limited by the divergence of
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Fig.3: Estimation of the covered momentum transfer range.
the beam and by the size of the smallest beamstop of about у = 5 cm to 0.01 nm'. Thus, the
instrument covers more than three decades in Q totally.
In order to shield the detector from the direct beam, a variable beam stop device was
constructed. Three different sizes of beam stops are available (62 mm * 62 mm, 80 mm * 100mm,
and 90 mm * 120 mm), and o.ie of them at a time can be chosen and move:', to any position in front
of the detector byremotecontrol.

Computer control of the instrument
The instrument is fully controlled by a VAX Workstation 3200 allowing automatic data
collection and the setting and control of all instrument parameters via CAMAC and special
hardware drivers. To provide a maximum convenience for the user, all options can either be started
immediately from the VAX prompt, or programmed in batch files. Besides the control of the
standard parts of the instrument, several step motor axis and ports for additional control
parameters were prepared which are able to drive individual equipment for the specimen
environment designed by users.
Simultaneous data reduction and data processing are available on a seperate workstation in a
VAX cluster, and data can be stored by the users on tape or diskettes, or can be transmitted via
network. An overview of the complete computer control of the instrument is given in fig.4.
The incoming data is simultaneously registered on a personal computer operated as a live
display. This enables the user to visualize and manipulate the data already during acquisition
without any interfering with the VAX registration, e.g. to on-line position a sample in the beam.
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Detector position
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Live display
Fig 4: Computer control of the SANS instrument

Wavelength and resolution calibration
A special feature of the live display is the time-of-flight analysis of neutron spectra to measure
the wavelength and the resolution of the neutron beam. For this purpose, the Fourier chopper
which is located between the velocity selector and the collimator is moved into the beam. Now,
two time-of-flighl spectra are registered by a multichannel analyzer with a time base resolution
of 1024 channels at two different positions of the detector: first, at a distance of 1 m from the
sample, and then again at at distance of 16 m (Fig.5). We prefered to chose these two extremal
positions to maximize the flight time difference for greater accuracy of the results.
The wavelength of the intensity maximum of the monochromatized neutron beam is now
calculated from

(1) Я =

h * At
m * Ax

and the resolution is calculated from

2

<> ¥ - A

t

where X is the wavelength of the beam, AX is the full width at half maximum of the wavelength
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Detector 1 m

Time of Flight
Fig.5: Wavelength and resolution calibration by time-of-flight analysis
distribution, t is the peak shift between the two time-of-flight spectra. At is the full peak
broadening, x is the distance between the two detector positions at which the spectra were
recorded, and h and m are Planck's constant and the neutron mass respectively.
Although the application of this differential measuring method requires double the beamlime
compared to the way of using a fixed trigger point at the chopper to start the data acquisition and
then to measure the time of flight from the chopper to only one detector position, we prefered this
method for several reasons. First, the differrntial method requires less accuracy in adjusting the
hardware, especially concerning the correh ion between the actual opening lime of the chopper
window and the trigger signal for the live di ;play derived from that. And second, due to the step
motor driving of the detector, the distance between the measuring positions is known with an
accuracy better than a few microns.
From the theory of the neutron velocity selector follows that the wavelength at maximum
neutron intensity for a fixed geometry of the selector is given only by it's tilting angle \ and by
it's speed v according to

(3) X =

2тг.т

a * cos t
sin Iz
—+
1
R

*I

where a, 1 and R are the helical angle, the length and the radius of the selector, respectively,
and h and m are Planck's constant and the neutron mass. Therefore, a plot of the wavelengths
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calculated from the lime of flight spectia against the reciprocal selector speed should yield
straight lines
lig 6 shows .hese calibration curves ilia' were measured at the instrument with cold neutrons
at three difterent lilting angles of Ч", -.V and ()'. Obviously, the data points Гц to straight lines
nearly perfectly, and each single dal.i point has been de'emiined from the lime-of-flight spectra
w ith an accuracy belter than 1 5 percent. Hut in spite of these exact straight lines that result from
the dala. a dev ial ion w as found between the slopes ol ihe measured lines and the slopes that follow
liiim equation (.". I In fact, the calculated slope at -9" is about 20 per cent larger lh.au the measured
one while the deviation appears to diminish at smaller tilting angles, where it is 10 percental
V and only 1 per cent at II*. I-'urthermore, the measured lines do nol hit the origin of ihe axis
exactly like ihey should do according to (3). These facts will have to be subject to further
investigations.
Additionally, fig о contains a line measured with thermal neutrons at a tilling angle of+5". This
data derives from older measurements without the cold neutron source. It is included in this plot
only to complete the overvie w of the accessible wavelength ranges and will soon be replaced with
a more detailed curve for standard conditions
— • — i
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Fig.6: Wavelength calibration curves. The experimental error is smaller than the symbols.
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Fig.7: resolution calibration curves.
Fig.7 shows the resolution of the monochromatized beam as a function of the selector speed.
The data was calculated from the same time-of-flight spectra that were used to determine the
wavelength. In those spectra, a time base was chosen which provided a maximum accuracy for
the calculation of the wavelengths, and so the error of the single data points in this plot, which
is about 10 per cent, may appear rather large. But the accuracy is sufficient to verify the fact that
at a fixed tilting angle, the resolution of the selector should not depend on the selector speed. The
average resolutions that were calculated from this data, which are 0.175 at -9", 0.128 at -5", and
0.106 at 0", fit to the resolutions predicted by the manufacturer of the selector very well.
Combining the data from both previous plots, fig.8 was obtained which gives a complete
overview of all combinations of a wavelength and a resolution that can be provided by the
instrument. In this picture, the hatched area represents this accessible set. It is limited by the
minimum and maximum speed of trie selectoron top and on bottom, and by the maximum negative
tilting angle on the right. At the moment, the left limit of the curves is given by the amount of
measurements done so far. In this direction, the minimal resolution that can be accessed by the
instrument is about 0.085, which corresponds to a maximum positive tilting angle of 8".
Between 7500 rpm and 11000 rpm there is a gap in the speed range of the selector which is
caused by the resonance frequencies of the selector material. This range was excluded in the
control program by the manufacturer, and therefore it is not accessible for operation. The same
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lig.K Accessible wavelength and resolution range. Wavelengths measured aOfilXX) rpm,
* 7500 фш. Л 1 KKX) rpm. о 28300 rpm.
• act limits the lowest possible speed to dOOO rpm. There is another "operation window" of the
ч-lcctor at 3HX) rpm which would yield a single line in the plot from fig.8 but it was omitted
due to the very low intensities of the beam at the corresponding wavelengths of about 2.5 ran :o
5.4 nm.
Measurements of the total neutron flux were done by gold foil irradiation at the sample position
with a collimation length of 2 ni. for a wavelength resolution ol 0 I OS, which co-responds to a
selector tilling angle of ()'. a flu* ol 1.21 "КГ cm s ' was observed at a wavelength of 0.478 tint,
and further results fot the same resolution were 8.30* 10*cm ••;' at 0.576 nm. 9.50• lO'cm's ' at
I I inni.and 1.07*hf em's at • KOnm. These flux values are very close to the performance of
the Dll SANS instrument at ILL. Grenoble I sing this available beam intensity, a higher
coliimation can be achieved by narrowing the apertures of the collimator system. So, for small
samples a virtually greater length of the instrument can be simulated.
;
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ABSTRACT
Small angle neutron scattering is a general purpose technique to study long range
fluctuations and hence has been applied in almost every field of science for material
characterization. SANS instrument can be built at

steady stale reactors and al the

pulsed neutron sources where time-of-flight (TOF) techniques ate used. The steady stale
instruments usually give daia over small q ranges and in order to cover a large q range
these instruments have to be reconfigured several times and SANS measurements have to
be made. These instruments have provided better resolution and higher data rales within
their restricted q ranges until now, but the TOF instruments are now developing to
comparable performance.

The TOF-SANS instrument, by using a wide band of

wavelengths, can cover a wide dynamic q range in a single measurement. This is a big
advantage for studying systems that are changing and those which cannot be exactly
reproduced. This paper compares Ihe design concepts and performances of these two
types of instruments.

INTRODUCTION
Small angle scattering using x-rays and neutrons is a nondestructive technique
which can provide information on the size, shape, volume fraction and interactions of
particles of ten to a few thousand A in size. This size range is not easily accessible to
many techniques, so small angle scattering has been widely used in a variety of fields,
including biology, chemistry, polymer science and material science. Small angle neutron
scattering has served as an unique technique for studying supramolecular structure in
biology and phase transitions and

kinetic phenomenon in biology, polymers, metallic

alloys and magnetic systems (Jacrot,1976; Kostorz, 1979; Wignall, 1987).
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Tremendous growth in SANS applications has occurred due to the success of the
first generation instruments (Ibel. 1976; K.oehler el al., 1986) developed at the
reactor sources. Cold moderators such as liquid hydrogen and deuterium were used to
enhance the flux in the long wavelength region and consequently high quality data were
obtained in the very low q region. In order to maximize

the information that can be

obtained from any small angle scattering experiment it is necessary that the data be
available in a wide q domain. At the reactor based instruments (steady state) this is
obtained by making multiple measurements on the same sample using several
reconfigurations of the instrument. This works well for samples which do not undergo
any variation during the measurements. However this becomes a huge drawback for
studying systems undergoing continuous variation or systems which cannot be accurately
reproduced: e.g. , quenching an unstable alloy. The second generation SANS instruments
al the pulsed neutron sources, developed during the last lew years (Borso,1982;
Epperson et al.. 1990, Ishikawa et al. 1986; Heenan, 1986; Seeger et al., 1990), are
more suiiabla for studying such systems as they cover a wide dynamic range in the q
space.

In principle SANS instruments thus can be built to use either steady state or
time-of-flight (TOF) techniques. So far the steady state instruments have been built at
the reactors and the TOF instruments have mostly been built at the pulsed neutron
sources. In the TQF method, the whole polychromatic spectrum is pulsed in time, so that
the beam reaching the sample contains all the wavelengths that were initially present
but their arrival at the sample is spread out in time (Fig.1). Each wavelength
corresponds to a specific neutron velocity, and so arrives at the detector at a different
time t relative to the initial pulse and must be separately recorded by the data
acquisition system. The wavelength X is related to the time of flight t by
X= (WmLH.

0)

Neutron Detected

j*"z e

Sample ч

*i

Tirn

*''

Distance from Sample
to Site of Detector
Event = d

Moderator

Fig.1. The shape of neutron pulse
in a TOF-SANS Instrument.
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where L is the total flight path from the source to the detector, m is the mass of the
neutron and h is the Plank's constant.

At a pulsed source the time of arrival of the

neutrons in the pulse at the detector can be histogrammed into several time channels of
width M such that

At/t = л\;>.- constant.

(2)

This width can be altered in the data acquisition schemes commensurate

with the

resolution needed in the measurement. We will discuss this later. TOF techniques can be
used at reactors as well by using a mechanical chopper to pulse the beam (Cotton and
Teixiera,19B6). Choppers can be designed to provide any desired pulse length, but this
pulse length will be approximately the same at all wavelengths, and this is not optimum
for resolution requirements (Hjelm.1987). There are some similarities but a large
number of differences exist in the design concepts of the steady state and TOF types of
instruments (Crawford and Carpenter, 1988). This paper deals with some of these
issues and compares

these two types of instruments in terms ol source, collimation,

detection, methodology and performance.

At present there are several instruments n! the steady slate reactors throughout
the world, of which D11 instrument at ILL. Grenoble, France server- as a standard with
which others are judged. Several papers describe the instrumental parameters of some
of these instruments (Child and Spooru.r. 1980. lbel,197S. Glinka et nl., 1986,
Koehler et al.. 1981; McElhaney and Vandermc>!en,l99Q;

Mildner et ai , 1981;

Schwahn et al , 1991). There are five TOF instruments in fie world ; i : thr> spallation
sources, SAD at IPNS (Argonne National Laboratory, USA) (Epperson et nl ,199?), LOO
at ISIS (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. UK) (Meenan, 198Г), LQD at LANSCt" (Los
Alamos National Laboratory, USA) (Seeger ef al . 1990) and SAN and WINK et KENS
(National laboratory for High Energy Physic:,. Japan) (Ishika.va et al.. 198G, Furusnka
et a l . 1990) and one al a pulsed reactor at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Flesearch at
Dubna, Russia (Ostanevich, 1988)

The performance of the spallation source based

instruments in terms of q resolution and dynamic q range is similar, except that of SAN
and WINK at KENS which cover a much wider dynamic q range as they are equipped with
additional detector banks.

At IPNS a new instrument SAND is under construction (Crawford et al., 1988b)
which will become operational in spring 1993. This will use

two sets of Soller

collimators and beamstops to vary the angular resolution, a larger area detector and a
bank of linear position sensitive detectors for data collection and two
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choppers to

eliminate the epithermal part of the neutron spectrum and delayed neutrons . The delayed
neutron chopper can also be used as
rotational frequency

a frame elimination chopper by changing its

(Crawford et al., 1990). This will eliminate

alternate pulse and

permit access to neutrons with wavelengths up to 20 A so the instrument can cover a q
range of 0.002 to 2 A "

1

in a single measurement.

GENERAL INSTRUMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

i) Source Spectrum
For elastic scattering of neutrons of wavelength X through scattering angle 29,
the momentum transfer q is given by

q= 4itsin(B)/A. .

(3)

From this it is seen that small values of q can be achieved by using large values of Xas
well as small values of 8. A cold neutron source providing long wavelength neutrons is a
delinite advantage for both the steady state and TOF SANS instruments. At a reactor cold
moderators are large so that the source spectrum is well moderated and can be described
by a Maxwelfian. At a pulsed source the moderators are usually

small so that the

neutron pulses will be short at the moderator and will expand in the time domain for TOF
measurements at the detector. Consequently the neutrons are undermoderated, so that,
in addition to the Maxwellian-like spectrum characteristic of thermalised neutrons, the
spectrum also contains a significant epithermal and fast components (Carpenter and
Yelon, 1986). The fast neutrons, although not useful for small angle scattering
purposes, can create detector recovery problems and affect the SANS data.

Both types of instruments vary X and в, but in different ways. At the steady state
instruments

neutron wavelengths are selected by either a monochromator or velocity

selector with bandwidth ДХЛ typically in the range of 6 to 25%. The data are measured
using an area detector at various sample-to-detector distances. In the TOF instruments
neutrons of a wide range of energies (analysed by time-of-flight methods and assigned
to several time channels) are used simultaneously and the data corresponding to each
time channel (wavelength) are measured in a single geometry and stored separately. The
relative intensity

distribution and the q ranges covered as a function of time channel

(wavelength) are given for IPNS-SAD

in figures 2 and 3 respectively.

The relative

intensity distribution of the neutrons as a function of time channel has to be accurately
determined for proper normalization. Accurate determination of this is complicated by
the presence of a time-independent delayed neutron background when the target
materials such as

2 3 8

U and

Z 3 5

U are used for producing spallation neutrons.
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The short Might path necessary for the TOF instruments at a pulsed source
introduces several constraints in the building of the instrument. The fast neutron
spectrum and associated 4 rays have been observed to introduce detector recovery effects
which can persist to long times. Hence these

components have to be reduced or

eliminated from the spectrum incident on the sample. One way to do this is by bending
the beam so that the detector is out of sight of the source.

The reflecting bent neutron

guides for such beam transport become too long and are not readily applicable to the
pulsed source instruments operating at fast repetition rales, due to frame overlap
considerations. The SANS instrument at the KENS pulsed source in Japan has been built
on a guide, but uses band width limiting choppers and a relatively low source pulsing
frequency (Ishikawa et al,, 1986). One way to overcome this length problem is to use a
beam bender which in effect is an array of short narrow curved guides placed side by
side and such a beam bender is used on the LOQ instrument at the ISIS pulsed source in
the UK (Heenan,1986). This, however, cuts off the neutrons with wavelengths below 2 A
which would have been useful for such applications as resonance small angle neutron
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scattering (Epperson and Thiyagarajan.1988). Another way to eliminate problems
associated with the fast neutrons and t rays is by inserting a filter made of crystalline
material which can eliminate the neutrons in the short wavelength side (X < 1 A) by
either Bragg diffraction and/or inelastic scattering. Liquid nitrogen cooled

single

crystal MgO filters are being used at SAD at IPNS and LQD at LANSCE for reducing the
fast neutrons. These filters still provide up to 75% transmission for the long
wavelength neutrons. In the new SAND instrument at IPNS a "to" chopper is being
planned to eliminate the initial fast part of the spectrum and thus utilize 100% ol

the

long wavelength neutrons.

ii) Collimation Systems
The short flight paths available in TOF-SANS

leave less room for the angular

collimation elements. In order to achieve the desired q resolution, the range of allowed
angles in the incident beam must be tightly restricted. Tailoring the beams for SANS
applications has been described by Crawford and Carpenter (1988). Once the
instrument resolution has been chosen, it is desirable to configure the instrument to
provide the maximum count rate per q bin. Most of the reactor based instruments utilize

0 RANGE IB"I

Fig. 3
SAD

The q range corresponding to the time channels at
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single aperture collimation, although a multiple converging aperture with intermediate
beam scrapers to prevent cross talk has also been used (Glinka et al., 1986). The main
advantage of such multiple-aperture collimator is that, lor the same resolution and
count rate, it allows roughly

Vlvi -fold (M is the number ol single apertures in the

collimator) shorter instrument than does a single-aperture system. This is more
attractive tor TOF-SANS instruments and such apertures are planned lor LQD, although
both LOQ and LQD utilize pinhole collimation at this time. An alternate approach is to use
mutiple converging Soller coMimators. Collimation in both horizontal and vertical
directions can be achieved by using two such collimators, in series, with their
collimating planes

oriented at 90° (Fig. A). These collimators depart Irom the

principle of avoiding

reflecting surfaces for the small angle cameras. Soller collimators

made with absorbing material and smooth surfaces generate background wings which
were not isotropic as seen at SAD (Crawford et al., 1988a). The wavelength dependence
of these wings clearly indicated that the wings are due to reflections and a new set of
collimators with rough surfaces eliminated such background.

SOLLER COLLIMATING
ELEMENT # П

SOLLER CDLUMATING
ELEMENT | t

Fig. 4 Crossed pair of Soller Collimators focussing the
beam at the area deleclor used at SAD.

The Soller collimators help to achieve the necessary angular collimation without
sacrificing flux on the sample or q resolution and while still maintaining the lowest
possible q (Nunes, 1974). Both SAD at IPNS and SAN at KENS employ Soller collimators
for collimation and the new SAND instrument also will use two sets of Soller collimators
for different angular collimation purposes.
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iii) Detection Systems
The detection system used for SANS applications at both reactors and pulsed
sources consists of an incident beam monitor, a transmitted beam monitor and an area
detector to detect the scattered neutrons. Some instruments use the area detector itself
for transmission measurements.
At SAD the incident beam monitor is a low efficiency pulsed ion chamber
containing

BF3 which mo'mtors the intensity as a function of

wavelength of the

neutrons, with wavelength being assigned by neutron TOF. Surface-barrier detectors,
6

consisting of an evaporated layer of Li on a Si surface, are not appropriate for this
application as they degrade very fast under neutron radiation. A long cylindrical gas
proportional counter containing BF3 as the absorber is used as a transmission monitor
which again measures the intensity of neutrons as a function of wavelength. At SAD this
monitor is inserted into the neutron beam only for doing the transmission measurements
and retracted during the scattering measurements, by computer coni.ol. The wavelength
dependent transmission coefficients are determined for each ..ample and used for
normalizing the scattering data. In LQD the transmitted beam is measured using the area
detector, by moving the beam stop away from an attenuated direct beam.
T

3

he SAi .S instruments at both reactors and pulsed sources use either He or BF3

area position sensitive detectors for scattering measurements. Since the reactor
instruments can be built with long flight paths the detectors can be placed at long
distances Irom the sample, o..-.,ng smaller solid angles but with very good angular
resolution. The spatial resolution offered by these gas detectors matches

with the

resolution requirements of these instruments well and slight nonlinearities do not affect
the data from these instruments significantly. On the other hand, the TOF-SANS
instruments at the pulsed sources require

short sample-to-detector distances so that

the detector covers a large solid angle, and this situation puts stringent demands on the
spatial resolution of the detector if the same angular resolution has to be maintained.
Furthermore, the nonlinearities present in the detector, if not corrected properly, will
3

affect the data in the whole q region. Characterization of the H e area sensitive
proportional counter

used at IPNS in terms of

spatial resolution and nonlinearity

provides ways to correct for the nonlinearity and thus use data from the whole detector
area for SANS applications (Thiyagarajan et al., 1992). The area sensitive gas
proportional counters, although very good for discriminating against the fast neutrons
and Trays, can handle only low data rates and their spatial resolution is usually not
better than 5-10 mm (FWHM). This may not be sufficient when high intensity pulsed
sources become available and when high resolution TOF-SANS instruments are built, so
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detector technology has to be developed for those newer applications. At present, a set of
linear position sensitive detectors with high spatial resolution can be employed lo handle
high data rates.

iv)

Data Acquisition
The data acquisition for the reactor based instruments is fairly straightforward

in that a beam monitor to detect incident neutrons and an area detector to count the
scattered neutrons can be set up. It is quite complicated in the case of TOF-SANS
instruments and some kind of optimization is necessary. In principle, a number of
schemes can be used, limited by the spatial resolution of the detector, the duration of the
neutron pulse, the resolution of the clock, the time resolution of the detector and the size
of the data acquisition buffers and the capacity of the computers. The TOF measurement
is initiated by a high energy proton pulse hitting the heavy metal target. The neutron
pulses produced by spallation are moderated and are separated. These neutrons with
various energies travel along the flight path and broadened in the time domain (Fig.1)
such that they can be binned into a number of either constant At or constant At/t
schemes. Each scattering data set thus contains an array of counts per channel C(x,y,X)
in N X N X Nj. elements, where N and Ny are the numbers of x and у spatial channels
x

y

x

and N \ is the number of time (wavelength) channels. For example a constant At/t =0.05
scheme covering a wavelength region of 0.5 to 14 A generates 67 time channels at SAD
while a constant At/t=0.025 scheme used at LQD generates 168 time channels.
Depending on the resolution and q-range requirements, the data are then combined in the
data reduction stage and mapped into q space. SANS using TOF techniques is thus
equivalent to performing a large number of small angle measurements at the reactor
simultaneously. Although the data aquisition is quite complex requiring enormous
amount of memory, it can be mapped in q space, depending on the resolution
requirements of a particular experiment at the data reduction stage. If a particular
feature such as a peak in a certain q range has to be analysed it is possible to select the
appropriate time channels and bin the data such that the best possible data can be
obtained in that q range. In the case of reactor based instruments decisions have to be
made about the required q region and resolution before the experiments are made.

v)

Resolution
'Resolution* in the small angle scattering terminology can have two meanings,

the minimum q accessed, or the width by which observed features are broadened by the
instrument, the latter being a function of both geometry and wavelength.
The q j is simply given by the minimum angle observable in the presence of the
m

n

penumbra of the unscattered beam and by the maximum wavelength of the neutrons used,
qmin = 4ir sin eminfl-max.

(4)
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The q resolution is mostly determined by the geometrical factors rather than the timeof-Hight effects (Mildner and Carpenter, 1984; Seeger and Pynn, 1986). Resolution
for a single aperture and multiple aperture systems for the reactor based instruments
can be calculated using the analytical expressions given in several papers. The
calculation of q resolution in the case of TOF methods is quite complicated and has been
dealt with

by both analytical treatments and Monte Carlo simulations (Mildner and

Carpenter, 1984; 1987; Seeger and Pynn, 1986).

Hjelm (1987; 1988) has given a

simple method where the resolution in q space can be described by taking into account
the variances of time and spatial channels of the measurement. This is quite useful in
determining the type of binning scheme that can be used in the data acquisition and the Aq
which might result in the whole q region.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
i) Wavelength Distribution
There are a number of differences in the way SANS experiments have to be
performed at the reactor and pulsed source instruments.

In order to combine the

information from the different time channels into the more conventional S(q) array, it
is necessary to normalise the data from the TOF-SANS instruments by the wavelength
distribution of the neutrons incident on the sample. In principle, determination of this
can be made from

measurements of the incoherent scattering from vanadium or 1mm

НгО or by a direct measurement of the attenuated beam. The scattering measurement of
vanadium lakes a prohibitively long beam time and thus is not applicable for routine use.
Since the scattering cross section as a function of energy of the incident neutrons is not
known exactly

for H2O,

this again is not readily useful. Hence the direct beam

measurement is used at SAO at IPNS and at LQD at LANSCE. If the spallation target is
гэв

made up of 1)

or

2 3 5

U then one faces the presence of delayed neutrons which are

emitted in a time-independent fashion with a wavelength spectrum similar to the
distribution in the prompt pulse. These are due to the long lived nuclear species
produced following the initial spallation process in the prompt pulse, which later decay
resulting in neutron production. Although delayed neutrons are very small in percentage
compared to neutrons in the prompt pulse, (0.44% in the case of
case of 77.5% enriched 235(j

a t

ip^jg f

o r

t n e

2 3 8

U and 2.83% in the

15 цА-450 MeV Protons) they can create

problems in the correct determination of the wavelength distribution which in turn can
affect the quality of the scattering data. At IPNS we have used both
2 3 S

2 3 B

U and enriched

U targets for neutron production while KENS and ISIS have been using

2 3 B

U targets.

We have developed a method to determine the delayed neutron fraction in the beam and
correct the data for the delayed neutron fraction which is satisfactory (Epperson et a!.,
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1990). If the delayed neutron correction is not made, the intensity of the incident
neutrons in the long wavelength region is overestimated and normalization using such a
wavelength distribution leads to a smaller (incorrect)

differential scattering cross

section in the low q region.

ii) Transmission Coefficients
Another

parameter which has to be accurately determined

for

proper

normalization is the wavelength dependent transmission coefficients. The transmission
coefficient is defined as the ratio of the intensity of the sample attenuated neutron beam
to that of the unattenuated beam. These data again have lo be corrected for the delayed
neutron fraction. Measurement of these coefficients can be a problem in the case of very
strong scatterers. Alternate methods also are available as used at ORNL (Manual for 30m
SANS) but they tend to fail in the short wavelength region for the TOF-SANS
(unpublished measurements of Epperson and Thiyagarajan at IPNS-SAD). Care should
be taken in the correct determination of the transmission coefficients for normalising
the scattered data.

iii) Detector Sensitivity and Nonlinearity
The detector sensitivity can be determined offline by a flood pattern
measurement using a neutron beam from a Pu-Be source, moderated by a block of
paraffin. The nonlinearity of the detector can be characterized by measuring a flood
pattern using a mask (Thiyagarajan et al., 1992).

If the

position of one detector

element is accurately known, it is possible to determine all the spatial bin locations ana
widths from the flood pattern and these can be used for mapping the scattering data in
the p space.

iv) Absolute Calibration
Absolute calibration of the scattered data in units of c m " '

is essential to

calculate parameters such as molecular weight of the system under study (Wignall and
Bates, 198B). This is being done at the pulsed sources by using secondary standards for
which data are available from such instruments as D11 from ILL, Grenoble, France and
the 30m SANS instrument at ORNL. We have accumulated a few samples for this purpose.
One of the samples that is routinely used is a polymer melt sample which consists of a
50:50 volume mixture of hydrogenous and deulerated high molecular weight polystyrene
(Bates poly). This sample exhibits a power law in its scattering whose slope is -2 in a
wide q region. We have measured data at D11 at ILL and at the 30m SANS instrument at
ORNL and from this we determine the scale factor to place all the data on an absolute
scale. A similar procedure is used at LQD as well by sharing the same samples and data
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for absolute calibration. The agreement of the data from SAD with the ORNL instrument
is shown in Fig. 5. The data from LQD and D11, not shown, also agree well with this.
Note that the data from either ORNL or 011 have to be measured in two camera settings
1

in order to cover a q range of 0.0035 to 0.08 A" , whereas the data from SAD and LQD
1

can span a much wider q range (0.005 to 0.25 A" ) in a single measurement,
-i i И
3

ю к
ltf

г

1 10"
10"
10"
3*10

q (A")
Fig. 5. Comparison of absolute differential scattering cross
section of Bate poly measured at SAD (filled circles) and
at 30m SANS at ORNL (open circles).

v) q calibration
A silica gel sample has been measured at ORNL and D11 which is quite good for
checking the q calibration and cross checking the absolute calibration. The scattering
1

from the silica powder sample yields an Rg of 44.9+0.5 A and l(0) = 72 ± 1 cm" . The
data from SAD scaled using the Bates Poly data also yields an Rg of 45+0.9 A and l(0) =
1

68 +1.5 cm" . Thus the radius of gyration and l(0) values from SAD agree reasonably
with the data from D11.

vi) Assessment of q resolution
In order to compare the q resolution of SAD with that of D11 we have selected a
vycor glass sample. This sample is a phase separated system exhibiting a peak in its
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scattering. W e h a v e measured this sample at D 1 1 at 5m and 1 0 m sample-to-detector
distances and compared with the data

from the S A D . In Fig. 6 w e have shown the data

from S A D and D 1 1 instruments. It is seen that the q corresponding to the peak agrees
well between these two instruments. However the intensities at the peak are not quite the
same due to resolution effects. The low q region again differs slightly from the 10m data
from D 1 1 . T h e width of the q bins for S A D in the low q region is about three times larger
than that for D 1 1 . However the SAD data agree well with the 5 m data of D 1 1 which are
on the right side of the peak. Thus the q resolution for S A D is quite reasonable in the
middle q region, but poorer in the low q region.
hold true for the T O F - S A N S instruments

All these observations would appear to

at the other spallation sources a s well.
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Fig. 6.
Comaparison of absolute differential cross section
of vycor glass at SAD (filled circles) and at D11, ILL (open
circles).

EXAMPLES

The TOF-SANS instruments are powerful in providing data in a wide q region in a
single measurement. This is quite useful for studying fractals, polydisperse systems,
and systems undergoing continuous variation or those which cannot not be reproduced
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accurately for multiple experiments. Several examples have been already published
demonstrating

the power ol pulsed source based instruments by (Ishikawa, 1986;

Seeger and Hjelm, 1991; Hjelm et al., 1990). In the following we give a few examples.

i) High Pressure Studies of DMPC.
We have investigated the pressure dependent phase behavior of model
biomembrane systems, such as pure and cholesterol containing 1,2-dimyristoylphosphotidylcholine (DMPC) bilayers (Winter et al, 1991). In order to gain insight
into the thermodynamic and structural consequences of the incorporation of anaesthetics
into the membranes we have used a drug tetracaine (TTC). The pressure dependent
behavior of these systems has been followed using SAD at 35° С . The data are shown in
Fig. 7. It is seen from the figure that the DMPC -23 mol % cholesterol system shows a
typical lamellar diffraction pattern with a single Bragg reflection corresponding to a
25.
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Fig. 7. Pressure effect on the DMPC+4 mol-% cholesterol in
0.2M TTC at T=350 C.

lamellar repeat distance of 64 A. The d-spacing is similar to that found for pure DMPC
liposomes. By addition of 0.2M TTC, the diffraction pattern changes drastically: the
Bragg reflection and the large scattering a» the low q disappear. The diffraction pattern
for a

DMPC containing 0.2M TTC also shows similar behavior. It seems that the
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anaesthetic drug TTC disrupts the lipid multilamellar assembly. The prominent feature
of both scattering patterns of the TTC containing samples is a broad diffraction peak
1

around q=0.06A" , which can be explained by Ihe formation of a new phase consisting of
mixed micelles of lipid and TTC. The effect of increasing Ihe hydrostatic pressure is to
expel the TTC, resulting in reformation of the lamellar structure which is evidenced by
the reappearance of a diffraction peak corresponding to the DMPC bilayer. This

study

clearly shows the usefulness of a wide dynamic range in q space for systems undergoing
phase transitions.

ii) Phase Separation in Fe-Cr Alloys.
The advantage of having a large dynamic range in the q space can be seen from a
recent study on the characterization of the phase separation in a series of Fe-Cr alloys
(Epperson et al.,1992). In situ measurements from a polycrystalline Fe-40 at.%Cr
alloy, at 525° С in a He atmosphere were made and a few spectra are shown in Fig. 8.
The peak in these scattering profiles reflects the formation and the coarsening of the a'phase, a Cr-rich phase which is responsible for the well known 475° С embrittlement
in many Fe based alloys. In addition to the chemical phase separation, there are major
contributions from two magnetic effects in these profiles. It seems that the majority of
the scattered intensity during the 0-15 minute run is due to critical
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scattering. In the low q region, in the absence of an external magnetic field, an effect
associated with magnetic.domain boundaries dominates the observed scattering. Had a
steady state instrument been used, it might have been necessary to carry out the entire
annealing sequence two or more times and then piece together the profiles from the
separate measurements. Aside from the work and beamtime involved in the repetition of
such an experiment at a steady state instrument, there would always be a nagging
question about the reproducibility of the samples.

SUMMARY
As we have seen so far the TOF-SANS instruments provide data in a wide dynamic
range in the q space, while the steady state instruments require several reconfigurations
to cover the same q range. At present the steady state instruments provide data of higher
1

resolution in the very low q region (0.003 to.0.02 A" ) than their counterparts at the
pulsed sources. In the middle q

1

region (0.02 to 0.08 A" ) the resolutions of both

reactor and pulsed source instruments are comparable. The high q data become better in
the case of pulsed source instruments. Since the pulsed source instruments use fixed
geometries additional detector banks can easily be added and increase the solid angle to
obtain very high quality data in a wide q region. Matching the performance of the TOFSANS instruments with the best steady state SANS instruments in the low q region will
be a challenge for tho pulsed source based instruments. However this is quite feasible by
the use of a combination of long wavelength neutrons, tighter collimation and detectors
with better spatial resolution. Simulations have shown that choppers can be developed to
eliminate alternate pulses to permit access to long wavelength neutrons (Crawford et al.,
1990). This will require very efficient moderators such as coupled H2

moderators

which will increase the long wavelength neutron flux. When needed, better Soller
collimators can be used for obtaining data in the low q region. In the high repetition
sources, accelerators can be designed to provide one out of 2, or one out of 3, pulses to
the SANS instruments which can then be optimized to have better angular resolution and
use long wavelength neutrons to produce best data in the low q region. On the whole the
future looks bright for TOF-SANS facilities at the pulsed neutron sources.
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HYDROPHOBIC INTERACTIONS: NEW POSSIBILITIES OFFERED BY THE SANS
INVESTIGATIONS IN SOLUTIONS
G. Jancso
Central Research Institute for Physics, Atomic Energy Research
Institute, H-1525 Budapest, P.O. Box 49, Hungary

ABSTRACT
First hydrophobic hydration and hydrophobic interactions are
defined and some of their characteristic features are described.
Then the connection between macroscopic properties of solutions
and molecule-molecule potential and distribution functions is
discussed. Finally it will be shown on the example of the aqueous
solution of tetramethylurea how the SANS technique can be applied
to studying the different aspects of hydrophobic interactions,
such as their temperature and concentration dependence; solventseparated vs. contact-pair solute-solute interaction; solute
induced perturbation of the solvent structure.
INTRODUCTION
Hydrophobic effects seem to play an important role in
rationalizing of a great variety of phenomena. These include low
solubility of nonpolar substances, such as hydrocarbon liquids
in water, formation of micelles and biological membranes,
stability and thermal denaturation of globular proteins, binding
of a substrate to an enzyme etc. Although hydrophobic effects
have been studied very extensively and have been the subject of
an extensive literature over the past twenty y e a r s
numerous
molecular details of hydrophobic effects remain to be elucidated
along with a need for a better understanding of the role of
hydrophobic effects in complex biochemical and biological
processes. In this paper I should like to review very briefly the
definition and a few features of hydrophobic effects, their
connection to molecule-molecule potential and distribution
1-12
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functions and then the possibilities offered by the small angle
neutron scattering
(SANS) technique to study hydrophobic
interactions.
HYDROPHOBIC EFFECTS
Hydrophobic effects (hydrophobic means "water-fearing") are
used to describe two different but interrelated phenomena:
hydrophobic hydration and hydrophobic interactions.
In the first case we consider a process of transferring of
a simple solute (e.g. methane) from a nonpolar liquid, such as
cyclohexane, into water. If both solutions are infinitely diluted
then the work required to transfer one solute molecule from a
fixed position in the solvent into a fixed position in water is
the standard free energy of transfer ( AG° ) . AG° <0 indicates
that the solute molecule prefers the aqueous environment to
nonaqueous solvent, and vice versa forAG° >0. F-; example, the
transfer of a methane molecule from cyclohexane into water is
accompanied by a standard free energy change of 7.61 kJ/mol (at
25°c) , which means that methane favours the cyclohexane
environment over the aqueous environment. Thus AG° can be in
terpreted as the relative " phobia" of the solute molecule for
the two solvents. During the above process heat is liberated (
the standard heat of transfer is negative: ДЯ° =-9.95 kJ/mol) ,
i.e. the transfer is exothermic. The transfer of nonpolar solutes
from organic solvents ( or from the gas phase ) to water is
accompanied by a very large decrease in entropy (ГД5° =ДЯ° -ДО°
) ; in the above example ThS°
=-17.56 kJ/mol. Since a decrease
in entropy is connected in general with an increase in order, the
observed entropy loss has been rationalized by postulating that
the nonpolar solute reorganizes the solvent molecules in its
neighbourhood, which process leads to a more ordered state, which
can be described by various terms, such as "icebergs", "water
becomes more solid-like", "flickering-clusters", "clathration
shells", "structure making" etc. This effect is called hydrox
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phobic hydration. Note that AG° gives the difference in the
solute-solvent interactions between the two solvents.
The term hydrophobic interaction (HI) is used to describe the
interaction between two (or more) nonpolar molecules in a
solvent, particularly in water (in nonaqueous systems the use
of the term "solvophobic interaction" would be more appropriate) .
The hydrophobic interaction between pairs of simple solute
molecules in a solvent can be characterized by the Gibbs free
energy change during the hydrophobic interaction process :
Two solute molecules found at fixed positions but at infinite
separation (r =«) in the solvent are brought close together, say
to a distance r =a, where a is the molecular diameter of the
solute molecules. The Gibbs free energy change during this
process (T and P are kept constant) can be given as
r

1

12

12

AG(<o->o)=AG(a)=G(T,P,solvent,r =a)-G(T,P,solvent,r =™)
12

l2

•

(1)

In other words, hydrophobic interaction is the tendency of two
nonpolar solute molecules to come together in aqueous solutions.
AG(r) is the potential of mean force, from which the average
force operating between two solute molecules in the solvent
(F ) can be obtained by
sg

f

r

ssl ' -

^J— •

(2)

The general form of AG(r) is shown in Fig.l. Note that there is
more than one minimum in AG(r) , whereas the potential function
which describes the interaction of two solute molecules in vacuum
(U (r))
has only one minimum. For example AG(r) obtained for a
5 mol% aqueous solution of methanol by Monte Carlo calculation
displays two minima and the second minimum corresponding to the
solvent-separated association of two methanol molecules is deeper
than the one related to the direct association (contact pair) of
methyl groups .
ss

13
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Figure l. schematic illustration of the potential of mean force
(dG(r))(full
line) for simple solutes in a solvent. The
dashed line represents the pair potential
U (r).
ag

It is convenient to divide UG(r)

into two parts

r

A<7(r>=(' (r)*6G'' (r>

(3)

ss

where U (r)
is due to the direct solute-solute interaction and
SG (r)
arises from the presence of the solvent. U (r)
is
independent of the type of the solvent, T and P, therefore the
contribution of the solvent to the force between the two solute
molecules is represented by SG" (r) .
ss

HI

as

1

The potential of mean force is related to the solute-solute
pair correlation function (g (r;) through
1

sa

g ( r ) =exp(-AG(r)/AT) .

(4)

M

For spherically symmetric molecules the function g (r)
gives the
relative probability of finding a second solute molecule located
at the distance r from another solute molecule simultaneously
located at the origin, i.e. the quantity n g (r)4ffr cfr
gives the
average number of solute molecules in a spherical shell of width
dr at a distance r from the centre of a given solute molecule (n
is the number density of the solute).
BB
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SOLUTE-SOLUTE INTERACTIONS IN DILUTE SOLUTIONS
By analogy with the virial expansion of the pressure of real
gases the osmotic pressure of a solution (П) can be expanded in
terms of the number densities of the solute molecules
П/кТ = n

s

2

+ Bn

s

3

+ Cn

s

+ ...

(5)

where В and С are the second and third osmotic virial
coefficients, respectively, which measure the deviations from the
ideal behaviour due to solute-solute interactions. For spherical
molecules the relationships betweenfl,g °
(solute-solute pair
correlation function at infinite dilution) and AG(r)
can be
given as
ss

2

fi=-|j"[g° (r) -l]4nr dr=-iJ(exp[-AG(r)/Jtr] -ll4nr*dr.

(6)

s

о

и

В can be determined from the results of osmotic pressure,
freezing point depression and vapour pressure measurements ' .
For spherical solutes with a hard-core diameter о one can split
the integral (eq.(6)) into two terms:
14

0

2

B=-±f(-4Ttr-)dr-±[lg {r)-l}<lnr dr=4v -B ,
ss

s

15

(7)

i ttr

where v is the volume of the solute molecule; the first term
represents the contribution to В from the repulsive part of
solute-solute
interactions,
whereas
B
measures the
essentially attractive region. В becomes more negetive with
increasing temperature e.g. , which indicates that the pairwise
association between solute molecules increases, i.e. the
hydrophobic interaction becomes more attractive at higher
temperatures .
s

3tt

14

3

it should be mentioned that another way of representing the
thermodynamic behaviour of liquid mixtures is based on the
concept of excess functions which give the difference between the
experimentally determined value of a thermodynamic function and
that calculated on the basis of an ideal mixture*.
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The excess properties, like the osmotic pressure, can be
expressed in terms of power series in concentration (see e . g . ) .
For example, the excess free energy (G )can be written as
15

E

Е

г
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в =д т *д т *...
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where m is the molality ( mol of solute/1 kg of water) and
g
is the pairwise free energy interaction of solute molecules.
Similar equations can be written for the excess enthalpy
(H ),
entropy (S ) etc. The hydrophobic interaction
near room
temperature is characterized by g <0
(net attractive forces
between solute species), h >0
(the mutual attraction increases
with temperature) and Ts >0 ' .
The coefficients g
and
g
are related to the osmotic virial coefficients В and С (eq.
22
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14,16.

After this introduction into the hydrophobic effects I should
like to list some of the questions and problems in this field,
part of which - as will be shown below- can successfully studied
by the SANS technique: how does a nonpolar solute change the
structure of the solvent?; how far does the solute-induced
solvent structure extend?; temperature and concentration
dependence of HI; solvent-separated solute-solute interaction vs.
contact pair interaction; nonadditivity of HI; which role does
the unique structure of liquid water play in HI?; separation of
direct solute-solute interactions from hydrophobic interactions
(the last two problems could be studied by comparing solutions
of the same nonpolar solute in water and nonaqueous solvents).

SHALL ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING (SANS)
SANS investigations on solutions of small molecules are not
easy to perform as the scattering cross section of each single
particle decreases with the square of its volume. Another
difficulty arises from the fact that one is mainly interested in
the low concentration range, where the most interesting
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structural changes take place and the results can be interpreted
by talcing into account only the interactions between pairs of
solute molecules. On the other hand, the perturbation of solvent
properties caused by the solute in its vicinity can be expected
to be studied easier in the case of small molecules, since the
contribution to the scattering pattern coming from the small
particle plays less dominant role. A further advantage which is
offered by the SANS technique in solving the problems of the
scattering on small molecules is the possibility of using isotope
substitution in the solvent as well as in the solute.
In the following it will be shown on the example of the
aqueous solution of tetramethylurea
(TMU)
how the SANS
technique can be applied to studying the various problems of HI.
17

The scattered intensity (i(q))

in SANS is given b y

1 8

2

i{q) =n„{B -p v,)*<\F(q)\ >S<,q)
x

(9)

a

where n is the number density of the solute molecules, B is the
sum of coherent scattering lengths taken over a particle, p is
a similar sum taken over a unit volume of the solvent, v is the
volume of the particle, <|F(g)| >
is the single particle form
factor squared and averaged over the particle orientations; S(q)
is the interparticle structure factor which reflects the
correlation of the mutual arrangement of particles caused by
interparticle interactions in the solution and g=4nsin(6/2)/X .
S(q)
depends on concentration and temperature; in infinitely
dilute solution, where there is no solute-solute interaction,
x

s

0

s

2

S(q)=l.
Eq.(9) can be rewritten in a Guinier form
2

2

i(<7>=i(0)exp(-l/3<j * )

(10)

with
2

i(0)=n.(fl -p v,) S(0)
x

(11)

o

2

^=-3d[ln(<|f(g)| >)+ln(S(g))]/dg

2
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(12)

where i(0) is the forward scattering cross section and R„ is the
apparent value of radius of gyration.
The interparticle structure factor S(q) is related to the solutesolute pair correlation function by the expression
19

S(g) =l*b/v J[g Jz)
3

3

-1] sin(gr) /(gr) dv

(13)

where ф is the volume fraction of the solute.
Expanding sin(qr)/(qr) in a power series and keeping the first
two terms one obtains
S(q) =l-2<t>(B/v ) [l-g o| /3] +0(qr*>
where
2

s

(14)

orr

D«„=-|JlS„(r) -1] r*dV/flg Jr)
s

-1] dV

(15)

is the measure of the mean-square distance at which the positions
of two particles in the solution are correlated.
By combining eqs. (11), (12) and (13) one obtains an expression
for the determination of
D
corr

Dl =i (0)dRl/di{0)
OCI

(16)

a

where i (0) is the value of i(0) at infinite dilution.
Figure 2 shows the i(0)/n
values for solutions of TMU in
heavy water as a function of concentration at different
temperatures . It can be seen that the data at different
temperatures can adequately be described by straight lines which
reflect the concentration dependence of S(0) (see eq. (11)) . Then
from eq.(14) it follows that
0

s

17

S№)°l-2UB/v ) .

(17)

a

The values for the dimensionless second virial coefficient
(B/v )
0.93, 0.32 and «0 obtained at 8, 21 and 41°C respectively, are
rather small compared with 4 for the case of hard sphere (eq.
(7)). This indicates the presence of significant attractive
solute-solute interactions in the solution, which become
progressively more pronounced with increasing temperature in
accord with view that hydrophobic interaction becomes more
attractive at higher temperatures .
3

8
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10

3

\6 n,{cm )

Figure 2. Forward scattering cross-section per single molecule
of TMU in heavy water (i(0)/n )
vs. number density (n )
at different temperatures: Д 41, • 21 and о 8°С .
s

s

17

The observed R values for 21°C are plotted as a function of
concentration (0) in Fig.3. The maximum at фйо.07 can be taken
as a strong indication of a structural change taking place in the
solution in this concentration range. One plausible explanation
may be that with increasing concentration more and more contact
solute pairs are formed at the expense of water-separated pairs.
The elaboration of a model which would explain the linear
concentration dependence of i(0)/n
and the maximum in R at the
same time must await until more precise experimental data for the
low-concentration range become available.
g

a

g

From the slope of the straight line representing the corre
lation between i(0)/n

s

and R \ (Fig.4) for the high-concentration
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Figure 3. Radius of gyration of TMU (R ) v s . volume f r a c t i o n of
the s o l u t e (ф) at 21°C.
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Figure 4. Correlation between i(0)/n
and R in solutions of ТИП
in heavy water for 0>O.O7 (Д 41, • 21 and о 8°С).
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g

range (#>0.07) one obtains a value of 4.3 A for D
(eq.(16)).
By comparing this value of the mean-correlation distance between
the solute molecules with the characteristic sizes of the тии
molecules - the equivalent radius is 3.6 A, and the lengths of
the semiaxes of the equivalent ellipsoid are 4.96, 3.8 and 2.4A
- it seems safe to conclude that contact hydrophobic association
plays a significant role in this concentration range (0=0.070.18).
corr

20

The method of contrast variation is capable of giving
information on the changes brought about by the solute in the
solvent structure in its neighbourhood. The results of the
investigation of aqueous TMU solutions (for details see Ref. 17)
showed that for v (the volume occupied by the solute molecule
in the solution) it is appropriate to use the partial molar
volume of the solute (obtained from the concentration dependence
of the density of the solution) in the equations used in the
evaluation of SANS data (see e.g. eqs. (9) and (11)) . The analysis
of the data of the contrast variation experiments can also give
information on the preferred orientation of water molecules in
the neighbourhood of a solute particle which can then be compared
with the findings of molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo
simulations.
g

SANS investigations on dilute aqueous and nonaqueous
solutions of the same nonpolar solute would lead to the
separation of the direct solute-solute interaction (U (r))
from
the indirect, solvent-induced HI (eq.(3)) and thereby to
information on the role which the unique structure of liquid
water may play in the phenomenon of hydrophobic interaction.
BS

CONCUISIONS
It has been shown that the SANS technique offers some new
possibilities to study the hydrophobic interactions in aqueous
solutions of rather small solute molecules. The results can shed
a great deal of light on the factors which influence these
interactions in dilute solutions.
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Time-of-Flight Double Bragg Reflection at Small Scattering Angle
for a Study on Microplasticity in Metals

Masayoshi ONO
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Kumatori-cho Scnnan-gun, Osaka-fu 590-04
JAPAN

Abstract

Small angle neutron scattering from crystalline aggregates of metals has been observed by
timc-uf-flighl technique. It is confirmed that the small angle intensities could be due to double
Bragg reflections (D.B.R.) in the samples, and very useful to investigate the slip phenomena
among mosaic blocks in the crystallites as a function of the crystallographic orientation <hkl>
simultaneously. The D.B.R. measurements for single- and polycrystals of lead demonstrate
distinct coordination of the orientation of the mosaic blocks (mosaic structure change) under low
strain-amplitude high cyclic loadings as well as under static loads. The Ewald construction and
the D.B.R. intensity formulation arc derived for a mosaic crystal in which the mosaic spread has
an angular distribution function of the Gaussian form on the basis of the kincmatica", diffraction
theory. The D.B.R. patterns from the single crystal under repetitive static loads satisfactorily
agree welt with a curvefitting of the Gaussian form : i.e. the deformation is uniformly promoted
throughout the entire volume of the crystal rather than the formation of the preferred orientation.
The formulation can predict a degree of the crystal perfection. It is finally proposed that this
method must become a new tool for the study on the fatigue phenomena of crystalline materials.

Introduction
Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) from cold worked metals could be produced by double
Bragg reflections (D.B.R.) which are enough in intensity to mask completely the true SAS due to
inhomogencity of the specimen such as long periodic structures, precipitations in alloy, or
clustering of vacancies or intersecting dislocations (1), (2), (3). Accordingly the D.B.R. had been
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treated as the undcsircd phenomena in the SAS experiments. It was, however, found that the
D.B.R. of neutrons at small scattering angle of 20' (DBR-SANS) from metallic crystal could be
measured for all crystal planes ( hkl) simultaneously with use of incident nculrons of divergence
angle of 2 ' since timc-of-flight technique (TOF) can be used for polychromatic pulsed neutrons
(4): i.e. the TOF pattern (DBR-SANS-TOF) is obtained as a function of neutron w avclcngths al
the fixed scaltcring angle. It is shown that slight change of the mosaic structure for each < likl >
can be observed as changes of the integrated intensity and FWHM of each D.B.R. peak because
each peak reflects the numbers and Ihc angular distribution of the mosaic blocks in Ihc crystal (5).
7

The change of mosaic strucmre in single crystal of lead under static loads (20 - 180 g ' mm )
was examined by the method. The coordination of the structure occurs al the value of the critical
2

resolved shear stress (CRSS) of 25 g / mm which agrees well with the Pcicrls-Nabarro force
(5). This means that the coordination is due to the slips with dislocation movement among mosaic
:

blocks. The pattern from polycrystal of lead under static load of 450 g / mm shows the dominant
D.B.R. peaks which arc consistent with the well-defined peaks from single crystal of lead (o). It
is also found that low strain-amplitude high cyclic loadings for polycrystals of lead ((>) and
copper (7) ( the strain-amplitude 4.5x10

5

and 1.5x10 \ respectively) induce the distinct

coordination of the structure corresponding to the structure in the single crystals. The
7

coordination tends to saturate at 10 cycles. The loadings also advance both the yield point and
the Stage I hardening according to the observation of the conventional stress-strain curves for the
fatigued specimens (6). The results in the previous works suggest that the D.B.R. method can be
a useful tool to investigate the microstructural relation between the coordination of the mosaic
structure and the fatigue of metals. The D.B.R. peaks show the pole figures clearly (7). The
Ewald construction and the intensity formulation are described for the D.B.R. pattern by a mosaic
crystal (8). The formulation reveals hat the pattern is given by a convoluted function of angular
distributions among mosaic blocks within the limitation of Ihc Luuc function in the Bragg
condition : e.g. if the mosaic structure may be represented by an angular distribution function
with a Gaussian form, the intensity becomes inversely proportional to the standard deviation of
the angular distribution of the mosaic spread. It is seen that the D.B.R. patterns from the single
crystal under a repetitive static load satisfactorily agree well with a curvefitting of the Gaussian
form. The formula can give a measure of the degree of the crystal perfection.
In this paper the previous works are reviewed with the aim of confirming the applicability of
the D.B.R. method to the materials science and engineering. It has been found that the results by
single crystals of aluminium and copper under the static loads verify the experimental studies so
far (9).
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A Formulation of DBR-SANS by a Mosaic Crystal
The DBR-SANS generally originates from intcr-crystallitc scattering and intra-crystallite
scattering. The present formulation on the intensity is given on the basis of the kincmatical
diffraction theory since the intcr-crystallitc scattering is more important with neutrons than X-ray :
i.e. because of the low coefficient of absorption and the large samples used in the former case.
And further, the crystals used in this experiment arc not so perfect as the dynamical theory is valid.
For simplicity of the calculation it is supposed that a crystal consists of a series of mosaic blocks.
And each block is considered to have the form
of a thin plate of large area consisting of N
lattice planes of spacing d and an equal volume
averaged over all blocks. The neutron waves
scattered by different blocks arc not coherent
condition when they arc arranged at slightly
different w a y s . T h e third and the fourth
reflections arc neglected since their intensities
decrease favourably.
The Ewald construction is shown in Fig. 1.
When the crystal is not perfect, the mosaic
spread is usually represented by an angular
distribution function f ( e ), where E is a small
amount of angular deviation from an average
direction over all blocks and f ( 6 ) should be
normalized as J f ( e ) d e

= l . Then, the

fraction of the diffracted intensity between the
directions E and e + de can be given by f ( E )de.

Fig. 1. The Ewald constructions for the DBR-SANS by a perfect (Lo ) and the mosaic crystals (Li, Lj ). Ко
and Koa are the wave vectors of the incident neutrons for Lo and L,, and К and Ka are the wave vectors of the
primary reflected neutrons for Lo, Li, respectively, a is the angle of divergence of the incident neutrons from Bragg
angle 6B, and i\ is the mosaic spread angle of the Li. Ко' and Km are the wave vectors of the incident neutrons of
the secondaryreflectionsfor Lo and Li, and K' and KDBR are the wave vectors of the secondaryreflectedneutrons for
Lo, Lj,respectively.e is the mosaic spread angle of the Lz.
2
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Accordingly, taking the average direction to the rigorous Bragg angle 9u, the probability of
contribution of (hkl) plane to the primaryreflectioncan be expressed by an angular distribution
function f ( £ i ) . Ei is an angle at slightly different way from (band expressed as Ei = OD - a fli (sec Fig.l). Using the Frcsncl construction for the amplitude resulting from the diffraction by
N lattice planes to obtain the so-called Lauc function, the primary reflection Pi ( Oi ) hkl in the
directions between 6i and 61 + d8i is finally given per unit volume of the crystal as follows,
p

(9

e

de

Q

. iW .= iI_„W »<
,
sin'{2nNd{Q -a )cosO l
n

i

(1)
\)

B

B

where Po ( \B, a) is the incident neutrons and a its divergence angic and q

hkl

the amplitude

diffracted by a single lattice plane, respectively. The Dcbyc temperature factor is omitted here
since the main contributions from the low-orderreflectionarc only considered. The proper factor
of the absorption is also not considrcd because of the great penetration power of neutrons through
most metals.
The calculation of the D.B.R. is carried out with the previous result. In this case, the incident
neutrons for the secondary reflection can be given by Eq.( 1 ). If Pi (fli )

h k l

has a divergence

angle of a, and also the block is situated at slightly different way with an angle of £2 from 8ц, Н
is easily found that the secondary reflection angle of 8 should be 6 - а, + E . On the other hand,
2

B

2

let 6i be в - ai, E = 82 - вв + cti = 82 - в|. Using the similar way in the previous derivation,
в

2

the probability of contribution of ( hkl) plane to the secondary reflection can be cxprcssscd by an
angular distribution function f ( E ), where f ( E2) should be normalized as J"f ( E2 ) d E = 1.
2

2

Then, the D.B.R. intensity per unit angle of 82 is given as follows per unit volume of the crystal,

f"
' —

,

2

s"i {2iiNd(e„-e,)ccK0 /AJ
n

sm'(2nd(0 -Q )cosfl /A )
B
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2

B

B

where it is assumed that the Fricdcl law is satisfied as q

2

2

h k l

= q щ . Substituting Eq.( 1 ) into

Eq.( 2 ), the D.B.R.intcnsity Рг ( в ) is written by
г

p

e

2

( 2> «=|_„

d 0

A

p

1

a

)_ ^ o(V '«L

x

c o

2

2

sin {2nJVd(e -e )cos9 /\ }sin {2nWd(e -e )cosB /X }
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i

a

fl

e

z

2

fl

B

2

sm (2nd(9 -e )co50 /A }sin {2ndte -8 )cose /A }
fl

i

a

B

B

2

fl

(3)

B

хДвв-а-еОЛЭг-о,).
The D.B.R. intensity P2 ( 02 )

per unit angle of в and unit volume of the crystal is given

h k ]

2

as a convoluted function of the angular distribution functions f(Ei) and f ( E2) among mosaic
blocks for the primary and the secondary reflections, respectively. As the Laue functions in
Eq.(3 ) have their large values at 8i - 6 and 62 =6 , they are approximated by N ' for the small
B

B

values of the mosaic spread. We assume that for sufficiently small values of a the integrand
f (8в - а - В,) varies more slowly as a function of a than the integrand Po (Хв, а ) .
Now, the integration can be done if the functions are represented by a Gaussian form :

2

Лб
1 -п(в„-в.П„
/•(e -e.)=в , .
f l

(4)

e

(

i i
=

o r 2

),

t

where 61 is the standard deviation of the angular distribution of the mosaic spread. The coefficient
1 / 61 insures the normalization as I f ( 8в - 8i) d 8i = 1. Eq.( 3 ) is finally rewritten as follows ;

р

Р

т

5
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where E = вв-в2,
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(

7

)

V'W

and

%BR

=

П С

-

(8)

IS

DBR

(9)

2B

*

6 ( 61 - 62 ) is a degree of the angular width of reflection. The intensity becomes inversely
proportional to 6.

Experimental Facility

The experimental arrangement is schematically shown in Fig.2. The pulsed thermal neutrons
are produced by the wide band chopper (10) at Kyoto University research reactor (light water
moderated, 5 MW ). The chopper A (30 cm dia, 80 kg wt, k-moncl alloy) can provide a burst
of neutrons with wavelengths from 2 to 10 A in a pulse shorter than 200 us when it rotates at a
normal rotational speed of 160 rps. The divergence angle of the incident neutrons Io from the
chopper is fixed to be 2 ' ( for single crystal) or 5 ' ( for polycrystal) at the sample position В
(beam cross section 1 or 5 x 30 in mm). The direction < 010 > of single crystal is set parallel
Symbol
A
8

Materials

Dimensions

Chopper

K-monel alloy

иЯВГ!) W(8-60)xH50xL300

Sample

№-Singb,MyaysM

Name

Г

F

W20xf20xH50
*50x L360
Foe Collimator I K-monel alloy
W5xH44xL250
Fine Collimator II IronlCd plate lining! W5 xH30xL50O
Fine Collimator И Boric carbon
WI0xH30xL400

G

Detector Shielding Heavy concrete

С
D
E

Neutron Detector

3

He counter

Boric corbon. Boric odd

Reactor
core

Fig.2. Experimental Arrangement
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~ lm

3

to In and the vertical oi- axis of the goniometer is parallel to < 001 >. The fight paths Li and U
arc 1.8 m and 1.8 m, respectively. The scattered neutrons arc detected at a scattering angle 20' (
3

for single crystal) or 30 ' ( polycrystal) by a Hc. gas counter through the fine collimator F (
divergence angle 4', cross section 2 or 10 x 30 in mm ). In this consequence the resolutions of
the wavelength and the scattering angle arc 3.4 % in FWHM at 4 A and 20 or 33 %, respectively.

Experimental Results and Discussion
Single- and polycrystals of lead were carefully examined under static loads and cyclic
loadings. The specimens were prepared as cubes ( W20 x T20 x H50). Single crystal of lead is
commercial. The polycrystals ( 4 N ) were cut into the cube from the ingots (W30 x T30 x H70)
which were provided from the purified molten metals cooled down to 20 °C by natural cooling.
The in-situ measurements were performed for the single crystal under the compressive static
2

loads up to 180 g / mm at room temperature ( RT). The compressive cyclic loadings ( 140
2

cycles / min., RT ) of mean stress of 25 g / mm ( 1/80 of tensile strength) were applied at RT up
s

to 10 ^ cycles. The estimated strain amplitudes were 4.5 x 10 . The loads were measured by a
load cell unit of strain gauge.

A. Single Crystal of Lead under Static Loads
A - 1. No Load
Fig. 3 shows a D.B.R. pattern. The peak intensities decrease to about 1 / 4 and 1 / 10 at the
scattering angles of 40' and 60',respectively.The arrows indicate the wavelengths calculated by
the Bragg equation for ( hkl) - (ТйсГ) * . They agree well with each other. The intensity and
FWHM manifest degrees of the coordination and the spread of the mosaic structure, respectively.
The 6 ,„ and 6 in , 6hki = ( 6 BR-Pi/2)//T,arc estimated from Eq.( 9 ) as 38 'and 140',
D

respectively , where p"l/z is the half width ( = 4 ' ) of the maximum divergence angle of the fine
collimator F placed just before the neutron detector.

• In this paper, the succecsivc Bragg rcflcctiions from ( hkl) and ( Ш ) planes are denoted by
the expression ( hkl) - ( Щ ) .
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-100

Fig.3. The D.B.R. pattern of
neutrons by a single crystal of
lead ( 20 = 20'). The arrows
show the wavelengths calculated
for (hk1>(hkl) of the crystal.

50

0 50
.Channel Number
2
3"
Neutron Wavelength (A)
The crystallographic symmetry of the peaks was examined with rotation of the crystal around
ш - axis of the goniometer from definite degrees of - 2 0 to 110. As shown in Fig.4, almost all
dominant peaks satisfy the condition of the fourth-fold symmetry. The results suggest that the
true SAS intensities from the specimens can readily be evaluated since the D.B.R. arc now
accurately eliminated.
Crystal Rotation Angle (degree)
40

300

200

200

(, h no )

300

400

Ich no 1

Fig.4. Characterisation of D.B.R. peaks when Ihr sjgle crystal of lead is filiated around ш-asis nf the goniometer.
Observations al Ihc scallering angle of 20'. The dominant D.B.R. peaks are characterized to show the
crystallographic fourth-fold symmetry. Three kinds of sizes of Ihc dots correspond to the amounts of the intensities.
Several peaks except the D.B.R. peaks mighl be attributed to some long periodic structures in the specimen.
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A - 2. Static Loads

200

The compressive stresses were
applied to < tOO > with step-wise
increments of 20 g / mm- to 180 g /

£150

2

mm . It was found that the welldefined peak positions were hardly
shifted but their intensities linearly

И00

increased with the loads. Fig.5
shows the pattern just after the
s t r e s s of I 80 g / m m

2

was

50

removed. The peaks were
intensified at the well-defined
wavelengths. This means that

Channel Number
2
3
neutron Wavelength |i)

individual blocks at slightly
different orientations do slip to the
mean reflecting position within the
divergence angle of 4 ' o f the
collimator F and the textures

fine

Fig.5. The D.D.R. patients when the
applied stress of 180 g / mm* to < 100 >
of the single crystal of lead is removed. The
dotted line denotes the pattern by Ihc virgin
sample ( sec Fig.3 ).

arc developed in the crystal. The remarks must be acceptable since Eq. ( 5 ) can verify the
z

intensity change -. i.e. the ratios 6111 (180 g / m m ) / 5 111 ( no-load) = 0.29 and P г ( no-load)
/ P 2 ( 180 g / m m

2

) = 0.28. It is dcducibic that the applied stress makes the mosaic spread

narrower from 38' to 11 ' due to the climbing of dislocations at small angle tilt boundary among
mosaic blocks. The phenomena seem to be closely related with the early stage of the
commencement of the preferred orientations in the bulk samples.
Figs. 6 A and В show ( H I ) -(TTT) and (311 ) -(3TT ) peaks under the stress of 180 g /
2

mm and its removal as a function of E in Eq.( 6 ). The solid curves indicate the calculated
Fo ( e )hki in Eq ( 8), where the observed values of 6 BR arc used in the calculations. They do not
D

fit well with each other. This means that f ( E ) under the primary load can not simply be
expressed by the Gaussian form but the loads develop rather the preferred oricntions.
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300

: F (e)„i
e

d 200-

100

oU-i_i
-6-5-4-3-2-10123456

-7-6-5-4-3-2

- 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

£ 1x33')

E U9')

Figs. 6 A, B. The observed peaks of (111>(ГП) and (311>(ЗП) when, the stress of 180 g / mm* is applied (•)
and immediately after the stress is removed (O). The peaks are expressed as a function of E. The solid curves
indicate die calculated FG ( e ) n . They are normalized to die peak intensities al F - 0.
b

Fig.7 shows the change of the integrated intensities as a function of the applied stresses,
2

indicating that they do not change markedly below 40 g / mm but increase linearly from 60 g /
2

z

2

m m up to 160 g / mm except the value at 100 g / mm , where the discontinuities are found.
Differences of the gradients of the lines reveal the degrees of the variations of the mosaic spread
with the orientations. The discontinuities seem to show the elastic limit as in the previous paper (
2

4 ) : i.e. the D.B.R. pattern under 100 g / mm to < 110 > returns almost completely to the same
pattern under the no-load when the compressive stress is removed.
Now, the CRSS To for the slip system {111 } - < 110 > and the Peicrls-Nabarro force т с
were compared ( 11). To is given as

(10)

To =OiCOS<t>COSX,

where or, the compressive stress, ф the angle between the compressive axis and the normal to the
slip plane and X the angle between &.c axis and the slip direction, respectively. To was estimated
as 25 p / mm

2

2

with use of the observed value of 60 g / mm at which the intensity begins to
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While,
xc = 2Gexp{-2Jta / b ( l - v ) > / ( l - v ) ,

(И)

where G is shear modulus, v Poisson's
ratio, a the )"п1сф1апаг spacing and b the
intcr-atomic distance in the slip
direction,

respectively

( 11 ) .

Substituting the reasonable values for v
6

2

= 0.43, G = 0.55 x 10 g / mm and
assuming a = b, we obtain т с = 5.73 x
5

2

10 • G = 32 e / mm . The agreement
seems to be fairly well because the
calculation of т с contains the following
approximations : i.e. they assumed the
potential energy for movement of a
dislocation line on the slip plane as a
sinusoidal type and also did not take the

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 IK)"
Compressive Stress (g/mm)

effects of the width and the kink of

1

dislocations into account.
Fig.7. Change of the peak intensities of
the D.B.R. as a function of the stresses
applied to the direction < 100 > of the the
single crystal of lead.
A - 3. Repetitive Static Loads
After aging for 130 days at RT, the same sample was examined under the secondary
2

2

application of the stresses from 60 g / mm to 240 g / mm . As shown in Fig. 8, the peak
intensities, in this case, monotonically and almost symmetrically decrease as the secondary loads
increase comparing with them in the primary loads. Figs 9 A and В show the peaks for (111) (TTT) and ( 311) - ( З П ) as a function of e. The curve fittings by Fo( E ) ш are fairly well,
where the observed fi DM are used in the calculations. This means that f ( E ) under the secondary
load can be approximated well by the Gaussian form, and the deformation is uniformly promoted
throughout the entire volume of the crystal.
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Fig.8. A series of Ihe data of the integrated inlensilies by ihc single crystal of lead is shown for (hkl)- (hid)
reflections as a function of the applied stresses and the aging times.

Using the observed values of 5 DBR, Eq.( 5 ) can verify the inverse proportionality of the
intensity change as follows: i.e.

6 ( 1 8 0 g / m m ? ) / б (no load)

2

P ( n o l o a d ) / P ( 180 g / m m )
2

2

Primary Load
(Ш)-(ТП)

11'/38'= 0.29

52 c/ch / 182c/ch = 0.28

Secondary Load
(lll)-(TTT)

100'/50'= 2.0

(311)-(Ш)

170' /120' = 1.4

3820 c/ch / 2005 c/ch = L9_
158c/ch / 118 c/ch

=13.,

where (311 ) - ( 3TT ) under the primary load is not evaluated since the peak does not fit the
Gaussian form well.
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Figs. 9 А, В. The observed peaks of (111)
- ( ТГТ) and ( 311) - (ТГТ ) by a single
crystal of lead that are expressed as a function
of E when the secondary application of the
stress ( g / mm*) is done : 60 ( • ) , 180 (O).
The solid curves indicate the calculated ones
of Fa ( e ) bki • They are normalized to the
peak intensities at t = 0.

-6-5-4-3-2-10123456789
6 1x33')

The decrement of the integrated intensities under the secondary loads can qualitatively be
understood as follows. During the aging for 130 days the mosaic structure tends to be much more
stable structure than the former structure with the preferred orientation: i.e. the excess energy that
was stored at the mosaic boundaries is gradually released. Then, the angular distribution f ( E )
becomes to be the Gaussian form throughout the volume of the crystal. The intensity, therefore,
decreases since the preferred orientation under the primary loads slowly disappears.
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I

The repetitive applications of the
third-sixth stresses were performed to
survey the failure process of the single
crystal. As shown in Fig.8, the
distinct peak intensities arc strongly
sensitive to the applied stresses. In the
deformations there may occur an easyglide among the mosaic blocks due to
unlockings and/or unpinnings of
dislocations which are induced by the
repetitive stresses so fat The easyglide will be an evidence on the onset
of the fracture of the crystal. Fig. 10
shows the pattern under the sixth
applications of stresses of 240 g / mm

so

if

2

to < 100 >. The sharpening of the
distinct peak suggests that the
coordination may be strongly
influenced with the direction of the
applied stress and the preferred
v

r

r

orientation forced by the Stresses
occurs. After the stress the crystal
'
tends to be destroyed.

^

.. ._

2

3

r

A lil

,.. . „ ™
. _ „ „ „ .. / ч J
Fig.10. The D.D.R. pattern (—) under
the sixth application of the stress of 240 g/
mm2.o< 100 > and the pattern (----) under
lite stress оГ 180 g / mm*. The pattern ( )
aficr the aging lime of 20 days at RT under
the sprcss of 180 g / mm is also shown for
the comparison. The arrows show the neutron
wavelengths calculated for (hkl) - (hkl) of
lhe single crystal.
2

B. Polycrystal of Lead under Static Loads
It has been seen that the D.B.R. patterns strongly depend on the change of the mosaic
structure. A polycrystallinc specimen was examined to investigate an early stage of texture
formation (or preferred orientation) in substantial materials due to the slips and / or the twinnings
among mosaic blocks since the texture formation has an important role to understand the
fundamentals on the work-hardening and / or the softening of metals.
Fig. 11 shows a series of the patterns under several conditions. Fig. 11 a shows the pattern
under no-load in which no obvious peak was found. Successively two in-situ measurements were
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2

done for the specimen under the loads of 280 g / mm and 450 g / mm'. As shown in Fig.l 1 b and
c, some intensity increments between 1.5 and 3.5 A were found in the former patten and then the
peaks in the latter pattern. They agree well with the wcll-dcfincd wavelengths for the single crystal
and manifest an evidence of the coordination formation. The preliminary experiment suggests that
the same kind of the coordination may be found in fatigued polycrystallinc specimen even if the
regular arrangement of crystallites as seen in single crystal docs not exist: i.c a relation between
the coordination of the mosaic structure and the fatigue processes can be studied by the present
method non-dcstructivcly.
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Fig.l 1. The D.B.R. patterns by a polycryslal "Г lead under Шс sialic loads. The arrows denote Ihc well-defined
2

wavelengths calculated for the single crystal, a) Ihc pattern under no-load, b) the pattern under 280 g / mm , c) the
pattern under 450 g / mm.

C. Polycrystal of Lead under Low Strain-Amplitude High Cyclic
Loadings
The aim of this section is to demonstrate the applicability of the DBR-SANS-TOF method to the
particular observation of diffraction from crystalline aggregates of metals under cyclic loadings as
well as the static loads, and then to identify the difference between these two conditions.
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С - 1. O.B.R. Patterns under Cyclic Loadings
Figs. 12, A ) , B) and C) show the
patterns at the cycles of 10 \ 2.7 x 10

s

and 1 0 ' , respectively. Several peaks

..

arc found at 10" and remarkably

;

7

distinguished at 10 cycles. The arrows

\

indicate the well-defined wavelengths

j

calculated for single crystal of lead and
arc in good agreement with the
d i s t i n g u i s h e d p e a k s . It is then
confirmed that the peaks attributed to
the coordinated mosaic blocks within
the crystallites as described in detail in
the section of the single crystal. The
blocks are now arranged with the
angular distribution of the mosaic
structure corresponding to the one in
the single crystal.
Fig 13 shows the integrated
intensities of the peaks as a function of
the loading cycles, indicating that the
coordination begins to start zx. 10'
cycles and monotonically increases
5

with the cycles from 1 0 to 7 x 1 0

6

and then tends to saturate at 10 '
cycles. Table 1 shows the percentage
of the increment of the integrated
intensities at the saturation, where the

№$fW*. ,

values are normalized to the intensities
by the single crystal of the same size.

2

Fig. 12. The D.B.R. patterns of lead under low strain-amplitude high cyclic loadings (mean stress 25 g / mm ,
strain-ampliludc 4.5 x 10 •>, 140 cycles / min.). The arrows denote the wavelengths calculated for single crystal of
lead. A) The patterns at cycles of zero (—) and 10 ( — ) . B) The patterns at cycles of zero ( — ) and 2.7 x 10'
( — ) . C) The patterns at cycles of zero ( - - ) and 10 •" (—).
4

240

iauur
Fig.U. The inlcgraled intensities of the
D.B.R. peaks by Ihe loaded polycryslal of lead as
a function of the loading cycles. The vertical
dolled line indicates the number of cycles for Ihc
loaded specimen used in Ihc measurements of the
stress-strain curve (see Fig. 16).
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Table I. The percentage of increment of the
integrated inlcnsilics of Ihc peaks al Ihc cycles of
HP. Is is Ihe D.B.R. intensities by Ihc single
crystal of lead and l Ihc D.B.R. by Ihc loaded
polycrystal of lead. The values are normalized to
the intensities by the single crystal of the same
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С - 2. Stress - Strain Curves
for Fatigued Specimen
In order to find out the relation
between changes of the D.B.R.
patterns in the process of fatigue and
the strength of materials, S - S curves
of an u n l o a d e d and a f a t i g e d
polycryslal of lead were observed at
RT with use of a conventional testing
machine. The crass head velocity was
0.5 mm / min., which corresponds to a
normal strain rate of 1.7 x 10 " / sec.
3
4 - 5 6
SHoili (%)

Fig. 14. shows the observed S - S
curve of unloaded specimen. The

Fig. 14. The observed stress-strain curve
of an unloaded polycryslal of lead. The stages
of the elastic part, yield points. Stage 1 and
Stage 2 hardenings can be seen clearly. The
estimated strain modulii of E and Ев at A
and В points are 11.3 kg / mm? and 15.8 kg /
mm , respectively.

crystal clearly exhibits the upper yield
and the discernible lower yield points
at the end of the clastic p a n of the

A

curve. The two points are observed at

2
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2Q0r

Fig. 15. Comparison of Ibe observed
stress-strain curve ( denoted by open circles)
with the calculated result ( denoted by solid
curve ). The curve was calculated, assuming
that no = 105 disl. / cm and a = 10» disi. /
cm .
2

2

I

2
Strain

(%)

600
the strains of 1.7 % and 2.2 %,
respectively. The yield points are
followed by a horizontal section of the
c u r v e , the s o - c a l l e d S t a g e 1.
Meanwhile, Stage 1 is interrupted by
the early development of Stage 2. This
stage starts at the strain of about 4.5 %
and is normally followed by the
development of Stage 3. On the other
hand, the average strain moduli of Ел
and Ева! the points A and Bin the
figure are estimated as 11.3 kg / mm

2

2

and 15.8 kg / mm ,respectively,where
E = ( F / S ) / ( A l / l o ) : i . e . Fis the
applied force, S the cross section area
of the specimen, Al the plastic strain
1 2

and 1 о the total length of the specimen
prior to the deformation, respectively.

3
4
Strain (%)

Fig. 16. The observed stress-strain curve
of a loaded polycrystal of lead, which is
fatigued by a strain-amplitude ( 4.5 x 10-s )
with 2.7 x 1№ cycles. Only Stage 2
hardening is seen from the early stages of
deformation. The estimated strain modulus of
Ec at С point is 15.9 kg / mm .

As shown in Fig.15, the observed
S - S curve was compared with the
empirical formula to derive S - S
curves of crystals developed by

2
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Johnson ( 1 2 ) on the basis of the observed behaviour of dislocations in lithium fluoride and of
the strain rate equation. The open circles show the observed curve
5

and the solid

2

line

2

indicates a calculated curve, where n о = 10 disl. / cm and a = 10 " disl. / cm were assumed.
n u is the non-zero number of mobile dislocations initially present and a multiplication factor of
mobil dislocations, respectively. This means that the yield phenomenon can be explained well by
the dislocation model.
5

Fig. 16 shows the S - S curve of the polycrystal loaded up to 2.7 x 10 cycles. It is readily seen
that only the Stage 2 hardening is observed, and the yield points and Stage 1 hardening are not
measured at all. The average strain moduli E с at the point С is estimated as 15.9 kg / mm'.
The value of Ec agrees well with the value of E в. It seems that the applied fatigue loadings have
advanced the both plastic deformations of yield points and of Stage 1 hardening.

С - 3 . Some Remarks on D.B.R. patterns and S - S Curves for Fatigued

Specimen with Dislocation Models
С - 3 - 1. The D.B.R. Patterns
5

Up to 10 cycles the D.B.R. are not so sensitive to the appicd loadings (see Fig. 13) since the
peak intensities do not change so much except the discernible appearance of some peaks ( see
Fig. 12 A). The strain energy stored with the plastic strain in multiple repetition is not so large that
microstructural change will occur very slowly. However, as the cycles exceed up to 2.7 x 10

s

cycles, ii.c D.B.R. begins to appear since the excess energy cumulated by dislocation plie-up at
mosaic boundary is gradually consumed for changing the mosaic structure f ( E ) at the wells

defined directions ( see Fig. 12 B). And then the cycles between 10 and 7 x 1 0 " the D.B.R.
monotonically increase. The cumulated deformation must be like Stage 2 hardening due to the
interaction of disloactions on the primary slip plane with certain suitably oriented ones on the
secondary slip plane, the so-called the fonnation of Lomer - Cottrell locks ( 13). This inference
may be true since the S - S curve in Fig.16 shows only the Stage 2 hardening. The hardening
steadily coordinates mosaic blocks enough to intensify the reflections, it is seen that the D.B.R.
results are closely related to the mosaic structure changes resulting from the plastic deformation
which can be explained on the basis of the conventional dislocation models. The intensities tend to
saturate near 10' cycles.
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The arrangement and density of
dislocations within and on the surface
Veins, bands of line
dislocations, dislocation
loops and dipoles

of cyclically deformed specimens are

, 0-2

discussed in detail elsewhere ( 14 ),

; 0.1

( IS ). The saturation phenomenon

' Q05

can be examined in terms of a diagram
on the saturation dislocation structures

Q02

in foils by ТЕМ ( 14 ). The diagram is

QOI
planar arrays of dislocations

shown in Fig.17 as a function of
0.005

numbers of cycles to fracture N and

I0

r

4

10°

10"

I0

7

Nf

the stacking fault energy y. The planar
arrays of dislocations denoted by the

Fig.17. The diagram of interior
dislocation structures as a function of number
of cycles to fracture Nr and (he slacking fault
energy у.

region С in the figure are acceptable
for the present specimen if Y becomes
below

2

0.02 J / m .

The decrement of у might be possible due to the natural trace inclusion of Bi and / or Sb to the
2

specimen of lead. The у of lead is not clear yet but a surmise that it becomes below 0.02 J / m will
2

be correct: e.g. у of copper of 0.04 J / m? decreases to 0.0021 / m with the inclusion of 9 % Al
( 16). The remark suggests that the saturated dislocation structure in the fatigued lead should be
7

planar arrays. The saturated D.B.R. at 10 cycles may originate from the coordinated mosaic
blocks which arc arranged to have the saturated dislocation structure of type С
С - 3 - 2. The Stress - Strain Curves
Discussion so far manifests that the present fatigue loadings have advanced the yield
phenomena and the Stage 1 hardening, and the D.B.R. can show the fine changes of the mosaic
structures resulting from dislocation structures in the deformation processes.
It is finally confirmed that the DBR-SANS-TOF can non-destructively give us the
microscopical structures due to microplasticity that is induced in a practical materials of metals
during the fatigue loadings since the D.B.R. characteristics can deduce the microstruclurcs
which can be explained by the conventional dislocation theory.
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Conclusion
The D.B.R. measurements correspond to examine static arrays of dislocations since they can
provide us the informations on mosaic structure change due to change of dislocation structure.
The DBR-SANS-TOF is the unique technique of the particular observations of diffraction from
crystalline aggregates that are deformed under the cyclic loadings as well as static loads, and
further be able to identify the difference between the two conditions. It is also expected that the
present method could give us a way of practical use for non-destructive study on the
microscopical change of the alignment of crystallites in metallic materials due to the residual stress
resulting from fatigue, precipitation, martensitic-transformation and solid solution etc..
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PROPOSAL OF A WIDE-BAND MIRROR POLARIZER
SLOW NEUTRONS AT A PULSED NEUTRON SOURCE
Yu.V.Nikitenko and(Yu.H Ostanevich [

Laboratory of Neutron Physics, Joint Institute
for Nuclear Research, 141980 Dubna, Russia.
ABSTRACT
The new type wide-band mirror-based neutron polarizer to
be operated at a pulsed neutron source is suggested. The idea
is to use a movable polarizing mirror system, which, be the
incoming beam monochromatized by the time-of-flight, would
allow one to tune glancing angles in time so, that the total
reflection condition is always fulfilled only for one of the
two neutron spin eigenstates. Estimates show, that with the
pulsed reactor IBR-2 such polarizer allows one to build a
small
angle
neutron
scattering
instrument
capable
to
effectively use the wave-length band from 2 to 15 Angstroms
with a rather high luminosity (time - averaged flux at sample
position being up to 10 n/sec/cm ) .
INTRODUCTION
Polarizing neutron mirrors [1], supermirrors [2] and
assemblies of supermirrors [3] are the well known and
frequently used devices, when one needs to prepare
more or
less monochromatized polarized beam of slow neutrons (or to
analyze its polarization). However, in the case of a white
neutron beam the known applications of polarizing mirrors do
not meet the requirement of reasonable polarization (eg.
p>95%) in a wide range of neutron wave-lengths. This
requirement, not being decisively important at steady state
neutron sources, becomes essential at pulsed sources, where
most efficiency springs from the usefulness of nearly all

wave-lengths \.
The reasons limiting the Л-band width are well understood
(see eg. [4]) and, shortly expressed, consist in non-zero
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reflectivity of the mirror for the neutrons in an unwanted
("wrong") spin eigenstate, which they acquire, when
have
traversed the polarizing layer and met the glass substrate.
In a rather narrow band the problem of suppression of
unwanted reflection is solved by the proper choice of the
composition of the absorbing (anti-reflecting) sub-layer,
introduced between the polarizing layer and the substrate.
Recently it was shown, that a remarkable progress in this
direction is possible, if use the V-Cd alloy or
В
containing alloys [5] as an absorbing sub-layer. However,
large scale production (hundreds) of such mirrors has
remained an unsolved problem yet.
l

Here we present another possibility of constructing a
wide-band neutron polarizer, which seems to match well the
pulsed neutron sources, when thinking of a small angle
scattering instrument with a polarized neutron beam.
1. ORIGINS OF THE PROBLEM
It is well Known, that total reflection of neutrons from
a mirror occurs if the glancing angle i» of the incoming beam
is less than the so-called critical angle в , and that
с

reflection ceases rather fast attf>tf. The same is valid for
с

the neutrons in two possible spin s t a t e s (we use the
denotations • and - in the following) and in any mirror
polarizer the condition tf >i» must be valid. The c r i t i c a l
с •

c-

angles are determined by the condition
sine

={ (U ±U )/E }
С*-

П

, / z

,

(1)

В

where
U
is
the
space-averaged
neutron-nuclei
(n-N)
interaction potential;
U_
is the potential of the interaction of the
neutron with magnetic field in the polarizing mirror;
E is the kinetic energy of the neutron.
Usually, by proper choice of the material for the magnetic
mirror one can fulfill the requirement
U =U
П

(2)
•
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It means, that neutrons with the right (+) spins will meet a
rather large (double nuclear) real part of the repulsive
potential and (at iXtf ) will be totally reflected. The wrong
(-) spin eigenstate neutrons then have •S =0 and after
traversing the magnetized layer must be absorbed in the
specially introduced absorbing sub-layer (or in the specially
arranged sequence of absorbing anti-reflecting layers [6]),
which for these spins displays nearly pure imaginary (n-N)
potential. Though with this absorbing sub-layer the total
reflection is nearly absent in a strict sense of the word,
some finite reflectivity , depending on the glancing angle
remains there. To go not too far in the problem of reflection
from an imaginary potential (or from a complex one which
appears, when the real parts of the magnetized and absorbing
layers are not well matching one another for wrong spins), we
assume that the i»
nevertheless might be introduced and
(with some accuracy) determined as
sini»

=(W/E)

l / Z

,

(3)

с -

where W is the imaginary part of the n-N potential. The
essential property of equations (1) and (3) is that both
critical angles (t?c«l ) are proportional to the neutron
wave-length X:
tf

= i»

ct

A ,

and

fl

=

fl

X

(4)

c - c l -

d t

where i>
denote the critical angles at unit wave-length.
For example, in the case of the well investigated system FeCo
as a magnetized mirror and TiGd as an absorbing sub-layer
i»

= 1.8 1 0 "

3

X,

a

с •

where

=0.8 10~

3

X,

(5)

с -

X is the

neutron wave-length

further consideration

in Angstroms.

it is important,

that both

For

the

critical

angles are increasing with X.
If

one

introduces

collimation angle *

c o | l

into

consideration

some

finite

and an average glancing angle tf of

the incoming (into the polarizer) or of the outgoing beam, at
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some (large enough) wave-length the u _ becomes larger than
the tf +u
, both spin states being fully reflected and no
g

coll

polarization achieved at all. The last condition becomes very
important in the small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS)
instruments, where just tiny collimation of the neutron beam
is necessary.
As a first hand measure of the polarizer band quality one
can consider the ratio
e= tf / u
In the mentioned
с+

c-

sample-case
FeCo/TiGd
c=2.25,
while
the
best
known
supermirrors of 0. Schaerpf have e=19.4 [6]. However, in SANS
instruments the most important characteristic will rather be
the ratio i> -»
/ v , which must be Kept greater than
o,

col 1

c-

unity. Otherwise, the degree of polarization achieved with a
collimated mirror might occur rather low. In turn it means,
that before choosing a polarizer for the SANS instrument one
must think about the necessary angular collimation
a.
which must be determined from quite independent requirements
for the q-resolution (q is the length of the scattering
vector in a small-angle scattering experiment, q=k w
).
Obviously,
2

2

,r
q
2

=

q

,r
tfiai
Л„2aas

2

+

,r
Л
.2

v

А

(6)
'

where a denotes the dispersion of the distribution function
of the subscript quantity.
The first term in the right-hand side of equation (6)
usually dominates and must be kept less than 0.01 to escape
large collimation distortions. Keeping this in mind we get
(Г.

< 0.1 0 , =0.1 Л q ,

U s as

в|п

/2n,

(7)

iln

where v
i s the smallest observable scattering angle in the
SANS instrument. If one s t a r t s t o think of a modern
instrument, capable of giving reasonable data down t o e.g.
6 10" A" , he immediately comes t o the inequality

*•...<

0

1

10

"

3

Л

'
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( 8 )

which is rather restrictive as compared with the main
condition of total reflection even for the FeCo/GdTi mirrors:
(9)
2. GIST

OF

THE

SUGGESTION

Having in mind strict collimation determined by equation
(8), let us consider a well collimated unpolarized beam,
which hits the polarizing mirror at a glancing angle tf . To
g

obtain

a polarized reflected beam, the inequalities
*

<o

A<tf-i»,,<tf+tf
1 c-

g

col 1

g

col 1

A

(10)

lc«

must be fulfilled simultaneously. If one accepts i3
=3 cr„ (
a reasonable estimate for a triangular distribution), all
these inequalities might be well fulfilled for a given wave
length by the proper choice of the glancing angle. However,
the A-band will be determined by the ratios
A

= ( * - * , , ) / * ,
•ax

g

coll

and
lc-

A

=(* + *

Bin

g

)

/

coll

*,

,

(11)

let

which lead to the band-quality ratio
A

/ A
• ax

= в
aln

/tf
lc*

lc-

(tf-tf
g

) /(tf +
coll'

g

tf

).

(12)

coll

This ratio is remarkably less, than the quality factor c,
introduced in sect. 1. Nevertheless, by the proper choice of
the radius of curvature (an equivalent of the glancing aiK'i^
in our case ) of a neutron guide [7] or an assembly эх
mirrors [8] an acceptable compromise with a quality factor of
about 3 might be realized.
The appearance of periodically pulsed neutron sources
open the
new
possibility
to
overcome
the
mentioned
difficulty. If the polarizer is placed at some distance from
the neutron source, the incoming neutrons will reach the
mirror at different moments of time, in dependence on flight
time, which in turn is proportional to the neutron wave-
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length. Now one can keep the angular interval of acceptance
always between 1» _ and tf simply by turning the mirror
synchronously with the increase of the neutron wave-length.
In other words, if the glancing angle follows the equation
di»

/dt=(fl

• »
1С—

g

) A/T/2 stl

(13)

1 с +

where T is the time of flight from the source to the mirror,
the conditions (10) will be fulfilled for all wavelengths,
starting from the smallest one, which is determined by the
collimation conditions of direct vision exclusion. As far as
the time of flight is proportional to the wave-length, the
last equation means simply turning of the mirror with a
constant angular velocity
П. Simple estimates led to Q of
about 2 rad/sec only, which seems to be quite acceptable.
3.

A

MORE

REALISTIC

ASSEMBLY

In the above we have simplified the problem
by
considering a single mirror and a well collimated beam. A
more realistic version
which arose under the influence of
double coated assemblies of supermirrors made by Prof.
Q.Schaerpf [6,8], is shown in fig. 1. We suggest putting the
straight (not curved) Schaerpf's assembly on a turn-table,
which moves according to equation (13) during a rather short
time interval (of about 15 milliseconds), while the useful
band of wave-lengths is passing it. As far as the repetition
period of power pulses from the IBR-2 reactor is nearly 200
milliseconds, the remaining time can be spent to reverse the
velocity of the whole assembly and come again to the start
position. The advantage of this choice (in addition to all
the merits of Schaerpf's assemblies) is the simplicity of the
construction and of possible solution of kinematics. An
evident demerit is in fact that the central axis of the
polarizer will move across the neutron source surface during
the duty time for a distance of about 5 cm, thus collecting
neutrons not always from the brightest region.
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More complicate systems, containing two, three etc.
assemblies might be considered with the aim to escape from
this inconvenience (e.g., building a full flexible S-shape
construction which realizes a variable curvature during the
duty time). However, in these much more sophisticated systems
additional losses and complications are inevitable and that
is the reason, why we stop at the simplest implementation.

/
Fig.l
The sketch of an imaginary wide-band polarizing setup
of a possible time-of-flight small-angle neutron scattering
instrument.
The
letters
denote:
H-the
pulsed
source
moderator; P-the multi-mirror polarizing assembly, rocking
around the center О with the angular velocity П. The neutrons
with the wanted (+) and both polarizations ( + ,-) fill the
angles AOC and AOB, respectively. In the angle DOD', defined
by the collimator К
, only ( + ) polarization exists. The
rocking of P keeps the sample S (the beam DOD') in the
middle of the angle BOC while the neutron wavelength and the
angles AOB and AOC increase with time. The insert shows the
idealized reflectivity vs. the glancing angle and the
collimation angle DOD'.

4. ESTIMATE

OF

THE

POLARIZED

BEAM

INTENSITY

We consider the polarizer-to-sample distance of 10 meters
and a sample surface of 1 cm , the IBR-2 cold methane
moderator time-averaged brightness of 7 10 n/cm /st/sec, the
2

11
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2

г

polarizer cross-section of 5*6 ст and its transmission of
0.4. At these conditions the time-of-flight monochromatized
neutron flux at sample will be equal to
10 n/cm /sec. The
zero-to-zero
intensity
angular
distribution
in
these
conditions will be of ±3 10" radian (±10'), which in turn at
X=15 A will give the full q-uncertainty of ±1.2 10"
Angstroms" . The visible (from the sample) size of the
polarizer could be collimated easily to smaller dimensions,
to allow one to improve q-resolution, if necessary.
z

3

3

1

CONCLUSIONS
The physical background of the polarizer described above
as well as the intensity estimate seem very attractive.
Though the idea of a rotating neutron mirror is rather old
[9], its application to the construction of a neutron
polarizer seems to be analyzed for the first time and mainly
is stipulated by the progress in pulsed neutron sources and
their applications.
Authors are gratefully acknowledging Professor's H. B.
Stuhrmann suggestion to investigate the means and ways of the
construction of a polarized SANS instrument at the I BR-2
reactor and Professor's O. Schaerpf advice to stop at a
practically realized construction of the mirror assembly.
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ABSTRACT
Measurcments of low angle inelastic scattering from a variety of
samples have been made to lest the validity of analysis procedures for small
angle neutron scattering (SANS) data. Although the coherent scattering
from large objects such as macromolccules, colloidal particles and defects
in crystals is largely elastic (a consequence of the slow or non-existent
Brownian motion of such particles), it is common for the background,
particularly if incoherent, to give rise to a significant amount of inelastic
scattering. Inelastically scattered neutrons are predominantly accelerated
to shorter wavelengths and can amount to 50 % of total scattering from
1 mm samples of hydrogenous solvents such as water. On a time-of-flight
instrument the new scattered wavelength will contribute to the incoherent
background at a higher apparent momentum transfer depending on the
sample-detector distance. This is not a major problem if the background is
measured from a sample showing a similar extent of inelastic scattering.
The use of incoherent scattcrers such as water for detector normalisation
and calibration docs present some problems as the calibration is effectively
made with neutrons at wavelengths which may be very different to those
in the incident beam.
INTRODUCTION
Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) has developed in the last 25
years as a powerful tool for the study of a wide range of materials. These
have included colloids, metals, synthetic and biological polymers as well as
a wide range of composite materials. The success of the technique has been
in large measure due to the simple interpretation of data that is possible,
often by application of approximations such as the Guinier and I'orod laws
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[1]. There is increasing interest in the study of complex systems in which
inter-particle correlations or structure within particles is important. The
usual approach to such problems has been to obtain data in absolute units
of intensity from which the background scaiierinR is subtracted. Such data
can then be analyzed either by model fitting or inversion procedures. In
many cases the quality of the data, and the precision with which the
background subtraction can be made is of paramount importance.
Most SANS instruments on continuous sources work with a selected
incident wavelength and the range of momentum transfer is obtained by
measuring the scattering over a range of angles, usually with a position
sensitive detector. On pulsed sources instruments have been developed that
use a 'white' beam and the momentum transfer on scattering is obtained
from the angle and lime-of-flighl (or wavelength) of the scattered
neutrons. In both types of instrument it is usually assumed that the
scattering processes arc largely clastic (i.e. that the scattered wavelength
is equal to that of the incident beam). This paper will describe some data
which demonstrates that the scattering from many hydrogenous materials
is highly inelastic and extends the data that has been described previously
by Ghosh and Kcnnic \2\ to a variety of different wavelengths. The
consequences of this behaviour for interpretation of data will be discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL
Experiments to explore the importance of inelastic scattering on
time-of-flighl SANS instruments have been performed on the I.OQ. small
angle scattering diffractomcter at the ISIS Facility, Ruthcrford-Appleton
Laboratory 13]. The instrument is equipped with a variable aperture
chopper that is phase locked to the source neutron pulse. In normal use
the chopper will accept a range of wavelengths from 2 to 10 A, however for
these measurements a small open duty cycle was selected to provide a
nearly m«,no К muitic neutron beam. Small angle scattering was observed
on thi . • .-dimensional •'lie muliideleclor [3) and the time-of-flighl
electronics was used to determine the energy transfer. The detector has a
useful area of about 64 cm diameter and is at a distance of 4.4 m from the
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sample, perpendicular to, and centered on the primary beam. In order to
accumulate reasonable statistics, the entire data were summed together to
give a single spectrum at an average angle of about 2.5 degrees.
Corrections were made to allow for the background scattering from the
e m p t y cell and the wavelength variation of the detector efficiency,
lixamples оГ this data for a 1mm thick sample of II2O al 25 С using three
different incident neutron energies is shown in 1-igure 1. The spectra
show clearly the peak corresponding to the incident beam at wavelengths
of 2.5, 4.1 and 8.8 A as well as a significant signal of neutrons with a lower
wavelength (higher energy) which are discernible as peaks for the
incident wavelengths of 4.1 and 8.8 Л.
Intensity

1

2

3

4

5

6

Wavelength / Angstrom
Tigure ! : Time-of-flight spectra of a 1 mm water sample at 298 К measured
with incident beams of (a) 2.5, (b) 4.1 and (c) 8.8 Л.
Water has frequently been used as a secondary standard for SANS
experiments [4]. It is used both as an 'isotropic" scattering material to
determine cell by cell variation in detector efficiency and to calibrate the
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absolute intensity, lor the second purpose it is normally necessary lo use
empirical formulae to relate the effective scattering cross-section as a
function of wavelength I5-7| or assume that the scattering is isotropic and
relate the < Toss-section Ю the measured transmission of the sample. To
examine these assumptions, the corrected data for the I mm water sample
with an incident wavelength of 4.1 Л is shown as a function of radius (Ггот
the beam centre) on the delei tor in figure I. The two curves correspond lo
the elastic peak (.<.') to -*..< Л) and the neutrons scattered to higher energies
(l.S ю .<.•) Л). In this case no allowance has been made for the variation of
detector efficiency with wavelength.
It is useful to consider the extent to which ihc scattering from water
is typical uf that for hydrogenous materials. This can be seen by
comparing the dala in figure .< which shows the scattering spectrum from
water, toluene and a polydimelhylsiloxanc fluid of about Л000 molecular
weight.

0.05-

Inelastic

2S0
300
100
150
П (mm.)
figure I : l.laslic and inelastic scattering from 1 mm water with an
incident beam of 4.1 Л as a function of the radial position on the detector.
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Intensity
1004

'

1

•

•

>-

90-

Wavelength / Angstrom
figure A : Neutron spectrum for X water, • POMS and * toluene measured
with an incident beam of 4.1 Л. The smooth curve shows a Maxwell
distribution with a characteristic temperature of Д00 K.
DISCUSSION

The inelastic scattering from water shown in Figure 1 is clearly most
significant as the incident wavelength is increased. Indeed for 12 Л
neutrons, it has been reported that over SO % of the scattered beam is
found in an inelastic peak at about 1.5 A |2]. In practice the effect is less
apparent than shown in figure I as the wavelength dependence of the
detector efficiency will usually reduce the counts at short wavelengths.
The transmission of water at 8 Л is about 0.5 and this suggests that multiple
scattering is significant even ir there is not complete thermalizalion of the
scattered neutrons. The similarity of the spectra to those seen on
thermalizalion have suggested that it might be useful to compare the
results with a Maxwell distribution. This is shown in Figure 'i. The smooth
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curve corresponds to a temperature оГ 300 К (c.f. sample temperature
2')B K). More accurate modelling of multiple incoherent, inelastic
Mattering is in progress using the methods of Copley | 8 | . This may enable
us to explain the differences hetween the spectra in Figure H in terms of
the effective mass and diffusion coefficient.
On a lime-of-flight SANS instrument the inelastically scattered
neutrons, being mostly accelerated, will arrive on the detector at times
corresponding to elastic neutrons of a shorter wavelength. At the longest
wavelengths of the incident beam, a nearly pure elastic scattering signal is
recorded. The overall effect will depend on the incident spectrum shape,
the detector and the sample detector distance. On using corrections for
sample transmission and detector efficiency which provide the correct
coherent cross-sections, the apparent total incoherent scattering crosssection for say 1 mm H2O will not necessarily be flat and will be dependent
on the properties of the instrument. On both timc-of-flighl and fixed
wavelength instruments the apparent m o m e n t u m transfer of the
inelastically scattered neutrons, calculated assuming the normal elastic
wavelength, will obviously no longer be correct.
The data in Figure 2 provides some reassurance that water is
adequately isotropic for use in calibrating the relative efficiency of
detector elements. Indeed for many purposes it can be assumed to be flat to
adequate precision. The only consequence of the inelastic scattering is
that the detector calibration may be made with neutrons of substantially
different wavelength to those found in the coherent signal. If this gives
rise to systematic variations, there may be errors in the calibration. It is
clear that the empirical relations for the absolute scattering cross-section
will include a component that corresponds to the properties of water and a
separate part that depends on the wavelength variation of the detector
efficiency. It will be necessary to exercise some care in using results from
one instrument and applying the same relation elsewhere or even with a
different detector.
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CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary data and analysis presented here permit certain
conclusions as to the consequences of inelastic scattering on SANS
measurements using either continuous beam or time-of-flighl techniques.
Pirst the relative amount of inelastic scattering as a fraction of the total
signal decreases as the incident wavelength is reduced. Kvcn though the
coherent signal that is required for analysis is elastic, the background
scattering may be significantly or largely inelastic.
If the precise
subtraction of the background is important in subsequent analysis it will
be necessary to measure the background carefully for a material that
resembles the sample as closely as possible as multiple inelastic scattering
may preclude simple scaling to different compositions or thicknesses,
although use of such procedures over limited ranges for П2О/Н2О mixtures
has been advocated previously (9|.
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NEUTRON-STRUCTURE INVESTIGATION OF LATTICE EFFETCTS OF
THE FLUCTUATED VALENCY IN R e C u 0 (Re=Nd.Sm).
2

4

V.A.Trounov. D.Yu.Chernyshov, A.V.Matveev. V.A. Ul'yanov. A.L.iYfalvshei
A.I.Kurbakov. G.A.Krulov

S-Petersburg Institute of Nuclear Physics of the Academy of Sciences of Russia
Gatchina, 1888350 Russia

The results of the structural studies of the powder Re Cu0 (Re=Nd. Sm)
within the temperature range 20-300 К are presented. The measurement was
carried out with the high resolution neutron powder diffraclomeler "MiniSrinks". The sensitivity of the experiment, for the Cu-O fragment, was increased
applying a mixture of 5 m . Sm ("0-matrix") and Nd. Values of the lattice
constants and thermal parameters of Cu and O, obtained from profile analysis of
the experimental spectra, are given. The possibility of fluctuated valency of Sm
arc discused.
2

,54

152

4

1<,4

Introduction

Studies of high-tempuraiure superconductors make it feasible to postulate a
strong coupling between their lattice and electron subsystems manifested in
temperature dependence of structural parameters and atomic thermal vibrations.
We aimed in the present work

to analyse structural and dynamit

characteristics of samarium and neodymium cuprates that become superconductive
with

T >20K when doped by cerium. The noted compounds demonstrate
C

electronic origin of superconductivity, thus making relevant the question of valence
states of rare-earth ions involved.
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) results (1.2) suggest that valence of Ce
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+

ions exceeds 3 . Samarium and neodymium valences are fouud to be etiual to
+

3 . Data presented in work (3), where lattice parameters for a scries of triplevalence rare-earth cuprates are supplied, also indicate the same value of samarium
valence. Dependence between lattice parameters and Ihe type of rare-earth atom
involved displays no anomaly for samarium cuprate;

in

view

of

dramatic

difference ш radius between samarium ions of different valence, ihe latter
+

circumstance argues in favour of 3 valence (4).
On the other hand, mentioned results have

been

obtained

at room

temperature, while superconductive state occurs at lower temperature, and a
number of samarium compounds (chalcogenidcs and hexaborides) are known to
demonstrate valence varying with the temperature (sec, for example, (5)). Due to
dramatic difference in ion radius (Sm^

+

- 1.04. Sm^*" - 0.94 Л), f-eleclron-

fluctuatious-related changes that valence undergoes as it

varies with

the

temperature will give rise lo a strong coupling between electron and lattice
subsystems, with interaction manifesting itseir in anomalies of lattice parameters'
temperature behaviour (negative coefficient of thermal expansion
temperatures) (6), «normalization

at

lowered

of phonon spectra (7,8), peculiarities in

temperature dependences of thermal parameters (9,10).
While a sufficiently precise determination оГ lattice parameters

bv using

powder diffraction results presents no serious difficulties, reliable determination of
thermal parameters and occupancies of atom sites by means of profile analysis
poses a number of problems (see, for instance. 11). Thus, in the case of fairly
complex structures composed of different types of atom, reliability of Dcbyc-

Waller factors determination is reduced by correlations between parameters
occurring when Rietveld method is used for fitting. As we have shown earlier (13),
this problem can be overcome by experimental means if "0 - matrix" technique is
employed, i.e. by effective elimination of one of the sublattices by means of using
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samples with a specified isotope composition. The use of "0 - matrix" composed of
samarium isotope has enabled us to decide conclusively that vacancies are located at
the boron sublattice of the model compound with fluctuating valence Smfig ('?).
The localization made its possible, in its turn, to obtain temperature dependences
of boron and samarium atoms' thermal parameters in the course of twice isotopesubstituted hexaboride ^ ^ т ц В ^ analysis, as well as determine Einstein and
Debye temperatures of samarium and boron sublaltices (13). Temperature
dependence of lattice parameter, obtained in work (13), was characteristic For a
compound with fluctuating valence of samarium.
Thus the use of "0 - matrix" technique in neutron powder diffraction studies
enables to enhance reliability of determining the structure and the thermal
parameters of uneliminated fragments of compounds with fluctuating valence. This
technique was used in the present work to perform analysis of samarium cuprates
aimed at a more precise determination of structural and dynamic parameters of
cuprum-oxygen fragments, their temperature-induced variations and a search Tor
anomalies connected with a possible varying valence of samarium. Beside an
interest that neodymium cuprate generates by being the basic for HTSC compounds,
the study of the compound aimed at isolating the purely phonon contribution to the
temperature-triggered variations of cuprate's lattice parameters.

Sample preparation

Samples synthesis and certification of their chemical composition were similar
to those of technique described in (14).Compounds with following chemical
formulae have been obtained:
l52J6

Sm Cu O
lmw

,

uj0(2)

,

* Nd .
2

0l(2)

4MK2)

Cu,. , O . , 2 .
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o

(7)

4

0

(

)

Cuprum-oxygen fragments of samarium cuprale were isolated by using the socalled zero-matrix, i.e. mixture of samarium at 61.5%

1 5 2

S m to 38.5% 154$ ratio
ш

yielding effective scattering amplitude close to zero and. thus, virtually climinatico
contribution of samarium sublattice into diffraction spectrum. On top of that, ihe
said Sm isotopes posses neutron absorption cross section small in comparison with
thai of the natural samarium, this circumstance makes for a considerable reduction
of experiment's duration. Use of

1 4 4

N d is brought about by the fact that it

scattering amplitude is low compared to that of natural isotope mixture, thus making
it possible to separate

cuprum contribution to diffraction spectrum from

neodymium one in NdjCuO^ Prior to measurements the samples were annealed for
10-12 hours in argon atmosphere, with quenching and cooling to room temperature
following.

Experiment

Studies have been performed on lime-of-flight high-resolution neutron
diffractometer "Mini-Sfinks" (Galchina, Russia) with the aid of cryogeneralor RG210 Leybold-Heraeus. The samples occupied a Ti-Zr container (3.9 mm in radius
and 5 cm in height). Temperature gradient did not exceed 0.5 K/cm throughout Ihu
period of measurements taking. Measurements followed the program outlined in the
table.

Sm Cu0

Sample

2

4

Nd Cu0
2

-6

-8

Temperature range. К

22-290

22-290

Number of points

9

10

Average period of
measurements, h

(
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Analysis of experimental data

Fitting of experimental spectra was performed by Rietveld method with the
aid of "MRIA" program (IS). Absorption (16) and correction for extinction in the
Вескег-Coppens formalism (17) have been allowed for in the course of fitting.
Following parameters were varied during the adjustment procedure: six
background parameters, scale factor, two with parameters, asymmetry-of-peak
parameter, lattice parameters, extinction parameter, thermal parameter of atoms in
isotropic and anisotropic versions. Though during the final stage of fitting we also
varied oxygen occupancy in 4c and 4d positions, their insignificant (within error
margin) deviations from 1.0 led us to fixed this parameter and obtain the final
values of thermal parameters at »(0)= 1.0.
The example of a starting spectrum and the resulting differential curve for
samarium cuprate is shown in fig.l. those for neodymium cuprate - in fig.2. Fitting
results for three temperature points are presented in Table 1 for samarium cuprate.
the rest of the results are plotted in fig.S-9.

Temperature dependences of thermal parameters

Unitless anisotropic thermal parameters obtained in the course of fitting
procedure were calculated into anisotropic mean-square displacements (MSD): the
latter were used (o calculate isotropic mean-square displacement: <
<U2
^iso "jtraceU
We have used Debye model as a simple model suitable for conducting analysis
of MSD temperature dependences. According to (18), temperature dependence of
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Fig.l. Neutron diffraction spectrum and differential curve for samarium cuprate
sample. Results obtained at 300K.
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Fi&2. Neutron diffraction spectrum and differential curve for neodymium cuprate.
Results obtained at 300K.
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MSD in Debye model are described by the formula:

where h. kg - Plank's and Boltzmann's coastanls; T - temperature.K; m - atomic
weight, a.u.. QQ - Debye temperature.K:

QD
d
J/

4

x
1Г

zdz

„ -

<T)^J(ex (z)-l)- °*У

,f u n c u,.o n :

P

0
2

2

< U > i - MSD of an atom. A .
so

Following outcomes are possible when QQ is calculated as a root of equation
2

[1] by using values of < U > i and T determined by fitting:
so

a) MSD determined by fitting coincide with dynamic (Debay) ones.
b)

Systematic

(temperature-independent)

overestimation

of

thermal

parameters, with fitting-determined MSD being a sum of dynamic and static (i.e.
temperature-independent) parts:
<u2> =<u2> -KU2>
iso

dm

2

stal

2

where <U >di is determined equation [1]. <U > (at is temperature-independent
a

S

c) Anharmonic (increasing with the temperature) contribution to the dynamic
MSD. Versions a).b).c) result in corresponding dependences Q o ^ ^ U ^ i s o . T ) ,
presented schematically in fig-3.
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Fig.3. Thermal dependence of Debye temperature calculated using therm,
parameters.
1-when thermal vibrations are satisfactorily, described by Debye model.
2- when enharmonic contribution to thermal parameters appears.
3- when static displacements are present in thermal parameters.
Cuprum thermal parameters were

obtained in the course

of spectrum

adjustment procedure employing anisotropic mean-square displacements, the
parameters were used to calculate

QQ for cuprum. Obtained temperature

depeadence of Q{D} was found to be similar to that of b) version (fig-4), thus
suggesting a presence of static (temperature-independent) component in <lJ2>j .
S0

This static component was determined by adjusting and found to be equal to
2

0.00214 A : it can be interpreted as static displacement of cuprum atom. Debye
temperature, characterizing thermal vibrations of cuprum atoms, has been
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Fig.4. Thermal dependence of Debye temperature calculated by using cuprum
thermal parameters.
2 - without allowance for static displacements.
1 - with allowance for static displacements.
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Fig£. Temperature dependence of cuprum thermal parameters {>) - experimental
results corrected for static displacement: theoretical curve - Debye approximation.
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2

calculated as a root of equation [i] with <u2>jj =<U >i -<u2> ( (; mean value
n

so

S

a

of QQ (in the temperature'range 20-180K) amounted to 275(10)K. For three higblemperature paints we have detected QQ decreasing with increasing temperature, a
fact that may indicate manifestation of anharmonism in thermal vibrations of
cuprum (see fig.3). In fig.S we plotted temperature dependence of cuprum thermal
parameters obtained by fitting, as well as theoretical dependence predicted by
Debye model when corrections for static displacements are performed.
Thermal vibration of oxygen at 4c position are also described satisfactorily
by Debye model, though the accuracy was lower. No static displacements have
been detected: mean value of QQ amounted to 297(36)K. Temperature dependences
of MSD are presented in fig.6.
Thermal vibrations of oxygen at 4d position defied description by means of
Debye model.

Discussion
Temperature dependence of lattice parameters for

!44

Nd Cu0 (the present
2

4

work) and Nd, Ce .| CuO (19) are presented in fig.8. In fig.9 we plotted
g3

0

5

4

temperature dependences of lattice parameters for °'Sm Cu0 (the present work),
2

4

in fig.10 those for •s'Sm^Be (13).
Results presented (fig.8) make it clear that mixed valence state of Ce detected
in (1,2) does not reveal itself in the behaviour of temperature dependences of lattice
I rameters. As it is shown in work (6). this phenomena can occur under the
following condition:
T+Ti»E,, where

[2]

T - thermodynamical temperature. Tf - characteristic temperature of
interconfigurational fluctuations (related to characteristic frequency of valence
fluctuations. T f to ). E -interconfigurational energy.
t

x
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Fig.6. Temperature dependence оГ oxygen (4c) thermal parameter: (<> )
experimental results: theoretical curve - Debye approximation.
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Fig.7. Temperature dependence of oxygen (4d) thermal parameters. (•}
experimental results.
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Fig.8. Temperature dependence of lattice parameters for *Nd Cu0 ft) and
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4

When the formulated condition is satisfied, temperature-induced variations of
lattice parameters are determined mainly by phonon contribution, the phenomenon,
apparently, detected in Nd CeQ C u 0 (fig. 8). When the condition is violated.
i;gs

15

4

significant contribution of valence fluctuation is added to the phonon one, a
circumstance that results in anomalous temperature dependences of lattice
0

parameters (fig.9). Dramatic induced variations of lattice parameters for ' 'Sm CuO,
2

and

l4i|

Nd Cu04 make it possible lo presume that temperature
2

dependence of

samarium cuprate (fig.8 and 9) possesses an additional contribution, non-phonon in
origin and being the cause for a dramatic non-linear dependence of a parameter
when dependence of с parameter is nearly linear.
Such dramatic a difference in temperature behaviour of lattice displayed by
two iso-slruclural cuprates can be related to different degrees of f-shell filling for
the rave-earth iocs in question. An increase (in comparison with neodymium) in
number of Г-electrons possessed by samarium brings its f-shell close to half-filling,
thus possibly leading to shell's instability (4). The latter is ofUn manifested in
fluctuations of f-eleclron number of samarium, i.e. non-integer mean valence. Mean
valence of samarium decreasing with the temperature will lead lo lattice expansion
+

+

(ion radius of Sm^ is greater than that of S m ' ) , this circumstance may by the
source of mentioned non-phonoa contribution responsible for anomalous behaviour
of «(T) lattice parameter, while such a strong aaisofropy of a and с temperature
dependences appears to be connected with the layered structure of cuprales, "hard"
along the c-axis and "soft" within the layers.
Obtained temperature dependences of atomic thermal 'parameters are of
considerable interest. Detection of static component of cuprum MSD together with
anomalous temperature behaviour of oxygen (4d). Thermal parameters, which
appear to be caused by interaction between valence

fluctuations and lattice

vibrations, axe among the main results. When static displacements of cuprum atoms
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Fig.9. ТешрсгаШге dependence of lattice parameters lor °Sm Cu0
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4

were introduced, thermal vibrations were found to be satisfactorily described by a
simple Debye model, with model temperatures characterising atoms located in the
same layer - Cu and О (4с) found to be close (275(10) and 297(36)), which is to be
expected for a layered structure. A fact that no static component has been detected
for 0(4c) remains to intrigue.
Move substantiated conditions concerning fluctuations of samarium valence
require

additional

experiments. Diffraction ones may involve research into

temperature behaviour of lattice parameters

and Debye - Waller factors for

cuprates with samarium atoms substituted by two or three -valent atoms. Analogous
dependences of lattice parameters have been obtained for SmB6(6), they proved to
be useful for purposes of determining various parameters describing the state of
varying samarium valence in the compound.
The authors are grateful to Ncchilaylov A.P.. Nechitaylov AA., Gurin B.N..
Shinkevich Z.A. for samples synthesis and certification; to Chernychev V.V. and
Beccmertnaya E.V. for practical help' with processing the experimental results.

4.1334. -

4.1310
0

100

Т.. К
Fig. 10. Temperature dependence of lattice parameter for samarium hexaboride.
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Table I.
Structural date for samarium cuprate at three various
temperatures; data were obtain from neutron diffraction
spectra by means of fitting to I4/mmm structure model w structure).
т=ооо к

T=100 К

r=22 К

Lattice constants
a
С

3.91012(5)

3.91014(5)

ft)

3.91311 (7)

ft)

11.97446(30) 11.93393(23) 1 1 . 9 1 9 3 2 ( 2 3 )

Thermal parameters
Cu:
B

n

Ьз

.

00611(14)

0.00224(12)

0.00276(12)

0.00150(10)

0.00940(9)

0.00045(10)

0.00325(82)

0.00168(66)

0.00144(97)

0.01324(94)

0.00543(68)

0.0083(10)

0.00147(9)

0.00100(7)

0.00080(11)

0.00613(39)

0.00341(23)

0.00120(40)

0.00108(7)

0.00054(5)

0.00049(7)

6.0

6.0

1.80

1.77

0(4c):
B

11

hz
*33

0(4d):
B

11

*33

Extinction
parameter В (ЦЛ1) 6 . 0
Quallty-of-flt
1.57
crlterlon%
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THE EFFECT OF HIGH FREQUENCY ULTRA-SOUND
ON THE DIFFRACTION OF THERMAL NEUTRONS
IN A BENT SILICON SINGLE CRYSTAL. THE BRAGG CASE
E.M. Iolin, E.A.Raitman, V. N. Gavrilov, B.V.Kuvaldin
Institute of Physics,
229021 Salaspils,
Latvia
Yu.A.Alexandrov, L.N.Sedlakova, A.A.Loshkarev
Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics,
JINR, Dubna
1. Introduction
The effect of ultrasound (US) on neutron and X-ray
scattering in perfect crystals has been the subject of many
investigations. Their results can be reduced mainly to the
following: in the long-wave limit (X » r, where X is the US
wave-length, x is the extinction length, connected with the gap
between the sheets of the dispersion surface (DS) for Bloch
states in the crystal) US leads to an increase of diffraction
intensity I all the way to the kinematic limit. The US is
equivalent, in this case, to a smooth and time-dependent lattice
deformation [1]. If X
s r, the US mixes the states
s

corresponding to different sheets of the DS, producing
self-intersection points at which new "ultrasound" gaps Дк
appear:
uk = Ak_ |Hw|

(1)

e

where H is the reciprocal-lattice vector, w the US wave
amplitude, and 4k « Ak for |Hw| « 1 {2]. Then the new т is
в

в

о

much smaller than x appears to be, and this quantity may be very
sensitive to the deformations.
In deformed crystals, which are of great practical
interest, the effect of US on diffraction has been much less
investigated. Such states may be caused by the circumstance that
in strongly deformed crystals the effect of US on the
diffraction has not been observed. But there is some region
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between perfect and strongly
effects will be observed.

deformed

crystals,

where

such

In [3] the results of theoretical
and experimental
investigations
of
neutrons
and
X-rays
undergoing
Laue
diffraction in deformed crystals under hf(X < r) US excitation
were reported. We show for the first time ever that hf US leads
to violation of the adiabatically conditions for the motion of
the representative points of the DS in smoothly deformed Si
crystal. The result
is an anomalous
dependence
of
the
diffraction intensity I
on the US wave amplitude w, a
dependence characterized by a substantial (up to 50%) of I (w)
for small w. Next, with the increase of w, I(w) increases
linearly and reaches the kinetic limit. A nontrivial fact is
that in absolute value the influence of the US is much more
strongly manifested in diffraction on a strained vrystal than in
an ideal lattice. Owing to the static strain, a substantial role
is played by miltiphonon processes at small w. The presence of a
static strain leads, also, to the appearance of a new type of
Pendellosung beats in hf US excitation, and, furthermore, under
conditions when ordinary extinction beats (including those
connected with the т ) are already suppressed.
The aim of the present report is to continue previous work
and to investigate the effects of hf US on r -Jtron scattering in
the case of Bragg reflection from bent Si single crystals.
The investigation has been performed with uhe DI FRAN setup
at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics, JINR, Dubna. The
time-of-flight method was used [4].
2. Experimental Results
The sample was a dislocation-free silicon single crystal
with 0.6x6x20 cm in size. The bent crystal is shown in Fig.l.
In such Bragg-symmetry reflection geometry we can simultaneously
measure several reflections, mainly (220) and (440) using the
TOF method.
3

A transverse US wave (K IK , ff; w||H*) was excited in the
crystal with on LiNbO piezoconverter secured to the sample by
salol. The first and third harmonics (v
= 26.5 and 78.0 MHz)
were used to make possible work near and far from the
neutron-acoustic resonance frequency и
= 25.8 HHz.
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Fig. 1. The common view of bent
scattering crystal. H - the vector
of reciprocal lattice, К - the wave
vector of neutrons, К - the wave
•

vector of ultrasound.

According to ref.
the usual expression
*"[;

cose

[2] the resonance frequency i s defined by
cost
± -5— ].

(2)

where V , V are the velocities of the neutron and the US waves,
n

в
Й

»

is the Bragg angle and 4 is the angle between it and Й, where
is the wave vector of US. Because * = 90° and v =
3.968x10 /Л , one can see that
n
5

3.96-10 F(H)

(3)

is equal to 25.8 MHz and v
independent of the Л and taking
into account the Debye-Waller factor is the same for all
observed reflections (220), (440) etc.
The sample was deformed using ah. ordinary bending device.
The sag h in mkm was measured. It is easy to show that h is
reciprocally proportional to the flexure radius R (h ~ 1/R). In
the experiment R was changed from 00 (perfect crystal) to 35
meters (h = 0+40 mkm).
In Fig. 2a) and b) one can see that standing US waves are
created in the crystal. If it is true, the relation L = n-\ /2
will hold. Really, knowing L = 6 cm and X = v /v , where
v" = 5.1 • 10 cm/sec and v я 26.5 MHz, we can calculate n - the
5

•

•

number of sample mechanic self-resonance harmonics and then
evaluate the average distance Ли between the maxima I (f ),
seen in Fig. 2b. Such evaluation yields n s 630 and Lv a
=0.04 MHz, but experimentally we have Дк = 0.047±0.010 and it
may be evidence for standing US waves existing in the sample.
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Fig.3 shows typical plots of the diffraction intensity vs
the piezoconverter voltage V ~ Hw at four different values of
h.
The
characteristic
features
of
these
plots
agree
qualutatively with the theory expounded in [3]. It is seen, that
for small V a noticeable decrease of the scattering intensity
Б

is observed. The decrease begins at small h ~ 0.3 mkm (R ~
~ 10 Km), but on the contrary for h = 0 an increase of I is
observed. One can see that there are some minima on the curves
and that they rao'e toward large V , if h increases.
These results can be interpreted on the basis of the theory
developed in ref. [3]. According to expression (15) from
ref. [3], the intensity
I

n

- d

n

~ I exp[-l[(Hw) h"]]{l - exp[-l[(Hw) h"]]}.

(4)

do

Therefore the minimum of I

must be observed at definite

sd

Hw and h. This is clearly seen on Fig.4.
The relation between the minimal value TJ = (I
<1ш

where I

- I
do

)/I

,
do

is the diffraction intensity without US, is shown in
do

Fig.5. It is obvious, that v is dependent on A and H.
The common results are demonstrated in three-dimensional
Fig. 6, where one can see minima observed for 1 mkm < h < 35 mkm
and 0 . 7 V < V
<7V.
m

Conclusion
It has been shown that in the case of Bragg geometry of
neutron scattering the transition between sheets of DS take
place in bent crystals under US excitation. This leads to
various manifestations
of the behavior
of the
integral
scattering intensity which differ from the case of a perfect
crystal. The set of minima connected with phonon-neutron
interactions was observed.
This effect may be used far creating a new type of neutron
chopper.
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F i g . 5 . The dependence of maximal r e l a t i v e changes of d i f f r a c t i o n
i n t e n s i t y from t h e h f o r two d i f f e r e n t wave l e n g t h of n e u t r o n s .
0.55

F i g . 6 . R e l a t i v e US
c o n t r i b u t i o n Д1/1 vs
о

piezoconverter voltage
V and sag h for [440]
reflection.
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Abstract. Phase transformations in TiD
subjected to highpressure treatment were investigated by simultaneous real-time
measurements of neutron diffraction and small-angle neutron
scattering. The neutron spectra were taken on heating the
samples in temperature ranges 100 to 300 К and 300 to 870 К. А
sequence of structural transitions was observed, which involves
7 different phases and intermediate states with the hep,
tec,
tco or bec metal sublattices and hydrogen atoms distributed on
octahedral or ordered/disordered tetrahedral interstices.

1. Introduction
The assessed T-x diagram of the Ti-H system [1] involves a
three-phase equilibrium of a-Ti(H), /3-TiH (solid solutions of
hydrogen in hep a- and bec 0-Ti) and fi-TiH (deficient dihyd2-y

ride with the fee metal sublattice and hydrogen was randomly
distributed on tetrahedral interstices of metal sublattice) at
the eutectoid point (Figure 1) . A new phase has been found in
near-eutectoid TiH samples at pressures P г 20.5 kbar [2,3].
Other designations were used for TiH phases in our previous
works. They were changed herein to conform with those generally
accepted now [1].
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When two-phase (a+5)-TiH
samples were quenched under P ~
60 kbar to 80 К and decompressed, they transformed to a singlephase state, the x- phase, which had a face-centered orthorhombic (fco) metal sublattice [4-7]. Neutron scattering experi
ments [8-12] have shown that hydrogen occupied octahedral interstitials in the metal sublattice.
o

The x-phase was metastable at P = 1 atm and transformed
irreversibly on heating over 95 К (115 К for deuteride) with an
exothermal effect of 71 (119) J/g [13]. The main phase in the
air-heated product was y-TiH which had a fco metal sublattice
with only 1% difference in lattice parameters a and b, but with
c/a =» 1.09 [14]. Hydrogen atoms in y-TiH were ordered on tetrahedral interstitial sites on alternate {110} planes [8-10]. The
y-phase has also been observed in TiH(D) water-quenched or
furnace-cooled at P = 1 atm from about eutectoid (573 К [1]) to
ambient temperature, but the content
of y-TiH
in the
(a+5)-matrix of the samples did not exceed 10% [15,16-20].
It was assumed from the crystal structure of y-TiH that
the y-phase was a stoichiometric monohydride, similar to y-ZrH
[21]. Therefore, excessive metal was expected to precipitate in
the process of the x to у transformation. However, an only dif
fuse X-ray reflection, d = 2.24 A, corresponding to (101) of
a-Ti was detected after rapid heating in air [14]. This discre
pancy was explained in small-angle neutron scattering (SANS)
experiments on the y-phase samples of different composition,
TiD
and TiD „, [22]. The SANS data led to an assumption
that excessive metal precipitated during the x to у transforma
tion as an aggregations with fractal dimension D ~ 2.7 and
crossover length £ - 85 A. On the contrary, the a-phase pattern
was clearly observed in the X-ray diffraction spectra of slowly
heated *-TiH(D) [13].
Resistivity [23] and calorimetric [13] study of the x to
ot+y transformation have shown that this transformation was a
two-stage process. An intermediate phase, к, has been stored by
means of
low-temperature annealing at -150 К for 5 min and
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quenching to 77 К. Neutron diffraction and inelastic neutron
scattering experiments on ?- and к-phases revealed that these
phases were much similar in structure and spectroscopic featu
res in the range of energy transfer over 10 meV [10].
Calorimetric measurements at the a+i to a+5 transforma
tion indicated thermal activity of the (a+jr) -TiHfD)^ samples
over about 390 К which preceded the endothermal peak at 441
(478) К [24]. When an (a+jr)-TiD
sample was subjected to
partial annealing expositions at several increasing temperatu
res, the X-ray pattern from jr-TiD did not change in the range
413 to 473 K, meanwhile the total X-ray pattern of the «-phase
appeared and increased in intensity. Decomposition reaction ч
to ot+6 in TiD
began only at T * 473 К [14].
2

0.70

'

'

L

'

There is some discrepancy in neutron diffraction data on
the p-phase of the Ti-H(D) system. Some authors stated that D
atoms were distributed over the tetrahedral sites [16], while
others [25] found the best data fit under the assumption that
15 to 30 % D atoms were located in the octahedral sites. The
optic vibration frequencies measured on (3-TiH by inelastic
neutron scattering were consistent with hydrogen distribution
on the tetrahedral sites only [26].
Thus, there was some confusion concerning both characteri
zation of structures of the phases involved and structure chan
ges at phase transformations. The present real-time study of
phase transformations in pressure-treated TiD
was carried
r

-0.75

out by simultaneous measurements of neutron diffraction
SANS. The total sequence of structural transformations
X —*к+(а)—>y

+ a — » a + 6^->/3

and
(1)

We use designation a to emphasize distinction
in
crystal
structure of this state and the a-phase resulting from the
fine-grained structure of Ti precipitations, which is more
detailed below.
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was investigated

(only the last one is reversible) , and most

structures were further detailed.
2, Experimental
Two samples were prepared by reaction of high-purity (-220 ppm)
titanium with gaseous deuterium from thermally decomposed TiD
[4,24]. Initial metal had a large grain size. To obtain fine
grained polycrystalline deuterides and to reduce their texture,
the titanium road was cold rolled by -70% before hydrogenation.
Deuterium content was determined from increase in weight, x =
0.74±0.01 (sample I) and 0.73+0.01 (sample II). Each sample
consisted of 10 discs of 6.7 mm dia. and 3 mm thick.
To produce the ar-phase (Institute of Solid State Physics,
Chernogolovka), the samples were compressed to 60 kbar, heated
to 620 K, exposed under these conditions for 10 min, and quen
ched to 80 К at a rate of -10 K/s. Then pressure was lowered
to atmospheric [2, 7 ] . All further operations and storage the
ar-phase were carried out under liquid nitrogen. To prepare the
a+Tf initial phase state for the high-temperature study, sample
II was air-heated from the ar-phase at 77 К to room temperature.
Neutron diffraction was measured using time-of-flight diffractometer DN-2 [27,28] at the IBR-2 reactor, Joint Institute
for Nuclear Research (Dubna). The neutron scattering angles
were 2Л = 152° and 90° for low-temperature experiments and
160.8° and 90° for high-temperature ones. SANS was measured at
the angle 2tf « 1° simultaneously with diffraction. A very high
neutron flux at the sample (-10 n-cm^-s" ) and the advantage
of the time-of-flight method (neutron patterns in the total Qrange are collected at each neutron impulse) ensured the tempo
ral resolution of 0.5 min at low temperatures and 1 min at high
temperatures, which was sufficient to observe peculiarities of
the phase transformations. For neutron scattering measurements
in the range 100 to 300 K, sample I (the *-phase) was loaded
into a cryostat with aluminum windows and heated at a rate of
7
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1

1.0

1.5 2.0

Figure 1. The T-x phase diagram of the Ti-H system [1]. Equi
librium lines near the eutectoid point are drawn after [24].
Plotted are also stability ranges for y-TiH [12,24]. The inte
stability region of the *-phase is shaded.
X'(lll)
7(iio)

Figure 2. Evolution of neutron diffraction pattern from TiD
0.74

(sample I) measured at the angle 2tf = 152° during the x to
a+jr transformation on heating from 100 to 300 К at a rate of l
K/min.
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about 1 K/min. A furnace with platinum windows was used to heat
sample II (initially a+y) from 300 to 760 К at a rate of -5
K/min. The temperature scale in the high-temperature experiment
was calibrated using the heating value of the eutectoid tempe
rature for TiD (603 К [24]) as a reference point. Therefore,
only relative temperature variation is essential for these mea
surements while the absolute values of temperature are less
important.
3. Low temperature measurements
Figure 2 shows evolution of neutron diffraction patterns from
sample I in the process of x -* к+(а) -> «+У transformations in
TiD
slowly heated from 100 to 300 K. The spectra were
observed at the angle 2й = 152°, they include also reflections
from aluminum walls of the cryostat. Several clue diffraction
spectra are also represented in the left part of Figure 3 as
well as the corresponding SANS spectra which are given in the
right part of this Figure.
There were no marked changes in the diffraction spectra of
the quenched phase, *-TiD
, at temperatures up to 137 K. The
spectra were characterized by the only strong peak at 2.41 Л in
the interval of d = 1.5 to 3.0 A (Figure 3, at the bottom). The
profile analysis of the spectrum was complicated because the
sample was rather textured, in spite of the above precautions.
Therefore, diffraction patterns were computer simulated! for
structures of the orthorhombic or higher symmetry and D atoms
on octahedral or tetrahedral interstices and tested to fit the
experimental spectrum. A good correlation between the calcula
ted and experimental peak intensities was found only within the
fco structure with deuterium randomly distributed on octahedral
interstices of the metal sublattice which gave a strong (111)
line with the structure factor F(lll) = 4|b(Ti) - xb(D)| = 33
Fin. Here b(Tl) = -3.300 and b(D) = 6.674 Fm are coherent neut
ron scattering amplitudes of atoms and x = 0.74 is the deute-
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rium content. The next group of intense peaks at d = 1.22 to
1.29 A was indexed as {311} reflections while calculated inten
sities of {200} and {220} reflections were negligible.
The diffraction pattern drastically modified between 142
and 151 K. Peak (111) decreased in intensity by -5 times and
shifted to larger d values (see Figure 4) . Simultaneously,
superstructure reflections (110) and (112) arose in the pat
tern. These changes in the diffraction pattern can be explained
by displacement of deuterium from octahedral to tetrahedral
sites concomitant with ordering on alternate {110} planes and
increase in volume of the unit cell. The structure factor of
the (111) reflection of the formed phase, к, is expressed as
F(lll) = 4|b(Ti)| = 13 Fm. Thus, the intensity ratio for (111)
reflections of xand к-phases should be equal to
I (111) /I (111) = 6, in good accord with the experimental value
(Figure 4).
Further modification of the diffraction spectrum displayed
structural and chemical changes within the «-phase and its dis
continuous transformation to the y-phase.
The position of peak (110) in the diffraction pattern was
nearly the same between 151 and 300 К (Figure 4) . This indi
cates that lattice parameters a and b varied negligibly within
the ic- and у-phases. Otherwise, their variation obeyed the
relation 1/0^(110) = 1/a + l/b = const, which is less likely.
Increase in the d value for peak (111) was gradusl. but
anomalously large between 151 and 205 К (Figures 3 and 4) .
Relative change of d(lll) in this interval, Ad/(d-AT) « 10"*
K" , was much higher than linear thermal expansion normal metal
hydrides (-10 K at low temperatures [29]). It is clear that
such behavior cannot be due to simple thermal expansion, but it
should be attributed to increasing deuterium concentration in
the к-phase. Actually, the intensity of peak (110) increased by
about 1.6 times upon heating the к-phase from 151 to 205 K. Ac
cording to the expression for intensity 1(110) - |F(110)| =
|4xb(D)| , this fact evidenced that the deuterium content in
х

K
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Figure 3. Representative diffraction patterns from TiD
(2i>
= 152°, the left part) and SANS spectra (2tf = 1°, the right
part) illustrating structural changes at the phase transforma
tions. Temperatures are given at the right, d is the interspace
distance, Q is the neutron momentum transfer.

T.K
W

W

160

W

Ж

250

l.min
Figure 4. Temperature behavior of intensities 1(110) and 1(111)
and interspace distance d(110) and d(lll) of the diffraction
peaks in the process of x -» к -» у transformations in TiD
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the к-phase increased by about 1.26 times upon its evolution,
i. е., from 0.74 to 0.94.
It is interesting to note that peak (002) overlapped with
the (200) and (020) peaks (underlined d ranges in Figure 3)
below 169 K. This range in the diffraction spectra looked like
intense background between the Al (200) and к (111) reflections
rather than the structural peaks. However, these peaks became
well resolved on further evolution of the к-phase (190 К and
higher).
A small jump in parameter d(lll) occurred between 205 and
220 K, which is indicative of the it to j transition. Then the
d(lll) value was nearly constant up to room temperature.
To determine structure details and the deuterium content
in the т-phase as well as the occurrence of 5-Ti in the final
product, the room-temperature neutron diffraction study was
carried out with good statistics. To eliminate the effect of
texture, the product was powdered to a particle size of 0.01 to
0.1 mm. The experimental data were treated under the assumption
of the two-phase state of the product, i.e., a+y, using the
multiphase profile Rietveld refinement program adapted to timeof-flight diffractometer DN-2 [30]. Fitting of the experimental
spectrum was attempted at free parameters of the a-phase, but
it led to unreasonable results. Therefore, lattice parameters
of the a-phase were fixed at a = 2.9520 A and с = 4.6881 A
(space group Рб /пнпс) [1]. The best fit of the experimental
intensities with R factors R =5.96 and R = 5 . 8 4 was obtained
4

p

for the jr-phase with space group С
, deuterium occupancy p
= 0.96(1) and lattice parameters given in Table 1.
It follows also from the calculational results that the
content of the a-phase in the final was 19(2) %. Since the deu
terium content in sample I was x = 0.74 and the calculated deu
terium occupancy for jr-phase was p = 0 . 9 6 , it is evident that
the following phase relation should be observed:
TiD

0 7 i

—» 0.23- (a-Ti) + 0.77-U-TiD )
o96
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(2)

Table 1. Lattice parameters a, b and c, deuterium occupancies
p and percent phase contents in TiD
(the top data set at
300K) and in TiD
(others) at different temperatures.

a, A

T,K
a

2.9520

7

4.1675(15)

a

2.9655(91)

7

4.1580(12)

a

2.9647(63)

7

4.1636(17)

a

2.9512(62)

7

4.1706(18)

a

2.9419(30)

7

4.1616(43)

&

4.3863(11)

a

2.9511(33)

7

4.142 (29)

a

b,

A

c,

A

phase
content

Pn

4. 6881 [1]

0.19

4. 5767(13)

0.81

4 606 (16)

0.164

4 5706(16)

0.836

4 634 (12)

0.204

4 5727(24)

0.796

4 671 (11)

0.209

4 5669(24)

0.791

4 6942(35)

0.537

4 5561(53)

0.117

0.61 (3)

0.346

1.53 (7)

300

4.2337(15)

0.96 (1)

300
4 2272(12)

0.97 (1)

380
4 2319(17)

0.93 (2)

460

520

550

760

4 .2336(18)

4 2513(46)

0.90 (1)

4 .6981(34)

0.553

4 .538 (37)

0.015

0.53(28)

4.3892(10)

0.432

1.49 (2)

P

3.3828 (7)

1.000

0.73

a

2.9460(20)

6

4.3881(11)

a

2.9440(20)

S

4.3877(11)

4 .251 (31)

4 .6905(31)

0.601

550
0.399
4 .6821(31)

1.63(29)

0.602

430
0.398
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1.62 (2)

i.e., the content of a-Ti should be about 23 %. This agrees
with the calculated value within twice error. We believe that
the agreement might be better, but for the structure of metal
precipitations which differed from the structure of п-Ti, as
further discussed in the next section.
The first indication of SANS was detected at T = 180 to
200 К in the range of neutron momentum transfer Q = 0.05 to
0.08 A"
(Figure 4 ) . At 200 K, SANS intensity markedly
increased in the range of Q = 0.02 to О.ьЧ А" , then SANS
spectra stabilized at 215 K.
Origination of SANS is indicative of fluctuation of neut
ron scattering density in the sample. It correlates with suc
cessive structural transformations concluded from diffraction
data and further explains chemical behavior of the sample.
When the x to к transformation was completed, D atoms in
the к-phase occupied ordered tetrahedral interstices with the
occupation probability p = 0.74. Deuterium enrichment of t.'ne
к-phase terminated in formation of the stoichiometric у-phase.
Both processes should result in nucleation and growth of deute
rium-free regions. The neutron scattering amplitude of such
regions essentially differed from the average scattering ampli
tude. At the first stage, nuclei of deuterium-free metal were
few and small in size and could not therefore be observed in
the SANS spectra. Upon evolution of the к-phase and the к to у
transformation, these nuclei increased in number, grew in sizt,
and combined to form regions of a larger size. Respectively,
SANS drastically increased in intensity and the intensity maxi
mum in the experimental spectra shifted to small Q values
(Figure 3 ) .
Some notes on the nature of к- and jr-phases can be made
from the above data.
Anomalous temperature behavior of lattice parameters seems
to prove strong D-D interaction in к- and r-phases. D-D distan
ces in the *-phase are about 2.9 k. When deuterium displaced
1
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from octahedral to ordered on {110} planes tetrahedral sites
upon the x •* к -* i transformation, D-D distances in the
ab-plane remained almost the same as in the ^-phase, i.e.,
about 2.97 A in the зг-phase. But that along the c-axis
decreased after the x to к transformation to r (D-D) = c/2 =
2.18 A, then gradually increased to 2.26 A as the deuterium
content in the к-phase increased (lattice parameter с calcula
ted from the positions of (111) and (110) reflections changed
from 4.365 to 4.524 A upon evolution of the к-phase). Since the
Ti-D interaction could not cause such distortion, from symmetry
consideration, we conclude that it resulted from the next-tonsarest-neighbor, i.e., D-D interaction.
It seems worth to compare the present structural behavior
of *-TiD . with changes in superconductivity observed by
resistivity jumps in z-TiH
in the course of successive hea
ting runs of partial annealing [23]. It has been found that T
of *-TiH
decreased from 4.3 to 3.7 К after several heating
runs to T * 154 K, then two steps at lowered T were observed
in the resistivity curves after further runs to T ^ 165 K, only
hints of superconductivity could be fixed at T ^ l к after fur
ther runs, and the у-phase was non-superconductive. It can be
concluded from the comparison that the к-phase is a seldom case
of a superconducting hydride with hydrogen partially ordered on
tetrahedral sites, its T value being dependent on the occupan
cy number.
4. High-temperature measurements
Figure 5 shows evolution of the neutron diffraction pattern
taken at 2i» = 160.8° from sample II (initially (a+jr)-TiD
air-heated from the x-phase) in the course of heating from 300
to 760 К followed by cooling to 430 K. It is evident from the
Figure that there were wide temporal intervals when the phase
content in the sample changed rather slowly. This enabled reli
able statistics to be obtained at some temperatures by means of
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Figure 5. Evolution of the neutron diffraction pattern from
TiD
(sample II) measured at the angle 20 = 160.8° on
heating from 300 up to 760 К at a rate of 5 K/min. The initial
state of the sample was (<x+jr). Signed are several representa
tive peaks only.

summing fourspectra in close vicinity of the temperature. Such
summary spectra were analyzed using the multiphase Rietveld
program . The a-phase was fitted within space group P6Jmmc.
Deuterium content in the a-phase was accepted to be zero, p =
0, because spectrum statistics was insufficient to determine
this parameter. The results of the analysis are presented in
Table 1, some diffraction patterns for different phase states
are shown in Figure 6. Evolution of the SANS spectrum (2i? = 1°)
from sample II measured simultaneously with neutron diffraction
is represented in Figure 7.

Satisfactory fits of experimental intensities were obtained
here and further with R factors F = 5.1 to 6.4 and R = 5.3 to
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Figure 6. Rietveld refined neutron diffraction patterns charac
teristic of different phase states involved in the phase trans
formations in T i D : (5+T) at 300 K, (a+r+S) at 520 K, /3 at
760 K, and (a+5) at 430 К (cooled from the p-phase). Shown are
experimental points, fitting lines and differential curves.
Only several representative peaks are signed. All patterns are
plotted to the same scale.
0 7 3

Lattice parameters of the r-phase calculated from the
room-temperature diffraction spectrum (Table 1) were close to
those obtained for sample I and to earlier data [12,14,15], but

298

ve

Figure 7. Evolution of the SANS spectrum r „ = Л
2

-,

„,,

for the deuterium occupancy found in [15],p = 0.85, which
seems to be too low. Parameter a calculated for the a-phase was
much higher while parameter с was much lower than the appropri
ate values reported for ot-Ti(H), i.e., a = 2.951 and с = 4.684
to 4.740 A [1] .
Several temperature intervals of the spectra evolution can
be distinguished in Figures 5 and 7. The main features of both
diffraction and SANS spectra were much the same between 300 and
460 K. An approximately linear increase in calculated values of
lattice parameters a and b of the y-phase was observed in this
interval as could be expected due to usual thermal expansion
(Figure 8) . But lattice parameter с remained nearly constant.
This can be due to a slight decrease of the deuterium occupancy
(p = 0.90 at 460 K, Table 1) relaxing the above assumed strong
D-D interaction along the c-axis, thus, compensating thermal
expansion.
D

Behavior of the й-phase was rather unordinary in this
interval. Parameter с increased while parameter a decreased
linearly between 300 and 460 К (Figure 9) . such behavior was
far from the normal thermal expansion, but as a result, lattice
parameters of the a-phase approached the values characteristic
of pure a-Ti. The calculated percentage of the a-phase in the
sample increased from 16.4 % at 300 К to 20.9 % at 460 K. The
invariable SANS in the experimental Q range indicated that
processes at these temperatures occurred within the initial
grain structure of sample I, contrast of the a-phase nuclei
with respect to the average neutron scattering density being
nearly the same. Otherwise, the changes took place beyond the
experimental Q range, i.e., at Q > Q
= 0.125 A" which is
equivalent to crystal regions of a size I < 2ir/Q
« 50 A.
1

шах

Phase transformation (a+y) to (a+fi) was evident over 480
K, it developed rapidly between 520 and 550 K. A small amount
of the y-phase (about 1.5 %) was still observed at 550 K. The
p value lowered to about 0.53 before the end of the transfor
mation. Lattice parameters a and с sharply decreased while
parameter b considerably increased during the transformation.
The lattice parameter of the 5-phase obtained was somewhat less

300

than the reported value, a = 4.397 to 4.407 [1]. This can
result from lowered value of the homogeneity limit of the
&-phase at higher temperatures. The deuterium occupancy p at
tetrahedral sites of the 5-phase was 1.49±0.02 at 550 K. SANS
increased in intensity, its dependence on Q markedly changed,
i.e., a second maximum grew at higher channels (lesser Qvalues). This effect can be explained by precipitation of addi
tional titanium due to formation of the deuterium-rich
6-TiD
from the у-phase. These titanium precipitates should
D

1.49

be larger in size compared to Ti nuclei which precipitated upon
X to a+j transformation. By the end of the transformation,
accordingly, lattice parameters in Figure 9 got values charac
teristic of oc-Ti.
The a+& to p phase transformation was observed at 600 to
660 K. The diffraction patterns of a and 6 faded during the

gamma-TiDo.73
4.17 4.16
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к 4.14
4.25 -

b

• A

4.24 ii

4.23 3()0
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•—-"""'^ •
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___ 300
!
'460'
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' 4б0

500

0.5

Figure 8. Lattice parameters a, b and с of the 7-phase and the
deuterium occupancy p ot the ordered tetrahearal positions in
the fco metal sublattice on heating sample II (black points). A
least-square fits (lines) with the third-degree polynomials are
shown (lines) to visualize the temperature dependence. Blank
points represent data for sample I.
D
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transformation in the same proportion. There were no signs of
another two-phase region. It can be concluded therefore that
the transformation occurred in the eutectoid point, in accor
dance with earlier stated value x = 0.72+0.02 [24].
e

The Rietveld refinement of the neutron diffraction pattern
at 760 К (Figure 5) was carried out at a fixed value of the
total deuterium occupancy, p = 0.73, equal to the deuterium
content in the sample. Variation of the deuterium occupancies
was allowed between the tetrahedral and octahedral sites. The
best fit was obtained for D atoms occupying only tetrahedral
interstitial positions in the bcc metal sublattice. This result
agrees with the inelastic neutron measurements [26] and neutron
diffraction data [16], but disproves data [25] where 15 to 30 %
D atoms were assumed to be in the octahedral sites. SANS comp
letely disappeared in the /3-phase, that means that the sample
had no neutron scattering amplitude fluctuations, it was
single-phase.
On cooling, the /3-phase reversibly transformed to the
(o+5)-state at about the same temperatures, 660 to 590 K. The
lattice parameters of both phases were close to earlier repor
ted values [1]. Those of the a-phase showed normal thermal
behavior on cooling (Figure 9 ) . The SANS intensity began slowly
growing, but with some time/temperature delay compared to tran
sformations in the diffraction spectrum. No changes were
observed in the diffraction pattern below 590 K, except normal
thermal contraction, while the intensity of SANS continued to
grow until 550 K. The Q-dependence of SANS curves considerably
differed from that before transition to the (3-phase (at 550 to
600 K, see Figure 7) . The SANS intensity was much less in the
whole experimental range of Q, but for Q less than 0.01 A"
where the intensity was larger than from the sample before
transition to the /3-phase. This indicates that titanium preci
pitates in the (ot+5) -sample were much larger in si2e after
cooling from the /3-phase than after the x -> й+У -» a+5 transfor
mation. This can be related to higher temperature of the former
1
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alfa-TiDo.73
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Figure 9. Lattice parameters a
and с for the 5 and a-Ti in
sample
II
on heating (black
circles)
and
on
cooling
(triangles).
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4.60
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temperature, К
transformation hence higher mobility of D atoms whose diffusion
controls growth of the products of the transformation.
A clear effect of the state and/or the grain size of pre
cipitated titanium was also observed in the neutron diffraction
patterns from sample II after different phase transformations
(Figure 6 ) . There was a marked difference between the calcula
ted diffraction curves for й-Ti in the initial (а+т)-state at
300 к and for а-Ti in the (a+5)-state cooled from the /9-phase
to 430 K. The experimental data for the initial
(a+i)-state
could not be fitted as good as data for other phase states,
which is evident from comparison of differential curves in
Figure
6.
Background
in the diffraction
pattern
from
(a+7)-TiD
was higher, and all peaks were much broader at
300 к than in other patterns. On heating, background gradually
decreased and the peaks narroved until the transformation to
the p-phase. Since background of neutron diffraction from dif
ferent crystalline phases of the same sample at some tempera
ture is expected to be nearly the same, we believe that the
observed difference in the spectra should be due to a large
amount of defect and noncrystalline regions formed mainly by
titanium atoms. This agrees also with the apparent increase in
the percent content of «(a)-Ti in sample II on heating and with
earlier X-ray data on annealing [14].
073
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The short flight path necessary for the TOF instruments at a pulsed source
introduces several constraints in the building of the instrument. The fast neutron
spectrum and associated у rays have been observed to introduce detector recovery etlects
which can persist to long times. Hence these

components have to be reduced or

eliminated irom the spectrum incident on the sample. One way to do this is by bending
the beam so that the detector is out ol sight of the source.

The reflecting bent neutron

guides for such beam transport become too long and are not readily applicable to the
pulsed source instruments operating at fast repetition rates, due to frame overlap
considerations. The SANS instrument at the KENS pulsed source in Japan has been built
on a guide, but uses band width limiting choppers and a relatively low source pulsing
frequency (Ishikawa et al,, 1986). One way to overcome this length problem is to use a
beam bender which in effect is an array of short narrow curved guides placed side by
side and such a beam bender is used on the LOQ instrument at the ISIS pulsed source in
the UK (Heenan,1986). This, however, cuts off the neutrons with wavelengths below 2 A
which would have been useful for such applications as resonance small angle neutron
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ABSTRACT
We report the first neutron scattering studies
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G(E) in phase transition CHD1/CHD2.

The 1,3 cyclohexanedione (CHD) crystals are

built of enolized

CHD molecules hydrogen bonded into linear chains [l].The mole
cular rings are

coplanar

within an individual chain and the

chains are coplanar in the structure. The
planar

exept

molecular

ring

is

for methylene group C(5)H„ , which in an isola

ted molecule can be placed at equivalent sites below and above
the

molecular ring. At T =287K the crystal undergoes an iso-

structural phase transition [2]. Above T

the methylene

group

ie disordered in the two sites of the ring. The occupation fac
tor of C(5)H„ in each of the sites is equal 0.5 , even thought
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inversions
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about
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proton transfer in the hydrogen

Several features of
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not only in

T [5]. It wae suggested that this
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that
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in the crystal, similar to the transitions

between

the orientational states of ferroelectric crystals [7],is still
controversial. One element of such a soliton distorsion in
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phase
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C(5)H

2

Presently we report the first neutron scattering studies of CHD
crystals

in

pressure. The
the

crystal

( elastic

the

function

main
lattice

coherent

aims

of

temperature

were

and

hydrostatic

to complete the information on

dimensions

close

to

transition

point

neutron scattering ) ( Figs. 1,2,3,4 ) and

to observe the anomalous

changes

of the generalized density function

in

the

peak

frequencies

G(E) of scattered

neutron

(inelastic incoherent neutron scattering) due to the CHD1/CHD2
phase transition ( Figs. 5,6 7,6 ).
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Fig.1 Neutron diffraction ypectra measured
for increasing temperature:
1 -T=Z74.5K. 2-T=279K. 3-T=2B3K. 4-T=286K
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In our experiment the temperature and pressure induced

phase

transitions CHD1/CHD2 were confirmed by elastic and inelastic
neutron scattering. The hysteresis

of the position of d(hkl)

and two G(E) peaks during phase transition was observed. Also
the coexistence of

CHD1 and

CHD2 phases near the transition

CHD1/CHD2 was found.
The experiments
meters

KD-SOG

were made using TOF inverted geometry spectro
and

NERA in

Laboratory of Neutron Physics of

JINR in Dubna.
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ABSTRACT
Dry Portland cement, silica fume, hydrating Portland cement
paste and solid state nuclear track detectors (SSNTD) were
studied by small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS). Various
samples of quartz spheres were used for methodical studies
investigating the SANS effect. The Porod's potential law holds
for both dry powder samples and samples of quartz spheres. In
the measured Q-region the hardening cement paste does not show
a Porod-like behaviour of SANS curves. By observing the shape
of the scattering curves taken at different times after the
onset of hydration within the first 92 days, some evolution of
the inner structure in the hardened cement paste can be noted.
Furthermore foils of the PETP type were investigated by SANS.
The irradiated foils show a Guinier-like region on the
scattering curve. The measured radius of gyration is of about 8
nm. By annealing (at 160 degrees Centigrade) the radius of
gyration Is reduced.
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1. Some Remarks about the Small-Angle Neutron Scattering Method
in Materials Research
Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) is a useful technique to
characterize matrix lnhomogeneities in a variety of materials
[1]. SANS gives average information for an ensemble of
scattering objects. The inversion of
scattering pattern to
real space cannot yield specific data of individual scattering
centres like a direct imaging method [2]. Certain models for an
interpretation of experimental results are needed, too.
The following formula for the macroscopic differential
section dE/dO(Q) models the scattering signal:

(Q,

=— у

u

Я

flQ.a^

Г

H ( a

, «2 |

f( Q a

,2
(

d

cross

(1)

'

characterizes

the

particle

scattering vector. The variable a

(

form

factor

and

Q

the

is the characteristic linear

size of the scattering objects and W(a ) represents the
distribution function of a . V
describes the volume of the
i

pi

scattering particles with a SANS contrast u
given by the
absolute square of the difference of the scattering length
densities (scattering object and surrounding medium) . The
scattering length density is the sum over the coherent
scattering lengths of all scattering centres (atoms) in a given
volume divided by this volume. This volume is determined by the
lower limit of solvable particle sizes and amounts to about 0.1
з
nm . The sum in formula (1) is taken over all s types of
scattering objects with different phases and geometries.
Two regions of the scattering curve are discussed by Pearson et
al. [3]. In the following they are used for the analysis of the
scattering data. At
low scattering
angles
the Guinler
approximation holds [4].
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v o l u m e

Z

2

- - 10) <r
x contrast x V l a j x exp[-Q R / 3]
dft
concentration
9

and
Q = 4»»A s i n IP /2)

(2)

Thereby P is the scattering angle and X denotes the neutron
wavelength. R
is the radius of gyration of a scattering
particle of type (i) with a volume Via ) . The radius of
gyration is the mean squared distance of all points within the
particle seen from the particle centre.
At large scattering angles (large 0) the Forod approximation
holds [51. From the scattering curves represented in the Porod
plot ([dE/dQ Q*l versus 0 ) the Porod constant K is directly
obtainable
p

d E

K

10)

P

+

cc

о

d 0

(3)

В

4

where

s/v =

K

p

/ ( 2я u )

= K

B

/ 1 2Я u p

g

S/m

g

In formulas
volume, m

14) and

(4)
)

(5)

(5) S describes the surface area, V

the mass and p

the

g
the mass density of the sample.

2. Experiments and Results
2.1. SANS-Experiments on the Spectrometer HURN-TEXT
The spectrometer HURN-TEXT is located on the beam-line 4 at the
pulsed reactor IBR-2 of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Re-
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search Dubna. By using the TOF-method with its wide variety of
incident wavelengths (from 0.07 nm to 1.5 run) a momentum
transfer from 0.07 nm"
to 7 nm
is detectable. Therefore,
inhomogeneities on a length scale In a range from 1 nm to 30 nm
can be measured. At sample position a neutron flux from 6 10
cm" sec"
to 3.7 10
cm" sec"
exists
[6]. A detailed
description ot the SANS-spectrometer MURN-TEXT is given in [71
[6] . By means of a vanadium scatterer placed into the direct
neutron beam the macroscopic cross section d£/dQ (QJ is
measurable, it contains all scattering information about the
sample [9] .
2.2. Experimental Results
2.2.1. Methodical Investigations by means of Quartz Spheres
For larger particles the scattered neutron wave is perturbed in
a higher degree since its partial-wave components have to
suffer larger phase shifts, too. In tne specimens investigated
particles with diameters of about 1 j<m to 100 ;<m exist.
Therefore, the scattering behaviour should be considered in a
more
detail. Berk
et
al.
[10] described
the maximum
partial-wave phase shift v by the following formula:
v = 2 p R X,

(6)

where p is the scattering length density, R is the radius of
the particle, and X is the wavelength of the incident neutron.
Dry cement powder particles possess a scattering length density
of about 4 10
m" . An estimation of the phase shift for
particles of dry cement, the diameter of which lies in a region
of about several Mm, gives v - 1, supposing a neutron wave
length of about 0.1 nm. This means neither the first Born
approximation [n « 1] nor the description as a refraction
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process [v » X] is a priori useful. Further investigations are
helpful for a better interpretation of the SANS results.
For methodological studies several fractions of quartz spheres
of the type DRAGONIT 25 (from the DRAGON-WERK GEORG WILD GmbH &
Co. KG! were used in SAKS experiments. The dry samples of
quartz spheres were put into rectangular quartz cells. Both the
thickness of the quartz walls and the neutron path length
(sample thickness) is of 1 ram.
The obtained SANS-data for all the samples studied have been
plotted on graphs of o/d£/dQ versus Q on a log-log scale (see
Fig. 1 ) . Thus, the perfect Porod scattering ( potential law
Q
I appears as a straight horizontal line. Another potential
behaviour is also represented by straight lines.
10
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a
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Porod plot of the SANS cross section of quartz spheres
(type DRAGONIT 25).
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The preparation of the SANS data is done by two versions of the
program SAS. By using the version NORSOR both the sample
scattering and the transmission are measured without the
vanadium scatterer. The data of this vanadium scatterer are
measured separately. Hence for transmission measurements a
special direct beam detector is used [в].
By means of the fit program FUHILI the the scattering curves
dE/dS were fitted as
d£
— (01 = All)
dO

A (2)
+ АО)
Q'

(7)

The r e s u l t s a r e shown i n Tab. 1 and F i g . 2 and 3 .

1000-

-л

1—I—i—г—г-р

STANDARD SPHERES (dry) ''(DRAGONIT 25)
2 100^
(45 - 70) / ш

Ю

7

lfH
calculated without NORSOR
• oooa calculated with
NORSOR

Ь

С

•о
\ 0.1
и
43

0.01 л

1

(Q/A- )
Fig. 2-

Data and fitted curve of the SANS cross section of
quartz spheres (type DRAGONIT 25) with diameters In
the range from 45 \tt& to 70 Jim .
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"STANDARD SPHERES (dry)
(DRAGONIT 25)
о а о о о s.th. 20
• ю н a.th. 60
45 - 70)
55 - 95)
80 - 110)

I и
•d

/im
yum
/an
/um
yum

o.i
: exponents (FUM1U)
-4.11 + / " 0.02
-4.12 + / - 0.03
-4.15 + / - 0.04
-4.01 + / - 0.05
-4.21 + / - 0.05

1

(Q/A- )
fig.

Tab.

3-

SANS c r o s s s e c t i o n of q u a r t z s p h e r e s
(type DRAGONIT
25) w i t h d i f f e r e n t d i a m e t e r s . The e x p o n e n t s a r e t h e
r e s u l t s o f a Forod f i t .
The fitted data of the SANS curves of the DRAGONIT 25
spheres. (N ... calculation with NORSORI

Characteristics

AID/
45 - 5

-A (2)
-1

10 in sterad
s. th. 20 (im

2.17*/-0.13
2.1W-0.09
Mm
0.42*/-0.05
(N) 0.37+/-0.04
Mm
0.27+/-0.04
IN) 0.26*/-0.03
Mm
0.28»/-0.05
(N)
0.19*/-0.03
I
МИ
0.14»/-0.03
(N) 0.13W-0.02
IN)

s. th. 60
(45 - 70)
(55 - 95)
(80 -110)

A(3)/
10"'cm" sterad"

4.13t/-0.02
4.14+/-0.01
4.12«/-0.03
4.1SW-0.02
4.17+/-0.04
4.18W-0.03
4.04W-0.04
4.13+/-0.04
4.20+/-0.05
4.23W-0.04
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2.98./-0.50
2.85+/-0.46
6.25t/-0.41
6.44W-0.38
6.15»/-0.40
6.17»/-0.38
5.98»/-0.40
6.25W-0.38
8.92W-0.4O
8.89./-0.38

Various considerations about the meaning of the All) value in
that case, in which the exponent A (2) deviates from -4, the
calculated All) value as the Forod constant K
has to be
considered with caution. For a rough estimation and further
discussion these values of К are useful.
p

The errors of the measured macroscopic cross section are
smaller than 5 per cent. The application of further calculation
methods
I e. g. least square method ) gives an additional
error. Accordingly the values of the specific surface ( via the
Forod's constant ) and the exponent ( potential law ) were
given with an accuracy of about 10 per cent and 5 per cent,
respectively.
2.2.2. SANS Study of Hardening Cement Pastes
Portland
cement
paste
contains
many
crystalline
and
non-crystalline phases in various ranges of sizes. It is
possible to divide the hydrating cement grain into several
shells for the modeling [11]. The shells represent the inner
and outer hydration products. The crystalline phases I e.g.
Portlandite, Calcite ) are embedded in the amorphous phases of
hydration products. The kernel of the hydrating grain consists
of unreacted Portland cement.
First some consideration must be given to the applicability of
models used for SANS to the system cement / hardened cement
paste. From the point of view of the interaction between the
thermal neutrons and the microstructural objects the principal
properties of the samples of hardened cement paste under
investigation by SANS are the following:
1. Heterogeneity:
The sample typically contains a full variety
of phases (unreacted cement grain, various hydration products.
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electrolytic solutions) which appear as a result of the
hydration process between the cement clinker and the water. A
selection of the most important scattering objects is necessary
for an effective interpretation of the measured SANS data.
2. Scattering
objects of a size range of some micrometers: Both
dry cement and hardened cement paste contain scattering objects
which are in a size range larger than some доп. Therefore the
conditions for application of the first BORN approximation has
to be considered.
3. Dense packed
system:
It is thought that even a single
clinker grain consists of different phases and represents a
dense packed system of heterogeneous objects. The neutrons
travelling through the sample feel a fast change of scattering
objects i. e. scattering length densities. For further analysis
of the scattering curves the determination t via measurements
or calculations ) of the effective background is very
important. It should be pointed out that the neutrons
travelling through the sample perceive a mean of all scattering
densities as background (due to incoherent scattering). A
priori the interparticle structure factor should not be
neglected because of the very dense packing in the system.
4. Sample thickness:
To neglect the effects of sample surface
roughness and emphasize the sample volume effects, the sample
thickness must be at least of 1 mm.
5. Evolution
of the hydrating phases: A continuous evolution of
the hydrating phases is observable. Only special sample
preparations may stop this evolution. The sensitivity of dry
cement powder and hardened cement paste to various outer and
inner influences needs the use of difficult preparation
procedures ( e.g. a chamber for controlling the humidity,
temperature etc. ) .
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Fig. 4, 5, and 6. SANS cross section of hydratlng Portland
cement paste measured at different times after the
hydration start. Results are given for the specimens
with three different thicknesses: Fig.4 - 0.50 mm.
Fig. 5 - 1.05 mm, and Fig. 6 - 1.70 mm.
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In the last years several publications about SANS measurements
on hardening cement pastes , ceramics, and other porous
materials were published [12] [13] [14] [15]. In the ILL
Grenoble time-resolved phenomena in cements and other porous
materials were studied by SANS [16] . It was shown this method
is applicable to various investigations on cement samples, for
instance hydration and aging. Kriechbaum et al. [17] have
published results, yielded by small-angle X-ray scattering. The
fractal nature is one of the most important points of view in
this paper.
The samples of hardened cement paste are prepared from ordinary
Portland cement and water (D 0) in a defined water-cement ratio
z
of 0.38. In experiments for observing the hydration progress
within the first 92 days the cement paste was laid in a
container of a plastic distance ring and two thin plastic foils
of a thickness of about 30 Cm at the two faces of this plastic
ring reducing the vapour (water) exchange. The mass changes of
the samples due to evaporation of water were registered. The
influence of the foil to the SANS-signal of the used samples is
negligible. The thicknesses of these plastic rings were 0.50
mm, 1.05 mm, and 1.70 mm. At sample position the neutron beam
cross section lies in a range of about (1.5 ... 4) cm .
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show different scattering patterns. Both
the potential law of the scattering curve and the macroscopic
cross section d£/dQ vary. In the measured Q-region the
hardening cement paste do not yield a Porod-like behaviour. The
apparent region of validity of the Guinier approximation is
very small and the Porod's potential law is very often not
fulfilled. The exponents lie in an interval of about -2 to -4.
The Porod's potential law holds only for the samples of the dry
ordinary Portland cement, samples of silica fume,
and their
mixture [18].
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2.2.3. First Results of the Investigation of Latent Ion Tracks
in SSNTD
Passing the SSNTD, charged particles form latent tracks. The
diameter and the length of these tracks vary with the atomic
number and the energy of the particles. These latent tracks
become visible in a light microscope after chemical etching.
Only a part of the latent track is etchable. In SSNTD latent
ion tracks are difficult to observe. The only method to get
information about them is the small-angle neutron scattering
method. In the last years several studies on irradiated
SSNTD-materials are published by Albrecht, Schaupert et al.
[19] [20] [21] [22] .
By using the SANS spectrometer HURN at the IBR-2 foils of the
PETP type were investigated [23] [24] . All samples were put
into a sample holder which consisted of six circular hollows.
The total thickness of 15 SSNTD-foils is of 0.93 mm (every foil
has a thickness of about 62 ,"m ) and their diameter is of 40
mm. At sample position the neutron beam cross section is of
about 1.5 cm
The irradiated foils 1 perpendicularly irradiated by Ti-48,
energy = 5.5 HeV/nucleon, track density = (1...3I lo'' cm" )
showed a Guinier-Пке region on the scattering curve. The
measured radius of gyration is of about 8 nm [see Fig. 7). For
the further interpretation of the scattering data via modeling
additional data about the latent tracks are necessary .( form of
latent track, i.e. the density distribution parallel and
perpendicular to the track axis, exact track density of the
irradiated region, i.e. homogeneity of the track distribution,
etc. ] . After annealing ( at 160 degrees Centigrade I the
radius of gyration has been reduced. This result is explainable
:
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SANS cross section for LAVSAN foils (as a solid-state
nuclear track detector) with a track density of
(1...3) l O ^ c m .
- 2

as a size reduction of the latent tracks. By observing
shape of the SANS curves taken after an OV-irradiation of
SSNTD
| for about
3 hours
) , any
influence of
UV-irradiation on the latent tracks after annealing is
evident.
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Peculiarities of the crystal structure and superconductivity of
Al substituted ЕиВа (Си,А1)зО>,_
2

5

single crystals

By O.A. Usov, N.F. Kartenko, I.V. Rozhdestvenskaya, L,S. Sapozh
nikova, A.I. Veinger and S.I. Goloschapov
A.F.Ioffe Physico-Technical Institute, Russian Academy of Sci
ences, Polytechnical str.,26, St. Petersburg 194021, Russia
Superconductivity in compounds isostructural with
YBagCugO^g (Y123) is believed to originate from the presence of
the holes in the CuOg layers (de Leeuw, Groen, Feiner & Havinga,
1990). The average oxidation state of copper in the layers can
be determined by changing the composition of these materials.
Rare earth substitutions in Y123 compound do not affect T ex
c

cept La, Ce, Pr, Pm, Tb (Jin, Tiefel, Kammlott, Fastnacht & Graebner, 1991). But the critical temperature is drastically re
duced when impurity atoms partially substitute for Cu. Alumi
nium incorporation was studied in ceramics and single crystals
(Siegrist, Schneemeyer, Waszczak, Singh, Opila, Batlog, Rupp &
Murphy, 1987) and was found to supress T and increase oxygen
c

contents. The effect of Ai and Eu substitions on the Y123 crystal
structure and superconductivity were investigated here both by
the X-ray diffraction and low magnetic field microwave absorption
techniques (Masterov, 1990) on EuBa (Cu,Al) 0 _ (Eul23/AD
2

3

7

5

single crystal. The BVS method (Brown & Altermatt, 1985) was used
to reveal the correlations between the structural and supercon
ducting properties.
Black rectangular platelets of Eui23/Al were grown by the selfflux method (Golovenchits, Morozov, Ruvimov, Sanina, Sapozhnikova,
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Sorokin, Syrnikov, Scheglov, 1990) in a pure AI2O3 crucible.
Initial reactives: oxides, nitrates and carbonates of Eu, Ba and
Cu. BaO-CuO as a flux medium was used, the melt was cooled at a
1

random rate 2.5 К h"" for 100-150 hours. The single crystals were
annealed in 0 at 600-700 К during 50 hours, then were slowly
g

cooled. The reaction with crucible material at low growth rate was
likely a cause for the Al incorporation into the crystal structure.
The presence of Al was confirmed by the X-ray microanalysis.
The superconducting properties were measured by the microwave
absorption (MWA) techniques in a weak magnetic field up to 50 Oe
using-a Varian E-112 ESR spectrometer at the frequency 9 GHz. The
temperature was maintained with a continuous flow cryostat of Ox
ford Instruments that operates at temperatures down to 4.2 К with
an accuracy to about 0.5 K. The critical temperature was evalu
ated by extrapolation of the magnetic field derivative of MWA
power to zero. This technique is contactless and very sensitive
for the analysis of the superconducting state and so it was used
for T

c

measurements on very small crystals. The systematic devia

tion from the standard four-probe method have been observed above
2-3 K. The accuracy of the critical temperature measurements (es
pecially for low temperature) is also dependent on the sample
heating, thermocouple arrangements, accuracy of the extrapolation
and is about 2 K. The experimental value of T

c

is about 13 K.

The crystal for X-ray and MWA measurments with dimensions
0.40 x 0.13 x 0.01 mm was apparently untwinned. Nicolet P2^ diffractometer, graphite-monochromatized Mo Кос radiation, w-scan
technique, 2 9 = 8 0 , total intensity measurements up to sin8A=
max
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0.902 A

. Unit cell parameters were obtained from oscillation

photographs and refined using setting angles of 25 reflection
о

with 35 < 26 < 45 . One reflection monitored every 50 reflec
tions showed no significant intensity drift. Lorents-polarization correction and empirical absorption correction by Ф-method using experimental absorption curves were 'obtained from 20
reflections in the full angle range (.no more 36 points per ref
lection). Atomic scattering factors from International Tables
for X-ray Crystallography (1974). All calculations were perfor
med with XTL-type program package (Usov, Kuzmin, Ro2hdestvenskaya & Fundamenskii, 1980).
The structure was analysed in two space groups:
;mmm, a=3.8976(13), b=3.9007(14), c=li.707(3) A, range of inde
xes 0 < h < 7, 0 < к < 6, 0 < 1 < 20; 581 reflections are
measured,

569 unique, 561 reflections with I>1.96o(I);

P4/mmm, a=b=3.8991(13), c=ll.707(3) A, range of indexes
0 < h < 7, 0 < к < 4, 0 < 1 < 20, 338 unique, 331 observed
reflections with I>1.96o(I).
The trial Eu and Ba atomic coordinates were deduced from
sharpened Patterson maps, Cu and 0 atoms were located from
successive Fourier syntheses. A final difference map showed no
о <э

peaks or depressions more than 0.9 eA

. The site occupation

factors (s.o.f.), atom coordinates and anisotropic thermal
parameters were obtained from the FMLS refinements. The s.o.f.
were refined from reflections with sin8A < 0.5 (118 ref
lections for space group Pmmm, 74 for P4/mmm). At primary re
finements s.o.f. of 0(2) and 0(3) were slightly more than
unity and s.o.f. of Cu(2) and 0(4) were equal to unity in the
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Table 1. Atomic coordinates, anisotropic and equivalent isotropic thermal
parameters, site occupation factors with e.s.d.'s in parentheses
B

Posi S.o.f.
tions
Eu(l)
Bad)
Cud)
Al
Cu(2)
0(1)
0(2)
0(3)
0(4)
0(5)

lh
2t
la
la
2q
le
2s
2r
2q
lb

0.98(1)
0.99(1)
0.63(2)
0.37(2)
1
0.36(8)
1
1
1
0.37(8)

X
0.5
0.5
0
0
0
0
0.5
0
0
0.5

У
0.5
0.5
0
0
0
0.5
0
0.5
0
0

( B

B

B

eq= H 22 33)

%
0.5
0.1895(1)
0
0
0.3560(2)
0
0.374(2)
0.374(2)
0.159(2)
0

в

1 / 3

и

0.65(3)
1.25(4)
2.3(3)
2.3(3)
0.59(6)
2.4(25)
0.8(4)
0.9(4)
6.6(19)
1.6(21)

^
0.50(3)
1.10(4)
2.1(3)
2.1(3)
0.47(6)
1.1(18)
0.8(4)
0.7(4)
5.8(18)
3.7(32)

B (A)«

833

eq

1.83(4)
2.02(4)
2.0(2)
2.0(2)
1.73(8)
1.0(16)
2.5(6)
2.4(5)
1.9(8)
1.3(18)

0.84(4)
1.41(4)
2.2(3)
2.2(3)
0,78(7)
1.4(20)
1.2(5)
1.2(5)
4.2(15)
2.0(23)

Table 2. Selected interatomic distances (A) and angles ( )
with e.s.d.'s in parentheses.
Eu(l)

0(2)
0(3)
Bad)

2.447(11)
2.445(10)

Cu(l)

3.635(1)

Cu(2)

3.232(1)

0(1)
0(2)

2.954(1)
2.907(13)

0(3)

2.909(13)

0(4)

2.780(3)
2.953(1)

Cu(2)

Bad)

0(5)
Cud)

Cu(i)

- 0(4)

1.866(22)

- 0(5)
- Cu(2)

4.167(2)

1.950(1)

- 0(2)

1.961(2)

- 0(3)
- 0(4)

1.960(2)
2.301(22)

- Cu(2)

3.372(4)

3.539(1)

0(2)-Cu(2)-0(2)

167.8(4)

Cu(2)

3.376(2)

0(2)-Cu(2)-0(3)

89.4(4)

Bad)

4.437(2)

0(2)-Cu(2)-0(4)

96.1(4)

0(3)-Cu(2)-0(3)
0(1)

1.949(1)

167.7(4)
96.1(4)

0(3)-Cu(2)-0(4)
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standard deviation limits. Therefore these four parameters were
2

fixed during the following calculations. 2 w ( F - F ) was mini
0

c

mized, where w=l/<r(F ). The final FMLS anisotropic refineme
0

nts for two space groups were carried out:
Pmmm, R=0.075, R =0.092, s= 7.7,
w

U / o ) = 0 . 1 , for 9 atoms,
max

38 parameters;
P4/mmm, R=0.078, R =0.092, s=9.9, (A/o) =0.1, for 7 atoms,
w

max

25 parameters.
For the further analysis of the physical properties and com
parison with the published data of the Y123 type superconducting
compounds the Pmmm space group was used.
Atomic positional and thermal parameters are listed in Tab
le 1, selected interatomic distances and angles - in Table 2.
The Eu and Ba atoms almost fully occupied the (ih) and (2t)
positions and no mutual substitutions was observed. The Al and
Cu atoms occupied the octahedral (la) position. The (2q) posi
tion is fully occupied by Cu atoms. Taking into account the
Си

s.o.f.'s the complete formula is Eu двВа^ д в 2 63^*0 37^6 73*
Q

The isotropic thermal parameter of the apical oxygen in 0(4)
has the largest value in accordance with data for Al doped crys
tals (Siegrist, Schneemeyer, Waszczak, Singh, Opila, Batlog,
Rupp & Murphy, 1987). Atoms of the CuOg sheet, the Cu-0 chain,
Eu and 0(4) display the relatively large anisotropic motion:
along c-axis for Eu, Cu(2), 0(2), 0(3) and transverse to the
Cu(l)-O-Cud) chains for 0(1), 0(4) and 0(5). These results are
partly coincided with earlier published data (Kwei, Lawson,
Hults & Smith, 1991).
The specific Cu-0 distances and plane puckering parameters
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(e.g. az= z ( 2 j - Z Q ^ 3) etc.) in Y(Eu)123 systems with Al
Cu

incorporation are summarized in Table 3. As Y atoms are repla
ced by Eu, the Cu(l)-0(4) distance increases, but the Cu(2)-0(4)
distance decreases and the puckering of Ba02 layers decrease due
to displacement of 0(4) atoms in z-direction. The Cu(i)-Q(4)
and Cu(2)-0(4) distances are slightly changed and almost equal
to the superconducting Y123 ones. As C u d ) atoms are partially
substituted by Al, the puckering parameters are significantly
decreased and become near the parameters of insulator YI23.
The correlation of the specific distances in Eul23/Al and orthorhombic Y123 structures may be considered as an evidence to
accept the Pmmm space group.
It has been well established that the critical temperature is
mostly governed by the C u 0 sheet hole density. To evaluate the
2

hole concentration from the structural data the BVS method was
used. The BVS (oxidation state) of any atom (i) in the crystal
obeys the relation:
v

s

(

i = J ij

1 >

where j- number of the nearest neighbour atoms, bond strength
s^=exp((r - г^)/В) and r , В - empirical constants that have
0

Q

been calculated from the experimental distances of simple compo
unds with the well-defined valence states using Inorganic Cry
stal Structure Database (ICSD) (Brown & Altermatt, 1985). The BVS
method has some advantages, such as easy calculation and convitiient interpretation, among the phenomenological approximations
(bondlength, electronegativity etc.) used for analysis of relations
between the crystal structure and superconducting properties. The
hole density of the CuO sheet p
g

3 h

was defined as in-plane diffe-
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rence BVS (Thallon, 1991):
p = I signUV^) AVj,

(2)

g h

where i - atoms of the
A V

i

=

v

v

CJ0

2

layer , e.g. i= Cu(2), 0(2) and 0(3),

_

i ~ absfv^), i charge number accepted for cation (anion),

assumed v

C u ( 2 )

= -v

=

0(2

) = - v ( 3 ) 2.
0

The transition temperature versus p , calculated from expres
s n

sions (1) and (2), is plotted on Fig.l. This diagram contains the
calculated BVS of some structural data published earlier and data
for Eul23/Al crystal. The depression of T for Eul23/Al is showed
c

to connect with the reducing of the mobile hole concentration in
the Cu0 sheets. The threshold for the hole density was estimated
2

as about 0.03 hole per Cu atom. The sheet hole density for Eul23/Al
calculated by the BVS method was found in accordance with value
-•aiculated from the chemical considerations (Tokura, Torrance,
Table 3. Cu-0(4) distances (A), the puckering parameters AZ (A) for Cu(2)-0
and Ba-0 planes in RBegCu^Alj^.g compounds
Cu(l)-0(4) Cu(2)-0(4) aZ
l)
2)
у 3)
Y>
Y
Y
Y 3)
l)

Y

Y

2

Y

0.
0.
0.1»
0.10
0.175
0.22
0.22
0.

Eu > 0.
Eu 0.37
4

Cu(2

)-0(2,3) 4 V - 0 U )

7

~

5

T (K>
C

1.85K 3)
1.653C 4)
1.845(17)
1.82K 4)
1.82S( 4)
1.827( 4)
1.817(18)
1.784( 2)

2.297( 3)
2.292( 4)
2.352(16)
2.334( 4)
S.344( 4)
2.348( 4)
2.388(17)
2.469( 2)

0.27K 3)
0.27K 5)
0.245(37)
0.23K 5)
0.228( 5)
0.225( 5)
0.246(10)
0.217( 2)

0.299( 2)
0.287( 4)
0.327(28)
0.335( 4)
0.346( 4)
0.350( 4)
0.410(21)
0.513( 5)

6.91
6.85
7.0
6.89
S.88
6.86
6.4
6.06

95
92
82
77
71
49
< 4.2
0

1.850( 8)
1.866(22)

2.259( 8)
2.301(22)

0.293( 7)
0.211(24)

0.277( 8)
0.357(23)

7.0
6.73

90
13

1)Beyers & Shaw, 1989
2

'Eriksson, Johansson, Strom, Berastegui, Borjeeson, Hall & Kakihana, 1991.

3)Siegrist, Schneeaeyer, Waszczak, Singh, Opila, Batlog, Rupp 4 Murphy, 1987.
4)

Asano, Takita, Katoh, Akinaga, Ishigaki, Nishino & Masuda, 1987.
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Huang & Mazzal, 1988). The obtained data showed that the oxidation
state of the CuOo sheets are determined not only the oxygen con
tent but also the raetal stoichioraetry. Therefore the carefull ana
lysis of the atom substitution and deficiency effects is very im
portant in exposing of the physical properties and evaluation of
the T, versus p ^ correlation.
4

s

5

•fl" "*»

Fig. 1. T
О
@
V
^
•
(Q)

i;

versus hole density (p jj>.
4

Open circles - Cava, Hewat, Batlogg, Marezio, Rabe,
Krajewski, Peck & Rupp, 1990;
filled circles-Jorgensen, Veal, Paulikas, Nowicki,
Grabtree, Claus & Kwok, 1990;
°P? triangles-Siegrist, Schneemeyer, Waszczak, Singh,
Opila, Batlog, Rupp & Murphy, 1987;
filled triangles-Beyers & Shaw, 1989;
open squares - Asano, Takita, Katoh, Akinaga, Ishigaki,
Nishino & Masuda, 1987;
double circles- this paper.
n
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